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Preface

The SCSI bus and IDE interface are without question the two most important
interfaces for computer peripherals in use today. The IDE hard disk interface is
found almost exclusively in the world of IBM PC compatibles. The SCSI bus, on
the other hand, is designed not only for hard drives but also for tape drives, CD-
ROM,scanners, and printers. Almost all modern computers, from PCs to work-
stations to mainframes, are equipped with a SCSI interface.

Both SCSI and IDE are ANSI standards. However, aside from the actual
ANSI documentation, there exists almost no additional reference material to
either specification. The purpose ofthis bookisto fill that void with a clear, con-
cise description of both interfaces. The essential terminology is introduced,
while the commands and protocols are broken downin full. In the interest of
economy the less important details and options have been omitted in certain
cases. Often a specific section in the ANSI documentation will be cited for easy |
cross-referencing. After reading this book you should be in the position to easily
understand relevant technical documentation, including the ANSI specifications
themselves.

First and foremost, a thorough introduction to the terminology is in
order. Especially with respect to SCSI, there is a deluge of terms and definitions —
that are used nowhere else or are used differently than in other computer
domains. These keywords, which include signal names and interface com-
mands, are typeset in small capital letters, for example FORMAT UNIT.

This book is intended for readers with a broad range of technical back-
grounds and interests. Those working on the design of mass storage devices, for
example, will find the protocol descriptions extremely useful. Readers writing soft-
ware or device drivers may have other interesis. They will find the hardware
descriptions, such as that of the physical organization of a disk drive, very helpful.

This book is not meantto replace the ANSI documentation. On the other
hand, those specifications are not meant to explain the technology, rather to
defineit. It is very difficult to find your way aroundin the original documenta-
tion without an understanding of the subject matter. The book’s thorough, in-
depth descriptions, along with index and glossary, make it the perfect tutor for
IDE and SCSI, as well as a helpful guide to the ANSIliterature.

Friedhelm Schmidt

February 1993
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2 ‘Traditional peripheral interfaces
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1 Computers and peripherals

A computer can be broken down into a numberof interdependent functional
blocks. The most important of these are the central processing unit (CPU), main
memory, input/output (I/O) and mass storage. The CPU executes the
instructions of a program, which, along with the necessary data, must reside in
main memory at execution time. Therefore, before a program can be run it must
be loaded into main memory from massstorage. The data to be processed by the
program comeseither from mass storage or from an input device such as the
keyboard. The CPU accesses memoryat least once for each program step in order
to read the corresponding machine instructions. In fact, several accesses are
usually necessary to read and write data. For this reason the CPU and memory
are very tightly coupled: access is uncomplicated and, aboveall, fast.

Parallel
interlace

 

Hard drive Tape drivecontroller controller 
 

Figure 1.1 Computer system with peripheral devices.

In contrast to memory, I/O devices and massstorage are located further
from the CPU, hence the name‘peripherals’ (Figure 1.1). Access to such devices

3
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4 SCS! Bus and IDE Interface

is slower and more complicated. Communication with the peripherals is
accomplished using an interface such as SCSI or IDE. On the other end of the
interface is a controller, which in turn communicates with the CPU and memory.

1.1 Mass storage

A mass storage device is capable of storing data many times the size of main
memory. In addition, information stored here is nonvolatile: when the device is
turned off the data remains intact.

Hard disks Disk drives or hard disks store information by writing it onto rotating disks. The
information is divided up into blocks of fixed length, each of which can be
accessed relatively quickly, typically around 30 milliseconds (ms). For this
reason hard disks are also referred to as random access mass storage devices.
Amongthe different types of mass storage devices are hard disks, exchangeable
medium drives, diskettes, optical disks and CD-ROM.

Tape devices In contrast to hard disks, tape devices (or tape drives) write data sequentially
onto magnetic tape. The length of time needed to access a specific block of
information depends on which position is presently underneath the read/write
head.If it is necessary to rewind or fast forward the tape a very long distance, a
tape access can take as long as several minutes. Tape drives are also known as
sequential mass storage devices. Among these are the traditional reel-to-reel
drives, cassette drives, drives that use video cassettes for recording and 4mm
digital audio tape (DAT) drives.

I/O devices Under the heading I/O devices are the monitor and keyboard used for
communication between the user and the computer. Further examples of output
devices are printers, plotters and even speakers used for outputting speech.
Among the many input devices are mice, analog to digital converters, scanners
and microphonesused in speech recognition.

Network connections also fall into this category. This is especially so
today where mass storage is often replaced by a file server across a network.
Computers with no massstorage of their own are called diskless workstations.

Miscellaneous There are many more devices that exchange data with computers, although one
devices hardly refers to a computer controlled lathe or a music synthesizer as a

computer peripheral. Nevertheless, they function as peripherals and
communicate with the computer using I/O.

OLYMPUSEX. 1006 - 14/312
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Computers and peripherals 5

1.2 Peripheral interfaces

Peripheral devices are connected to computer systems via interfaces. The
abstract model of a peripheral interface is made up of many layers, the
boundaries of which are not alwaysclear, especially for older interfaces.It is also
true that some layers are omitted in certain interface definitions. In this book I
adhere to a model with four layers for the SCSI interface, as was agreed upon by
the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) committee for the first time
for SCSI-3. The strata of layers are designed bottom up. All low level layers are
mandatory for the implementation of an interface. An uppermost layer,
however, can be omitted in some cases. A high level interface refers to the case
whereall possible levels have been implemented.

Among those things defined in the lowest level are cable and connector
types. Also defined are the signal voltages and the current requirements of the
drivers. Finally, the timing and coordination of all of the signals of the bus are
described here. This lowestlevel is referred to as the physical interface.

Directly above the physical layer resides the protocol layer. The protocol
of an interface contains, for example, information about the difference between
data bytes and command bytes and about the exchange of messages between
devices. If corrupted data is to be corrected through the use of error correction,
this is described in the interface protocol.

On top of the protocol layer lies the peripheral device model. Here the
behavior of devices to be connected to the interface is described. These

descriptions can be very detailed and precise. The SCSI bus is an exampleof.
such a detailed model, where in addition to the characteristics of general
purpose SCSI devices, those of hard disks, tape drives, printers and so on are
defined.

Finally, some interfaces go so far as to define which commands must be
understood by the interface devices. The commandset builds upon the device
model and represents the fourth layer of the interface.

The term ‘interface’ always refers to all implemented layers in their
entirety. There are distinct peripheral interfaces defined using the same physical
level but a unique protocollevel. It is also possible for a single interface to allow
for different options in the physical level.

The interface used for printers is a good example of a four-layer
interface. Figure 1.2 makes the relationships among the layers clear. The two
lower levels are covered by the Centronics interface. This parallel interface
contains the definition of the physical and protocol layers. The particular printer
model in Figure 1.2 is a page printer. This means that the printer constructs an
entire page in internal memory before printing it. In contrast to line printers, the
lines of a page can be sent in any order as long as a page boundary is not crossed.
However, once a pageis printed it is impossible to retrieve it in order to make
changes.

The page description language PostScript is an excellent example of a
large and complex commandset. It is built upon the page printer model and
makes it possible to output text as well as various graphic elements. These
elements can be positioned freely on the current page. Naturally, there are other

OLYMPUSEX. 1006 - 15/312
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Device mode! Printer

Command set PostScript

Protocol
- +Centronics...

Physicalinterface
 

Figure 1,2 Layers of a printer interface.

such page formatting languages written for the page printer model. This makes
the division between device and language very intuitive.

As you can see, this interface is complete in that it contains all four
interface layers. If you purchase a printer with such an interface, it makes no.
difference which brand name you choose. As long asit is true to the interface
specification it will work with any computer also equipped with the printer
interface. However, if you were to omit even only the uppermostlayer of the
specification, then the interface description would be incomplete. It would still
be possible to connect up. the printer, but whether it would function properly
would be a matter of luck.

The IDE interface and the SCSI bus are likewise complete interface
definitions. Before getting. to these, however, I would liketo introduce in
Chapter 2 a few classic examples of peripheral interfaces. For the most part their
definitions contain only the lowerlayers of the interface model. This chapter will
help to underscore the difference between traditional interfaces on the one hand
and the complete IDE and SCSI interfaces on the other.

OLYMPUSEX. 1006 - 16/312
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2 Traditional peripheral
interfaces

This chapter will help to familiarize you with several classic peripheral inter-
faces of the computer industry. As with the printer interface outlined in Chapter
1, these will be described within the framework of the layered interface model.
These descriptions are by no means comprehensive; complete specifications
would turn this book into several volumes.

I have two goals in mind in presenting these interfaces. First of all, the
interfaces are very simple; they will allow you to become acquainted with inter-
face characteristics that are valid for all interfaces, including computer buses.
Secondly, to a certain degree these specifications are the forerunners of competi-
tion to the IDE and SCSI bus interfaces. A background in the more traditional
interfaces will make it much easier to evaluate and understand their modern

descendants, the main topic of this book.

2.1 The RS-232 serial interface

RS-232C is the most widely used serial interface. ‘Serial’ means that the data is
transferred onebit at a time across a single connection. RS-232C is used mainly
for the connection of computer terminals and printers. Nonetheless,it is also
appropriate for the exchange of data between computers. Machine tools and
measurement instruments are frequently connected to computers using RS-
232C, Understandably, it is not a device specific interface. RS-232C is the respon-
sibility of the Electronic Industries Association (EIA).

The specification for RS-232C contains the physical layer and hardware
protocol. In addition, there are software protocols, of which only a few build on
top of the RS-232 hardware protocol. This leads to an uncommonsituation with
RS-232C and otherserial interfaces — not all applications use all of the signals.
Frequently cables are used that conduct only a few of the defined signals,a sit-
uation thatwould be unthinkable for IDE or SCSI. I concentrate here on a varia-

tion of the interface using only three signals, which I call mini-RS-232.

7
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The physical Mini-RS-232 establishes a bidirectional point-to-point connection between
interface equipment. Each direction has its own data signal and a single groundsignalis

shared. The data signals are called TD (transmit data) and RD (receive data).
When two devices are coupled to each other, these signals are crossed such that
the TD of one device connects to the RD of the other (Figure 2.1).

Start bit 8 Data bits Stop bit
{always 0) (always 1)

Signal ground

Receive data Receive dala o5

 
Figure 2.1 Physical interface: mini-RS-232.

The connector chosen by the EIA standardis the 25-pin DB25. Other con-
nectors, however, are frequently employed, such as the DB9 for the IBM AT or
the RJ11 telephone connector used in various minicomputers.

Onthe signallines, a logical 1 is represented by a voltage between +5 V
and +15 V, and the receiver recognizes anything above +3 V as such, Likewise,
logical 0 is represented by a signal voltage between —5 V and —15 V. Again, the
receiver recognizes any signal below —3 V as such.

Data transfer takes place serially, character by character. The characters
are further broken downinto bits, which are sent across the line one by one. On
the other end, the receiver then assembles the bits back into characters. The
numberof bits per character lies between five and eight; eight is precisely what
is needed to transfer one byte. The data bits are preceded byastart bit and fol-
lowed bya stopbit. In addition, a parity bit may be sent for error detection. The
transfer rate-can range between 75 and 115 000 bits per second (baud), and a
cable alone cannot compensate for different transfer rates; the devices must be
set at the same speed otherwise no exchange of data can take place.

Now comes a rather confusing point: this method of transfer over the
serial interface is called asynchronous even thoughthe data is sent and received
relative to a clock. Amongotherserial interfaces the term ‘synchronous’is used
whenevera clock is involved. For RS-232C, however, the transfer is referred to
as asynchronous because theclocks are not tied to each other. The RS-232C spec-
ification includes signals that allow the sender and the receiver to use the same
clock for data transfer. When these signals are employed the data transfer is

&
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referred to as synchronous. True asynchronous transfer uses control signals to
exchange data. This point, among others, will be made clear in Section 2.2.

As a rule of thumb, when thinking about data throughput you can con-
sider a byte or character to be 10 bits (one stop, one start and eight data bits).
Whenthefastest transfer rate possible is employed, namely 115 000 bits per sec-
ond, the maximum throughputis approximately 11.5 Kbytes per second.

The protocol Mini-RS-232 has no protocolof its own. However, thereis a protocol that is often
used with the interface, called the XON/XOFF protocol (Figure 2.2). It works in
the following way. When the receiving device is no longer able to take on data
from the sender, it sends a special character, an XOFFbyte, to indicate this, Later,
when it is ready to continue receiving data, it sends an XON byte to tell the
sender to proceed. This protocol is in no way error proof — characters are some-
times lost. In addition, the protocol cannot be used for bidirectional transfer of
binary data. The reason for this restriction is simple: for text data only a subset
of the possible bytes is sent over the interface, those correspondingtoletters,
numbers, and symbols. This leaves room for a number of special characters, of
which XON and XOFF are examples. When, on the other hand, binary data is
transferred, the data is not restricted to certain characters; any binary pattern
may occur. In this situation there is no room for the special characters and the
XON/XOFFprotocol is unusable. For connecting monitors and printers, how-
ever, the protocol is actually very practical.

po Srfnfifstfils}fal| Tlefsieyft /

Printer

XOFF XON 
Figure 2.2, XON/XOFFprotocol.

An example of a higher level protocol for the transfer of binary data(file
transfer) is Kermit. This public domain program can be used at no cost for non-
commercial purposes. A number of computer manufacturers have also devel-
oped their own internal protocols built on top of RS-232.

Commands There are no commandsspecial to the RS-232 interface. As RS-232 was devel-
oped, commands were designed for specific devices apart from the interface.
SCSI is amongthe first interfaces to define universal command sets for whole
device classes.

Nevertheless, some commandsets have been designed for use with RS-
232. Examples are page formatting languages for printers, such as PostScript.

OLYMPUSEX. 1006 - 19/312
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Summary As you can see, an interface that builds on top of RS-232 has many possible vari-
ations. The complete description of-my printer-PC interface would be: RS-232 at
9600 baud, 1 stop bit, no parity, XON/XOFF protocol, PostScript. If I were to
change a parameterfor only the printer or only the PC, for example by not send-
ing PostScript or starting to use a parity bit, nothing would print. Although
mini-RS-232 appears to be simple (only three wires), there are almost an
uncountable number of ways in which the connection can fail. What is missing
is a protocol that allows the devices to agree upon the available options.
Although RS-232 has given a good portion of frustration to just about everyone
who has worked with it, it nonetheless has the decided advantage thatit exists
on every computer and is also device independent.

2.2 The Centronics printer interface

The Centronics interface is a parallel interface developed for printers. It is an
industry standard that, to my knowledge, has never beenofficially approved. As
a result there are many variations. This is especially so with respect to the status
signals that reflect the printer’s current state. Centronics defines the physical
interface and the protocol. As a commandset, either PostScript or another print-
er language is used.

Originally developed as a unidirectional interface, the parallel printer
link for PCs can also be used bidirectionally. This extension is not our concern
here. We are interested in Centronics mostly as another example of the various
computer interfaces. However,it is also a good idea to know this interface in
order to understand the difference from SCSI printers (see Figure 2.3).

The physical Centronics uses a shielded twisted-pair cable with 36 signals, of maximum
interface length 5 meters (about 16 feet). A 36-pin amphenol connector is used on the

printer end, which most people have cometo refer to as a Centronics connector.
The computer end of the cable has either a corresponding female Centronics or
a female DB25.

Electrical The signal voltages correspond to thosefor transistor—transistor logic (TTL). A 0
specifications is recognizedfrom 0 V to +0.8 V, a 1 from +2.4 V to +5.0 V. Table 2.1 lists the sig-

nals of the Centronics interface. Note that I have described the data signals start-
ing with 0; that is, using the logical names. The actual signal names, however,
are DATA1 tO DATAS.

Data transfer takes place in parallel across signals DaTA1 to DaATA8. The
signals STROBE, BUSY and ACKNLG control the sequencing, which is shown in
Figure 2.3. The term ‘protocol’ does not apply completely here. Relative to our
layer model, this timing belongsto the definition of the physical interface.

OLYMPUSEX.1006 - 20/312
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Request/
acknowledge

handshake

Traditional peripheral interfaces 11

Table 2.1 The signals of the Centronics interface.

Pin Pin Signal Source
(Cen) (DB25)

1 1

2 2

3 3

4 4

5 5

6 6
7 7

7 8

9 9

10 10

11 11

12 12

13 13

14 14

16

17

18

19-30 18-25

31 16

32 15

36 17

STROBE Host
DATA1 Host

DATA2 Host

DATA3 Host

DATA4 Host

DATA5 Host

DATA6 Host

-DATAY Host

DATAS Host

ACKNLG Printer

BUSY Printer

PE Printer

SELECT Printer

AUTOFEED Host
SIGNAL

GROUND

CHASSIS

GROUND

+5V Printer
SIGNAL

GROUND

* INIT Host

ERROR Printer
SLCT IN Host

DATA1-8

STROBE

BUSY

ACKNLG

Description

Indicates valid data on DATA1-8

Data bit 0

Data bit 1

Data bit 2

Data bit 3

Data bit 4

Data bit 5

Data bit 6

Data bit 7

Indicates printer has accepted DATA1-8
Indicates printer is not ready for new data
Papererror
Printer is online

Theprinter should add a carriage return to each line feed

+5 V power (50 mA maximum)

Initialize printer
General error

Select printer

 
Figure 2.3 Centronics interface timing.

Thetransfer of a byte begins when the computersets the 8 bits on signals DATA1
to paTas. After waiting for at least a microsecond,it then activates a pulse across
STROBE, which indicates that there is valid data on the data lines. In response, the
printer sets BUSY and reads the data byte. As soon as the byte has been success-
fully read and the printeris ready to receive the next byte, it clears the BUSY sig-
nal and sends a pulse across the ACKNLG line. Now the computer may change the

OLYMPUSEX. 1006 - 21/312
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12 SCS! Bus and IDEinterface —

data signals and send the next sTrosE for the next byte. This method of data
transfer, where a signal is used to indicate a request (here STROBE) and another to
acknowledge that request (here ACKNLG), is called asynchronous. The mecha-
nism itself is termed request/acknowledge handshake.

Throughput Throughput, or the amountof data transferred per second, is dependent upon
how long the printer leaves its Busy signal active for each byte. The other signals
involved in the handshake needat least 4 microseconds(ps) in total. If a printer
were exceptionally fast, it could accept a byte in around 10 ys. This would cor-
respond to a data rate of 100 Kbytes per second. The handbook for my laser
printer reports a value of approximately 100 ys for the length of Busy, which
allowsfor a rate no faster than 10 Kbytes per second.

The protecol The Centronics interface protocol is very simple. The flow of data is solely the
responsibility of the physical layer. When the printer is not able to receive data
it simply holds Busy active. There are, however, a couple of status signals that
reflect the printer’s status. These fall under the category of message exchange,
which places them in the protocol layer. These signals are PE, SELECT, and ERROR.
In addition to these are the control signals AUTOFEED, INIT, and SLCT IN. All of
these signals are described in Table 2.1.

Summary The Centronics printer interface is our first example of a device specific inter-
face. The method of data transfer is very similar to many parallel interfaces.
Nevertheless, the status signals for end of paper and carriage return pertain
strictly to printers. Although this is the case, devices have been developed that
use Centronics as a general purpose parallel interface simply by ignoring the
printer specific signals. Examples of these include network adapters and disk
drives.

The data transfer is parallel and asynchronous, controlled by the hand-
shaking signals STROBE/ACKNLG. The transfer rate is dependent on the speed of
the printer: the faster the printer is able to activate its ACKNLG signal, the higher
the transfer rate. This characteristic of asynchronous transfer will appear again
when welook at the SCSI bus.

As in the case of RS-232, the Centronics interface itself contains neither a

device model nor a commandset. As shown in Figure 1.2, all components are
necessary in order to define a complete printer interface. On the other hand, the
interface as it stands is flexible. There are even tape back-up devices that take
advantage of this very adaptable interface.

Centronics, like RS-232, establishes a point-to-point connection between
devices. This means that only a single printer can be used for each interface
because the ability to address different devices is lacking. This new feature
belongs to the next interface we will discuss.
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2.3 Hard disks and their interfaces

This section and the following two sections on ST506 and ESDI delve more
deeply into details than previous sections, becauseit is here that the foundation
for understanding IDE and SCSIis laid. If you are not well acquainted with the
internals and workings of hard disks, you will find this section especially inter-
esting. Here, you will learn the terminology of the disk drive domain.

A little history Disk drive interfaces were standardized early on. Beginning in 1975, drives with
a diameter of 14 inches and then 8 inches were shipped with the SMDinterface.
The name comes from the Storage Module Drives of the company, CDC. CDC
has since sold its drive production to Seagate. During the late 1980s, as a result
of steady improvements, SMD becamethe favorite interface for 8 inch high per-
formance drives. SMD-E, the final version, had a transfer rate of 24 MHz or

about 3 Mbytes per second. The interface, however, could not survive the tran-
sition to 5% inch drives, primarily because of the very wide cable. As a result
SMDdied along with 8 inch drives in about 1990.

Five years after the arrival of SMD, Seagate introduced a 5% inch drive
with a storage capacity of 5 Mbytes. This economical disk drive, at the lower end
of the performance scale, used a new interface called ST506. You will often hear
ST506/ST412 being used to refer to the sameinterface. ST506 was not developed
from scratch, but evolved from the floppy interface. The transfer rate was
increased to 5 MHz (about 625 Kbytes per second) but the method of moving the
heads by sending step pulses remained the same. In the past few years,
advances have allowed the transfer rate to be doubled once again. However, the
demands of modern PCs havefinally exceeded the interface’s capabilities: ST506
has beensteadily losing ground to IDE and SCSI since around 1991.

It was apparentearly on that 5% inch drives would be capable of perfor-
mance that ST506 could not support. SMD could havefitted the bill but it was
too big and too expensive. In 1983 the disk drive manufacturer Maxtor came out
with the Enhanced Small Device Interface (ESDI) to remedy this situation. The
ESDIused the same cables as ST506 but allowed transfer rates of up to 20 MHz
(2.4 Mbytes per second). In addition, ESDI had commands, for example, seek to
track. Today, ESDI can occasionally be found in the microcomputer and work~-
station domain. However,it too is quickly being crowded out by SCSI. New dri-
ves with the ESDI interface are no longer being developed.

The disk drive On our way to understanding IDE we will make twostops to examineits prede-
model _cessors, the $1506 and ESDIinterfaces. Before we do this, however, we need to

become acquainted with the basic model of a disk drive. A hard disk drive stores
information on a set of rotating disks. The information can be written and read
any numberof times and the data remains intact even after the drive is turned off.

The term ‘hard disk’ most often refers to a drive with nonremovable

media although some removable media drives do use hard disks. A hard disk
contrasts with the flexible media used in floppy drives.
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Organization of
the medium

Sector format

 

This model of a disk drive will say nothing about the exact method of
writing to the medium. This means that it will be valid for magnetic disk drives
as well as magneto-optical, diskettes, and removable media drives. CD-ROM
and WORM drives, however,donotfall into this category; these formats lack the
ability to rewrite information.

The disk assembly of a drive usually consists of a number of writable surfaces,
each of which stores data on concentric rings called tracks. The tracks are further
divided into sectors, which are the smallest readable/writable unit. A sectoris

accessed by first positioning the read/write head above the proper track. The
drive then waits until the desired sector rotates underneath the head and reads

the data. Writing and reading the sector is doneserially bit bybit.
A drive usually contains somewhere between two andeight disks, and

both sides of a disk can be utilized for storage. Each surface has its own
read/write head although only one track can be written to or read at a given
time. The heads are positioned collectively over the tracks. A set of tracks that
can be accessed by the heads from a single position is called a cylinder. A con-
sequence of this organization is that every sector of the drive can be uniquely
addressed by its cylinder, head and sector numbers. This is referred to as the
drive geometry (Figure 2.4).

Cylinders consisting of
six vertically aligned tracks

a
iiaWOE

SSE

Seven tracks Three disks
each divided with a total
into eight sectors of six surfaces

Figure 2.4 Structure of disk medium.

In order to identify the beginning of a track there is an interface signal called
INDEX, Which issues a pulse at the precise moment when the heads reach this
position. This is where the first sector of the track begins. At the start of the other
sectors another interface signal, SECTOR, issues a pulse. If the sector pulse is gen-
erated by special circuitry that senses the relative angularposition of the disks,
the drive is said to be hard sectored. The drive is soft sectored if the beginning
of the sectoris actually read off the medium bythe heads.
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A computeruses data in parallel; that is, bytes not bits. The disk format-
ter is a chip, which in addition to identifying sectors by their sector numberalso
takes the serial data from the heads and groupsit properly into bytes. The data
separator sits between the heads and the formatter chip. When datais read from
the drive it generates an accompanying clock. Finally, the read/write amplifier
circuitry amplifies the analog signals to and from the heads. Theelectronics that
pertain to actual reading and writing of information are collectively referred to
as the data channel.

A, sector is made up of a numberofdifferent fields which are together
referred to as the sector format. Sector formats differ from interface to interface

but a typical format can be described as follows: first comes a field for synchro-
nizing the data separator followed by the addressfield. The address field con-
tains the cylinder, head, and sector numbers. With this information the con-
troller verifies that it is reading or writing the correct sector. After the address
field comesthe cyclic redundancy code (CRC) checksum, which is used to check
whether the address was read properly. All fields up to this point are collective-
ly referred to as the header. Now comesthe data. Here too a synchronization
field is used, followed by the actual data of the sector. In the place where the
address field has a CRC checksum, the data has a numberof error correction

code (ECC) bytes. The ECC allows the controller to test whether the data has
been correctly written or read. In addition a certain numberof incorrectly read
bits can actually be corrected using this code. The sector ends with a gap used
to even out small differences in motor speed. The numberof data bytes in a sec-
tor correspondsto its formatted capacity. Typical formatted sector sizes are 512,
1024 and 4096 bytes. The header, ECC and gaps use up space for between 40 and
100 bytes, depending on the sector format (Figure 2.5).

Vv.

Soft-sector format

index pulse | . |

oe[wsfo|am Hard-sector format
 

Figure 2.5 Typical sector format.

Formatting, Only after the drive’s medium has been formattedis it usable for data storage.
reading, and This procedure involves writing not only the headers but also the data field. An

writing arbitrary data pattern is usually written along with the correct ECC. Normally
the entire drive is formatted at one time although soft sectoring allows a single
track and hard sectoring a single sector to be formatted.
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The reading of a sectoris relatively simple. As soon as the head is posi-
tioned at the correct cylinder, the desired head is chosen and the formatter chip
reads headers until the proper address comesby. The data directly following this
headeris the data required.

Writing a sector is a bit more complicated. A write looks just like a read
until the proper headeris found, then the amplifier circuitry switches from reading
to writing, and the new data, along with ECC,is written. A write-splice is located
between the header and the data field to allow time to turn on the write current.

Format It is not necessarily the case that two sectors with adjacent addresses are adja-
characteristics cent to one another on the medium. The limited throughputof early drive con-

trollers madeit necessary to employcertain techniquesin the format design. The
techniques discussed here are pertinent to IDE as well SCSI.

Interleave Early drive controllers had a very small local buffer which held at most a sec-
tor’s worth of data. This situation forces the controller to pass the data on to the
computer before reading the next sector. If this cannot be accomplished in the
time it takes the head to pass over the short gap between sectors, the controller
must wait for a complete revolution of the disk for the sector to come around
again. For drivesof this era, this meant waiting 17 msfor the next sector. In order
to avoid this delay, the format of the track can employ an interleave to insure
that there is enough time to get ready for the next sector. With a interleave of
two, for example, the sector with the next adjacent address is two physical sec-
tors away. This makes it possible to read all sectors of a track with only tworota-
tions of the disk while insuring that there is ample time to pass the data to the
computer. Older devices employed even larger interleaves. An interleave of
three means that two physical sectors lie between adjacent sector addresses.
Modern controllers no longer use interleaving; they have data buffers, which
accommodateat least an entire track.

Track and To obtain the highest throughputfor transferring large blocks of data the con-
cylinder skew troller or operating system will place the data on a single track.If the data occu-

pies more than a single track then the track of the next head in this samecylin-
der is used, and so on, until the cylinderis full. The reason for this organization
is that the time needed to change heads is much shorterthan the time needed to
change tracks. Only after the entire cylinder has been used must the heads be
repositioned to the next cylinder, where the procedure can begin again.

Even switching the heads, which is done electronically, can cause
enoughof a delay to miss a sector. Whenthe last sectorof a track is read and the
heads are switched to begin a new track, the resulting lag may prevent the first
sector of the track being read. Waiting for an additional revolution (called ‘miss-
ing a rev’) can be avoided by offsetting the first sector address by one or sever-
al physical sectors. This feature is called track skew (spiral offset). Modern con-
trollers, however, are usually capable of a track skew of zero with the help of
very fast data channelelectronics.
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The delay resulting from a seek from one cylinder to the next adjacent
cylinder is of the order of 2 ms. In this case as well, an offset can be employed to
avoid missing a rev. However, transfers of this size, across cylinder boundaries,
rarely occur. Therefore, the implementation of a cylinder skew is often forgone
(see Figure 2.6).

Index 
Interleave 2 Track skew 1

Figure 2.6 Interleave and track skew.

Technical The physical drive model described aboveis the basis for the technical specifi- —
specifications cations cited for disk drives. The most importantof these are the capacity, trans-

fer rate, and average seek time.

Capacity Two capacities are usually given for a drive. The unformatted net capacity is the
product of the numberofbits per track, the numberof cylinders, and the num-
ber of heads.Its value is usually given in bytes and is independentof the sector
format. The formatted capacity, on the other hand,is directly dependent on the
sector format employed.Its value is the product of the sector size, the number
of sectors per track, and the numberof heads.

Transfer rate and Transfer rate refers to the speed at whichbits are serially read and written to the
throughput drive by the heads.It is simply the product of the numberofbits on a track and

the numberof rotations ofthe disk per second. The units are actually megabits
per second, but MHz is often used, which corresponds to one bit per Hz.

Throughput, the amount of data the drive can deliver or accept at the
interface on a sustained basis, can be estimated fairly accurately in the following
way. Divide the transfer rate by eight (giving the number of bytes per second).
Take this result and divide it by the interleave(in this context think of interleave
as the numberof revolutions needed to read a track), Take off 10%of this value
(for headers and so on), and you areleft with the approximate throughputof the
drive in bytes per second. Throughput, then, is a function of how quickly the
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medium can be written to and read, plus formatting factors. A drive’s peak
transfer rate, which is an instantaneousrate, will be higher.

Average access The average access time has two components. The average seek time is the mean
time timeit takes to position the heads to a specific cylinder. In addition to this is the

time it takes for the desired sector to rotate under the heads. On averagethis is
the time for half a revolution. This second component, called the rotational
latency, is by no means insignificant. For a disk that rotates at 5400 rotations per
minute it takes 11 ms for a complete revolution. This translates to an average
rotational latency of 5.5 ms. The same drive may have an average seek time of
11 ms which means that rotational latency accounts for about 30% of the aver-
age access time.

Where to putthe A hard disk is actually a subsystem of many components.First ofall is the drive
interface mechanism, consisting of the medium, the heads, the analog dataelectronics,

and the head positioning electronics. This groupis called the head disk assem-
bly (HDA). Next comes the data separator to digitize the analog signal data,fol-
lowed by the formatter for parallelization of the data. The controlleris in charge
of orchestrating reading and writing, along with positioning the heads.Finally,
a host adapter is the link between the controller and the host system (Figure
2.7). .

COPS Formatter,C2
Sa separator gata buffer, adapter

intelligence
(controller) Hostsystembus 

Figure 2.7 Various drive interfaces.

Physically, the interface is the cable that connects the unit built by the
drive manufacturer to the computer. There are a numberdifferent possible loca-
tions along the data channel where this cable can be placed in the design of a
drive. The trend, as SCSI’s success indicates, is to incorporate more and more
functionality in the drive itself. This moves the cable further from the heads, so
to speak.

The 5T506 interface lies between the analog data electronics and the data
separator. Oneresult of this is that the controller determines the analog method
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of writing data to the drive. In practice, two techniques are employed — modi-
fied frequency modulation (MFM) and run length limited (RLL) - across the
ST506 interface. The ESDIinterface moves one step from ST506 and incorporates
the data separator into the drive. Next in line, SCSI packs the formatter and con-
troller into the drive as well. Finally, IDE integrates almost the entire host
adapteronto its circuit board. This final step hasits disadvantages: by integrat-
ing the host adapter, the drive is compatible with only one type of host system,
in this case IBM PC compatibles. This approach makes sense in the PC market
due to sheer volume.

Summary When wefinally reach the SCSI standard later in the book, you will be intro-
duced to a modelof a class of peripherals known aslogical devices. In principle,
any interface, for.instance any of those discussed sofar, could be used with such
a device. For example, a RAM disk could be equipped with an ST506interface.
Of course, in order for the RAM disk to simulate an ST506 device it would have
to simulate sectors with track, head, and sector number. In addition, a strategy
would be needed to prevent the data being lost when the device is turnedoff.

24 ST506

The ST506 interface lies between the read/write amplifier and the data separa-
tor. The data separator is the componentthat generates a clock and a data signal
from the pulses stored on the medium.

Physical ST506 can addressup to four drives (Figure 2.8). Two cables, named A and B, are
interface used to make the connections. The A cable, whichis a single cable, contains con-

trol signals, and runs from drive to drive in whatis called a daisy chain. Thelast
drive in the chain must contain terminating resistance. The B cable carries the
analog read/write data. Each drive has its own B cable. You can recognize a con-
trolier that supports four drives by the connectors for a single A cable and four
B cables. The maximum cable length for ST506 is 3 meters.

Cables, The A cable is a ribbon cable with 34 connections. On the controller end of the
connectors, and cable is a ribbon connector. The two drives are attached using edge connectors.

electrical The signals are single ended; 7438/7414 open collector drivers and receivers are
specifications ysed (Figure 2.9).

For thefirst time, we meet the need for terminating resistors in an inter-
face. The signals of the A cable must be connected to +5 V across a 150 ohm resis-
tor. The resistors for all signals are usually incorporated in a single dual in-line
package.Since only the last drive may have termination, terminators are mount-
ed in a socket for easy removal.
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ST506 or ESDI controller
B cable

—
Terminator

Drive
3

 
Figure 2.8 ST506 configuration.

The B cable is a ribbon cable with 25 connections. Like the A cable, there

is a ribbon cable connector on the controller end and an edge connector on the
drive end. The signals here are differential. A 26L$31 and 26L532 pair is recom-
mendedas driver and receiver. Since each drive has its own B cable there is no
need to make termination for these signals removable.

Signals Tables 2.2 and 2.3 show the signal assignments for the ST506 cables. Every other
signal is ground, which acts as shielding.

Terminator 74LS14

ST506 and ESD! A cable

261831 26L532

fp
ST506 and ESDI B cable

 
Figure 2.9 ST506 drivers and receivers.
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Table 2.2. ST506 A cable signals.

Pin Name Signal Description
source

1, 3, 5, 7, 9, GROUND
11, 13, 15,
17,.19, 21,

23, 25, 27,
29, 31,33

2 REDUCED WRITE Controller Once used to reduce write current, now bit
CURRENT/HEAD 3 of head number
SELECT 3 ,

4 HEAD SELECT2 Controller Bit 2 of head number
6 WRITE GATE Controller Activates write current

8 SEEK COMPLETE Drive Indicates cylinder has been reached
10 TRACK 00 Drive Indicates heads are on cylinder zero
12 WRITE FAULT Controller Write error

14 HEAD SELECT 0 Controlier Bit 0 of the head number

16 ERROR RECOVERY Controller

18 HEAD SELECT 1 Controller Bit 1 of the head number

20 INDEX Drive Indicates beginning of track
22 READY Drive The drive is up to speed and ready for

read/write

24 STEP Controller The heads are to be moved by one cylinder
26 DRIVE SELECT 1 Controller Drive 1 selected

26 DRIVE SELECT 2 Controller Drive 2 selected

26 ‘ DRIVE SELECT 3 Controller Drive 3 selected
26 DRIVE SELECT 4 Controller Drive 4 selected

34 DIRECTION IN Controller Selects direction for head movement

In order to choose a specific sector for reading or writing, the head, cylinder, and
sector number of the proper drive must be selected. There are four signals for
addressing drives on the ST506 interface labeled DRIVE SELECT 1-4. This means
that each drive has a dedicated select line.

In contrast to this, the four signals HEAD SELECT 0-3 select the track under
one of 16 possible heads. HEAD SELECT 3 did notexist in the original specification;
originally, this connection was used to control the amountof write current. The
inner tracks of a disk need less write current than the outer tracks. This signal
became unnecessary as disk drives themselves controlled the amount of write
current.

The methodfor choosing a cylinder using the ST506 interface is identical
to that for floppy drives. A pulse onthe step signal causes the heads to move one
cylinder in the direction indicated by the signal DIRECTION IN. Thestatus signal
SEEK COMPLETE indicates that this positioning of the heads has been completed.
Anotherstatus signal, TRACK 00, reflects whether or not the heads are on track 0,
the outermost cylinder. Using this signal the controller can find track 0 by send-
ing STEP pulses until TRACK 00 is true.

The $T506 interface supports only soft sectoring. For this reason thereis
no sector pulse among the signals; the desired sector is found by the address
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Table 2.3 ST506 B cable signals.

Pin Name - Signal Description
source

1 DRIVE SELECTED Drive Drive is selected

2 GROUND Ground

3 RESERVED . Reserved

4 GROUND Ground

5 RESERVED Reserved

6 GROUND Ground

7 RESERVED Reserved

8 GROUND Ground

9 NOT USED Not used

10 NOT USED Not used

11 GROUND Ground

12 GROUND Ground

13 + MEM/RLL WRITE DATA=Controller Differential write data
14 —MFM/RLL WRITE DATA~—-Controller Differential write data
15 GROUND Ground

16 GROUND Ground

17 + MFM/RLL READ DATA Drive Differential read data
18 — MFM/RLE READ DATA Drive Differential read data
19 GROUND Ground

20 GROUND Ground

information in the header. The INDEX signal is generated by the drive and indi-
cates the beginning of thefirst sector. It is used during formatting to align the
sectors of the different heads.

Clearly, an ST506 controller has a lot of responsibility in controlling the
drive. The methodofpositioning the headsis primitive and slow. The only advan-
tage of the step pulse approachis that the numberof cylinders is unlimited.

Data encoding In principle, many methods of data encoding can be used with the 5T506 inter-
face. The encoding of the data results in pulses that can be written to the actual
drive medium. Originally, MFM encoding was used and more recently RLL
encoding. Not all ST506 drives can accommodate RLL, however, because typi-
cally a drive’s data channel electronics are optimized for MFM.

The data rate for MFM encoding is 5 MHz, which corresponds to 625
Mbytes per second. MFM drives have 17 sectors per track, each of 512 bytes. RLL
allows a data rate of 7.5 MHz. Here a track can hold 22 512 byte sectors.
Therefore, the use of RLL encoding increases the capacity of the drive by 50%.

Summary<Awell-defined protocol layer or commandsetis not defined for the $T506 inter-
face. The bus timing definitions belong solely to the physical layer. ST506 is
undeniably device specific; it makes no sense to use it for anything other than a
disk drive.
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ST506 has its weak points. The low data transfer rate makes it nearly
unusable for higher performance drives. Other low performance characteristics
include its lack of commands and step impulse positioning.

Despite its shortcomings the ST506 has been incorporated into systems
far beyond the PC domain. Even the IDE and SCSIinterfaces show signs of their
5T506 origins — youstill see, for instance, a parameter to reduce the write cur-
rent. '

2.5 ESDI

ESDI was designed to overcome the deficiencies of ST506. The electrical and
mechanical specifications were adopted unchanged from its predecessor. The
data separator was movedfrom the controller to the drive, allowing the maxi-
mum data rate to be increased to 20 MHz. Soft as well as hard sectoring of the
drive is supported. The interface includes a protocol layer with commands such
as seek for head positioning. The drive model for ESDI has been extended to
include a formatfor defectlists. This makesit possible to store in a standard way
the list of defects identified by the manufacturer.

The fact that ESDIis also defined for tape drives is not well known and,
as far as I know, such a drive has never been built. In this light, ESDI represents
a step, however small, toward device independent interfaces. In contrast, SCSI,
which appeared at about the same time, was successful in this regard.

Physical SDI uses the same cable and connectors as ST506. Even the drivers and
interface receivers are the same. The signal assignments, however, are quite different. In

addition to the ST506 signals, the A cable includes signals for sending command
and status information. Cable A also includes a sector pulse signal used for hard
as well as soft sectoring. Drive addressing takes place over three addresslines.
Although a total of eight addresses are possible, only 1 through 7 are used.
Address 0 means that no drive is selected (Table 2.4).

Changes were incorporated into the B cable as well (Table 2.5). Most
importantly, the data transferred across the cable is digital. The necessary clock
signals were added here, and read and write data is transferred synchronously
to these clock signals. Modern ESDIdrives have transfer rates of up to 24 MHz
or approximately 3 Mbytes per second.

You may have noticed that the index pulse appears on the B cable in
addition to the A cable. There is a reason for this. The A cable signal originates
only from the selected drive; the B cables, on the other hand, carry the index sig-
nals for all drives, selected or not. The controller can use these B cable signals to
determine the relative position of each disk. When multiple I/O requests are
queuedfor different drives, the controller can service the requestthat will result
in the shortest rotational latency and seek time. This method of optimization is
called rotational position sensing (RPS).

Commands and staius/configuration data can be sent across the inter-
face at the same time that data is transferred because dedicated signals for this
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Table 2.4 ESDI A cable signals.

Pin Name

1,3,5,7,9, GROUND

11, 13,
17, 19,
23, 25,
29, 31,

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18

20

24

26
26

26
26

15,
2],

27,
33

HEADSELECT 3

HEAD SELECT 2
WRITE GATE

CONFIG /STATUS DATA
TRANSFER ACK

ATTENTION

HEAD SELECT 0

SECTOR/ADDRESS
MARK FOUND

HEAD SELECT 1

INDEX

READY

TRANSFER ACK

DRIVE SELECT 1

DRIVE SELECT 2

DRIVE SELECT 3

COMMAND DATA

DIRECTION IN

Signal
source

Controller

Controller

Controlier
Drive -
Drive

Drive

Controller
Drive

Controller

Drive

Drive

Controller

Controller
Controller

Controller

Controller

Controller

16 command bits plus parity

TRANSFER
REQ

COMMAND
DATA

TRANSFER |ACK

CONFIG/
STATUS DATA

COMMAND
COMPLETE

Figure 2.10 ESDI comimandtransfer.

 

Description

Ground

Headselectbit 3
Headselect bit 2

Turns on write head

Status information

Handshakefor serial communication: the

drive accepted commandbit, or the sta-
tus bit is valid

Headselect bit 0

Sector pulse

Head select bit i

impulse at beginning of track
Thedriveis ready to receive a command
Handshakefor serial communication: the

command bit is valid, or controller

expects a status bit
Drive select bit 0

Drive select bit 1

Drive select bit 2

Commandtransfer

Direction for head movement

16 Information bits plus parity

{for status and config commands)

Let

Ld
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Table 2.5 ESDIB cable signals.

Pin Name Signal Description
source

1 DRIVE SELECTED Drive Drive is selected

2 N.C. Nocorrection

3 COMMAND COMPLETE Drive Commandis finishec

4 ADDRESS MARK ENABLE Controller ,
5 RESERVED Reserved

6 GROUND Ground

7 + WRITE CLOCK Controller Write clock

8 — WRITE CILOCK Controller Write clock
9 RESERVED Reserved

10 + READ/ REFERENCE CLOCK Drive Read clock
11 — READ/REFERENCE CLOCK Drive Read clock
12 GROUND Ground

13 + NRZ WRITE DATA Controller Write data

14 — NRZ WRITE DATA Controller Write data
15 GROUND Ground

16 GROUND Ground
17 + NRZ READ DATA Drive Read data

18 — NRZ READ DATA Drive Read data

19 GROUND Ground

20 «INDEX Drive Impulse at beginning of track

purposereside on the A cable. As before, bus timing details belong to the phys- _
ical layer of the model.

At this point we tum our attention to a new method of data transfer.
Commands and status/configuration data are sent across the interface using
asynchronous serial transfers. Four signals are used to support a
request/acknowledge handshake — two for data, and twofor control. Figure 2.10
showsthe timing of these transfers.

Protocol ESD[I commandsare 16bits in length plus an additional parity bit. The controller
, is allowed to send a command whenthe drive has activated COMMAND COMPLETE.

As soon asthefirst bit is transferred the drive resets COMMAND COMPLETE. Not

until after the command has been executed by the drive will it again activate this
signal. Some commandsrequest status or configuration data from the drive.
This information transfer is part of the command execution. Figure 2.11 shows
the sequencing of such a command.

So far the controller has been in charge of initiating activity across the
interface, regardless of the direction of the data. If some type of drive error
should occur, the drive uses the ATTENTION signal to notify the controller that it
has something to say. In response, the controller issues a REQUEST STATUS com-
mand to discover the reason for the ATTENTION condition (Figure 2.12),
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ATTENTION

DATA Command

COMMAND | iCOMPLETE Command execution

STATUS
DATA

 
Figure 2.11 Normal command sequence.

ATTENTIONfF
COMMAND Orga
DATA sonar satus (eetATR)

COMMAND
COMPLETE

STATUS
DATA :

Figure 2.12 ESDI error handling.

 
The ESDI drive For the mostpart, the ESDI drive model correspondsto that of the ST506 drive.

model The interface presents to the controller a drive divided into cylinders, tracks, and
sectors. An ESDI drive can have 16 groups, each with 16 heads. The implemen-
tation of groups is optional. Typically, a maximum of 4095 cylinders are sup-
ported. This numbercan be increased to 65 535 using extended addressing. Up
to 256 sectors per track are supported.

Anotherpart of the ESDI modelis the defectlist format. A cylinderis set
aside for the purposeof storing the defectlist. This logical cylinder has the num-
ber 4095 (65 535), even when there are much fewer cylinders than this. Where
this cylinderis located physically on the drive is up to the drive manufacturer.

Commands The basic format of an ESDI commandis shownin Table 2.6. It consists of a 4 bit

opcode along with either command extensions or parameter data. There are also
commandsthat can optionally use 16 bit long parameter information. An exam-
ple of this is the SEEK command. The extended field enables the drive to address
more than 4095 cylinders. In order to use this option, the command SET HIGH
ORDER VALUEis first sent along with the 4 most significant bits of the parameter,
then the actual command follows with the other 12 bits of parameter informa-
tion (Table 2.7). -
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Table 2.6 ESDI command format.

celalel[alwl>Te?[s[s]a][2]a]0]F|
[opeoie|Modis[ofof0]ofofo]ofo|o|

Table 2.7  ESDI commands.

  
  

  

Opcode _ Command Optional Modifier Extra Parameter Status

aoo0 SEEK Yes

0001 RECALIBRATE

0010 REQUEST STATUS Yes Yes Yes
0011 REQUEST CONFIGURATION Yes Yes Yes
0100 SELECT HEAD GROUP Yes Yes

0101 CONTROL Yes

0110 DATA STROBE OFFSET Yes Yes

om TRACK OFFSET Yes Yes

1000 INITIATE DIAGNOSTICS Yes Yes

1001 SET UNFORMATTED BYTES/SECTOR Yes Yes
1010 SET HIGH ORDER VALUE Yes . Bits 0--3
1011 RESERVED

1100 RESERVED

1101 RESERVED

1110 SET CONFIGURATION Yes Yes Yes

Till RESERVED

Defect list A medium defect is a small region on the medium where information cannot be
format stored reliably. On disk drives, these are spots where the thin layer of magnetic

material has been damaged. Since it is not economical to manufacture com-
pletely defect-free media, a certain number of defects are tolerated. It then
becomes the responsibility of the computer system to deal with them. These
locations are identified so that when the drive is formatted sectors can avoid

these positions.It is also possible for the computer to find these defects for itself
by writing and reading data patterns to the drive. However, the methods used
by the manufacturer are much more accurate. They employ analog test equip-
ment to examine the surface of the disk. In fact, this method is able to identify
locations that can be read and written to successfully at the moment, but over
time will probably lead to dataloss.

Defect lists have existed since the inception of disk drives. Originally,
they were delivered with the drive in the form of a printed list. There are vari-
ous methods for describing the precise position of a defect. A popular approach
is the ‘bytes after index’ format. As the name implies, the position of the defect
is described by its distance from the index pulsein bytes.

For an ESDI drive, three copies of thelist reside on the drive itself. The

first list is found on the last cylinder, the second eight cylinders before this, and
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ete.

Defect | Defect|Defect|Defect|Defect|Defect bat
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bits Datapattern
Figure 2.13 ESDI defectlist.

the last resides on logical cylinder 4095. This last cylinder is outside the data
region and therefore cannot be overwritten. Figure 2.13 shows the formatof a
sector from the defectlist.

Summary The ESDIinterface is the most modern of the drive specific interfaces. It may
represent the end of development of such a device specific approach. The
throughput of up to 3 Mbytes per second is a tremendous improvement over
$1506. While SMD can provide a throughput equal to ESDI, it does so at much
higher cost. The addition of a protocol layer and commandsetis a large step in
the direction of modern interfaces like IDE and SCSI.
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Computer buses

In contrast to the peripheral interfaces discussed so far, a computer bus is
designed to connect the various components within the computer. All comput-
ers utilize a number of internal buses. These buses transport information
between the system components like the nervous system of an organism. The
more complex a computer system, ithe more exotic its buses can become (Figure
3.1).

Serial Parallel
interface interface

a a |

am |

Disk drive Tape drive
controller controller 
 

Figure 3.1 Universal bus.

The boundary between a bus and an interface is blurred at best. I con-
sider it an important characteristic of a bus to connect various devices of equal
authority. By this measure the IDE interface is excluded, as are all computer
memory buses, for that matter. The SCSI bus, on the other hand, clearly match-
es this definition of a bus. Of course, the discussion of such border cases is pure-
ly academic.

The layer model for interfaces can also be applied to computer buses. It
is defined by the physical interface, bus protocol and optional device model
along with a commandset.

29
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A computer bus is built from three basic functional blocks: addressing,
data transfer and control. In the literature you will frequently see block dia-
grams depicting the address, data, and control bus as separate paths. However,
sinceall three of these components depend on the others we will alwaysrefer to
a computer busin its entirety.

3.1 Characteristics of buses

There are a numberof characteristics that make a bus well suited for a particu-
lar application. The most important of these are the throughput, the address
space, the real-time performance, the electrical and mechanical characteristics,
and the production costs. The following sections examine these in closer detail.

Data throughput Data throughput, also known as bandwidth, is the amount of information the
bus can transport per unit of time. It is measured in Mbytes per second. Two
parameters come into play in order to calculate the net throughput: the clock
speed and the data width. The clock speed tells how many data wordsare trans-
ferred per second. The data width is the numberof bits in one data word and
usually corresponds to the width of the bus. The net throughput is the product
of the clock speed and the data width.It is reduced by an appreciable amount
by the bus protocol, otherwise known as the protocol overhead.

For example, SCSI-1 supports a synchronous clock speed of 5 MHz; the
bus width is 1 byte. The resulting throughput is 5 Mbytes per second. Under
SCSI-2, fast-SCSI allows 10 MHz clock speed; the Wide-SCSI option allows a
4 byte bus width. Together they contribute to a 40 Mbyte per second throughput.

Address space In order to transfer data in a meaningful manner, a method is needed to unique-
ly identify the source and destination of the transfer. The identification is made
using an address, and the schemeis called addressing. The address space of a
bus is dependent upon the width of the address; that is, the numberofbits in the
address. A bus with an address width of 16 bits uniquely identifies 2! or exact-
ly 65 536 locations.

For example, the Q-22 bus of a PDP-11 has an address width of 22bits. It
can therefore address 4 Mbytes of memory. The ISA bus of IBM PC compatibles
has 24 address bits and is able to address 16 Mbytes. Modern systems with 32 bit
data buses also have 32 bit address buses, corresponding to an address space of
4 Gbytes.

Real-time Real-time systems are distinguished from other systems by their ability to react
capabilities to an external event within a given amount of time. This external event may

occur at any time. In addition the system may notbe able to anticipate the exact
. moment. A real-time system does not necessarily have to be very fast; however,
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its reaction time must be predictable and, of course, adequate for the application.
This predictability usually means that a mechanism has been implemented to
interrupt running processes. A real-time capable I/O bus mustallow, for exam-
ple, interruption of a lengthy data transfer from disk to tape for an event with
higher priority. A bus without this capability could also be used for real-time
applications, but only when usedfor a single device.

Electrical Two important attributes result directly from the elecirical characteristics of a
characteristics bus: the maximum lengthof the bus and the integrity of the data. While the bus

inside a PC is only a few inches long, I/O buses more than 30 feet in length are
often used to connect computers and peripherals. When many such cablesare in
close proximity to each other, as is often the case, data integrity is a major issue.
A bus in a cable duct needs to be less sensitive to electromagnetic interference
than a bus that resides inside a metal enclosure.

Mechanical There are two basic ways to implement a bus physically. Internally, the individ-
characteristics_ual signals are usually part of a printed circuit board. Insertable boards use edge

connectors to link to the main bus of a system. The mother board of a computer
sometimes has a numberof slots that are nothing other than bus connectionsfor
such boards. Another type of board, referred to as a backplane, has no othercir-
cuitry than that to connect together bus slots. Backplanes are common for the
VMEand ECB buses. Recently entire PC systems have come on the marketthat
reside on an insertable board. These are inserted along with other boards into a
backplane to form a system.

The other type of physical bus is the cable. A bus cable is defined with
regard to its maximum length, resistance, whether shielded or unshielded and
to other less important details. The bus cable connector is also very precisely
standardized.

Production costs Animportantfactor in the mass production of PCs, workstations, and massstor-
age devices is the associated production costs of the bus. As a rule of thumb,the
more signals a bus has,the more costly it becomes; the more sophisticated the
control logic, the more costly; the fewer items produced, the more costly. The
success of SCSI and IDE can be attributed aboveall to the availability of eco-
nomical bus interface components and the fact that a simple ribbon cable can be
used to interconnect devices. Moreover, peripheral manufacturers need to equip
devices with at most two connector types. Cost is also the reason why SCSI and
IDE can coexist in the marketplace: IDE costs slightly less to manufacture than
SCSI. In fact, this is often reflected in the price of the IDE and SCSI versionsof a
particular drive model.
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3.2 Specialized buses

The ideal bus, then, would have a large address space, a maximal throughput,
, and excellent real-time capabilities. There would be no constraints onits length

and it would be simple and inexpensive to produce. Unfortunately, such a bus
is not even theoretically possible, as the following example shows. A real-time
system is characterized by its reaction time to a particular event. This time is
independent of, among other things, the length of system buses. Sinceelectrical
signals travel with finite speed, as the length of a bus increases so doesthe reac-
tion time to any signal on the bus. Therefore, it is impossible to design a bus of
unconstrained length, which at the same time guarantees an arbitrary reaction

. time.

For this reason a wide range of buses with differing characteristics have
come into existence, each for a particular application.

Memory bus A memory bus connects the CPU or memory controller to memory. The main
requirement of this bus is high bandwidth since every CPU instruction and all
data musttravel over this path. To meet this constraint, most memory buses are
very short. The address space of a memory bus is the physical address space of
the computer system.

The CPU of a MicroVAX, for example, has an address width of 32 bits.
While this corresponds to an address space of 4 Gbytes, the system physically
accommodates only 16 Mbytes. Consequently, the memory bus could be imple-
mented using only 24 address lines.

A memory bus need not implement any real-time or interrupt capabili-
ties. The division of labor is well defined among system components: the CPU
makes a request, the memory reads or writes the information. By my definition
of a bus at the beginning of this chapter, the memory busis not a busat all since
in this case the devices do not have equal authority over one another.

VYObus AnI/O bus connects the CPU with the I/O devices. Here the requirements are
somewhatdifferent. The I/O bus must be able to support a variety of devices.It
must be able to handle slow as well as fast devices. In addition, there must be a
method for determining which device may use the bus when more than one
requests use ofit. This mechanism is called arbitration. Depending on the appli-
cation, an I/O bus must also be capable of near real-time performance. This can
be extremelyimportant in the area of computer controlled systems. One need
only look at the example of a nuclear reactor: it is imperative that the CPU be
informed the moment some particular event occurs, All other I/O processes
must be suspendable. An I/O busthat allows this must employ interrupt and
event priority mechanisms.

Universal bus Manyless sophisticated computer systems use a universal bus to link together
the CPU, memory and I/O devices. The goal hereis to find the best compromise
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between bandwidth,real-time capability, and production cost. Examples of uni-
versal buses include the ECB bus, VME bus and the ISA bus of IBM AT com-

patibles. The older PDP 11/73 with its Q-22 bus is another example.In this light,
Figure 1.1 can be viewed as a simplified block diagram of an IBM AT.Figure3.2
showsthe structure of a more complex system, the VAX 8800, with several spe-
cialized buses.

VO adapter

VO bus

VO adapter

VO bus 
Figure 3.2 Computer system with multiple buses.
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Part II

The IDE interface

CONEOHOT
Background
The physical IDE interface
IDE protocol
The model of an IDE disk drive

IDE commands
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Background

Several common expressions for the IDE interface are currently in use. IDE
stands for Integrated Disk Electronics. Another popular nameis the AT bus
interface, which refers to the fact that the integrated electronics within the drive
emulate the hard disk controller of an IBM AT computer. However, when used
out of context, this name can be confusing, since the term ‘AT bus’is also used
for the system bus of the IBM AT. Theofficial name for the IDE interface is AT-
Attachment (ATA).

In this book, the name IDE will be used when discussing interfaces in
general. When the proposed ANSI standard is meant, the term ATA will be used.
The system bus of IBM AT compatible computers will always be referred to as
the ISA bus.

ATA is administered by the X3T9.2 ANSI working group, the same
group that is responsible for the SCSI standard.

The origin of IDE

The development of the IDE interface began in 1984, stimulated by the Texan
computer manufacturer, Compaq. The idea was to embed the hard disk con-
troller of an IBM AT compatible on the disk drive. Compaq contacted the con-
troller manufacturer, Western Digital, in California. They were to produce an
$1506 controller that could be mounted directly on the disk drive and connect-
ed to the system busvia a 40 pin cable. In 1985, the disk manufacturer, Imprimis,
integrated this controller into its hard disk drives. Thus, the first IDE disk drive
wasbuilt and installed in a Compaq computer system.

Other hard disk and computer manufacturers recognized the advantage
of IDE. Not only was the increase in the cost of the disk drive negligible, but
there was a great saving on the hard disk controller. Gradually, more and more
IDE implementations were developed, and with them, the various deviations of
the industry standard.

As a consequence, a committee of the X3T9.2 working group of ANSI
began to deal with the problem in October 1988. As its first project, the common
access method (CAM) committee put forward a suggestion for the normalization

37
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of the IDE interface. The new namefor the IDE interface was ATA.Atthe time of

writing (February 1993), version 3.1 of the proposed standard was the current
version, and the process to make it an ANSI standard was underway.

4.2 Overview

The essential functions of the IDE interface have already been described in Part
I. Nevertheless, much new ground will be covered in this part. Figure 2.7 shows
the fundamental shift in the function of IDE, from serving the host to serving the
peripherals. Also shown is how the IDE controller has been embedded physi-
cally into the peripheral unit. The only components left from the IDE bus adap-
tor in the IBM ATare a few driver and decoder components.It is this aspect
where the IDE resembles a system bus more than a peripheralinterface. The sim-
ilarity between the IDE and a system bus will be described in more detail when
the physical interface is discussed (Figure 4.1).

fe Formatter, Data
.data_ buffer separatorao

i
:bi2
&
Ww
Qa Hostadapter
 

 
Figure 4.1 IDE drive block diagram.

Despite its similarity to a system bus, IDE is not referred to as an I/O
bus, because the universal addressing required to access various different units
is lacking. IDE can only serve one or two hard disks, and allows only one host
access to the disks.

IDE In this section three possible configurations for the IDE busare introduced. The
configuration_first is the standard configuration of IDE,consisting of an interface board, also

called an IDE aclapter, installed in a host with an ISA bus. Two IDE disk drives
connect directly to the IDE adapter. The drive with address 0 is the master drive;
the drive with address 1 is the slave drive. In normal operation the two drives
operate independently of each other. The master/slave relation only comes into
play, for example, at system start-up, or after a reset (Figure 4.2).
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Host system

ISA bus

IDE adapter

IDE interface

Master Slave
drive drive
(Drive 0) (Drive 1)

 
Figure 4.2 IDE configuration for AT compatibles.

The second configuration is more unusual (Figure 4.3). A host adapteris
installed in a host with basically any system bus that serves the hard disk
through the IDE interface. An IDE host adapter with cache for the EISA bus
would be an example of this configuration. However, in this configuration, the
major advantage of not needing an expensive host adapteris lost. For the same
cost, an equally effective SCSI host adapter can be used, supporting not only »
hard disks but also many other types of devices. The hard disk IDE version

Host system

Host bus

Host adapter

IDE interface
Ranh eat rae eed

Master Slave
drive drive

(Drive 0) {Drive 1)

 
Figure 4.3 IDE configuration for AT compatibles.
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remains an option only because of the price, which at presentis slightly less than
the SCSI version. Still, the use of IDE in this configurationis rare.

The above configurations are special in the following way: since both
disk drives share a single controller, disk commands go to both controllers
simultaneously. The disk drive addressing in the drive register determines
which controller, and therefore which disk drive, is being accessed at a given
time.

Lastly, a third configuration is described by the ATA standard.In this
configuration, a controller with an IDE interface connects two disks with the
classic ESDI or ST506 hard disk interface. Such a controller is called a bridge con-
troller (Figure 4.4). This configuration is inefficient and not very sensible. It
involves a controller plus almost a complete conventional disk controller, so
why make a detour through the IDE interface? [am unaware of any productthat
utilizes this approach.

Host system

IDE adapter

IDE interface

 

Controfler

Figure 4.4 IDE configuration with bridge controller.

 
4.3 Outlook

The ATA committee of ANSI is working on various extensions of the current
draft of the IDE standard. Oneof the extensions includes the possibility of faster
direct memory access (DMA) and the addressing of logical blocks.

Whether or not the extensions will be included will depend, among
other things, on how well competing interfaces satisfy these needs. The justifi-
cation for the IDE busin the first place is that the host adapteris no longer need-
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ed in systems that use the ISA bus. SCSI is very strong in both of these areas and
is very often the choice over IDE in high-end PCs and outside the PC world.

At the lower end of the performance spectrum, serious competition is
developing with the new PCMCIA standard. This interface, originally devel-
oped for the credit card size semiconductor memory, has been expanded to sup-
port network adapters, modems, and hard disks. There is no endin sightfor the
miniaturization of all PC components, and the PCMCIA is no exception.
Looking at the history of SCSI, it may be correct to assume that the PCMCIA
competitors may also be forced to produce this bus. The SCSI bus wasalsoorig-
inally intended for limited use in lower priced and lower performance comput-
ers, but it has swept the market with features that had been developedoriginal-
ly for high performance and mainframe computers.

Documentation

The draft for the ANSI standard ATA is called X3T9.2/90-143. Version 3.1 came

out in January 1993.It is available, like the SCSI standard,either in printed form
or electronically through the SCSI mailbox. The addresses and telephone num-
bers, including a short description of the standard, can be found in Appendix D.
A short summary of the contents and an example from the proposed ANSIstan-
dard are given in Figures 4.5 and 4.6.
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Scope
Description of Clauses

References

General Description
Structure

Definitions and Conventions
Definitions
Conventions

Interface Cabling Requirements
Configuration
Addressing Considerations
DC Cable and Connector
1/0 Connector
I/Q Cable

Physical Interface
Signal Conventions
Signal Summary
Signal Descriptions

Logical Interface
General

1/0 Register Descriptions
Programming Requirements

Reset Response
Franslate Mode

Power Conditions

Error Posting
Command Descriptions ,

Acknowledge Media Change (Removable)
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2.
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3.
6.
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6.
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7.
7.

8.
8.
8.
8.
8.
9.
9.

. USW...

Write Verify
Protocol Overview

PIO Data In Commands
PIO Data Out Commands
Non-Data Commands
Miscellaneous Commands

; DMA Data Transfer Commands (Optional)
Timing

Deskewing
Symbols
Terms

Data Transfers
Power On and Hard Reset

 
Figure 4.5 Contents of the ANSI proposal for ATA.

Figure 4.6 (opposite) Sample page from the ANSI proposal for ATA.
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 10.1 PIO Data In Commands

This class includes:

- Identify Drive
- Read Buffer

- Read Long
- Read Sector(s)

Execution includes the transfer of one or more 512 byte (512 bytes on Read
Long) sectors of data from the drive to the host.
a) The host writes any required parameters to the Features, Sector Count,

Sector Number, Cylinder and Drive/Head registers.
b) The host writes the command code to the Command Register.
c) The drive sets BSY and prepares for data transfer.
d) When a sector of data is available, the drive sets DRO and clears BSY

prior to asserting INTRQ, - ‘
e) After detecting INTRO, the host reads the Status Register, then reads one

sector of data via the Data Register. In response to the Status Register
being read, the drive negates INTRO.

f) The drive clears DRO. If transfer of another sector is required, the drive
also sets BSY and the above sequence is repeated from d).

10.1.1 PIO Read Command

 

  
  
  

  
  
     

   

  
  
  

  
    

   
     
  
 

t- a) -te- Bb) -+ +- ey) ct--------+ +- @) -t-------- +

[serve | Issue | Read venta| Read |Transfer|Command| Status| Data |[s::si::[Status| Data |Hocccee He------ + fone$--------+ toreteen c eee +

IBSY=0 | "  |BSY=1 =| BSY¥=0 | BSY=1 |BSY—0 | BSY=1
[DRDY=1

DRO=1 DRO-0=|DROQ=1 DRO=0
Assert |Negate ' |Assert|Negate
INTRQ INTRO INTRO INTRO  

 If Error Status is presented, the drive is prepared to transfer data, and it
is at the host’s discretion that the data is transferred.
10.1.2 PIQ Read Aborted Command

 
  

  
  
  

t- a) -te- Bb) ++ +- @) -+

[Setup | [ssue | Read
| | Command [StatusHe-neee Henn eee- + bree eee +

[asY=0 | jBs¥=t  |BSY=0
| OROY=1

DRQ=1|DRO-0 
 

 Assert |Negate
INTRO INTRO

Although ORQG=1, there is no data to be transferred under this condition.
10.2 PIO Data Qut Commands
This class includes:

- Format
- Write Buffer

- Write Long
- Write Sector(s)

Execution includes the transfer of one or more 512 byte (512 bytes on Write
Long) sectors of data from the drive to the host.
a) The host writes any required parameters to the Features, Sector Count,

Sector Number, Cylinder and Orive/Head registers.
b) The host writes the command code to the Command Register.
c) The drive sets ORQ when it is ready to accept the first sector of data.
d) The host writes one sector of data via the Data Register.
e) The drive clears DRO and sets BSY.
f) When the drive has completed processing of the sector, it clears 8SY and

asserts INTRO. [f transfer of another sector is required, the drive also
sets ORQ.

g) After detecting INTRQ, the host reads the Status Register.
nh) The drive clears the interrupt.
1) If transfer of another sector is required, the above sequence is repeated

from d).
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Signal cable and
connectors

Supply voltages

44

The physical IDE interface

The electrical interface

The ATA standard for the IDE interface encompasses both the signal cable and
the power supply cord. The standard takes recent technological developments
into account by including not only specifications for the common 5 V logic, but
also for new systems using a 3.3 V power source.

The IDE interface uses a 40-pin ribbon cable. The length of the cable may not
normally exceed 46 cm (18 inches). Cable connectors, which are crimped on, are
used both at the host end and at the disk drive end of the cable. Table 5.1 gives
the specifications for 5 V and 3.3 V systems. Almostall signal lines use TTL dri-
vers and receivers, exceptfor the signals DASP, PDIAG, 10CS16 and SPSYNC:PSEL.

Table 5.1 Cable parameters for 0.5 m cable length.

Parameter Minimum Maximum

Drive sink current at +5 V 12mA

Driver sink current at +3.3 V 8mA

Driver leakage current for logical 1 400 pA
Capacitive load 200 pF

The power supply to the disk drives is also covered by the ATA standard.
Provision is made for either the 4~pin AMP connector familiar to users of 5%
inch disk drives, or a 3-pin Molex connector. With the 3-pin Molex connector
there is also a specification for disk drives that run on a 3.3 V power supply.
These drives, however, must also be capableof error-free operation on a 5 V
power supply. Disk drives which run on 3.3 V are becoming more and more
common, particularly for use in notebook computers. Table 5.2 shows the spec-
ifications for the power supply.
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Table 5.2 Supply volages for IDE drives.

Connector Pin Signal

AMP 1 +12 V

2 Ground

3 Ground
4 +5 V

Molex . 3.3 V source 5 V source

1 +3.3V +5 V

2 +5 °V +12 V

3 Ground Ground 

Signals The ATA standard specifies signals by their names as well as by their abbrevia-
tions. Both the signal nameandits abbreviation are written in capital letters. As
elsewherein this book, I use small capital letters when refering to names andsig-
nals specified by the standard. Thesignals arelisted in Table 5.3. Signals that are
low active are indicated by a bar over the nameofthe signal. The direction of
data flow is given with respectto the disk drive: IN means to the drive, and OUT
means from the drive. Bidirectional data lines are designated I/O.

@ csirx: This signal selects the commandregisterblock. It is generated from the
ISA bus addresses by the IDE bus adapter and is active when an I/O port
address between 1F0h and 1FFh is being accessed.

@ cs3Ex: This signal selects the control register block. It is generated from the
ISA bus addresses by the IDE bus adapter andis active when an I/O port.
address between 3F0h und 3FFh is being accessed.

These twosignals are the reason why an IDE disk drivestill requires an adapter
to interface with the ISA bus. Of course, it would also have been possible to
reproduce the address lines of the ISA bus on the IDE cable, but this would have
causedit to exceed the capacity of a 40-pin cable. The solution to this problem is
thus a compromise between the desire to achieve full integration of the disk
drive with the controller and the desire to use the smallest and least expensive
cable possible.

@ pao through Da2: These signals are taken directly from the ISA bus address-
es. They select one of the registers from the command or control register
block.

® DasP: This signal fulfills two distinct functions. Immediately after the system
is powered up, or after a reset, disk drive 1 should assertthis signal to indi-
cate that it is present. This process is described in more detail in Chapter 6. In
normaloperation, this signal indicates that the selected disk drive is active,
and is used for the disk drive activity display.

@ Dp0 through pp15: These signals are taken directly from the ISA bus data lines,
They are used in the transfer of data to the register block and to the disk
drive.
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Table 5.3 IDE interface pin assignments.

 

 

 

 

 

Name Source Sigial Source Name

RESET I RESET Ground

DATA BUS BIT 7 I/O DD? I/O DATA BUS BIT §

DATA BUSBIT 6 l/O DD6é I/O_DATA BUSBIT 9
DATA BUS BIT 5 I/O DDS I/Q DATA BUS BIT 10

DATA BUSBIT 4 I/O DpD4 [/O DATA BUS BIT 11

DATA BUS BIT 3 1/O DB3 I/O_DATA BUSBIT 12

DATA BUS BIT 2 1/O Db2 1/O DATA BUSBIT 13

DATA BUSBIT 1 I/O DD1 I/O DATA BUS BIT 14
DATA BUS BIT 0 1/O DDO I/O_DATA BUSBIT 15
Ground Ground No Connection

DMA REQUEST Oo DMARQ Ground
1/O WRITE I DIOW Ground
1/0 READ I DIOR Ground
1/0 CHANNEL READY © IORDY SPINDLE SYNC or

CABLE SELECT

DMA ACKNOWLEDGE I DMACK Ground

INTERRUPT REQUEST O INTRO oO 16 BITI/O
ADDRESS BIT 1 I DA1 PASSED DIAGNOSTIC

ADDRESS BIT 0 I DAO I ADDRESS BIT 2

CHIP SELECT 0 I CS1FX CHIP SELECT 1

DRIVE ACTIVE/ oO DASP Ground

 
DRIVE 1 PRESENT

@ Dior and Diow: Handshake request for read or write access to the disk drive
register.

@ pmarQ and DMAck: Handshakesignals for the transfer of data between host
and disk drive. Since DMA is an optional feature, so are these signals.

@ INTRO: This signal triggers an interrupt in the host.

@ 10816: This signaltells the host that a 16-bit data transfer is occurring; other-
wise the transfer is 8-bit using the data lines DD0 to DD?7. However,it only
applies to register accesses, not to DMA.If 8-bit DMA is implemented,thisis
specified in the feature register.

@ torpy: This signal is optional. Whenit is not implemented, it should beset to
high impedance.If it is implemented, a low level indicates that the controller
is momentarily denying access to the registers, and that the host must delay
its access cycle.

@ poiac: This signal is part of the power-up protocol. It indicates to the master
drive that the slave drive has completedits self-test.

® RESET: This signal from the host resets both disk drives. It forces an initializa-
tion to occur identical to that after power-up.

The signal spsyNc shares a line with the signal cseL. The implementation of both
signals is optional, but only one of the two can be used. Both drives must be
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using the signal for the same purpose, otherwise drive behavior is unpre-
dictable. This is a potential source of errors.

@ spsync: This signal is vendor specific since drive synchronization only makes
sense if the two disk drives that are communicating are identical. The only
specification for this signal is that the master drive is the signal source and
the slave is the receiver.

@ csEL: This optional signal allows a disk drive to change its number. If it is
attachedto the disk drive interface, the disk drive is the master drive and has
the number 0; otherwise it is the slave drive and has the number 1. In this

wayit is possible for both drives to modify their numbers without anything
needing to be changed on the drives themselves.

5.2 Timing specifications

Data can be transferred over the IDE interface in one of two ways: via pro-
grammed I/O (PIO) or via direct memory access (DMA). In this chapter on the
physical interface only the timing of these transfer methods is discussed. The
higher level description of the interface, for instance how the host sets wp the
transfer, is considered as part of the protocol level and is discussed in Chapter6.

A preliminary remark aboutthe timingslisted: the ATA standard defines
three operating modes for PIO and DMA. Mode 0 is the normal mode, and is
also the slowest. The parameter list of the command IDENTIFY DRIVE tells which |
operating mode the controller has implemented. The exact timingsof all operat-
ing modes have not beenlisted in this book. These are necessary only if you wish
to build an IDE controller, in which case the newest version of the ATA standard
should be obtained.

PIO data All accesses to the controller register are executed via PIO. This includes the
transfer reading of status and error information, the setting of parameters and the writ-

ing of commands. However, even read and write operations can be carried out
via the data register using PIO or DMA.It is called PIO because, in contrast to
DMA,every access must be individually programmed. A simplified timing dia-
gram for a PIO accessis given in Figure 5,1.

For a PIO data transfer, the host first puts the addresses on the address
lines. These are the signals CS1EX, CS3FX and DAO-Da2. After 70 nanoseconds(ns),
it asserts the signal Dior for read access or the signal Diow for write access.
Simultaneously, it indicates with the signal 10cs1é whetherit wants an 8-bit or a
16-bit transfer. For a write access, the host places the data on the data lines; for
a read access, the controller supplies the data. This data must be valid by the
time DIOR (in the case of a read) or DIOW (in the case of a write) is negated. The
data is then read in by the host or the controller, depending on the direction of
the transfer. Shortly thereafter, the address, data and 1ocsl6 lines must be
released, and the cycle is complete. This entire cycle normally lasts 600 ns, but
the specification also includes faster modes with cycle timesas fast as 240 ns.
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Cycle time 600 ns {mode 0)

 
Figure 5.1 Timing diagram for PIO daia transfer.

Single-word Apart from the initial request, DMA transfers take place without intervention by
DMA the CPU. This is advantageous above all in multi-tasking systems; while one

process waits for its I/O access to be completed, the CPU is free to do computa-
tions for other processes. Figure 5.2 shows the simplified timing diagram for a
single-word DMA.

In what follows, the sequence of events involved in a read access is
described; a write access works in an analogous way. The host asserts the DMARQ
signal to initiate a DMA transfer. The IDE controller replies by asserting DMACK.
Within 200 ns, the host releases the DMARQ signal and asserts DIORfor 480 ns. The
controller must then immediately set the data signals because data is gated on
the falling edge of Dior. At the sametime, the controller may remove its DMACK
signal. After 50 ns, the data busis released and the host can begin the nextcycle.
A cycle takes between 240 and 960 ns, depending on the operating modeused.

 

Multiple DMA DMA really begins to pay off only with multiple DMA.This is the case because
transfers the CPU needissue only onetransfer request to initiate a sequence of many data

accesses. Figure 5.3 shows the simplified timing diagram for multiple DMA.

Cylcle time 960 ns (mode 0)

 
Figure 5.2 Timing diagram for single-word DMA.
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i =-- Cycle time 480 ns {mode 6) —— ;

 
Figure 5.3 Timing diagram for multiple DMAtransfers.

Once again, a read access is used as an example. The cycle begins in exactly the
same way as with a single-word DMA,up to the point where the transfer of the
first word is complete and the data lines are once again free. Unlike in the sin-
gle-word case, however, the host does not stop asserting the DMARQsignal, and
in response the DMACK signal also remains high. About 200 ns after the host
negates DIOR, it asserts it again, and the next transfer begins. During the transfer
of the last data word, while DiOR is asserted, thehost removes the DMARQ signal.
The transfer request is over when this last transfer is completed.
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The data register

50

(1F0h,
read/write)

IDE protocol

The register model of the IDE controller

The register model of the IDE controller describes how the controller appears to
the host system. The IDE interface mediates between the host and the controller.
The controller belongs to the description of the interface and the ATA standard.
I have included the register modelin this chapter on protocol because the status
bits play a very importantrole in the protocol.

To the host system, the IDE controller essentially looks like the ST506
controller of the original IBM AT. There are, however, a few additional features.
The host sees an IDE controller as two blocks of I/O registers. They lie in the 1/O
space of the ISA bus rather than in the memory address space. Here they could,
occupy addresses between 0 and FFFFh but PC compatible computersrestrict
the I/O space to 0 to 3FFh. The command register block is used to send com-
mandsto the disk drive and to exchange data. The control register block is used
for disk control. The command register block is often called the AT task file,
althoughI avoid this terminolgy.

The two register blocks are differentiated by the lines cs1rx and CS3FXx.
cs1Fx is derived from the ISA bus and, as its name suggests, is active when an
address in the range 1F0-iFF is accessed. Analogously, Cs3Fx is active when an
address in the range 3F0-3FF is accessed. Whether the signals are actually
decoded in this way, however, is up to the IDE adaptercard. It is often possible
to choose an alternative address range for the two register blocks using a jumper.
In this way, it is possible to have more than one IDEinterface in a single com-
puter.

 

In some cases the same address is used to access multiple registers in
order to save I/O address space; during a read the addressrefers to oneregister,
during a write to a different register. Table 6.1 gives an overview of both regis-
ter blocks.

The data register is used to exchange 8- or 16-bit data words between the host and
the disk drive buffer. The signal 1ocsi6 indicates a 16-bit access. Transfer of data
using this register is called PIO because the computer mustretrieve each word of
data individually. Data transfers may also be accomplished using DMA.
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register
(1F1h, read)

Table 6.1 IDE command and controlregister.

 
Command register block

Addresses Name and Function

Read access 

 
IDE protocol 51

 Write access 

1 0 Data register Data register
1 1 Error register Feature register
1 0 Sector countregister Sector countregister
1 1 Sector number register Sector numberregister

Sector number or block Sector number or block

address 0-7 address 0-7

1 0 Cylinder register 0 Cylinder register 0
Cylinder 0-7 or Cylinder 0-7 or
Block address 8-15 Block address 8-15

1 1 Cylinder register 1 Cylinder register 1
Cylinder 8-15 or Cylinder 8-15 or
Block address 16-23 Block address 16-23

1 0 Drive/head register Drive/head register
Drive/head number or Drive/head number or
block ‘address 24-27 block address 14-31

1 1 Status register Command register

Control register block

0 0 Not used Not used

0 1 Not used ” Not used
0 0 Not used Not used

0 1 Not used Not used

0 0 Not used Not used

0 1 Not used Not used

0 0 Alternate status register Control register
0 1 Address register Not used

 
   

After power-up, reset or the execution of the command EXECUTE DRIVE DIAGNOS-
Tics, this register contains a diagnostic code. The diagnostic codes are listed in
Chapter 7 together with the command EXECUTE DRIVE DIAGNOSTICS.

If the ERR bit in the status register is set, then this register contains the
error codeof the last executed command. In this case, the contents of the regis-
ter are as follows (Table 6.2):

Table 6.2 IDE error register.

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

BBK UNC MC IDNF MCR ABRT TKONF AMNE

@ 33k (bad block detected): Set if an error mark is detected in the headerof the
requested sector. Error marks are explained in Chapter7.
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@ UNc (uncorrectable data error): Set if an error was detected in the data field of
the requested sector and this error could not be corrected by the ECC. The
data is unusable.

@ mc (media change): A replaceable medium was changedsince thelast access.
This is not an error but a signal to the host to take appropriate measures (for
example, to reset the software cache) so that the new medium can be used.

@ wwnr (ID not found): The controller could not find the address field of the
requested sector. Either it is damaged or a sector was requested that does not
exist.

@ mcr (media change requested): Signals to the host that the user has pressed
the button that initiates a change of medium.It is now upto the host to take
the necessary steps (such as completing any pending I/O requests) and then
to issue a MEDIA EJECT or DOOR UNLOCK command,

@ aser (aborted command): The commandwasinterrupted because it wasille-
gal or because of a disk drive error.

@ TKONF(track 0 not found): Track 0 could not be found during the execution of
a RECALIBRATE command.Thisis usually a fatal error.

@ amnr(address mark not found): The data region of the requested sector could
not be found.

The feature This register is not used with all disk drives. In accordance with the ATA stan-
register dard,it is used to set certain features of the interface using the command SET FEA-

(1F1h, write) TURES.

In the case of a normal $T506 controller for the IBM AT,this register con-
tains the cylinder number divided by four, indicating where the write precom-
pensation begins. A few older IDE controllers, which do not conform to the ATA
standard, expect to find this numberhere as well.

The sector count This register contains the numberofsectors to be read or written. The value 0 is
register (1F2h, interpreted as 256.If an erroroccurs, this register contains the numberof sectors

read/write) yet to be transferred.
A few commands use this register for other purposes. Refer to the

description of commands INITIALIZE DRIVE PARAMETERS, FORMAT TRACK and WRITE
SAME in Chapter8.

The address The sector numberregister, cylinder numberregister and drive register contain
registers the addressof the sector to be processed.I refer to this group ofregisters collec-

tively as the address registers. Their importance varies depending on whether
the system uses physical or logical addressing (see Chapter7).
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(1F3h, read/write)

The cylinder
numberregister

(cylinder low
register, 1F4h,
cylinder high
register, 1F5h,

read/write)

The drive/head

register (1F6h,
read/write)

The status

register
(1F7h, read)
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This register contains the numberofthe first sector to be transferred. In logical
block address (LBA) modeit contains byte 0 of the logical block number.

This pair of registers contains the cylinder number. The ATA standard allows
65 536 cylinders to be addressed. Earlier IDE controllers use only bits 0 and 1
from the high byte of the cylinder address (1F5h), which limits the number of
addressable cylinders to 1024. In LBA mode, the register holds bytes 1 and 2 of
the logical block number.

This register contains the drive number, head number and addressing mode.It
is broken down as follows (Table 6.3):

Table 6.3 IDE drive/head register.

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

1 L 1 DRY Hs3 Hs2 HSt HS0

@ Hs50-Hs3 (head select 0-3): Head number. In LBA modethesebits represent the
low four bits of byte 3 of the logical block address. The high four bits are
always0.

@ prev (drive): Disk drive number. Drive 0 is always the master drive.

@ 1 (LBA mode): Whenthisbit is set LBA addressing is being used; otherwise
the usual cylinder/head/sector (CHS) method is being used (see Chapter7).

Thestatus register contains the status of the disk drive as of the last command.
A read access to this register clears pending interrupt requests (see protocol). To
avoid this, one can read the alternate status register (3F6h, read). Both status reg-
isters consist of the following fields (Table 6.4):

Table 6.4 IDE status register.

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

BSY DRDY DWF DSC DRQ CORR IDX ERR

@ ssy (busy): If psy is set, no other bits in the status register are valid. Bsy is
always set when the controlleritself is accessing the commandregister block.
During this time the host may not access any of the other registers in the com-
mand register block.

@ pepy (drive ready): Indicates that the drive is ready to accept a command.
Whenthe drive is first switched on, DRDY remains clear until the drive is
ready for operation.
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@ pwr(drive write fault): Indicates a write error on the disk drive.

@ psc (drive seek complete): Indicates that the heads are positioned over the
desired cylinder.

After a command resulting in an error, BsY, DWF and Dsc remain unchanged until
the status register is read. Afterwards they will reflect the drive’s currentstatus.

@ pRQ (data request): This bit is set when the drive wants to exchange a byte
with the host via the data register.

@ corr (corrected data): Thisbit is set if a correctable read error has occurred.
The data transfer continues uninterrupted.

@ IDx (index): This bit is set once per rotation of the medium, when the index
mark passes under the read/write head.

@ ERR(error): Indicates an error has occurredin the process of executing the pre-
vious command. The error register contains further information.

The command This register receives the commands that are sent to the controller. The com-
register mands and their parameters are part of the commandlevel of the interface

(1F7h, write) model and are described in Chapter8.

The alternate This régister contains the same information as the status register. However, a
status register read from this register has no effect on pending interrupt requests.

(3F6h, tead)

The device ‘Twobits are defined in this register (Table 6.5):
control register

(3F6h, write)

Table 6.5 IDE controlregister.

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

=~ - = = 1. sRsT TEN 0

@ srsT (software reset): As long as this bit is set, the attached disk drives are in
the RESET state, When this bit changesto 0, the drives are executing a start-up
procedure.

@ JEN (interrupt enable): This bit is negative true. A 0 signifies that interrupts
are allowed; a 1 blocks them.
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The drive This register contains constantly updated information about the execution of the
address register current command, The head-number information is not always correct for

(3F7h, read) drives using caching and mapping. All bits in this register are negative true
(Table 6.6):

Table 6.6 IDE addressregister.

7 6 5 4 3 2 21 @

- WIG HS Hs? HSI HSO DSi DSO

@ wc (write gate): If this bit is clear then a write access is currently taking place
on the selected drive.

@ Hs3—-Hs0 (head select 3-0): Inverted current head numberof the selected disk
drive.

@ vs! (drive 1 selected}: When this bit is 0 the slave drive is selected.

@ 150 (drive 0 selected} Whenthis bit is 0 the master drive is selected.

6.2 Command execution

There are five classes.of IDE commands. A different protocol governs the exe-
cution of commandsfor each class.

Class 1: PIO Read commands are commandsthat involve the reading of the sector buffer one
read commands or more times. A class 1 commandis executed in the following way. The host

first writes any required parameters to the address and feature registers. It then
writes the opcode to the commandregister to begin execution (Figure 6.1).

Sat
register Send Read |)Read sactar Atead||Read sector
block command status|| buffer status|]buffer

Read Read
Sector sector 

Figure 6.1 Timing of a class 1 command.
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The drive sets the psy bit in the status register and puts datafor the trans-
fer into the sector buffer (see Chapter 7). When the sector buffer is ready, the
drive sets the pro bit and clearsthe ssybit. It simultaneously asserts the signal
INTRQ.

The host then reads the status register, whereupon the drive negates
INTRQ. The DRQ bittells the host that it may now read 512 bytes (or more in the
case of the READ LONG command) from the sector buffer. This read is then per-
formed according to the timing specifications described in Chapter5.

As soon as all the data in the buffer has been read, the drive resets the
DRQ bit. After all of the requested sectors have been read the commandis com-
plete. Otherwise, the drive again sets the ssy bit and prepares the next sector for
transfer.

In the event of an error, thedrive still attempts to prepare the sector
buffer for a read but also sets the correspondingerrorbit in the statusregister.It
is then up to the host to decide whether or not to read the sector,buffer despite
the error.

Things are different when a commandis aborted.In this case, the drive
resets the DRQ bit immediately after the host has read the status register, and no
data is transferred.

Class 2: PIO=Class 2 commandsare write commands. Thusthefirst thing that must happen
write commands is that the sector buffer mustbefilled with 512 bytes of data (or more in the case

of WRITE LONG). Figure 6.2 showsthe sequence of steps involvedin executing this
command. In this example, two sectors are being written. ‘

First, the host places the necessary parameters in the appropriate regis-
ters of the command register block. It then waits until the DRDYbit is set and
writes the opcode to the commandregister.

At this point, the drive sets the prq bit in the status register and thereby
signalsthatit is waiting to receive data. The host writes the data via the data reg-
ister to the sector buffer. When the sector buffer is full the disk drive sets the Bsy

bit and clears DRQ,

aed Send White sector Read||Write sector Read
hone command||buffer status||buffer status

Write Write
sector sector 

Figure 6.2 Timing of a class 2 command.
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As soon as the data in the buffer has been processed (for example, been
written to the medium), the drive clears the psy bit and sets INTRQ. This signals
to the host that it should read the status register. Once this has happened, the
drive resets INTRQ.

If only one sector is to be written the command is now complete.
Otherwise, if the write involves multiple sectors, the drive again sets DRQ and
the next sector is processed.

In the event of anillegal commandthe drive does not set DRQ after the
command has been written, but instead indicates that status is to be read by set-
ting INTRQ. The host can then examinetheerrorbits of the status register.

Class 3: Commands not involving data transfer do not use the sector buffer.
Commands Nevertheless, such commands mayinvolve an exchange of information between

without data drive and host. This exchange of information is accomplished by reading and
transfer writing registers.

Here the sequenceof steps is more simple. The host writes the necessary
parameters to the controller registers and writes the opcode to the command
register. The drive sets BsY and executes the command. Whenit finishes it writes
statusto the status register, resets psy and sets INTRQ. The host then reads thesta-
tus, the drive clears INTRQ and the command is complete.

Class 4: DMA This class is comprised of only two optional commands, one for reading and the
commands other for writing, Although DMA transfers involve more work for the processor-

before and after each transfer, the processor is completely free during the trans- -
fer. Also, during the transfer of multiple sectors, an interrupt occurs only at the
end of the entire transfer, not after each sector. This is especially advantageous
in multi-tasking systems where the processor can utilize the time it gains
through DMA. The execution of DMA commands can be broken down into
three phases (Figure 6.3).

In the command phasethe hostfirst initializes a DMA channel.It then
writes the parameters and opcodeto the controller registers, just as in the PIO
case. The drive sets Bsy and executes the command,

Host Set up Set up ‘ Readcommand Carry out DMA Reset
and registers| DMA stalus

Drive
sector Sector

Undefined 
Figure 6.3 Timing of a class 4 command.
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In the data phase the DMA channeltransfers the data using the DMARQ
handshake sequence. The contents. of the controller’s registers are not valid dur-
ing the data phase.The drive then begins the status phase by triggering an interrupt. In
responsethe host resets the DMA channel and readsthe status and (if necessary)
the error register.

' Incaseoferror the status phase may occur before the data phaseorinter-
ruptit, since the drive requests an interrupt the momentthe error occurs.

Class 5: Other There are a few commandsthat do not fit neatly into the above classifications
commands because their execution protocols differ slightly from those described above.

These differences are explained together with the commandsin Chapter8.

6.3 Power-up or hardwate reset

The same sequence of steps is executed after both power-up and a hardware
reset. The procedure varies slightly depending on whether one or two disk
drives are present.

The timing diagrams require a few wordsof explanation. All signals are
represented as active high even when they are marked as inverted by a bar above
their names. This makes the diagrams simpler to understand.In reality, that is, on
an oscilloscope or a logic analyzer, these signals would appear inverted.

The timing diagrams are not drawnto scale. Thus,it is possible that an
event lasting 400 ns might appearto be as long as onelasting 450 ms. Important
times are also included in the diagram. For complete specifications consult the
most recent ATA standard.

Resetina The host activates the signal RESET for at least 25 js. It should be noted that the
single-drive host is responsible for a RESET after the system first powers on and all system

system voltages havestabilized. At most 400 ns after RESET goes low again the master
drive sets the Bsy bit in the status register. At most 1 ms after that, the drive
negates DASP and carries out its self-test. Simultaneously, it observes DASP for
450 mstosee if a slave drive is present. Since a slave will not be found the mas-
ter is able to use DASP to indicate drive activity. As soon as the master drive has
completedits self-test and is ready to accept commandsit resets the Bsy bit. All
of this must occur within 31 seconds.

 

Reset inatwo- Before the ATA standard there was no standard way of determining whether a
diive system slave drive waspresentor not. Often the master drive was equipped with a spe-

’ cial jumperfor this purpose. Such drives may be incompatible with drives using
the ATA protocol described here.
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JS.

Drive 0 / \

 

Drive 1 
Figure 6.4 Timing at power-up or RESET.

Both ATA compliant drives negate DASP at most 1 msafterRESET is negat-
ed. The master drive detects the existence of a slave within 400 ms after RESET by
examining DASP. Prior to this the slave negates PDIAG thereby inclicating that it
has begun its self-test.

Whentheself-test is finished and the slave drive is ready to accept com-
mandsit asserts PDIAG. This must occur no more than 30 secondsafter the reset. ©

If the master drive does not recognize the slave within 31 secondsit concludes
that an error has occurred andsets bit 7 in the error register.

The slave drive should negate Dasr within 30 seconds of receiving the
first valid command (Figure 6.4).

 

The Conner Many drive manufacturers use special protocols for detecting a slave drive,
protocol which differ from the ATA protocol sketched above. One such protocol, that

used by ConnerPeripherals, is discussed here.
When the slave powers up it activates the signal PDIAG within 1 ms.(If

the master does not see PDIAG within 4 ms, it assumes that no slave drive is pre-
sent.) PDIAG remains active until the slave clears its Bsy bit or until 14 seconds
have elapsed.If the slaveis still not ready it stops asserting PDIAG but continues
asserting Bsy. Before clearing its Bsy bit, the master waits until the slave clears
PDIAG, but does not wait longer than 14.5 seconds.

The same procedure is followed for a software reset; however, here the
slave must clear the PDIAG signal within 400 ms.
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7.1

Physical
addressing (CHS

60

mode)

IDE disk drive

When examinedbriefly, the model of an IDE disk drive correspondsto that of an
51506 drive. This is not at all surprising given that IDE is a direct descendantof
51506. However, the IDE model of the ATA standard contains a numberofsig-
nificant improvements over its predecessor.

Organization of the medium

The medium of an IDE drive is organized by head (surface), cylinder and sector.
An IDE drive can have 16 heads, 1024 cylinders and 256 sectors. The ATA stan-
dard even permits up to 65 636 cylinders. A sector normally contains 512 bytes
of usable data. These sectors are addressed in one of two ways.

In CHS modethe cylinder, head and sector number uniquely identify a given
sector, IDE comes from ST506, which alwayshas 17 sectors of 512 bytes each per
track. For this reason many IDE drives with more than 17 sectors utilize either a
natural or translated mode of addressing. In the natural mode the drive geo-
metry is presented as it physically exists to the host. In the translated modethe
physical geometry is mappedto a logical one. The logical geometry has 17 sec-
tors but with a greater number of logical heads so that the total capacity is the
same.

IDE drives use a linear mapping for physical addressing. This means that
consecutive sectors begin at cylinder 0, head 0, sector 0. This track is used first,
then head 1 of the same cylinder and so on until the entire cylinder is used. This
is then repeated for the next cylinder number with head 0. This mapping must
be known to the host since the IDE interface has commands that transfer as

many as 256 sectors at one time.
Another aspect of IDE that perhaps belongs to the drive modelis that

average access time within a given track is shorter than when a head switch
must occur. A head switch, on the other hand, takes less time than a change of
cylinders. This is not necessarily true in translation mode. Here a head switch
may take place within a logical track access.
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Logical In this mode the drive presents itself as a continuous sequence of blocks which
addressing are addressed by their logical block number. In this case the drive’s physical

(LBA mode) geometry need not be known to the host.
The ATA standard specifies that the mapping from physical geometry to

logical block numbers should be accomplished in the following manner:

LBA := (CylinderNumber * HeadCount + HeadNumber) *
SectorCount + SectorNumber - 1

This mapping assures that the time needed to access from LBA # to LBA
n+ 1 is shorter than from LBA n to LBA n + 2. In other words,the logical blocks
are also in sequential order in terms of access time. This is importantfor the host
because it meansthat large blocks of data will be written and read in the short-
est possible timeif the logical blocks are continuous.

Zone-bit Using such a mapping, beit translated physical or logical addressing, it is now
recording—_possible to employdrivesthat do not have the same numberofsectors per cylin-

der for the entire surface of themedium.

This leads to a recording technique that makes possible an increase of up
to 50% in capacity without special heads or medium.In order to describe this
technique, known as zone-bit recording, we need to talk a bit about disk record-
ing in general. The composition of the magnetic surface of the disk and the type
of the heads used determine the maximum recording density in flux changes per
millimeter. For the purpose of our discussion here, we can think of a flux change
as corresponding to a bit written to the disk. Using traditional recording meth-
ods, it is the innermost track that determines the maximum number of flux
changes per track, but since the circumferences of the tracks increase as one
moves away from the center, the numberof flux changes that can be accommo-
dated also increases, Zone-bit recording makesit possible to take advantage of
this by increasing the number of flux changes in outer tracks. This is done by
dividing the medium into several regions, in each of which the numberofsec-
tors per track is constant. The innermost region has the least numberof sectors
per track while the outermost region has the greatest. The regions in between
bridge the two extremes. In this way the ideal of maximal flux density is
approached and the capacity is significantly increased. A side effect of this is
that the data rate of the medium increases from the inner tracks to the outer

tracks. This, however, is an aspect that only the drive electronics has to deal
with, not the IDE interface. The ST506 cannot accommodate zone-bit recording
since the data comesdirectly from the heads and would therefore comeat vary-
ing rates.
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7.2 Defect management

The definition of the IDE interface and also the ATA standard specify no precise
rules for dealing with errors. There are, however, two basic approaches that may
be employed.

Defective sectors may be marked as such during formatting. Exactly
how this is to be doneis left up to the manufacturer. When the sectors are read
they are recognized as defective and dealt with appropriately.

The second approach reallocates defective sectors. This is possible with
translated physical addressing or logical addressing only. Here a specific areaof
the drive is reserved for replacement sectors. When a sector is identified as
defective multiple copies of the replacement sector’s address are written in that
defective sector. This procedure is knownasreallocation.In this way it is possi-
ble to present the host with an apparently defect free medium atall times.

Care must be taken in order to keep the access time of a reallocated sec-
tor to a minimum. Bear in mindthe relevant time relationships: a revolution
takes 11 ms, a track-to-track seek about 2 ms, the average seek timeis 11 ms, and
a head switch takes approximately 1 ms. Since a seek is most costly, it makes
sense for each cylinder to contain several replacement sectors for that cylinder.
This approach avoids seeks altogether.

Better still is the approach where each track has a sector for defect man-
agement. However, if the defective sector is simply reallocated to the reserve
sector this is still not optimal. Figure 7.1 describes the situation. In order to read
sectors 0 through 2, one mustfirst read sector 0 and then wait almost an entire
revolution until the replaced sector 1 is reached. Afterwards one must wait until
sector 2 finally revolves underneath the heads to be read. The entire procedure
takes 14 revolutions although only '4 of a revolution is needed for reading; in
other words, an entire revolutionis lost.

 
Figure 7.1 Strategies for sector reallocation.
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The following is an approach that minimizes the access time to reallo-
cated sectors. A replacement sector is reserved for defect managementfor each
track, When a defective sector is found it is marked as such, and all subsequent
sectors of the track are shifted by one. In this way even after the reallocation
access to a continuous sequence of sectors can take place withoutlosing a revo-
lution. In addition, a numberof replacementcylinders are also reserved for real-
location purposes. In the event that a track is found to have more than a single
defective sector then the entire track can be reallocated.

The sector buffer

The sector buffer is used as a temporary storage for all read and write opera-
tions. This decouples the rate at which data is exchanged with the host and the
rate at which data is written and read from the medium.This is necessary since
a sector must always be written or read as a whole.

in the simplest case the sector buffer is an area of RAM on the IDE con-
troller. If the buffer can only be used to exchange data with the medium orthe
host, one speaks of a single ported buffer. A buffer that is able to receive data
from the host and write data tothe disk simultaneously is referred to as a dou-
ble ported buffer (Figure 7.2).

A double ported buffer must be able to hold more than a single sector.
Onlyafter an entire sector has been received will the controller begin to write the
data to the medium.If during that time the buffer is able to receive additional _
data from the host the throughputof the system is significantly improved.

Contains | Points to Contains
Sector : : Sector :
buffer : : buffer :

| Processed | Processed
Host Host

 

Figure 7.2 Single and double ported sectors.
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As a further example, assume that we are reading a numberof sequen-
tial sectors. A drive with a single ported buffer is forced to use an interleave, oth-
erwise a subsequentsector will be lost by the time the host reads thefirst sector.
This approximately halves the throughput of a double ported buffer, where the
host can read the first sector during the time the second sector is read from the
medium.

A double ported buffer looks like a sector buffer to the host in that it con-
tains the data of the current sector. In a sense the sector buffer is a window

through which the host and medium exchange data. The window is constantly
shifted so that the data always correspondsto the current contents ofthe address
register, Figure 7.2 makes these relationshipsclear.

The communication between the sector buffer and the host takes place
either byte- or word-wise via the data register of the controller (PIO). Optionally,
direct memory transfers are possible using DMA.

7.4 Power conditions

The ATA model of an IDE disk drive includes various power conditions. An IDE
drive can be put into energy saving states of differing levels. This is an impor-
tant capability in view of the increasing numberof laptop and portable comput-
ers. Table 7.1 shows the possible states and the correspondingstatus bits. The
status bits themselves are explained below. In the REST state the drive is either
turned off or is preparingitself to be turned off. The host is informed of the con-
dition of the drive and the controller so that when the drive is powered up again
the original states can be restored.

This modeis useful for hosts that after being turned off and on are capa~
ble of maintaining all running programs precisely where they were before pow-
ering down. This applies to laptops particularly, because they have the battery
necessary to maintain main memory and the drive status in the powered down
state.

A small observation is perhapsin orderat this point. This feature seems
to be designed especially for laptops running MS-DOS,otherwise things would
work the other way around:thatis, a power-fail routine would be included in
the operating system to save the contents of main memory to disk in the event
of power loss. There the data would be safeindefinitely without power to the
system. At power up the original state of the system could then be restored.

Table 7.1 Power conditions for IDE drives.

Power condition sRsr psy DRDY Interface Medium

REST 0 0 0 0 0

SLEEP * * 0

STANDBY x 0 I 1 0

IDLE x 0 1 1 1

ACTIVE x x x 1 1
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However, the power supply must be capable of delivering power for long
enoughto carry out the procedure even after source power is gone. For a large
amount of memory this requires several seconds,

A drive only leaves the REST state as the result of a power-up sequence or
a reset.

In the sLegP state the drive is turned on, but uses aslittle power as pos-
sible. Only through a RESET can the drive be broughtinto the active state again.
Since in this state the motor may be turned off, a medium access may take as
long as 30 seconds.

In the STANDBY state the IDE interface is capable of accepting commands.
Here too the motor may be turned off, soa medium access may take up to 30 sec-
onds. At its own discretion the drive can decide to switch from the IDLE state to

the STANDBY state. Using CHECK POWER MODE the host can determine in which of
the twostates the drive currently resides.

In the IDLE state the motor is on and the drive is able to react to com-

mands immediately. However, certain portions of the drive electronics may be
turned off for power savingsif this will cause only minimal delay for a medium
access.

Finally, the AcTIVE modeis the normal state of the drive. Commandsare *
executed in the shortest possible time in this state.
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8.1

EXECUTE DRIVE

DIAGNOSTICS

(90h)

IDE commands

In this chapter, all the key IDE commandsdefined in the ATA standard are intro-
duced briefly. The commandsare listed in Table 8.1. Among these twelve are
mandatory. The others may be optionally implemented, but then only in accor-
dance with the ATA standard.

Thetable gives the command name,followed by the opcode. The manda-
tory commandsare labeled with M in the M/O column,and the column labeled
Class designates the commandclass. The last five columns show which control
register is used for parameters. Included are FR (feature register), SC (sector
count register), SN (sector numberregister), CN (cylinder numberregister), and
DH (drive/head register). D in the DH column meansthat only the disk drive
number is used; D* means that disk drive 0 is addressed, but both disk drives
execute the command.

Some commands have a second opcode in parentheses. These opcodes
were established by the industry prior to the ATA standard andare stili in use.
Connerdrives use these earlier opcodes.

In addition, some manufacturers implement optional commandsthat are
often very useful. A good example of this would be a command to read the
defect list. In any case, it is always a good idea to consult the drive handbook
when planning a large project.

Mandatory Commands

This command is always issued to disk drive 0, but initiates the internal diag-
nostics of both disk drives. After the diagnostics have run,the psy bit is cleared
and an interrupt given. The results for drive 0 can be retrieved from the error
register. However, the contents must be interpreted with the aid of the error
codeslisted in Table 8.2.

If both drives are used and the slave drive has an error, it informs the
masterdrive by not activating PDIAG. The masterdrive then sets the seventhbit
in the error register. The host can read the error code of the slave drive by setting
the DRV bit in the drive/head register and subsequently reading the errorregis-
ter,
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Table 8.1 IDE commandsof the ATA standard.

 

Command Registers

Command name Opcode ©O/M Class FRSC SN CN DH

ACKNOWLEDGE MEDIA CHANGE DBh Oo 3 D

BOOT POST-BOOT DCh Oo 3 D

BOOT PRE-BOOT DDh oO 3 D

CHECK POWER MODE 98h (E5h) =O 3 * D
DOOR LOCK DEh oO 3 D

DOOR UNLOCK DFh Oo 3 D

 

 

IDENTIFY DRIVE ECh O 1 D

IDLE 97h (E3h) O. 3 * D
IDLE IMMEDIATE 95h (Elh) O 3 D

READ BUFFER E4h oO 1 D

READ DMA(with and withoutretries) C8h,09h =O 4 + *  * *
READ DRIVE STATE E9h O 3 *

oO 5 * * * *efREAD MULTIPLE C4h

 
 

 

REST Evh O 5

RESTORE DRIVE STATE EAh O 5 *

SET FEATURES EFh Oo 3 D

SET MULTIPLE MODE C6h oO 3 * D

SET SLEEP MODE 99h (E6h) O 5 D
STANDBY 96h (E2h) O 3 * D
STANDBY IMMEDIATE 94h (E0h) O 3 D
WRITE BUFFER E8h Oo 2 D

WRITE DMa (with and withoutretries) CAh, CBh O 4 * # * *
WRITE MULTIPLE C5h oO 5 + * te #

WRITE SAME E9h oO 5 * # * *  #

 
WRITE VERIFY 3Ch Oo 2 # *  # »  *  

Table 8.2 Error codes for EXECUTE DRIVE DIAGNOSTICS. 

 Code Defective component

Olh No error

02h Formatter

03h Data buffer

04h ECC circuitry
05h Microprocessor
8xh Slave drive
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FORMAT TRACK A few preliminary remarks are necessary concerning FORMAT TRACK. Although
(50h) the command is mandatory it is left to the manufacturer exactly what will be

performed. Some drives format the track from scratch, others initialize only the
data area of the sectors, others do nothing atall. The ATA standard recommends
that drives shouldat least write the sector with a data pattern. In this way for-
matting will always eraseall data, which is desirable for security reasons.

The command formats an entire track. The sector count register, the
cylinder numberregister, and the drive/head register must be loaded with the
address of the track, then 256 16-bit words must be transferred to the sector
buffer. Afterwards, the drive sets Bsy and executes the command.

The codes written to the sector buffer have the meaning shownin Table

8.3. Whether or not the drive uses these or instead uses its default parametersis
up to the manufacturer.

A data word should be written to the sector buffer for each sector, with
the remainderfilled with 0s. Each data word contains the sector numberin the

upper byte. If an interleave is called for, it is suppressed. The lower byte holds
the code that indicates how the sector should be formatted.

INITIALIZE DRIVE Using thiscommand,the disk drive geometry can be configured. This is accom-
PARAMETERS plished by loading the numberofsectors in the sector countregister and the disk

(91h) drive number and numberof heads in the drive/head register.
This command also allows a drive to be switched from natural to trans-

lated physical addressing. According to the ATA standard, the parameters do
not have to be checked.If they are incorrect, the next disk access will result in an

error. However, many drives use the default values when incorrect parameters
are given for this command.

RECALIBRATE All opcodes between 10h and 1Fh are interpreted as a RELCALIBRATE command,
(Ih)~~whereuponthe disk drive seeks track 0. If it is not found, TKONF will be set in the

error register.
RECALIBRATE is often used when trying to recover from anerrorsituation.

For example, when a sector cannot be found, a RECALIBRATE should betried.If this
works, a sector access can be tried again. Otherwise,it is fatal disk error.

READ SECTORS ‘This command reads the numberof sectors given in the sector count register. A
(20h with and value of 0 means 256 sectors. The address of the first sector is given in the

2th without addressregister. An interuptfollows each sectorthat is read.If the headsare not
retries) over the desired track, they are positioned automatically. After the commandis

executed, the address register holds the address ofthelast sector read.
In case of error the action taken depends on whether the command was

issued with or without retries. Without retries the command will be aborted and

the IDNF bit set in the error registerif the correct sector is not found in two revo-
lutions. Otherwise repeated attempts will be madeto read the propersector. The
numberof repeated attempts is manufacturer-specific.
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Table 8.3 Codes for FORMAT TRACK,

Code Format

00h Format good sector
20h Suspend reallocation
40h Reallocate sector

80h Mark sector defective

Whenthesector is found, the start of the data field is expected within a
given numberofbits. If it is not found, the commandis aborted with an AMNF
bit in the error register.

If a correctable ECC error occurs, the corresponding bit is set in the error
register, but the commandis not aborted. Only uncorrectable ECC errors lead to
a command being aborted.

After a commandis aborted, the address register contains the address of
the sector in which the error occurred. The sector buffer could contain damaged
data.

READ LONG Unlike the READ SECTORS command, READ LONG always reads only one sector. Not
(22h with and only is the data transfered, but also the ECC bytes of the sector, The ECC is not

23h without—checked.In all other respects, includingerrors, the commandexecutes identical-
retties) ly to the READ SECTORS command.

READ VERIFY ‘This command reads the requested sectors, but no data is transferred. It only
sEcTORS (40h_verifies (hence the name) whetheror not the sectors are readable. The response
with and 41h to an erroris identical to that of the READ SECTORS command.

withoutretries)

SEEK (7xh) This command instructs the drive to position the heads over the cylinder given
in the address register, and to switch to that head, Since the READ and WRITE com-
mands explicitly position the head, the SEEK commandis rarely needed.

WRITE SECTORS This command behaves exactly like READ SECTORS, except that the data are writ-
(30h with and ten instead of read.

3th without

retries)

WRITELONG This command behaves exactly like the READ LONG command, except that the
(32h with and data are written instead of read. Here, the ECC mustalso be written to the sec-

33h without—tor buffer. This is nottrivial, since the ATA standard does not specify the sector
retties) format or how the ECC polynomialis to be computed. This command maybe

used when running system tests in order to produce an ECC error. A sector can
be read using READ LONG, the data and ECC modified so as to reflect an ECC
error, and the falsified sector rewritten using WRITE LONG. In this way, the error
handling can be tested.
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8.2

ACKNOWLEDGE

MEDIA CHANGE

(DBh)

CHECK POWER

MODE(98h, E5h)

DOOR LOCK

(DEh) and DooR
UNLOCK (DFh)

IDENTIFY DRIVE

(ECh)

IDLE (97h, E3h)
and IDLE

IMMEDIATE (95h,
Eth)

READ BUFFER

(E4h)

READ DMA (C8h
with and C9h

without retries)

Optional commands

This commandclears the mcbit in the error register. The operating system uses
this to acknowledge that the media change has been recognized.

With this command, the host can determine whether the drive is in an IDLE or

STANDBY state. This is necessary since the drive can go to STANDBY on its own,
which, undercertain circumstances, can cause a delay of up to 30 secondsfor the
first command.

If the drive is in STANDBY or transitioning to this state, it replies with the
value 00h in the sector countregister. In the IDLE state, the drive replies with FFh
in the sector count register.

These commands, which are for removable media drives, close and lock, and

unlock and open the door.

The command IDENTIFY DRIVEis of special interest. After receiving this command,
the drive writes a parameter block with information about the drive in the sec-
tor buffer. This parameter block is then read in the normal way from the sector
buffer by the host. Table 8.4 showsthe structure of the parameter block.

The parameter block consists of 255 16-bit words. Some of the fields
require furtherexplanation. First, word 0 is a bitwise-coded word with configu-
ration parameters. Table 8.5 illustrates the meaning of the individualbits.

The geometry values given in Table 8.4 for words 1 to 6 refer to the
default mapping, which is usually physical addressing without translation. The
current geometry of the disk drive is found in words 54 to 58.

The following values are defined for the buffer type: 0001h stands for a
one-way buffer implemented for a single sector, 0002h stands for a two-way
buffer of several sectors, and 0003h indicates a read cache.

These commandsputthe drive into the IDLE state. A timeout value can be pro-
vided in the sector count register measured in 5-second increments. If a new
commandis received within this time the drive will not changeto the IDLE state.

This command functions differently to the READ command.It reads 512 bytes
from the sector buffer without a disk access. The address registeris therefore not
used. Whateveris in the sector buffer will be read.

This command functionslike the other READ commands, exceptthat the contents
of the sector buffer will be read using DMA.It is therefore neccessary for the
host to set up the proper DMA channel.
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(C4h)
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Table 8.4 Parameterlist of the IDENTIFY command.

63

64-127

128-159

160-255

Contents

Configuration
Numberof cylinders
Reserved

Numberof heads

Bytes per track unformatted
Bytes per sector unformatted
Sectors per track
Vendor specific
Serial number (ASCTD
Buffer type
Buffer size in 512-byte segments
Numberof ECC bytes for READ and WRITE LONG
Firmware revision (ASCID
Model name (ASCII
Bits 7-0: sectors per interrupt for READ and WRITE MULTIPLE
Bit 0: double word I/O possible
Bit 9: LBA; bit 8: DMA supported
Reserved

Bit 15-8: timing mode for PIO data transfers
Bit 15-8: timing mode for DMA data transfers
Reserved

Apparent numberof cylinders
Apparent number of heads
Apparent numberof sectors per track
Apparent capacity in sectors
Bit 7-0: numberof sectors per interrupt
Total number of addressable sectors (LBA mode)

Bit 15-8: active modefor single DMA
Bit 7-0; supported modes for single DMA
Bit 15-8: active mode for multiple DMA
Bit 7-0: supported modes for multiple DMA
Reserved

Vendor specific
Reserved

Using this command the host can read the current status of the drive after a REST
command. This status can then be sent back to the drive using the RESTORE DRIVE
STATE command when the REST state is over.

This command fuctions similiarly to the READ SECTORS command. The difference
is that instead of a single sector, blocks of several sectors are transferred without
an interrupt occurring in between. The numberof the sector must be given in the
sector count register. Just how many sectors are to be included in a block is
determined by the ST MULTIPLE MODE command.If the required sectors do notfit
into the block size, an additional block (not fully used) will be transferred con-
taining the remaining sectors.
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Table 8.5 Configuration bits for IDENTIFY data.

Bit Meaning

0 Reserved

1 Hard-sectored drive

2 Soft-sectored drive

3 Encoding other than MFM
4 Head switching time 15 ps
5 Spindle motor control implemented
6 Hard drive

7 Changeable medium
8 Data rate to 5 MHz

9 Data rate between 5 and 10 MHz

10 Data rate above 10 MHz

a3) Motor speed tolerance above 0.5%
12 Data clock offset available
13 Track offset available

14 Speed tolerance gap necessary
15 Reserved

REST (E7h) This command puts the disk drive into the REsT state. It then waits for a READ
DRIVE STATE command to be informedof its state before the executionof the last

command,After this command is executed only the READ DRIVE STATE command
will be accepted; all others will be rejected. If two drives are installed, first the

. slave drive then the master drive will be put into the REST state.

RESTORE DRIVE If a drive’s statusis collected and the drive is put into the rest state before being
STATE (EAh) turned off this prior state can be restored at power-up using this command,

assuming thatit is the first command received after turning on. Bear in mind
that the head position and the staus of the controller are restored but that the
contents of the sector buffer and cachearelost.

SET FEATURES This commandenablesthe setting of various characteristics of the drive by writ-
(EFh) ing a specific opcode in the feature register. Opcodes higher than 80h represent

the default values after booting or a reset. Table 8.6 lists the opcodes.

SET MULTIPLE The block size for the commands READ MULTIPLE and WRITE MULTIPLE are given to
MODE (Céh) the disk drive via the sector count register using this command.If the block size

is not supported, or if it is 0, the multiple commandswill be turned off.
Disk drives that have at least 8 KByte buffer must supportat least block

sizes 2, 4, 8, and 16.

SLEEP (99h, E6éh) This command puts the drive in the SLEEP state. The motor will also be switched
off. Only a hardware or software reset will end the SLEEP state.
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Table 8.6 Opcodes for seT FEATURES.

Opcode Meaning

Olh Enable 8-bit data transfers

02h Enable write cache

22h WRITE SAME write the specified area
33h Disableretries

44 Vendor specific ECC length for READ LONG and WRITE LONG
54 Place numberof cache segments in sector number register
55h Disable read ahead

66h Maintain parameters after software reset
77h ' Disable ECC
8ih Disable 8-bit data transfers

82h Disable write cache

88h Enable ECC

99h Enable retries

AAh Enable read ahead

ABh Use the value in the sector count register as the numberof sectors to be
read ahead

ACh Allow REST mode

BBh 4 bytes of ECC for READ LONG and WRITE LONG
CCh Software reset loads default features
DDh WRITE SAME to write entire medium

STANDBY (96h, This command puts the drive into sTANDBY state. The STANDBY IMMEDIATE com-
E2h) and=mandis executed immediately. If the sector count register has a value other than
STANDBY 0 when the sTANDBy command is issued, the shutdown procedure will begin

IMMEDIATE (94h, automatically, and the timer will begin as soon as the drive is in the IDLEstate
E0h) (see IDLE command, above).

WRITE BUFFER ‘This command writes the sector buffer of the drive with a data pattern. No writ-
(E8h) ing to the medium will occur.

WRITE DMA (CAh=This commandfunctionslike the other WRITE commands except that the conterits
with and CBh of the sector buffer are written using DMA. The host mustinitialize the proper

without retries) DMA channelbeforehand.

WRITE MULTIPLE This command functions analogously to the READ MULTIPLE command.
(C5h)

WRITE SAME (E9h) Depending upon the modeset in the feature register, this commarid will write
all or part of the medium with the same data. The feature register must previ-
ously be loaded with either 22h (for part of the medium) or DDh (for the entire
medium) using the SET FEATURES command. Otherwise, the command will be
rejected.
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WRITE VERIFY This command functions like the wriTE SECroRs command, with the exception
(3Ch) that the sectors are subsequently verified. During verification only the ECC is

checked without a transfer of data. Any read errors are reported.
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The SCSI bus
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9.1

Background

The evolution of SCSI

SCSI, which the entire industry affectionately refers to as ‘scuzzy’, stands for
Small Computer Systems Interface. SCSI can trace its beginnings back to 1979,
when the disk drive manufacturer Shugart began work on a new interface. The
goal was to develop a drive interface that supported logical addressing of data
instead of physical addressing. Moreover, the interface would present data byte-
wise instead of serially. Such an interface could end the compatibility problems
associated with bringing new drive technologies to market. In the past it took a
jong time for computer companies to support the new drives. The interface to
solve this problem wasoriginally called SASI (Shugart Associates Systems -
Interface), and the specification totaled 20 pages. SASI is the forerunner of the
modern SCSI. The interface specification, which included some 6-byte com-
mands and defined single-ended drivers and receivers, was made public to
encourage companies to build SASI controllers. Companies such as OMTI and
DTC became involved in these early days. In 1980, Shugart's first attempt to
make SASI an ANSI standard failed. At that time ANSI preferred the more
sophisticated IPT interface.

Progress began in 1981, but not before a failed agreement between NCR
and Shugart to work together on further development of SASI. NCR wanted 10-
byte commands and a differential interface, features Shugart considered unneces-
sary. Mostlikely Shugart believed that these options would makethe interface too
complicated. At this point the company Optimem cameonthe scene. A subsidiary
of Shugart, Optimem manufactured optical disks. They needed to be able to
address more than 2”logical blocks for their optical drives. Moreover, the 6 meters
cables then in use were too short. These were precisely the reasons why Shugart
had declined to work with NCR in the first place. In December 1981, Shugari,
together with NCR, requested that an ANSI committee be formed for SASI.

In April 1982 ANSI committee X3T9.2 met for the first time and began
the work that has evolved into SCSI. In the following years a draft proposal was
prepared, which was presented to ANSI for approval in 1984. However, even
before final approval had been given, manufacturers began producing SCSI host
adapters and device controllers. The first protocol chip, the NCR 5385, came on
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the market in 1983. The interface had become an industry standard long before
it received approval from ANSI. In June 1986, SCSI-1 became official as ANSI
X3.131-1986.

The growing number of SCSI products exposed weak points in the defi-
nition. In defining commands, too much room for variation was given for ven-
dor unique options. For example, format parameters for disk drives were not
standardized. In addition, although a SCSI drive should present a virtual defect
free medium to the host - by having medium defects managed transparently by
the device — defect management wasleft undefined. Consequently, each manu-
facturer implemented these things as they saw fit, which basically meantthat a
new device driver had to be written for each new SCSI device. The goal of a
device independent interface was definitely lacking on the software side. At that
time it was fair to say that SCSI was not necessarily SCSI compatible.

Looking for a solution to this problem, the drive specialists in the com-
mittee began defining a Common Command Set (CCS) for disk drives in 1985.
The main purpose of the command set was to nail down some of the many
options for disk drives. Among the features introduced in the CCS was the
defect list format, which you will learn more about in Chapter 13. The CCS was
a big step forward and once again the manufacturers began implementing it
before it becameofficial. However, CCS was only a solution for disk drives; tape
drive manufacturers had to make do with SCSI-1 the wayit was.

In 1986, even before SCSI-1 had become an official standard, work on

SCSI-2 began.In addition to further developmentof the CCS andthe other device
classes, the committee worked on numerous modifications in protocol and hard-
ware. Manyfeatures were developed, only to be discardedin the end. The option
to support more than eight devices is an example of this. On the other hand, 10
MHzsynchronoustransfers were incorporated along with a 32-bit wide data bus.
Of course, the real challenge in the implementation of these options lay in main-
taining compatibility among the different devices. As a protocol option, a device
could inform a host ‘unsolicited’ of change in devicestatus. This is important, for
example, whena cassette is removed from a tape drive.

The formal approval procedure for SCSJ-2 began in February 1989. As
usual, there were dozens of devices already equipped with SCSI-2 before it

‘became a standard. These early releases, incidentally, were never a problem.
During the final phases of development the standard had becomesostable that
only minor changes were being discussed. Aboveall, tape drive manufacturers
were anxious to implement SCSI-2 for their devices. However, late amendmenis
caused the early 1992 delivery date to be postponed. Finally, two yearslater, at
the beginning of 1994, SCSI-2 becamean official ANSI standard. The event was,
needless to say, very anticlimactic.

Dal Allan, a SCSI industry specialist, wrote in an article for the maga~-
zine, Computer Technology Review:

Notechnical rationale can be offered as to why SCSI-1 ended and SCSI-2
began, or as to why SCSI-2 ended and SCSI-3 began. The justification is much
more simple - you have to stop sometime and get a standard printed.
Popular interfaces never stop evolving, adapting, and expanding to meet
more uses than originally envisaged.
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9.2 Overview

I begin with a broad overview of the SCSI bus. Everything discussed here will
be gone over in greaterdetail later in the book. If you are only interested in par-
ticular aspects of SCSI, read this section first, then use the index to find specific
topics.

The SCSI interface is a device independent I/O bus, allowing a variety
of devices to be linked to a computer system using a single bus. The electrical
characteristics and protocol of the bus were designed with the requirements of
peripheral devices in mind. SCSI makes available a number of commandsfor
querying a device about necessary parameters. This makesit possible to write
device drivers for a device without knowing device specific details.

SCSI offers greater functionality, especially in the case of disk drives,
than device level interfaces. Firstly, data is addressed logically instead of physi-
cally. The host need not concern itself with the exact organization of data on the
drive. Moreover, the drive can manage defects autonomously, making it possi-
ble to present a defect-free medium to the host.

SCSI devices Upto eight devices can be addressed using the SCSI bus. The SCSI address is
referred to as the SCSI (D. These devices play the role of either an initiator or a
target. An initiator is a device that begins a transaction by giving another device
a certain task to perform; the SCSI host adapter of a computeris a typicalinitia-
tor. The target is the device that carries out the task; a disk drive is a typical tar-
get. A bus configuration may have any combination of targets and initiators |
totaling eight: a minimal system would consist of a single initiator and single
target. It is worth noting that some devices can play the role of both a target and
an initiator. However, for an individualtransactionit is clearly defined which is
the initiator and whichis the target.

Figure 9.1 introduces two more termsthat have a particular meaning in
the SCSI world. A computer system is connected to the SCSI bus through a host
adapter. For a peripheral device the correspondingrole is played by a controller.
This SCSI specific terminology can be confusing because in other computer
domains — for example, the IDE interface — a controller often connects a periph-
eral directly to a computer. Both controllers and host adapters can be imple-
mented either as a separate board or integrated into the device or system. Host
adapters often reside directly on the mother board of workstations and modern
personal computers, in which case they are referred to as embedded host
adapters. PC compatibles use the insertable card variation. SCSI controllers are
usually embedded in the drive electronics of disk drives. When the controller is
implemented on a separate boardit is referred to as a bridge controller. Bridge
controllers were often used with ESDI disk drives, which were not available

with SCSI. Today intelligent bridge controllers are used in applications such as
RAID arrays, which make several drives act as one powerful SCSI drive. Figure
9,2 showsa bridge controller connecting a Centronics printer to the SCSI bus. Yet
another application of bridge controllers takes advantage of the eight logical
units (LUNs) that SCSI allows for each device. In this case each LUN can repre-
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Host |.
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Disk
drive

 
Figure 9.1 A simple SCSI configuration.

sent a separate peripheral device. Such a controller must possess a numberof
device specific interfaces, one for each LUN.

Hardware Up to now we havefocused on SCSI devices, not on the busitself. The SCSI bus
is from 8 to 32 bits wide, depending on configuration. A simple 50-pin ribbon
cable can be usedfor the 8-bit bus, includingall other necessary control signals.
The 16- and 32-bit variations are called Wide SCSI and call for an additional

cable. Naturally, any device that supports Wide SCSI must also have a second
connector. Wide SCSI is a SCSI-2 feature, which is optional and has been imple-

Bridge Printer
controller LUN oO

Target

ID 0 Printer
LUN 1

Centronics Printer
LUN 2

 
Figure 9.2 Bridge controller with logical units.
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mented for very few devices. Just what advantages does Wide SCSIoffer in view
of these cable complications? Using the same clock frequency, the bandwidth of
32-bit SCSI is four times that of 8-bit SCSI.

Commands, messages and status are sent across the bus exclusively
using asynchronoustransfers. This meansthat the sender and receiver exchange
data using a request/acknowledge handshake. This allows devices that do not
implement Wide SCSI (or Fast, as we shall see) to use the same bus.
Asynchronous transfers can reach a maximum of approximately 3 MHz.
Additionally, there exists the option to transfer data synchronously, which under
SCSI-2 allows devices to exchange data at speeds of up to 10 MHz. Whether or
not synchronoustransfers will be used is negotiated by the two devices before-
hand. This alleviates any problems that might occur between SCSI-1 and SCSI-2
devices on the same bus.

The SCSI cable is usually a 50-pin ribbon cable. It runs from device to
device and can reach a maximum of 6 meters. A small ‘stub cable’ of up to 0.10
meter can be used to connect a device to the main cable. Since most SCSI devices

have only a single SCSI connector, a cable is used that has the appropriate num-
ber of connectors crimped along its length. The devices on the extreme ends of
the bus — and no other devices - must have terminating resistors. These termi-
nators are usually socketted to allow placement in any position on the bus (see
Figure 9.3),

There are two fundamentally different variations on the type of electri-
cal signals used for the bus: single-ended and differential. These variations are
not compatible with each other. Devices with single-ended and differential inter-
faces cannot be used on the same bus, although they can use the same type of |
cable. Before configuring a system, the decision must be made as to what type
of interface will be used. This choice is made somewhat easier by the fact that
most devices are only available with single-ended SCSI.

Single-ended SCSI uses open-collector drivers to power the bus. One
advantageof this is that the drivers can usually withstand an improperly insert-
ed connector. There is no reason to panic if you accidentally insert a connector
the wrong way:I've done this a numberof times and haven't damaged a device

+_Emetersmaximum  ————__————>

Device 0

Terminator

Hi
Terminator maximum

Device 2 : Device 1
 

Figure 9.3 SCSI cable.
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Summary of
hardware

options

Device classes

and commands

yet! The pin assignments are such that a ground is opposite every signal. In
addition to flat cable, twisted-pair cables can also be used.

Differential drivers allow cable lengths beyond the 6 metersof the sin-
gle-ended drivers, up to 25 meters. Since so few devices come with a differential
interface, single-ended to differential adapters have appeared on the market.

Many terms have been introduced in the preceding section. Here they are
brought together in one place. These are the terms that you will find in SCSI
product manuals (Figure 9.4):

e@ Asynchronous SCSI: This method of data transfer is basic to all SCSI devices.
The transfer rate is normally around 1.5 MHz although modern chips are
capable of 3-4 MHz.

@ Synchronous SCSI: This optional method of data transfer makes possible
rates of 5 MHz with SCSI-1 and 10 MHz with SCSI-2. Since commands and

other protocol related information are sent asynchronously, devices are able
to negotiate which method will be used. Devices that use this option and
those that do not can function side by side on the same bus. The synchronous
option is found on most high performance devices.

@ Fast SCSI: An improvement to synchronous transfers for SCSI-2 devices
allowing a data rate up to 10 MHz. Fast SCSI is quickly becoming standard
for high-performance disk drives.

@ Wide SCSI: 16- or 32-bit transfers are made possible with an additional cable
(B cable). The resulting data rate is double or quadruple the previousrate.
This SCSI-2 option also allows a mix of device types on a single bus. The B
cable is simply omitted for 8-bit devices. Wide SCSI is not often used because
of the complications of an additionalcable.

@ Single-ended/differential: These two variations on the implementation of the
electrical signals were already part of the original SCSI definition. The vast
majority of devices employ a single-ended interface. Here the maximum cable
length is 6 meters. The differential option allows cable lengths up to 25 meters.
Single-ended and differential devices cannot be used together on the same bus.

A well-defined commandset is an important element of a device independent
interface. With respect to the SCSI bus, device independence takes on two
dimensions. On the one hand, there are the ten SCSI device classes, of which

hard disks and tape drives are two examples. Each class defines a specific model
and command set for the devices of that class. On the other hand, a number of

different physical devices can be supported by a single device class. For exam-
ple, consider the different types of tape drives available. One componentof a
device modelis a set of parameters that adequately defines these differences.

Transactions take place on the SCSI bus in more orless the following
manner: an initiator sends a command to a target, and the target carries out the
command and afterwards informsthe initiator of the outcome. The nature of
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Figure 9.4 SCSI transfer rates.

SCSI commands gives a great deal of autonomy to the device carrying out the
command. In this way an initiator can send a SCSI floppy drive a FORMAT UNIT
commandand relinquish complete control to the drive. When the formattingis
finished, the initiator is merely informed of successorfailure.

Another example of device autonomy is the READ command for disk
drives. The initiator instructs the target to fetch a certain numberof blocks start-
ing at a particular block number. The target calculates a physical address of-
cylinder, head, and sector numberfrom the logical block number and sends the
data to the initiator. An important difference with the SCSI interfaceis that this
data is strictly usable information ~— no headers, no ECC, no gaps. All of these
ancillary fields are managed bythe target alone. This is important becausedif-
ferent devices use completely different formats to store information on the medi-
um. This also explains how it is possible to produce a very inexpensive host
adapter capable of controlling up to seven different devices. The intelligence is
located in the devices, not in the host adapter.

SCSI makes available a number of commandsfor general interrogation
of devices on the SCSI bus. A possible scenario could begin with a host looking
to see which SCSI IDs are occupied. Afterwards, the host can determine what
types of devices are located at those IDs. Finally, device specific commands can
be used to gather detailed information about each device. A device driver can be
written in just this way without knowing the specific details of the device.

Evolution of the The SCSI-1 standard originally contained many commandsthat have remained
command sets unchanged in SCSI-2. SCSI-1 also left many parameters vendor unique or

unspecified, which sidestepped the original intent of the standard. The result
wasthat practically every device needed its own slightly different device driver.
This complicated the goal of device independent software. It was at this point
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that many people felt that SCSI simply was not SCSI compatible. These were
someof the problems that SCSI-2 solved, in addition to its improvements.

The CCS supplement to SCSI-1, which becameanofficial part of SCSI-2,
had the aim of further standardizing the hard disk command set. The CCSintro-
duced the concept of mode parameter page for the MODE SELECT command and
defined a set of defect list formats. Tape drives and other device classes, howev-
er, were not included in the CCS. These had to make do with SCSI-1 as it was

originally formulated.
Finally, a very significant step forward was made in the definition of

SCSI-2. In SCSI-2, a modelis defined for every device class. Moreover, the same
level of detail used in the CCS for disk drives was used in defining the other
device classes. It is worth noting that the first SCSI implementations were for
streamer tape devices.It is fair to say that the goal of a device independentsoft-
ware interface was reached with SCSI-2,

Note that new devices are no longer shipped with a SCSI-1 implementa-
tion. Today, both tape devices and disk drives are equipped with SCSI-2.
However, the CCS of SCSI-1 is still very accurate with respect to disk drives.

9.3. Outlook

The popularity of SCSI continues to grow. An increasing numberof devices and
host adapters are supporting more and more SCSI-2 features. Judging by its
functionality and throughput capabilities, SCSI-2 should be able to meet the
needs of peripheral devices for many years to come.

The ANSI SCSI committee has already been working for quite some time
on SCSI-3. In the tradition of the previous specifications, SCSI-3 will be compat-
ible with SCSI-2. Among more tangible improvements, the documentation for
SCSI-3 is better organized and more modular. Figure 9.5 depicts this new orga-
nization. The shaded modulesare those that already exist in SCSI-2.

In the physical and protocol area, SCS]-3 defines new interface formats
such asfiber optics. The idea of communicating with SCSI devices across a reg-
ularserial interface is also very attractive. An additional bus phase will be added
to the parallel interface SCSI that has been discussedso far. Support for multiple
hosts will be improved and 16-bit Wide SCSI overa single cable has been includ-
ed and already adopted by the Industry.

One noteworthy addition to the new specification is a set of commands
specifically for use in graphics applications. In fact, a number of new device
classes can be expected. In general, we can expect device classes and models to
be more strictly defined, along with command set implementation for those
devices.

Althoughit is true that SCSI-3 will offer a numberof improvements over
5CSI-2 in general, in the area of mass storage thereis little new. SCSI-3 will offer
alternatives in areas where at present the physical interface is available but the
commandsets are lacking.
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Figure 9.5 The SCSI-3 architecture.

 
9.4 Documentation

Onegoal of this book, in addition to providing a thorough overview of SCSI, is
to give enough detailed information to make possible the undertaking of simple
SCSI projects without the need of additional documentation. Naturally, if you
wish to take advantage of the vendorspecific features of a certain device, you
will need that device's SCSI manual. For example, the optional commands and
parameter pages can be foundthere.

If you are interested in working with SCSI at a professional level, you
cannot avoid getting a copy of the original ANSI documentation in addition to
this book. A project involving writing firmware for a SCSI target or host adapter
would be of this magnitude, as would writing a software driver that used more
than simply READ and WRITE commands, Copies of the standard may be ordered
from:

Global Engineering Documents,
2805 McGaw,
Irvine, CA 92714, USA

Telephone: 1-800-854-7179

The SCSI-2 documentis called X3.131-1994. If you only need a copy of the SCSI-
1 standard (which is considerably thinner than SCSI]-2), the nameis X3.131-1986.

You can also download the SCSI documentation from the SCSI Bulletin

Board. The telephone number and the procedure are described in detail in
Appendix D,
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The

organization of
the SCSI

standard

The SCSI-2 standard is a document of about 600 pages, whichis organized in the
following way:

1 Scope
2 Reference standards and organizations
3 Glossary and conventions
4 Physical characteristics

474

4,2

4.3

44

4.5

4.6

4,7

4.8

Physical description
Cable requirements
Connector requirements
Electrical description
SCSI bus

SCSI bus signals
SCSI bus timing
Fast synchronoustransfer option

Logical characteristics
5.1

5.2

5.3

5.4

5.5

5.6

SCSI bus phases
SCSI bus conditions

SCSI phase sequences
SCSI pointers
Message system description

SCSI messages
SCSI commands and status

6.1

6.2

6.3

Command implementation requirements
Commanddescriptor block
Status

Command examples
Command processing considerations and exception conditions
Contingentallegiance condition
Extended contingentallegiance condition
Queued I/O processes
Unit attention condition

Sections 7 to 17 of the standard deal with the individual device classes. They are
all organized in the same way: first comes a description of the device model of
the class, followed by a summary of commands, andfinally the MODE parame-
ters for the class.

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

All device types
Direct-access devices

Sequential-access devices
Printers

Processor devices

WORM

CD-ROM

Scanners

Optical memory devices
Medium-changer devices
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17 Communication devices

A-] Appendices

Figure 9.6 shows a page from the actual SCSI documentation. Many drive man-
ufacturers organize their own manuals in a similar manner, including, natural-
ly, only those chapters which are relevant for a given device. The result is that
once you are familiar with the ANSI specification, it is very easy to find your
way around in SCSI manuals in general. If you know one — you knowthem all.
This makes it easy to concentrate on important things, namely, implementation
details.
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All Device Types 3/9/90

7.2.5 TNQUERY ‘Command

Table 7-14: INQUIRY Command

eth 7 fe fe LAL ze ye pelByte | | |

Operation Code (12h)

Controt

The INQUIRY command (Table 7-14) requests that information re-
garding parameters of the target and its attached peripheral de-
vice(s) be sent to the initiator. An option allows the initiator
to request additional information about the target or logical unit
(see 7.2.5.2).

An enable vital product data (EVPD) bit of one specifies that
the target shall return the optional vital product data specified
by the page code field. If the target does not support vital pro-
duct data and this bit, is set to one, the target shall return
CHECK CONDITION status with the sense key set to ILLEGAL REQUEST
and an additional sense code of INVALID FIELD IN CDB.

An EVPD bit of zero specifies that the target shall return the
standard INQUIRY data. If the page code field is not zero, the
target shall return CHECK CONDITION status with the sense key set
to ILLEGAL REQUEST and an additional sense code of INVALIO FIELD
IN COB.

The page code field specifies which page of vital product data
information the target shall return (see 7.3.4).

The INQUIRY command shall return CHECK CONDITION status only
when the target cannot return the requested INQUIRY data.

IMPLEMENTORS NOTE: It is recommended that the INQUIRY data be
returned even though the peripheral device may not be ready for
other commands.

If an INQUIRY command is received from an initiator with a pen-
ding unit attention condition (i.e., before the target reports
CHECK CONDITION status), the target shall perform the INQUIRY com-
mand and shali not clear the unit attention condition (see 6.9).

SCSI-2 draft proposed American National Standard Revision 10c

 
Figure 9.6 Sample page from the SCSI-2 standard.
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10.1 SCSI configurations

SCSI devices SCSI makesit possible to connect up to eight devices using a single bus. At any
given time only two of the devices may communicate with one another The
device that issues a commandis called the initiator, while the device that exe-
cutes it is called the target. SCSI devices are uniquely identified by a SCSI ID,
which also serves as its address. The ID simultaneously defines the device's pri-
ority for arbitration: ID 0 has the lowestpriority, ID 7 the highest.

These and other bare essentials are described in the ANSI standard in

section 4.5; however, someclarification is in order. Whenever two devices com-
municate with each other, no other devices take part in the exchange. The only
way to affect all devices simultaneously is through a SCSI reset, for which there
is a special bus signal. Outside of this there is no way for a third-party device to —
interrupt communication across the bus. All devices, regardless of priority, must
wait until the bus is freed by those devices using it.

In fact, most devices cooperate as much as possible in keeping the bus
free, As soon as a command has been received by a targetit will release the bus
for other devices before executing it. After the work is done it reconmects to the
initiator and delivers any imformation. The mechanism for this -
disconnect/reconnect - is covered in Chapter 11, where the bus protocol is
described in greater detail.

The SCSI ID for each device on the busis set independently and must be
unique. The priority associated with the ID plays only a secondaryrole;it is only
important when two or more devices attempt to use the bus at the sametime.
When a connection has been established between two devices or when there is

a substantial delay (2.4 ps) between requests for the bus, priority no longer plays
a role.

Host adapters A computer has access to the SCSI bus via a host adapter. This host adapter may
and SCSI be implementedas a separate board, as is the case with most PC systems, orit

controllers may be integrated onto the system motherboard, as is popular with worksta-
tions. It is also possible for a system to have a numberof host adapters with
access to as many SCSI buses (Figure 10.1). In such a case each SCSI busis

89
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Drive 1 Drive 2

ID 0 ID 4

Host adapter A

SCSI ID 7

Host adapter B

SCSI ID 7

Host computer Drive 2| IcD-Rom!{Tape
ID 0 ID 4 ID 4

Figure 10.1 Computer with multiple SCSI buses.

 
completely separate from the others. For instance, the individual buses are
allowed to use the same SCSI IDssince there is no chance of confusion.

For peripherals access to the bus is provided through a SCSI controller.
The controller itself has the SCSI ID and the peripheral device is seen as a LUN.
Most commonly the controller is embeddedinto the peripheral. In this case only
a single LUN is supported, namely the peripheral itself. However, controllers
are also implemented separately, in which case they are knownas bridge con-
trollers. Figures 9.2 and 10.2 show SCSIcontrollers with LUNs.

Almost by convention,thefirst host adapter of a SCSI bus system usual-
ly receives ID 7. The remaining host adapters are assigned [Ds from 6 downward.
This convention, however, is not laid down anywhere in the SCSI specification.It
is the responsibility of the software to handle all possible ID assignments.

Initiator and Devices on the SCSI bus play either the role of an initiator or that of a target.
target These roles are completely independent of whether a device is a host adapter or

other component. Originally, most devices assumed onerole or the other, then it
wasthecase that host adapters werestrictly initiators and controllersstrictly tar-
gets. However, more and more devices are able to assumeeither role. Almost all
tape drives, for example, are capable of becomingan initiator during the course
of the cory command, when data is copied between the drive and a third device.

An initiator begins a transaction on the SCSI bus by selecting a target.
However, as soon as theselection is complete, the target takes control of the bus
protocol. The target decides whether or not to free the bus and afterwards when
to reconnect to the initiator. Michael Schultz, a former colleague of mine, coined
the phrase, ‘The initiator is the master in function and the slave in protocol; the
target is the slave in function and the master in protocol.’
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SCSI ID SCSI ID

SCSI controller SCSI controller

LUN 0, LUN 1

Device 1
Control electronics Device 1

Control electronics

Physical Physical
device 1 device 1 

Figure 10.2 Embedded SCSI and bridge controllers.

SCSI configura- SCSI supports any mixtureof initiators and targets as long as there is at least one
tions of each. The following three base configurations represent the range of com-

plexity to be found in a typical SCSI system (Figure 10.3).

Single initiator, single target
This is the most simple and probably the most common configuration. A single
initiator, a host adapter, commumicates with a single target, the peripheral
device. This configurationis also the most SASI-like. You will often read that dis- -
connect/reconnect for this setup is superfluous. This is not exactly true, as we
will see in Section 11.4.

Single initiator, multiple targets
This configuration makes good on one of SCSI’s promises: connectivity for mul-
tiple device types using a single I/O bus. In this case it is important that all
devices strive to keep the bus asfree as possible by using the disconnect/recon-
nect feature. Althoughthis feature is optional for all versions of SCSI, in practice
most devices supportit. If you install an older device that does not support this
feature try to limit the numberof peripherals on this bus.

Multiple initiators, multiple targets
In this configuration it is good practice for an initiator to reserve a target when
accessing it. This rule of thumb is naturally dependent on the device class.
Operating systems do notlike it when more than one host has write access to a
single file on a disk drive. For read-only CD-ROMs,onthe other hand,this is not
a problem. I recommend that targets be reserved even in systems with only a
single initiator. The software overhead is minimal compared with the savings
when one day an additional host is added to the system.
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2] Controller

Single initiator Single target

=48| Controller
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Single initiator Multiple targets
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Computer|
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Multiple initiators Multiple targets

 
Figure 10.3 Basic SCSI configurations.

10.2 SCSI signals

The standard 8-bit wide SCSI bus has 18 signals. These are all contained in a single
50-pin flat-band cable, the so-called A cable. In this book all timing diagrams show
signals as active-high; in other words, a logic 1 is represented by a high signal. In
reality, however, signals are either active-low or differential for SCSI. Termination
resistors hold the signals nonactive until bus drivers drive the signal active. This
makes it possible to leave devices on the bus whose power has been turned off.
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Bus

signal

Signal Signal Signal Terminator

Device 1 Device 2 Device 3

Figure 10.4 Wired-or bussignals.

Three of the SCSI signals Bsy, SEL, and RST, must be implemented as
wired-or. This allows more than one driverto activate the signal at a given time.
Of course, only one driver is necessary to makeit active. All other signals need
not be wired-or and are usually implemented with tri-state drivers.

Figitre 10.4 shows a wired-or signal implemented with open collector
transistors. As long as the transistor is inactivate, the terminator assures the
high, inactive state. When the transistor turns on it pulls the voltage down to the
active state. Even if more than one transistor becomes active simultaneously the
result is the same.

Wide SCSI is a SCSI-2 option, which makes possible 16- or 32-bit wide data trans-
fers. In order to handle the extra width an additional 29 signals are necessary.

Data A cable B cable A cable B cable A cable
phase 

Figure 10.5 Byte ordering for Wide SCSI.
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32-Bit SCS}
hest adapter

Terminator

E Terminator

16-Bit SCSI 8-Bit SCSI 32-Bit SCSI
disk drive tape drive disk drive

 
Figure 10.6 Mixed configuration with Wide SCSI.

These signals reside on the 68-pin B cable. Figure 10.5 showsthe ordering of
bytes for 8-, 16- and 32-bit wide transfers. The B cable is always 68-pin, even if
only 16-bit transfers take place.

As with synchronoustransfers, the devices involved negotiate whether
or not to use Wide SCSI. This is possible because commands and messages
always take place across the 8-bit bus. It is even possible to mix devices using
different data widths on the same bus. Figure 10.6 showssuch a configuration.

Table 10.1 lists all SCSI signals along with their function. A look at the
SCSI bus phase descriptions in Section 10.6 will makeit easier to understand the
role of each signal.

Termination Each end of the physical SCSI bus must be terminated with the appropriate
resistors. Most SCSI devices have sockets for the terminatingresistors thatfacil-

itate easy removal. Theresistors in the two devices located at the ends of the bus
should be left installed; the other devices should have their resistors removed.

If a cable does not happento end at a device then this loose end must be termi-
nated with externalresistors.

A SCSI terminator must be supplied with +5 V. A signal on the A cable
is reserved for this purpose. This makesit possible for a device to provide other
devices with terminator power. In general, however, this option is not used
because most devices supply their own terminator power. .

The data parity The only way to detect a corrupted data byte sent over the SCSI busis through
bit the parity bit. Parity works as follows: the senderof a data byte counts the num- ©

ber of 1s contained in the byte. If the total numberis odd the parity bit is set to
0; if it is even, the parity bit is set to 1, In this way the total numberof 1s should
always be odd, hence SCSI uses what is called odd parity. The receiver then
checks to see if the total number of 1s is odd. When this is the case the receiver
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Table 10.1 The SCSI signals,

Abbreviation Name Function

BSY BUSY Wired-or signalindicating that the bus is in use
SEL SELECT Wired-or signal used during selection andreselection
c/D COMMAND/DATA Used by the target to indicate the type of data transfer:
1/0 INPUT/OUTPUT Used by the target to indicate the direction of the data

transfer (with respect to the initiator). When active the
initiator receives data. Also differentiates selection from

reselection

MSG MESSAGE Used by the target during the MESSAGE phase
REQ REQUEST Used by the target during the handshake sequence.
REQB This signal exists on both the A cable (R&Q) and B cable

(REQB)
ACK ACKNOWLEDGE Used bytheinitiator during handshake sequence. Also
ACKB exists on both cables

ATN ATTENTION Used by the initiator to indicate the ATTENTION condi-
tion

RST RESET Wired-or signal that causes the RESET condition
DB(7) ».. DATA BUS 8 data bits and parity bit that comprise the data bus.
DB(O) The data bits are also used during the arbitration
DE{r) phase. Parity is odd
DB(31) -.. DATA BUS 24 data bits and 3 parity bits that expand the data bus
DB(S)

DB(r3) ...

DBP)  

assumesthat the data is intact. The implementation of a parity bit went from —
' optional in SCSI-1 to mandatory in SCSI-2. There is one parity bit for every eight

databits (that is, four for 32-bit Wide SCSD).If a SCSI device detects a parity error
it will ask that the data be sent again. A detailed example of this can be found
on page 122.

Onedeficiency in the parity bit approach is that only an odd numberof
‘bad’ bits can be detected. This meansthatit is possible for corrupted data to go
unnoticed (Figure 10.7), If an initiator sends a byte where twobits changetheir
value on the bus,the parity bit will still be good. The target receives the byte and

Bit 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 P

own [TTTTo[oTee[+] Paty ox

1 Error EOe : Parity error

2 Error Ge Parity OK!
 

Figure 10.7 Shortcomings of SCSI parity.
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has no way of detecting the corrupted byte. When the target writes this data to
the drive the error remains. Although this is an obvious shortcoming, in practice
it is extremely rare for an even numberof bits to change their value.

Using a single parity bit as the sole method of error detection is not
uncommon. Almost all memory buses, from PC to mainframe, share this design.
Although I/O buses are generally exposed to noisier environments than inter-
nal buses, this simple method of insuring data integrity proves to be effective
here as well.

10.3. Cables and connectors

SCSI cables - The single-ended and the differential pin assignments for SCSI are designed to
make it possible to use the same cables. The A cable is a 50-pin cable while the
B cable is 68-pin. Either implementation may use either ribbon cable or twisted-
pair, although the latter is recommendedfor differential buses. Cables should
have an impedance between 90 and 140 ohms.

WhenFast SCSIis being used — that is, transfer rates above 5 MHz -— the
cable requirements are somewhatstricter. The cable should be shielded with an
impedance between 90 and 132 ohmsanda signal attenuation ofless than 0.095
dB at 5 MHz.

Connectors Ribbon cables with crimped-on connectors are the most common choice for
device internal SCSI connections. The device electronics typically use a 50-pin
male header which fits the female ribbon cable connector. Table 10.2 shows the

pin assignments for different cable types, including ribbon cable.
For external connections between devices shielded twisted-pair cables

are recommended. Here either high-density connectors (shielded or unshielded)
or Centronics connectors (unshielded) may be used. For both of these the pin
assignments are identical, as can be seen in Table 10.2.

Finally, there is a pin assignmentthat is not described in the SCSI speci-
fication. There are a number of inexpensive host adapters, as well as the
Macintosh, that use this DB25 connector for the bus. This assignment schemeis
also shownin Table 10.2.

10.4 Single-ended SCSI
The vast majority of devices sold today are equipped with single-ended SCSI.
The main reason for this is the extra cost in implementing differential and the
cost of twisted-pair cabling. Most SCSI chips have single-ended drivers already
built in. Single-ended SCSI allows a bus of up to 6 meters. This is adequate for
most applications within a single enclosure. Also allowed are short extensions
from the bus, so-called stubs, of 10 cm or less. These must be kept at least 30 cm
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Table 10.2. A cable for single-ended SCSI.

Signal Centronic entronics DB25 Signal
high high

density density

Ground 1 26 14 DB(O)
Ground 2 27 2 Dad)
Ground 3 28 15 DB)
Ground 4 29 3 DB(3)
Ground 5 30 16 DB(4)
Ground 6 31 4 DB(S)
Ground 7 32 17 DB)
Ground 8 33 5 DB)
Ground 9 34 18 DBP)
Ground 10 35 19 Ground

Ground su 36 13 Ground

Reserved 12 37 9 Reserved

Not connected 13 38 +5 V Terminator
Reserved 14 39 Reserved

Ground 15 40 8 Ground

Ground 31 41 20 “ATN.
Ground 17 42 6 Grourid

Ground 18 43 23 “BSY

Ground 19 44 22 “ACK

Ground 20 45 10 “RST

Ground 21 46 21 “MSG

Ground 22 47 7 “SEL”

Ground 23 48 1 C/D
Ground 24, 49 24 "REQ
Ground 25 50 12 VY

 
 

apart. Bear in mind that the distance from the protocol chip to the connector
must be attributed to the stub length.

Signal levels Figure 10.8 shows the implementationof a typical single-ended SCSI signal. The
and termination output driver is a NAND gate. One inputis for the signal and the other for

enabling the output. The driver must meet the following specifications: .
2.5-5.25 V (inactive); 0.0-0.5 V (active). It must be capable of sinking
48 mA at 0.5 V, of which 44 mA come from the termination. The input must rec-
ognize 0.0-0.8 V as active and 2.5-5.25 V as inactive. The input current for an
active signal of 0.5 V must lie between 0.0 and —0.4 mA.For an inactive signal
the current must lie between 0.0 and 0.1 mA at 5.25 V. The input hysteresis must
be at least 0.2 V and the input capacitance at most 25 pF. These values mustalso
hold for devices without power.

Also shown in the figure is the signal termination. This consists of a pair
of resistors for each signal of the SCSI bus. The 220 ohm resistor connects to
+5 V while the 330 ohm connects to ground. Together the resistors bring the sig-
nal level to 3 V when nodrivers are active. The resistors are allowed a tolerance
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Signal out Bus

Enable signal

Signal in

Terminator

 
Figure 10.8 Typical single-ended SCSI.

of + 5%although + 1% is recommended. This passive termination scheme was
introduced in SCSI-1.

SCSI-2 allows an alternative for terminating a single-ended bus. The
most important condition here is that the signal impedance lie between 100 and
132 ohms. This circuit, which is shown in Figure 10.9, is less sensitive to noise
than the passive termination.

mi =<aQ

gog a2
~~!

va Voltage regulator
| max > 600 mA
V out = 2.05 V

AaBlgAgag8
gO2S
|eamna

=a
Gq

 
Figure 10.9 Alternative SCSI-2 termination.
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Table 10.3 B cable for single-ended Wide SCSI.

 

 
 

 

 

 

Signal Connector Signal

Ground 1 Ground

Ground 2 DB)
Ground 3 DBI)
Ground 4 DBf10}
Ground 5 DBI)
Ground 6 DB(12)
Ground 7 DB(13)
Ground 8 DB(i4)
Ground 9 DBf15)
Ground 10 DBT)
Ground 1. ACKB

Ground 12 Ground

Ground 13 REQB

Ground 14 DB(6)
Ground 15 DB(17)
Ground 16 DBfI8)

+5 V terminator

+5 V terminator

+5 Vterminator 17

+5 Vterminator 18

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ground 19 DB(19)
Ground 20 DB(20)
Ground 21 DB(21)
Ground 22 DB(22)
Ground 23 DB(23)
Ground 24 DB(P2)

Ground 25 DB(24)
Ground 26 DB(25)
Ground 27 DB(26)
Ground 28 DB(27}
Ground 29 DB(28)
Ground 30 DB(29}
Ground 31 DB(30)

Ground 32 DB(31)
Ground 33 DB(P3)
Ground 34 Ground

 
Improper What happens whena single-ended busis incorrectly terminated? I can give the

termination following account from my own experience. If the bus has no terminationat
either end, nothing will work. This rarely happens, however, because usually
the host adapter has its termination installed. In general a SCSI bus with termi-
nation at only one end will work without problems. However, if the busis very
long or is in a noisy environmentthen it will be susceptible to intermittent hang-
ing. This is also true for other forms of improper termination. When the termi-
nation is not located at the physical end of the bus the problem will usually go
unnoticed for quite some time. A bus with three terminators also tends to func-
tion withoutdifficulties, in my experience.

_ This tolerant behavior is attractive but can lead to insidious problems.It
is true that an incorrectly terminated bus will often work quite well. However, if
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the system is then moved or an additional device is added to the bus it may sud-
denly hang or show intermittent problems. When this occurs it always makes
sense to begin looking for the problem by asking whetherthe bus is properly ter-
minated.

Pin assignments The various connectors defined in the SCSI standard were described in Section
10.3. There are at least three different pin layouts for the different connectors.
The same connectors always use the same assignment. Table 10.2 lists these pin
assignments. The pin assignments for the B cable for single-ended Wide SCSI are
given in Table 10.3.

10.5 Differential SCSI

Differential SCSI is used mostly in applications that require cable lengths greater
than 6 meters. The maximum length allowed here is 25 meters (about 80 feet).
Stub lengths must be less than 20 cm. ANSI recommendsthat only twisted-pair
cables be used for a differential bus.

Signal levels Each differential signal on the SCSI bus uses two wires, named +signal and -sig-
and termination nal. The signal is recognized as active whenthe voltageof +signalis greater than

that of -signal and inactive when the converseis true.
The sensor signal makes it possible to implementa circuit for protecting

the differential drivers. The corresponding pin on the single-ended cable is con-
nected to ground. In this way if a cable with a single-ended device attachedis

+5 V Terminator

330
ohm

Output enable

. o - Bus signal
Signal out

Signal in : o + Bus signal

Input enable ; 330
ohm

1/8 SN75176

Terminator

 
Figure 10.10 Differential SCSI drivers.
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Table 10.4 A cable for differential SCSI.

 
Signal Connector Connector Signal

assigniment assigninent
2 2

Ground 1 26 Ground

-+-DB(0) 2 27 —DB(0)
+DB(1) 3 28 ~DB(1)
+DB(2) 4 29 —DB(2}
+DB(3) 5 30 —-DB(3)
+DB(4) 6 31 -DB(4)
+DB(5) 7 32 —DB(5)
+DB(6) 8 33 —DB(6)
+DB(7) 9 34 -DB(7)
+DB(P) 10 35 ~DB(P)

N.C. 11 36 Ground

Reserved 12 37 Reserved

+5 V terminator 13 38 +5 V terminator

Reserved 14 39 Reserved

+ATN 15 40 -ATN

Ground 31 41 Ground

+BSY 17 42 ~BSY

+ACK 18 43 -ACK

+RST 19 44 -RAT

+MSG 20 45 -MSG

+SEL 21 46 —SEL

+C/D 22 a7 -C/D

+REQ 23 48 -REQ
+1/0 24 49 -T/O

Ground 25 50 Ground

connected to a differential device the sensor signal becomes grounded,disabling
the differential drivers. Figure 10.10 showsa differential signal along with its ter-
mination. Tables 10.4 and 10.5 show the A and Bcables for differential SCSI,
respectively.
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Table 10.5 B cable for differential SCSI.

 
Signal Connector Connector Signal

Ground 1 35 Ground

+DB(8) 2 36 —-DB(8)
+DB(9) 3 37 ~DB(9)

+DB(10) 4 38 -DB(10)
+DB(11) 5 39 -DB(11)
+DB(12) 6 40 -DB(12)
+DB(13) 7 41 ~-DB(13)
+DB(14) 8 42 —DB(14)
+DB(15) 9 43 —DB(15)
+DB(P1) 10 44 -DB(P1)
+ACKB 11 45 ~ACKB

Ground - 12 46 Ni.

+REQB 13 47 —-REQB
+DB(16) 14 48 -DB(16)
+DB(17) 15 49 ~DB(17)
+DB(18) 16 50 —DB(18)

+5 Vterminator 17 51 +5 V terminator

+5 V terminator 18 52 +5 V terminator

+DB(19) 19 53 ~DB(19)
+DB(20) 20 54 ~DB(20}
+DB(21) 21 55 -DB(21)
+DB(22) . 22 56 -DB(22)
+DB(23) 23 57 —DB(23)
+DB(P2) 24 58 -DB(P?)
+DB(24) 25 59 -DB(24)
+DB(25) 26 60 -DB(25)
+DB(26) 27 61 -DB(26)
+DB(27) 28 62 ~DB(27)
+DB(28) 29 63 -DB(28)
+DB(2?) 30 64 ~DB28)
+DBG0) 31 65 —-DB(28)
+DB(31) 32 66 -DB(31)
+DB(P3) 33 67 ~DB(P3)
Ground 34 68 Ground

10.6 SCSI bus phases

All transactions on the SCSI bus are composed from eight distinct bus phases.
Everything begins and ends with the BUS FREE phase. BUS FREE describes the situ-
ation where no deviceis in control of the SCSI bus.

Three phases deal exclusively with bus protocol. During the ARBITRATION
phase one or moreinitiators will indicate their wish to use the bus. If more than
a single initiator arbitrates, the one with the highest SCSI JD wins. The success-
ful initiator then uses the SELECTION phase to choose a target with which to com-
municate. The RESELECTION phase fulfills a similar function: after successfully
arbitrating, a target that released the bus to execute a commandre-establishes
the connection to its initiator.
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DATA,
ARBITRATION COMMAND,

MESSAGE,
STATUS

Figure 10.11 Simplified SCSI phase diagram.

 

  

Finally, there are four phases for exchanging data. The COMMAND phase
is used for transferring command opcodes, the Data phase for data bytes.
During a MESSAGE phase a target sends or receives information concerning the
protocolitself. Finally, using the status phase the target concludes a SCSI com-
mand and informstheinitiator of its success orfailure.

At any given time the SCSI bus can be in only one specific bus phase. The
succession of phasesis restricted; it is not possible for any phase to follow any
other phase. Figure 10.11 shows a simplified phase diagram of the normal pro-
gression of a command, After BUS FREE follows ARBITRATION, SELECTION and a MES-
SAGE OUT phase. After these come the COMMAND and pata phases, followed by a
sTaTUs phase. The rules governing phase changes have evolved between SCSI-1
and SCSIJ-2. While ARBITRATION and the MESSAGE OUT phase were optionalafter a
selection in SCSI-1, these have become mandatory in SCSI-2.

Figure 10.12 shows the complete SCSI phase diagram for SCSI-2. ‘The
arrows between the phases indicate that a transition from one phase to another
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Figure 10.12 Complete SCSI phase diagram.
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Phase

Symbol j Comment= =

BUS FREE

ARBITRATION ID 7 and ID 5, ID 7 wins
SELECT Target - 1D 0
MESSAGE OUT IDENTIFY
COMMAND TEST UNIT READY
COMMAND
COMMAND .
COMMAND
COMMAND
COMMAND
STATUS GOOD
MESSAGE IN COMMAND COMPLETE
BUS FREE 00

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
?
8
9

“aoot nuOS
 

Figure 10.13 Phase sequencefor TEST UNIT READY.

is allowed. Thus, for example, in SCSI-2, COMMAND and DATA phases can only
occur after a MESSAGE phase has taken place. Likewise, a MESSAGE phase must
also conclude these phases.

Atfirst glance this phase diagram can be very confusing; much more so
than the average SCSI command.Figure 10.13 depicts an actual TEST UNIT READY
commandas captured by a SCSI analyzer. It begins with Bus ERE. After the typ-
ical sequence ARBITRATION, SELECTION, MESSAGE (IDENTIFY) comes a COMMAND
phase of six bytes. Since no data is transferred with this command,the succes-
sion concludes immediately with the starus phase and the MESSAGE (COMMAND
COMPLETE).

SCSI bus timing When electrical signals change their value, they never do so as cleanly and
abruptly as is shown in a timing diagram. In reality edges are much rounder,
and — as is the case with the SCSI bus, whererelatively long cables are used -
reflections lead to ‘ringing’ and other distortions. In order to prevent these phe-
nomena from causingill effects, a number of delays have beenbuilt into the pro-
tocol. These delays allow the signal enough time to settle on the new value.

Table 10.6 Timing values for Fast SCSI.

Namie Tine Description

Fast assertion period 30 ns Minimum time that REQ (REQB) and ACK (ACKB) must be
active for fast synchronous transfers

Fast cable skew delay 5 ns Maximum time skew between any twosignals for fast
transfers

Fast deskew delay  20ns Minimum time required for deskew of certain signals
for fast synchronous transfers

Fast hold time 10 ns For fast synchronoustransfers
Fast negation period 30 ns Minimum time for fast transfers between the two REQ

(REQB) pulses of a target. The same holds for the ack
(AckB) pulses of an initiator.
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Table 10.7 SCSI timing values.

Naitte

Arbitration delay
Assertion period

Bus clear delay

Bus free delay

Busset delay

Bussettle delay

Cable skew delay

Data release delay

Deskew delay
Disconnection delay

Hold time

Negation period

Poweron to selection

Reset to selection

Reset hold time

Selection abort time

Selection timeout delay

Transfer period

Time

2.4 ps
90 ns

800 ns

800 ns

1.8 ps

400 ns

10 ns

400 ns

45 ns

200 ps

45 ns

90 ns

10s

250 ms

25 ps
200 ms

250 ms

progr.

Description

During arbitration
REQ (REQB) and ACK (ACKB) must be active at least this
amountof time

A device must release all signals within this amount of
timeafter it has detected a BUS FREE phase
After detecting a BUS FREE phase a device must wait at
least this long before arbitrating for the bus
Maximum time a device may activate Bsy and its ID
during arbitration
Minimum time a device must wait in order that all bus

signals settle to their new values
Maximum difference in propogation time for any two
signals of the SCSI cable
Maximum time for an initiator to release DB(x) active

after 1/0 goes false
Minimum time neccessary to deskew certain signals
Whena target has freed the bus due to a DISCONNECT
message it should wait at least this long before taking
part in arbitration
For synchronoustransfers the data mustbeset at least
this long after the activation of REQ (REQB) or ACK (ACKB)
Minimum timethat target must negate REQ (REQB) for
synchronoustransfers. The same holds for ack (ACKB)
for the initiator

Recommended maximum time that a target should
need after power-up to reply to commandslike TEST
UNIT READY

Recommended maximum time that a target should
need after a SCSI reset to reply to commandslike TEST
UNIT READY

Minimum time that rst must be active

Maximum time for a device to activate psy after being
selected

Recommended minimum time that device should wait

for a busy response during a SELECTION
Minimum time between two REQ or ACK pulses for syn-
chronoustransfers

Tables 10.6 and 10.7 list and briefly explain all of the timing values defined in the
SCSI protocol. More detailed explanations follow in the sections on the individ-
ual bus phases.

When the SCSI busis not being used:by a device it remains in the BUS FREE phase.
The bus is defined to be in this phase when the signals Bsy and SEL have been
inactive for longer than a bussettle delay of 400 ns. After power has been turned
on or a SCSI reset has occurred the bus enters the BUS FREE phase.
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In normal operation there are two standard cases in which the BUS FREE
phase is entered. The first occurs after a command has been executed and the
message COMMAND COMPLETE has been sent. The other normal case occurs when
a target releases the busafter first sending a DISCONNECT message.

In addition to those just mentioned, there are exceptional cases, which
the initiator can bring about by sending a message to the target. In response to
these messagesthe target releases the bus. These messages are ABORT, BUS DEVICE
RESET, RELEASE RECOVERY, ABORT TAG and CLEAR QUEUE.If an initiator detects a BUS

FREE during the execution of a command that did not follow from one of these
messages, it treats this as an error.

This erroris called unexpected disconnect. The initiator then attempts to
determine the reason for the error by sending a REQUEST SENSE command to the
target. Another error situation that results in a BUS FREE occurs when a device
does not respondafter selection or reselection.

The ARBITRATION The ARBITRATION phase is used to determine which device obtains controlof the
phase busafter a BUS FREE. If a device wishes to arbitrate for the bus it simultaneously

activates the Bsy signal along with the data bit that correspondsto its SCSI ID.
All other signals mustbe left alone. Figure 10.13 shows the data bus with COh
during an ARBITRATION phase. Since DB(7) and DB(5) are set this means that the
devices with SCSI IDs 7 and 5 are competingfor the bus.

Atthis point each device arbitrating for the bus must wait for at least an
arbitration delay of 2.4 us. The device then looks at the data busto see if a SCSI
ID greater than its own has been asserted. The device with the higher ID,in this
example ID 7, wins the arbitration and in response asserts the SEL signal. This
indicates to all other devices that they should release Bsy and removetheir ID bit
from the data bus within a bus clear delay of 800 ns. The delay concludes the
ARBITRATION phase. The successful device now commences with either a sELEC-
TION or RESELECTION phase.

As opposed to SCSI-1, arbitration is mandatory in SCSI-2 even when the
configuration includes only oneinitiator. In fact, targets also must arbitrate for
the bus. This occurs after disconnecting from an initiator to execute a command.
Whenthetarget is ready it arbitrates for the bus and reselects the initiator. This
means that even in a configuration with a single initiator and a single target true
competition for the bus can take place; for example when a target wants to
reconnect to the initiator at the same time as the initiator wants to send thetar-

get another command.

The SELECTION A selection phase takes place after an initiator wins the arbitration phase.If a tar-
phase—get winsarbitration then the reselection phase follows. Selection and reselection

differ in the state of the I/O signal. For reselection I/O is asserted; for selection
it is not. A device can therefore identify itself as an initiator by not asserting I/O
during the selection phase.

During the selection phase a connection is established with the desired
target. BSY, SEL, and the initiator ID are all still active from arbitration. Now the
initiator asserts the data signal corresponding to the ID of the desired target
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along with the ATN signal. The attention signal indicates that a MESSAGE OUT
phase will follow selection. In the example in Figure 10,13, the value 81h is on
the data bus during selection. This means that the initiator with ID 7 wishes to
establish a connection with the target with ID 0. After at least two deskew delays
the initiator releases Bsy.

Atthis point all devices look to see whether their SCSI ID bit is asserted
on the data bus. The selected device identifies the initiator by the other set data
bit on the bus. Before a select abort time of 200 ms has elapsed the selected
device must assert BsY and take over control of the SCSI bus. This is an impor-
tant moment. From this point on the target has complete control over the
sequencing of SCSI bus phases, It decides when to receive messages, command
bytes or data from the initiator and when to send status, The target also decides
whether or not to disconnect during a command and when to reconnect.
Although the initiator controls what commands the target executes, the target
alone is in charge of the bus protocol.

No more than two deskew delays after the target’s assertion of Bsy, the
initiator must release the SEL signal. With this the selection phase is completed.
SCSI-2 now calls for a MESSAGE OUT phase.

A selection phase is unsuccessful if the target device never respondsto
the initiator. In this case the initiator waits at least a selection abort time, after

which it has two options. Theinitiator can either assert the RST signal, causing a
transition to the BUS FREE phase, or it can release first the data signals then SEL
and ATN in order to get back to BUS FREE.

An additional word on the effect of SCSI timing on throughput: the
selection abort time of 200 msis very long. In 200 ms a disk drive can perform
around 10 I/O operations. For this reason it is very important for a target to
react as quickly as possible to selection. A slow target that requires, for example,
5 ms to react to a selection not only reduces its own throughput, but also blocks
the busfor all other devices during this time and degrades the overall through-
put of the SCSI bus.

Figure 10.14 shows a schematic timing diagram of an ARBITRATION and
SELECTION phase. Delay times have been omitted in the interest of simplicity.
Actual timing diagramsthat reflect precisely what has taken place on a bus can
look much different. Figure 10.15 shows such a sequence recorded by a logic
analyzer.

Some explanationsof the figures showing logic analyzer outputis called
for. In the line directly above the timing diagram, you see “Time/ Div 5.0 ps.’ This
is the length of time per division shown on the upper and lower edgeof the dia-
gram. ‘Sample period = 10 ns’ tells you that measurements are made every 10 ns.
Onthe left-hand side you see the namesof all of the signals.

In this example it is easy to see that during the SELECTION phase the ssy
signal is inactive for about 1 js; this moment represents the transfer of control
from the initiator to the target. A glitch can be seen on the data lines during the
SELECTION phase. This is caused by the toggling of the target’s SCSI ID on the
data bus. Such glitches are the reason why delays are built into the protocol.
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Initiator! i Target

 
ACK

DO-7  Arbitration: ID|Initiator and Target ID
BUS . ‘
FREE ARBITRATION SELECTION

 

Figure 10,14 ARBITRATION and SELECTION.

The RESELECTION The RESELECTION phase allows a target to reconnect to the initiator after having
phase disconnected to complete a command.Following a successful arbitration the tar-

get reselects the initiator that sent it a SCSI command.This phase is differentiat-
ed from selection by the active I/O signal. Otherwise, these phasesare identical.

SCSI TINIG|= Timing Waveforms

Markers

Accumulate

Time/Oiv|5,000 us Delay|_12.60 us Sample period = 10 ns 
Figure 10.15 ARBITRATION and SELECTION as seen On a logic analyzer.
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The MEssAGE The phase following a successful selection is always a MESSAGE OUT phase. A
phase message phase is used by the target to either send or receive a message byte.

Message bytes contain information concerning the SCSI bus protocol, where IN
and OUT are interpreted with respect to the initiator. A list of messages and their
meaningsis given in Chapter 11. A message can consist of one, two or a variable
numberof bytes. The first byte tells which of these three types of messages is
being sent. A variable length messageis referred to as an extended message, in
which case the length of the message is contained in the second byte. What fol-
lowsis a description of the timing and protocolof the message phase.

A look at the phase diagram in Figure 10.16 shows that a MESSAGE IN
phase can take place after each information transfer phase as well as after a RE-
SELECTION. Following the flow of the message phase in Figure 10.16 we see that
the ssy signalis still set from the SELECTION phase. The target then activates MSG,
1/o and C/D in order to proceed to the MESSAGE IN phase.

Now the message byte is put on the data bus. After deskew and cable
deskew delays the target sets the REQ signal. In responsethe initiator reads in the
message byte and sets ACK. The target can now removethe byte from the bus and
release REQ. Finally, the initiator responds by releasing Ack. Such an exchange is
known as an asynchronous request/acknowledge handshake or REQ/ACK
sequence. This method of transfer is used for the command, data, and status
phases as well.

At this point the busis still in the MEssaGE IN phase. If additional bytes
are to be sent, that numberof REQ/ACK sequencestake place to transfer them. To
end the message phasethe target releases the Msc signal.

The target receives a message from the initiator during a MESSAGE OUT
phase. An extra step is needed here since the initiator must inform the target of -
its message. To do this the initiator activates the ATN signal, which is permitted

Initiator/ :
! target : Target

Arbitration! |D| Initiator ‘and target 1D |
BUS 7 : : i
FREE ARBITRATION RESELECTION MESSAGEIN

 
Figure 10.16 RESELECTION and MESSAGEIN.
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Figure 10.17 MESSAGE OUT and COMMAND.

during any phase except BUS FREE or ARBITRATION. During data and command
phasesit is up to the target whether to receive the message byte immediately or |
wait until the end of the phase. aTN during a selection, message or status phase
calls for immediate transfer of the message byte after the current REQ/ACK
sequence.

This transfer unfolds almost identically to the REQ/ACK sequence
described above. The target activates REQ. In response to this the initiator places
the message byte onto the data bus and after the proper delays activates ACK. The
target then reads the byte and releases REQ.Finally, the initiator releases Ack and
the transfer is complete. The target knows whether additional bytes will follow by
examining the first message byte. The initiator releases ATN whenit has sentall of
its message bytes. The target ends the MESSAGE phase by releasing the MSG signal.

Afterwards, if a command phasetakes place the signals 1/0 and C/D are
already in the properstate, as Figure 10.17 shows.

The COMMAND The COMMAND phaseis used by the target to receive the actual SCSI commands
phase from theinitiator. It is important to rememberthat the target has taken control

of the bus since the end of the SELECTION phase.First it finishes the MESSAGE OUT
phase, whichthe initiator brought about using ATN. Immediately thereafter is the
beginning of the COMMAND phase.

A command phaseis characterized by the c/p line being active while 1/0
and MSG are inactive. The command phase proceeds with REQ/ ACK sequences in
the same manner as a MESSAGE OUT phase until all command bytes have been
transferred.

Onthe leftmostside of the timing diagram (Figure 10.18) you can see the
target already waiting with active REQ signal. After the first ACK little time is
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SCSI TINIG/ ~ Timing Waveforms

Markers

Accumulate oft

Time/Div 
Figure 10.18 COMMANDphaseas seen on a logic analyzer.

neededfor the target to read the first byte and release REQ. Almost immediately
after the initiator releases ACK the target is requesting the second byte. The ini-
tiator needs a relatively long time to prepare the bytes, as indicated by the dis-
tance between REQ/ACK sequences. This command happens to be an INQUIRY
command (12 00 00 00 FF 00), which will be covered in greater detail in Chapter -
12,

By examiningthe first command byte the target can tell how many addi-
tional bytes will follow. It collects all bytes from the initiator and releases c/D,
thus ending the COMMANDphase.

The DATAIN and Almost all command sequences contain a data phase. This is how control infor-
DATA OUT phases mation and user data are exchanged betweentarget and initiator. The target

begins a data phase by de-asserting c/D and Msc.At this point either asynchro-
nous or synchronous transfers may take place, depending on a previous agree-
ment between the two devices. The asynchronous method will be described
here, while synchronoustransfer is covered in Section 10.7.

If the target wishes to send datato the initiatorit asserts the 1/0 signal,
indicating a DATA IN phase. On the other hand, whenthe target wishesto receive
data it de-asserts 1/0 for a DATA OUT phase. Figure 10.19 depicts a single DATA IN
and DATA OUTtransfer, and Figure 10.20 showsthe DATA phase as seen on a logic
analzyer. The REQ/ ACK sequences proceed as described in the message phases.
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Figure 10.19 Data IN and DATA OUT.

A target uses the status phase to send status information to an initiator. In con-
trast to a message, which can be sent at any time during a command sequence,
a status phase only takes place when a command has completed, been inter-
rupted or been refused by the target. In this phase c/D and 1/0 are asserted
while Msc remains de-asserted. Status information, always one byte in length,is
transferred in a single REQ/ACK sequence. A list of status bytes and their mean-
ings can be found in Section 12.2,

SCSI TINIG| — Timing Haveforms

Narkers

Accumulate off

Time/Div Delay |_2.812 ms Sample period = 10 ns 
Figure 10.20 DATA phase as seen on a logic analyzer.
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Fig. 10.21 status and MESSAGEIN.

Figure 10.21 showsthe status phase and subsequent MESSAGEIN phase of
an average SCSI command. The COMMAND COMPLETE messagetells the initiator
that this commandis finished. Afterwards the target releases the bus complete-
ly and BUS FREE results.

Synchronoustransfers and Fast SCSI

Synchronous transfers, which were optional in SCSI-1, originally allowed data
rates of up to 5 MBytes per second. SCSI-2 increases this to 10 MHz by offering
what is known as Fast SCSI. Measuring the speed in MHz makes sense here
because SCSI-2 also provides for bus widths of up to 4 bytes. The data rate is
simply the bus width in bytes times the rate in MHz.Table10.8 lists various SCSI
throughputs.

Both the original and the Fast synchronous transfers use the same bus
protocol. For Fast SCSI, however, the built-in delays are shorter and the overall
times are faster. The method with which a target and initiator negotiate transfer
parameters has also remained the same for Fast SCSI. Because of their similari-
ty, the general term ‘synchronoustransfers’ will be used for both methods.

Table 10.8 Various SCSI throughputs.

Transfer Bandwidth
ratefuidth 8-bit 16-bit 32-bit

Asynchronous (approximately 3 MHz) 3 Mbytes" 6Mbyte s' 12 Mbyte s"
Synchronous 5 Mbyte s" 10 Mbytes" 20Mbyte s'
Synchronous 10 Mbytes! 20Mbytes' 40Mbytes'
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The use of synchronous tranfers is negotiated betweenthe initiator and
the target using messages. Chapter. 11 covers this aspect in greater detail.

Synchronous Whena target uses the synchronous method of data transfer it is allowed to send
DATA-IN and a certain maximum numberof REQ pulses without waiting for ACK pulses. The

DATA-OUT phases_pulses occurat a fixed period, called the synchronoustransfer period. The max-
imum numberof REQ pulses without receiving an ACKis called the REQ/ACKoff-
set. Another way to look at the offset is this: given that at the end of a transfer
an equal number of REQ and ACK pulses must occur, the offset is the maximum
numberof outstanding ACK pulses. If the offset is reached then the target must
wait until the initiator sends an ACK before it sends further REQs. The result of

this approach is that cable delays — the time it takes signals to traverse the length
of the SCSI cable — are effictively eliminated from the transfer speed. For asyn-
chronoustransfers the transfer rate is directly dependent on the cable length. For
each byte sent there is a delay equalto the following:the timeit takes the lead-
ing edge of the REQ to travel from target to initiator, plus the time it takes the
leading edge of the Ack to travel back to the host, plus the time it takes for the
trailing edge of the REQ to reach the initiator, plus the time it takes for the trail-
ing edge of the ACK to makeit back to the host. The synchronous method elimi-
nates the interlocking handshaking and with it the cable delays.

Figure 10.22 shows synchronous DATA IN and DATA OUT phases. Here a
REQ/ACKoffset offive is being used. Let us look first at the DaTA OUT phase. The
target sends five REQ pulsesat a fixed frequency determined by the synchronous
transfer period. It must then waitsince the offset of five outstanding ACK pulses
has been reached. Finally, the ACK pulses come along with the data from the

- J Transfer period

Offset = 5

Synchronous DATA IN phase

 
Figure 10,22 Synchronous data phases.
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SCSI TINIG| ~ Timing Hoveforms
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Figure 10.23 Synchronous data phases as seen on a logic analyzer.

initiator at the same frequency. With the arrival of the first ACK pulse the num-
ber of outstanding pulses has dropped below the offset and the target responds
by sending data continually at the defined frequency. In this waythe transfer
proceeds with maximumefficiency.

The synchronous DATA IN phase looks very much the same. Here, how-
ever, the target places a byte on the data bus beforethe first REQ pulse. The byte

SCSI TInIG| -— Timing Maoveforms

Markers

Accumulate arf

Time /Div Delay Sample period = 
Figure 10.24 Synchronous data phases as seen on a logic analyzer.
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is held there until the first acK signal has been read. Afterwards the transfer
takes place at the rate determined by the transfer period.

Figures 10.23 and 10.24 show this phase once again, this time as seen by
a logic analyzer. These are DATA IN phases as they occur in the real world. The
target sends 15 REQ pulses and the accompanying data bytes, then all is still
because no ACKs are returned.It is safe to assumethatthe transferoffset is 15. In

the second diagram, which occurs approximately 130 j1s later, the ACK pulses are
returned by the initiator. After the second REQ the target proceeds to send the
remaining five data bytes. The Ack pulses continue until a total of 20 have been
sent.

10.8 Wide SCSI

Wide SCSI uses the same hardware protocol as the 8-bit transfers but with an
additional cable to carry extra data signals (see Section 10.2). In order to prevent
signal skewing problems resulting from different cable lengths, an additional
REQ and ACK are included on the second cable. This allows an independent
REQ/ACK sequence for each cabie. During all but the DaTs IN and DATA OUT phases
the second cable is unused.

Just as is the case with Fast SCSI, the use of Wide SCSI is negotiated
betweendevices using the message system.
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11.1

SCSI bus protocol

In this chapter I go into the essentials of the various SCSI messages. At times I will
mention things which are not introduced fully until Chapter 12, You may wish to
jump aheadat such timesor simply ignore the details until the next chapter.

The message system
In the previous chapter we went over the workings of the MESSAGE phase in
detail. We saw that during the course of a normal SCSI commandat least two
MESSAGE phases occur: after SELECTION or RESELECTION and before the final Bus
FREE phase. SCSI messages represent the lowestlevel of bidirectional communi-
cation on the SCSI bus.

Wenow take a closer look at the SCSI message system. SCSI messages
are used for a numberof different purposes. Messages are the only means by
which an initiator can inform a target of a problem. As an example, consider a
parity error on the data bus (Figure 11.1), In general, a message can interrupt the
normalflow of phases at any time. Theinitiator simply sets the ATN signal, com-
pletely asynchronously, and the target then collects the message.

Parity error

Arb Re- Msg Data ¥ Msg Datasel Out in

(|21]80[00]0%[02]08]07]0900]oF]c2]03]54]05] 5 ow.
> a

o
Hu
FF
<
Oo
Oo.RESTORE 

Figure 11.1 Parity error.
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The target also uses messages to inform the initiator of events that the
initiator cannot foresee. An exampleof this is when the target wishesto free the
bus during a running command.In this caseit tells the initiator to secure certain
information vital to the I/O process and also informsit of the imminent release
of the bus.

Finally, messages are used to negotiate the parameters of the various
options such as synchronous or Wide transfers. Here either the target or initia-
tor sends a numberof messages indicating the desired option and parameters.
The other device then returns messages either echoing these parameters or val-
ues correspondingto its capabilities.

SCSI messages consist of one, two or an arbitrary numberof bytes. The
first byte, known as the message code, determinesthe format of a message. Table
11.1 shows the message format. In the case of an extended message the second
byte gives the length and the third byte contains the extended message code.
Table 11.2 depicts the general structure of an extended message.

The following discussions of the individual messages are grouped by
function. Table 11.3 is an overview of all SCSI messages ordered by message
code.

Table 11.1 SCSI message format.

Value Messageformat

00h One byte message (COMMAND COMPLETE)
Olh Extended messages
02h-1Fh One byte messages
20h-2Fh Two byte messages
30h-7Fh Reserved

80h-FFh One byte message (IDENTIFY)

Table 11.2 Extended message format.

Byte Value Description

0 O1h Extended message
1 n Numberof following message bytes
2 Ext. Code Extended message code

3-11 ; Message arguments
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Table 11.3 SCSI message codes.

 

 

 
 

Code Ini Tar Name. Page Direction ATN neg.

00h COMMAND COMPLETE 152 In

O1,xx,00h © © MODIFY DATA POINTERS 154 In
01,xx,01h © © SYNCHRONOUS DATA TRANSFER REQUEST 156 In/Out Yes
01, xx,03h O © WIDE DATA TRANSFER REQUEST 158 In/Out Yes

02h © 0©SAVE DATA POINTERS 153 In

03h O O|RESTORE POINTERS ‘153 In

04h _ DISCONNECT 155 In/Out=Yes
05h = INITIATOR DETECTED ERROR 153 Out Yes
06h ABORT 162 Out Yes

07h 1 MESSAGE REJECT 163) In/Out Yes
08h NO OPERATION 152 Out Yes

09h MESSAGEPARITY ERROR 163 Out Yes

0Ah © O|LINKED COMMAND COMPLETE 152 Tn

OBh OQ O LINKED COMMAND COMPLETE (WITH FLAG) 152 In
0Ch Oo BUS DEVICE RESET 161 Out Yes

0Dh OQ O-ABORT TAG 162 Out Yes

OEh © O-CLEAR QUEUE 161 Out Yes
OFh © © INITIATE RECOVERY Out Yes

10h © O_RELEASE RECOVERY Out Yes

ih © O|TERMINATE I/O PROCESS 162 Out Yes
20h O O|SIMPLE QUEUE TAG 160=In/Out No

21h © ©|HEAD OF QUEUE TAG 160 Out No
22h © ©—ORDERED QUEUE TAG 160 Out No
23h IGNORE WIDE RESIDUE 159 In

80h+ IDENTIFY 151 In/Out No  

11.2 YO processes

I/O process and=‘The terms ‘nexus’ and T/O process’, as described in the SCSI standard,are loose-
nexus ly defined, An I/O process begins with the initial selection of a target by an ini-

tiator and extends through all bus free phases and reselections until a final bus
free is reached. The I/O process mayconsist of a single SCSI commandora series
of linked commands. The process normally ends with the Us FREE phase which
follows the final COMMAND COMPLETE message. A process can be terminated in
response to a numberof different messages, a SCSI reset or a protocolerror.

The initiator maintains an area in memory of the host for each I/O
process to store COMMAND, DATA, and STATUS information. For each area, or so-
called buffer, there exist two pointers: the current and saved pointers. At the
start of the process all three current pointers point to the beginning of their
respective buffers. As the process progresses these pointers advance through
memory. When a disconnect takes place another process may start up and use
the bus, so prior to this the active pointers need to be saved. This is actually
accomplished by the target, which sends a SAVE POINTERS messageto theinitiator.
Later when the process becomesactive again the saved pointers are copied back
to the active pointers and the process continues to completion.
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Nexusis the term used to describe the relationship between an initiator
and a target during an I/O process. As soon as the selection of a target takes
place an initiator—target nexus (I_T nexus)is established. However, an I_T nexus
alone is not enough to carry out an I/O process.

SCSI commands sent by aninitiator are not executed by a targetitself,
but rather by one of its LUNsor target routines. As we saw earlier, LUNsare the
physical devices connected to the target. Target routines are a set of very partic-
ular programs that run on the target. These routines, which are optional and
only seldom implemented, are used for diagnostic purposes, among other
things. We will take a closer look at target routines in Section 12.1.

With the sending of an IDENTIFY messageto the target, either a LUN ora
target routine is addressed. This replaces the existing [LT nexus with an initia-
tor-target-LUN nexus (I_T_L nexus) oran initiator-target-routine nexus (J_T_R
nexus), respectively. The SCSI standard speaks of an I_T_x nexus whenreferring
to either of these. An J_T_x nexusis sufficient to carry out an I/O process.

Tagged queues, which are optionally supported by targets, are an
ordered stack for SCSI commands. They allow a target to store up to 256 com-
mands from various initiators. Tagged queues do not exist for target routines.
When supported, a QUEUE TAG message follows immediately after the IDENTIFY
message. The existing I_T_L nexus is thereby replaced by an
initiator~target~LUN-queue nexus (J_T_L_Q nexus). The SCSI standard speaks
of an I_T_x_y nexus when referring to either an [_T_x or an I_T_L_Q nexus
(Figure 11.2). We will see more on queueslater in this chapter.

Without a tagged queuea target can accept only one command per LUN
for each initiator on the SCSI bus.In this case only _T_L nexuses are ever estab-
lished.

IDENTIFY The IDENTIFY message is used to establish a connection, or nexus, between a
(80h-FFh) device and a LUN ortarget routine. Forthe initial SELECTION of an I/O processit

is an initiator that establishes this so-called |_T_x nexus. For any subsequent

Target
routines

QUEUVE-TAG

message

4d | Complete/O processIDENTIFY

message

SELECTION
 

Figure 11.2 Structure of a nexus.

|
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Table 11.4 IDENTIFY message.

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

1 DiscPriv LUNTAR Res’ Res LUNTRN

RESELECTION the target then uses an IDENTIFY message to identify a particular
1_T_x nexus and thus which I/O process to activate.

The IDENTIFY message itself, which is one byte long,is shown in Table 11.4.
As you can see IDENTIFY messages have a variable field within this single byte of
information. Bit 7 is alwaysset. In effect this reserves all messages from 80h to FFh
as IDENTIFY messages. The remaining seven bits carry the variable information:

e@ DiscPriv (disconnect privilege): This bit may only be set by an initiator. It
allows a target to use its own discretion to disconnect from the initiator and
thus free the bus for others to use.

e@ LUNTAR (LUN/target routine): When this bit is set a target routine is
addressed, otherwise a LUN is addressed. (Note that the name implies oth-
erwise!)

@ LUNTRN (LUN/target number): The LUNortarget routine number.

Since most SCSI devices have embedded controllers — that is, they rec-
ognize only LUN 0 — the most common IDENTIFY message is COh. This means
IDENTIFY, LUN 0 with disconnect privilege. If the target is not allowed to release
the bus during command execution the message becomes 80h.

An initiator is allowed to send multiple IDENTIFY messages duringa sin-
gle I/O process. However, only the disconnect privilege may be modified.
Should an initiator attempt to change the LUNortarget routine numberthis will
cause the target to bring about BUS FREE. Such an unexpected disconnect termi-
nates the I/O process.

There are many ways in which an IDENTIFY message will be considered
invalid. The simplest case is when either of the two reserved bits is set. Also, a
-message addressing a target routineis invalid when no such routines are imple-
mented. Here the target may respond with either a MESSAGE REJECT message or a
CHECK CONDITION status.

A reselection to an ]/O process that does not exist is called an unexpect-
ed reselection.In this situation the proper response is an ABORT message.

COMMAND CoM- The target uses this message to inform the initiator that the I/O process has com-
PLETE (00h) pleted. Afterwards a BUS FREE is brought aboutby thetarget.

LINKED COMMAND ‘These messages are sent instead of COMMAND COMPLETE for linked commandsof
COMPLETE (0Ah) =a command chain. LINKED COMMAND COMPLETE (WITH FLAG) is used when the con-

and LINKED COM- trol byte of the commandhadits flag bit set. The last commandof a chain uses
MAND COMPLETE the regular COMMAND COMPLETE message.
WITH FLAG (OBh)
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NO OPERATION This dummy message,as the name implies, does nothing. As an example of when
(08h) it might be useful, consider an initiator that has asked to send a messagebyset-

ting ATN. In the timeit takes the target to switch to the message phasetheinitia-
tor may eliminate the need for the message. In this case it sends a NO OPERATION
in order to use up the message phase and allow the command to continue.

INITIATOR An initiator uses this message when it encounters an internal problem but
DETECTED ERROR_believes it can continue with the process.Since it is possible that the active point-

(05h) ers have becomedefective the target must either send a RESTORE POINTERS message
, or cause BUS FREE (without SAVE DATA POINTERS) and then reselect the initiator.

11.3. SCSI pointers

As mentioned earlier, each initiator managesa setof three pointers for each I/O
process. These pointers keep track of the current position in the COMMAND,DATA
and status buffers. The target can influence these pointers using the message
system.

SAVE DATA This message causesthe initiator to save the active data pointer to the saved data
POINTERS (02h)_pointer. It is sent before every BUS FREE phase change.

RESTORE RESTORE POINTERS causes the initiator to copy the saved pointers to the current
POINTERS (03h)—_pointers. This mechanismis put to use, for example, when a target detects a par-

ity error in a COMMAND,DATA or STATUS byte. As soon as such’an error is discov-
ered the target sends a RESTORE POINTERS messageto theinitiator. Afterwards the
next DATA OUT phasestarts the transfer at the beginning of the data buffer.

4

MODIFY DATA=This message allows the target to directly modify the value of the data pointer
POINTER (Olh, (Table 11.5). The 4-byte argument is interpreted as a signed integer, which is

05h, 00h, addedto the current valueof the data pointer.
byte 3 ... byte 0)

Table 11.5 MODIFY DATA POINTERS.

Byte Value Description

Q Olh_ Extended message
1 OSh Length of extended message
2 OO0h MODIFY DATA POINTER

3 n  (MSB)

4 n Argument
2 n

6 n (LSB)
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11.4 Disconnect-reconnect: Freeing the bus

One of the most important characteristics of the SCSI bus is the ability to inter-
rupt a running I/O processin order to free the busfor other devices. This oppor-
tunity arises frequently for targets that must access data from a physical medi-
um. Hard drives typically require in the order of 20 ms to access their data, while
tape drives sometimes need several minutes.

When and under what conditions a device should free the bus can be

programmed into the target using the MODE SELECT command. An entire para-
meter page, the disconnect-reconnect page, is dedicated to this purpose. In
addition, the DisePriv (disconnect privilege) bit in the IDENTIFY messagetells the
target whether it may disconnect for the current I/O process. Besides the bis-
CONNECT message, which will now be introduced, the SAVE DATA POINTERS mes-
sage of the previous section plays an importantrole in freeing the bus.

1

DISCONNECT Using the disconnect-reconnect parameters supplied by the initiator the target
(04h) decides whento free the SCSI bus.It then sends the messages SAVE DATA POINT-

ERS and DISCONNECT, and brings about the BUS FREE phase. It is important to
remember that the DISCONNECT message does not cause the data pointer to be
saved, DISCONNECTindicates only that the target intends to switch to the BUS FREE
phase.

The initiator may also send the DISCONNECT message, which is under-
stood by the target as an ultimatum.In this case the target switches to the MES-
SAGE IN phase and sends the SAVE DATA POINTERS and. DISCONNECT messages. The
target must wait for at least a disconnect delay of 200 ps after BUS FREE before
arbitrating again for the bus.

Let us turn now to Figure 11,3. Time runs fromleft to right in the figure.
I/O process 1 frees the bus after only a short time. During this disconnect time
two other processes take the opportunity to use the bus. The numbers in the
boxes represent the data (in hex) on the SCSI bus during the various bus phases,
while the details are explained above.

At the left-hand side the initiator with SCSI ID 7 arbitrates for the bus.

Wesee bit 7 set in the data byte or 80h. It wins the arbitration and starts the first
I/O process. During the SELECTION phaseit chooses the target with ID 0. The 81h
on the data busreflects the additionof bit 0 to the initiator’s ownbit 7. Following
selection comes a MESSAGE OUT phase, which theinitiator uses to send an IDENTI-
FY message with DiscPriv set for LUN 0 (COh). Now comes a READ(6} command
with the opcode (08h), logical block number (00000h), number of blocks (01h),
and control byte (00h). After accepting the command the target decides to
release the bus. It sends the message SAVE DATA POINTER (02h) and DISCONNECT
(04h) and frees the bus for other devices.

A little later, after two other processes have been active, 1/O process 1
again takes control of the bus.It first arbitrates with ID 0 (01h) and reselects the
initiator by adding ID 7 to its own (81h). At this point it could very well be the
case that the target and initiator have several active I/O processes. Using an
IDENTIFY message, the target indicates the specific LUN and therefore I/O
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Figure 11.3 Freeing the bus and reselection.

process. With this established the target sends the actual data of the requested
logical blocks. Finally, a Goop status (00h) and COMMAND COMPLETE message
(00h) conclude the I/O process.

11.5 Transfer options

SYNCHRONOUS The target and initiator negotiate whether to use synchronous transfers using
DATA TRANSFER the message system. Bear in mind that such transfers apply only to the data

REQUEST (01h, phases. Commands, messages, and status are always sent asynchronously.
03h, 01h, A SCSI device that wishes to use synchronous transfers sends the mes-
mm, nn) sage SYNCHRONOUS DATA TRANSFER REQUEST to the other device. Containedin this

extended message are the desired transfer period and offset. The value in byte 3
times 4 ns equals the transfer period, while byte 4 equals the offset (Table 11.6).

The other device, either initiator or target, replies immediately with its
own SYNCHRONOUS DATA TRANSFER REQUEST. This message either echoes thefirst
request or contains less demanding parameters, such as longer period, less off-
set. If the device does not support synchronousdata transfer at all it can send

Table 11.6 SYNCHRONOUS DATA TRANSFER REQUEST.

Byte Value Description

Olh Extended message
03h Numberof message bytes after byte 2
Oh SYNCHRONOUS DATA TRANSFER REQUEST

n Transfer period
n REQ/ACKoffset

BONPO
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Phase

Symbol Comment

BUS FREE
ARBITRATION ID 7 and ID 5, ID 7 wins
SELECT Target - IB 0
MESSAGE OUT IDENTIFY

MSG OUT Extended Message
MSG OUT Extended Message Length
MSG OUT SYNCHRONGUS TRANSFER REQUEST
MSG OUT Wants transfer period 136n8
MSG Wants REQ/ACK - Offset 15

MSG Extended Message
MSG IN Extended Message Length
MSG SYNCHRONOUS TRANSFER REQUEST
MSG Can transfer period 128n$
MSG Can REQ/ACK - Offset 15
COMMAND
COMMAND
COMMAND

 
Figure 11.4 Synchronoustransfer request.

either a MESSAGE REJECT or a SYNCHRONOUS DATA TRANSFER REQUEST with the offset

set to zero. In both cases the result is asynchronoustransfers for the data phases.
Figure 11.4 showsa relevant sequence taken from a SCSI analyzer.

In principle, either target or initiator can request synchronous transfers.
In practice, however, the initiator or in general the host adapteris the one that ini-
tiates this negotiation. Some older host adapters were known to havedifficulty
with a SYNCHRONOUS DATA TRANSFER REQUEST from a target. For this reason most
target devices allow the synchronoustransfer option to be disabled by jumper.

This negotiation does not take place for every I/O process. Rather the
agreement holds between devices until the next SCSI reset or a BUS DEVICE RESET
message. Of course, either device may decide to negotiate new parameters
should a reasonarise.

WIDE DATA A device that wishes to uses Wide SCSI sends its partner device a WIDE DATA
TRANSFER TRANSFER REQUEST. This message contains the desired bus width encodedin byte

REQUEST 3. Here 00h means8-bit, O1h 16-bit and 02h 32-bit widetransfers (Table 11.7). Just
(01h, 02h, 03h, nn) as with the synchronous negotiation, the partner device replies immediately

with its own WIDE DATA TRANSFER REQUEST message here either echoing the width
or sending a smaller value. If Wide SCSI is not supported then it replies with
either a width of zero or sends the MESSAGE REJECT message.

This agreement also holds until a SCSI reset or BUS DEVICE RESET message.
Likewise, the negotiation does not take place before each I/O process. Such an
implementation would increase the overhead of the SCSI protocol unnecessarily.

Of course, it can also occurthat the total numberof bytes to be sent is not
divisible by the transfer width. Here the valid bytes of the final transfer are
padded with one or more dummybytes.In this case a message is sent immedi-
ately following the transfer indicating how many bytes to ignore.
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IGNORE WIDE

RESIDUE (23h, nn)

11.6

Table 11.7 WIDE DATA TRANSFER REQUEST.

Byte Value Description

Olh Extended message
03h Number of message bytes after byte 2
Oih WIDE DATA TRANSFER REQUEST
n__Transfer width 22"

ONFr©
IGNORE WIDE RESIDUE indicates which bytes of a final wide transfer to ignore.
Table 11.8 showsthe structure of the message and the meaning of byte 2.

Table 11.8 IGNORE WIDE RESIDUE.

Byfe Description

0 IGNORE WIDE RESIDUE (23h)
1 Byte mask

Byte niask Invalid bits
32-bit transfers 16-bit transfers

00h Reserved Reserved

Oih . DBB1-24) DB(15-8)
02h DB(31-16) Reserved
03h DBG1-8) Reserved

04h-FFh Reserved Reserved

Tagged queues

We took a first look at tagged queues during the definition of a nexus. Tagged
queues are a SCSJ-2 option which allows each LUN to queue up to 256 I/O
processes perinitiator. The main advantage to this approach is that it makes
optimization possible.

For targets that support tagged queues, implementing the QUEUE TAG
message is obligatory. An initiator enters a command into the queue by sending
QUEUETAG immediately following IDENTIFY. This action sets up an I_LT_L_Q nexus
replacing the I_T_L nexus previously established.

There are three types of QUEUE TAG messages. All contain a reference
numberfor the 1/O process or queue tag in byte 2 (Table 11.9). This sametag is
sent in a QUEUE TAG message at reselection time to identify which process is
resuming.

Using the QUEUE TAG messages, an initiator also has the ability to influ-
ence the position of commands within the queue.
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Table 11.9 The QUEUE TAG messages,

Byte Description

0 Message (20h, 21h, 22h)
1 Number
 

SIMPLE QUEUE TAG This message causes the I/O process to be added to the command queue.It is
(20h) upto the target to decide exactly when to process it (provided no ORDERED QUEUE

TAGS have been received, which are discussed next). Commands with a SIMPLE
QUEUE TAG allow, for example, disk drives to optimize time intensive seeks to the
medium. Targets always use this message when reselecting an initiator for a
tagged process.

HEAD OF QUEUE This messageleadsto placing the I/O process in question at the beginning of the
TAG (21h) queue. The currently active processis run until completion. Subsequent HEAD OF

QUEUE TAG processes are placed ahead of older ones at the beginning of the
queue.In this way multiple HEAD OF QUEUE TAG processes are executed in last-in,
first-out order.

ORDERED QUEUE ‘This message causes I/O processes to be executed in the order in which they
TAG (22h) were received. In other words,all processes that were already in the queue will

be executed before this process and likewise all processes that arrive afterwards
will be executed after this one. An exceptionto this is made for processes with
the HEAD OF QUEUE TAG.

Tagged queues A target that does not support tagged queueswill reply to a QUEUE TAG message
and error han- with MESSAGE REJECT.If an initiator receives a command tagged with a number

dling already in the queue theresult is a so-called incorrect initiator connection. In
response, the target terminates all I/O processes of this initiator and sends the
CHECK CONDITION status. A subsequent request sense command would then
return the sense key ABORTED COMMANDandthe extended sense OVERLAPPED COM-
MANDS ATTEMPTED.

If a target attempts to reselect with an incorrect numberin the QUEUE TAG
message, theinitiator will respond with ABORT TAG.

11.7 Termination of I/O processes

There are a numberof ways to terminate or kill 1/O processes, for instance sim-
ple termination ofall processes of a target or LUN.In tagged queueseither all or
only active processes can be halted. Additionally, an J/O process can be madeto
terminate ‘as soon as possible.’
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BUS DEVICE RESET ‘This messagetells the targetto kill ali active and outstanding I/O processes. In
(0Ch) reality, the target performs a soft reset. This action not only kills all 1/O process-

es butalso nullifies device reservations and causes device parameters to be reset
to start-up values. The target enters unit attention condition, which means that
it will reply to the next command with a CHECK CONDITION status. The sense key
for the following REQUEST SENSE command will be UNIT ATTENTION (06h).

CLEAR QUEUE This message is only implemented by devices supporting tagged queues. The
(OEh) CLEAR QUEUE message kills the active I/O processes and those waiting in the

queue from any andall initiators for this LUN or target routine.

ABORT TAG (ODh) The asorr TaG message allows I/O processes within ordered tagged queues to
be terminated. This messagekills only the currently active process. Neither sta-
tus nor a final message will be sent for the terminated process. The I/O process-
es in the queue are unaffected. The state of the LUN remains unchanged in all
other respects.

ABORT (06h) The abort message terminates all running I/O processes and all those in the
queuefor this I_T_L nexus. As with the asorr TAG message, the target skips the
status and message phases and immediately brings about BUS FREE. All other
I_T_L nexuses remain unaffected.

TERMINATE I/O=‘This messagetells the target to terminate the current I/O process as soon as pos-
PROCESS (11h) sible. There are a few differences here with respect to the methodsjust described.

Firstly, it is up to the target’s own discretion as to when to end the
process.In this way it can see to it that, for example, the data structure of a tape
is not damaged by continuing a write until the end of the record. If the write
were immediately cut short a damaged record would result.

After the target has terminated the process the progression to the Bus
FREE phase takes place normally. First, the status 1/O PROCESS TERMINATEDis sent
followed by a COMMAND COMPLETE message. If by chance an error occurs when
terminating the process the status byte will reflect this.

The message TERMINATE I/O PROCESSis intended for longer I/O processes
that may delay the execution of more important tasks. A subsequent request
sense command will return the sense key NO SENSE (00h) and the extended sense
key 1/O PROCESS TERMINATED (00h, 06h). The information field of the sense data
will contain the difference between the amount of data requested and the
amounttransferred.
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11.8 Error handling in the message system

Two problems may occur when sending messages for which there is a means to
recover. Since the message system represents the lowest level of communication
on the SCSI bus, special messages exist to handle precisely these cases.

MESSAGE REJECT This message is appropriate when a device does not support an optional mes-
(07h) sage. After receiving the unsupported message the device responds immediate-

ly with MESSAGE REJECT.
If an initiator wishes to reject a messageit mustfirst assert ATN before de-

asserting the ACK of the last REQ/ ACK sequence.
In the case of a target, which can control bus phases directly, it simply

brings about the MESSAGE IN phase and sends the message.If ATN is still active
after the MESSAGE REJECT message the target switches back to MESSAGE OUT and
collects the messages.

MESSAGE PARITY The target responds to parity errors during COMMAND, DATA, and MESSAGE OUT
ERROR (09h) phases with a RESTORE POINTERS message. This action makes it possible to retry

the transfer with the same data..

However, parity errors during a MESSAGE IN phase require a special pro-
cedure. In this case the initiator sends the MESSAGE PARITY ERROR message. As
always, it asserts ATN to inform the targetof its desire to send a message. Thetar-
get reacts tO MESSAGE PARITY ERROR byresencling the original message.

11.9 Asynchronous event notification

In addition to messages SCSI provides targets with an alternative method of
informing an initiator of unforeseen difficulties. This optional mechanism is
called asynchronous event notification (AEN).

To carry out AEN theinitiator and target must be able to trade roles tem-
porarily. The target (acting as aninitiator) sendstheinitiator (acting as a target)
the SEND command.The data within the commandcontains information describ-

ing the target’s difficulties.
The sEND command and the AEN format for the data are described in

Chapter 17.
There are a numberof-applications for AEN. For example, devices of the

communications or processor class often have data for an initiator that is not the
direct result of a command. AEN allowsthe target to inform theinitiator of the
situation, which in turn can request the data from the device.

Another application is the implementation of a write cache for a disk or
tape drive. A write cache allows a device to send GOOD status and COMMAND
COMPLETE immediately upon receiving the write data into its cache; effectively
eliminating the access time from the command execution time. Of course, at this
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point the data has not been written to the medium and therefore a write error
couldstill occur. AEN is used to inform the initiator of the problem by sending
it the sense data describing the nature of the error (Figure 11.5).

There is a possible alternative to the above approach for devices that
have write cache but do not implement AEN.Here the target simply responds
with a CHECK CONDITION status for the next command. The disadvantage of this |
methodis obvious: an initiator does not learn ofthe error until it sends that same |

device another command. Up until that point it goes on believing that the com-
mand was successful.

Host

(initiator)

SEND (AEN)
Host <_< Drive

(temporary (temporary
target) Se initiator)

AEN packet
with

sense data

 
Figure 41.5 Asynchronous eventnotification.
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Chapter 11 described the flow of phases underlying the sending of SCSI com-
mands. The commanditself is always embedded within the context of an I/O
process. After the IDENTIFY message, the target collects the command bytes from
the initiator. The target then executes the command, during which it may decide
to free the bus for other devices. Finally, the command concludes with a status
byte and COMMAND COMPLETE message.

12.1 The SCSI target model
A simple model for a SCSI target was introduced in Section 10.1. At this point, -
we take a look at this model in greater detail (Figure 12.1). A SCSI target is
addressed using its SCSI ID. Within a single target up to eight LUNs andeight
target routines are accessible. A target must implementat least one LUN.Target
routines are optional. Each SCSI commandis executed by the particular LUN or
target routine identified within the command.

SCSI ID

|__Targetroutine 0

MODE SELECT :
parameters

r

|_Target
) routine 71
 

Figure 12.1 Model ofa target.
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LUNsandtarget Most commonlyatarget will consist of a single LUN.This is the case for SCSI disk
routines and tape drives where the controller is embedded within the device. The SCSI

standard, however, allows for-up to eight physical devices to be controlled by a
single target, each addressed by its own unique LUN number. A bridge controller
which oversees, for example, four ESDI drives playsthis role. Although the spec-
ification allows for each LUNto belongto a different device class, the target would
need to implement SCSI commands of each class, which is very impractical.

Target routines are I/O processes that run on thetargetitself. These were
added with SCSI-2 and are useful, among other things, for diagnostic and test
purposes. Target routines are always vendor unique; there is no model or com-
mand set defined in SCSI-2. They are rarely implemented and are at mostof sec-
ondary importance.

Device classes SCSI supports a variety of device types, from disk drives to printers to scanners.
While disk drives are a source as well as a destination of information, printers
only receive and scanners only send data. Data is exchanged with disk drives in
a block format. Printers accept data of varying lengths. For these reasons SCSI
defines a numberof device classes. Table 12.1 shows an example of the data
returned from an INQUIRY command.

For each device class SCSI defines a model, a command set and parame-
ter pages for configuring the device. We will cover the device classes in the same
way, touching on all three aspects for each class. In addition to the device class
specific details, there are commands and parameter pages that are common to

. all devices. These will be covered in this chapter. Cliapters 13-21 cover each
device class in detail.

Mode_Every LUN containsa set of parameters that configure its operation. These para-
parameters meters can be written with MODE SELECT and read with MODE SENSE. Collectively,

they are typically refered to as mode parameters. The parameters are sent across
the bus in blocks called pages. Here, as with commands, some pages pertain to
all devices, while some are only for specific classes.

Onething that all device classes have in commonis the way in which the
parameters are organized and maintained by the LUN, A LUNhasthree copies
or sets of its parameiers: the current, the default, and the saved parameters. The
current parameters are those with which the device is currently functioning.
These reside in RAM on the target and are lost when the device powers down.
The saved values are kept in some type of non-volatile memory. On a disk drive
this might be the medium itself, otherwise NOVRAMis frequently employed.
At power-on timeall devices copy the saved values to the current parameters.
The default values are set by the manufacturer into PROM. The saved values
reflect default settings when the device is purchased. A SCSI command allows
the default to be copied to the saved values.

There is actually a fourth set of parameters, though somewhat different
from the others, that the target can access. These changeable parameters are also
hard-coded into the firmware. This set tells an initiator which individual para-
meters may be manipulated and to what extent. In this way a diagnostic program
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Table 12.1 List.of device classes.

Code Device classes

00h Disk drives

Oth Tape drives
02h Printers

03h Processor devices

04h WORM drives

05h CD-ROM drives
06h Scanners

07h Optical disk
08h Media changer
09h Communication devices

OAh-1Eh=Reserved

1Fh Unknown device

or device driver can determine, for example, which sectorsizes a disk drive will
allow before blindly attempting to set the value.

UNIT ATTENTION A UNIT ATTENTION condition occurs when a LUN undergoes a changethat an ini-
condition—tiator should know about. An example ofthis is the changing of medium for a

removable medium drive or tape device. In such a case there are two methods
of informing the initiator. The more elegant way is to use an AEN. This
approach, however, is supported by very few SCSI devices.

The second, and more standard, approachis for a target in a UNIT ATTEN-
TION condition to interrupt the next command with a CHECK CONDITION status.
The initiator can then use a REQUEST SENSE command to determine just exactly
washas occurred.

All targets enter UNIT ATTENTION condition immediately following
power-upor reset. The first command is always met with a CHECK CONDITIONsta-
tus. When using the SCSI monitor program it is important to be aware that some
initiators automatically poll the targets with REQUEST SENSE commandsand thus
reset the UNIT ATTENTION condition.

12.2, Commanddescriptor blocks

SCSI commandsare sent across the bus as a sequence of bytes called a command
descriptor block. Many also include additional parameterlists. While descriptor
blocks are sent during the command phase, parameterlists are transmitted dur-
ing a data phase. Not all commandspertain to user data organized in logical
blocks. Some commands use parameter lists to obtain information about the
device or to configure them. There are also commandsthat deliver no informa-
tion at all except in the status byte that concludes all commands. A descriptor
block can be 6, 10, or 12 bytes long.
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6-Byte
commands

Opcodes

Command group

Table 12.2 shows the structure of a typical 6-byte command. Depending on
whether the command useslogical blocks, parameterlists or status information,
eachfield will have a different purpose or perhaps no function atall.

Table 12.2 Template for 6-byte commands.

Logical block

 4 Transfer length

5 Control byte

 
Thefirst byte of every command, byte 0, is the opcode. The three mostsignifi-
cant bits encode the command group, the remaining five encode the actual com-
mand. Each command group corresponds to a descriptor block of a given
length. In this way a target knows which commandto execute and how many
more bytes remain in the descriptor block by examining this first byte alone.
Table 12.3 shows the breakdown of SCSI opcodes.

Table 12.3 Format of SCSI opcode.

pee]7|eo]s}#]s)aytyot
|Command  Group Command  

The three bits of the command group define eight different groups (Table 12.4).
Vendors are not allowed to use the reserved groups. These opcodesare intended
for future versions of the standard. Vendor unique commands mustbe defined as
group 6 or 7 commands, thoughthis flexibility is seldom taken advantage of.

Table 12.4 Command groups.

Group  Ovpcodes Description

00h-1Fh 6-Byte commands
20h-3Fh=—s-:10-Byte commands
40h-5Fh 10-Byte commands
60h-7Fh Reserved

80h-9Fh Reserved

AQh-BFh=12-Byte commands
COh~DFh=Vendor unique
E0Qh-FFh=Vendor unique

SOOWNOo
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LUN=SCSI commandsare always directed to a LUN orto a target routine, not to the
target itself. Byte 1 contains the LUN numberin the three uppermostbits. This
may seem redundantin light of the fact that the IpeNTIFY message has already
defined the LUN.In fact, this field exists only to be compatible with SCSI-1. All
SCSI-2 devices I am familiar with use the IDENTIFY message as well as the LUN
field. Target routines are new in SCSI-2 and are addressable only using the IDEN-
TIFY message.

Logical blocks Six-byte commandsthat operate on logical blocks spread the logical block num-
ber (LEN) over three bytes, as shown in Table 12.2. In total, 21 bits are available
to address the LBN, which corresponds to approximately 2 million logical
blocks. Since a logical block is usually 512 bytes long this represents about a
gigabyte of addressable storage. Therefore, 6-byte commands alone cannot
accessall of the data of devices with more than a gigabyte ofstorage.

Transfer length This byte reflects the amountthat should be transferred. Depending on the com-
manditself, this field is interpreted differently. Some commandstransfer no data at
all and here the byte is meaningless. If the command uses a parameter list (which
I will refer to as a parameter oriented command)then data length reflects the para-
meterlist length in bytes.If there are fewer parameter bytes available than request-
ed, a target will simply send what is there without complaining. For commands
that operate on logical blocks (what I call block oriented commands}transfer length
represents the numberof logical blocks starting at the LBN to be transferred.

The 6-byte commands but also some 10- and 12-byte commands use a -
single byte for the transfer length. For such commandsthat are block oriented a
transfer length of 0 means that 256 blocks should be sent. For parameter orient-
ed commands 0 means that no data should be transferred.

Control byte The control byte contains just two bits defined in the standard. Both of these are
optional and are seldom used.In the interest of completeness, short descriptions
of these bits follow (Table 12.5).

The link bit allows commands to be chained together as a single I/O
process. No commands wiil be executed between two commandsof a chain,
which for optimization reasons might happen otherwise. This is useful, for
instance, to read a block, change it, and write it back. In addition linked com-
mands allow the use of relative addresses for logical blocks.

The flag bit may only be used in conjunction with linked commands.If
this bit is set it causes the target to end the command with LINKED COMMAND COM-
PLETE (WITH FLAG) (OBh) instead of LINKED COMMAND COMPLETE (0Ah). This is typ-
ically used to cause an interrupt in the initiator.

Table 12.5 Commandcontrol byte.

Be]7e{5]s]sf2]ifo 
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10- and 12-Byte
commands

Command types

The 10- and 12-byte commandsare very much the sameas the 6-byte commands
(Tables 12.6 and 12.7). The only difference is the number of bytes available for
the LBN andthe transfer length. A 10-byte command contains a 32-bit block
address or an address space of approximately 2 terabytes. The transfer length
field is 16 bits long. In SCSI-2 the 12-byte command extends this field to 32 bits.

Table 12.6 Template for 10-byte commands.

 
Logical

block

(MSB) Transfer length

(LSB)

Control byte

  

 

|3|Logical
|4|block
|5
|6|

Transfer

|8|
9|

jength 
There are four different types of commands (Table 12.8). These determine how
and whether a command must be implemented.
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Tabie 12.8 Command types.   

Symbol Meaning

M Mandatory: these commands must be implemented
0 Optional: these commands may or may not be implemented. When imple-

mented they must adhere to the standard
Vv Vendor specific: these opcodes are reserved for manufacturers to implement

their own commands

R Reserved: these opcodes may not be used. The SCS] committee may assign
commandsata later date,

Status All SCSI commands end with a status phase. The only exceptions to this are
commandsthat are interrupted by some unforeseeable event. These were dis-
cussed in Chapter 10. During the status phase a single status byte is transfered.
Table 12.9 lists all possible status bytes.

The three most common status bytes are Goop (00h), Busy (08h) and
CHECK CONDITION (02h). The first two have obvious meanings. A good way to
become acquainted with the CHECK CONDITIONstatus is with the help of the SCSI
monitor program. This status is used, among other things, in responseto allille-
gal commands. The problem here mayreside in the commanditself or in the
parameter list. When a target replies with this status it also prepares a report of
sorts, which describes in more detail the natureof the problem. This information
is read from the target using the REQUEST SENSE command.

Table 12.9 List of status bytes.

Status Status Description
byte

00 GOOD The command completed successfully
02 CHECK CONDITION The command did not complete successfully.

Use the REQUEST SENSE command for more
detailed information

04 CONDITION MET Used, for example, by the SEARCH DATA
command to indicate successful search

08 BUSY The target is momentarily busy. Try again later
10 INTERMEDIATE Used in place of Goon for linked commands
14 INTERMEDIATE — CONDITION MET Used in place of CONDITION MET for linked

commands

18 RESERVATION CONFLICT The LUN is momentarily reserved for another
SCSI device. Try again later

22 COMMAND TERMINATED Thetarget broke off the command duetoa
TERMINATE 1/0 PROCESS message

28 QUEUE FULL This command cannot be added to the

command queue at the present time
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12.3 Commands for all SCSI devices

INQUIRY (12h)

There are a number of commands that are commonto all device types (Table
12.10}. The most importantof these will be introduced here. We begin with those
commands whose implementation is mandatory.

Table 12.10 Commandsforall devices.

Opceode Namie Type Page ANSI Description

00h=TEST UNIT READY M 141 7.2.16 Reflects whether or not the LUN is

; ready to accept a command
142 7.2.14 Returns detailed error information03h REQUEST SENSE

12h INQUIRY 7.2.5 Returns LUN specific information
15h=MODE SELECT(6) 149 7.2.8 Set device parameters
16h=‘RESERVE UNIT 146 82.12 Make LUN accessible only to

certain initiators

17h~—RELEASE UNIT 146 8.2.11 Make LUN accessible to other
initiators

18h cory 7.2.3 Autonomous copy from/to another
device

149 7.2.10 Read device parameters
7.2.13 Read self-test results

1Ah MODE SENSE(6)
1Ch RECEIVE DIAGNOSTIC

RESULTS

1Dh SEND DIAGNOSTIC

39h COMPARE

3Ah COPY AND VERIFY

147 7.2.1_~—_Initiate self-test

7.2.2 Compare data
7.24 Autonomous copy from/to another

device, verify success
7.2.17 Write the data buffer

7.2.12 Read the data buffer

149° (7.2.1 Set SCSI version

7.2.6 Read statistics

7.2.7 Read statistics

7.29 Set device parameters
7.2.11 Read device parameters

3Bh WRITE BUFFER

3Ch READ BUFFER

40h CHANGE DEFINITION

4Ch LOG SELECT
4Dh LOG SENSE

55h MODE SELECT(10)
5Ah MODE SENSE(10}

O000000OOFOFOOF&FZZH#2Z
The inquiry commandtells us about a LUN,giving us a list of specific details in
a concise format. This command can be used to learn, among other things, which
SCSI options have been implemented, the SCSI version number, the device type
and the nameof the device. This commandwill function even if the LUN is not

able to accept other types of commands. In fact, INQUIRY will only return CHECK
CONDITIONif the target is unable to return the requested inquiry data. INQUIRYis
the only command that does not reply with CHECK CONDITION when a non-exis-
tent LUN is addressed. Instead, this fact is reflected in the data returned.

It is most common to see this command with a transfer length of FFh,
with all other bytes set to zero (Table 12.11). This represents a request for stan-
dard inquiry data, where 255 bytes or less are expected:
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Table 12,11 The INQUIRY command.

Page code

Reserved

Allocation length

Control byte

 
@ EVDP(enable vital production data): Whenthis bit is clear standard INQUIRY

data is returned. Whenthis bit is set the page code determines the type of
information returned by the target. Implementation of this bit is optional.

@ Page code: This byte is valid only when the EVDPbit is-set. It specifies that
more detailed information concerning the target be returned as INQuiRY data.
Section 7.3.4 of the ANSI standard describes this byte more fully.

Allocation length: The number of bytes the initator has reserved for the
INQUIRY data. Normally this byte will be set to FFh. In responseto this the tar-
get will send as muchdataasit has, up to FFhin total.

The standard inquiry data is structured in the following manner (Table 12.12):

Table 12.12 inoury data format.

a
Device class

Reserved (SCSI-1)

3[ABN]nO[Reset[Drm
Peating

Reserved (2 bytes)

oe |

wm]

aif
8-15 Manufacturer(8 bytes)

16-31 Product (16 bytes)

Revision (4 bytes)Oo Ww on

Vendor unique (20 bytes)

Reserved (40 bytes)wm]@oldon)Gi
Vendor uniquewo%
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Table 12.13 Peripheral qualifier.

Status Description

000b The device described is connected to the LUN

001b The target supports such a device
O1ib Thetarget does not support a device for this LUN

Peripheral qualifier (Table 12.13): These three bits reflect whether a physical
device can be supported under this LUN and whetheror notit is connected,
but say nothing about whether the deviceis ready.

Peripheral device type: Thesefive bits indicate the peripheral device type, or
class, to which the logical unit belongs.A list of these classes can be found on
page 133.

RMB: Removable bit. A 1 indicates that the medium is removable. For exam-

ple, this bit is always set for diskette drives and tape units.

ISO version, ECMA version: Indicates that the device supports the ISO IS-
9316 or the ECMA-111 versions of the SCSI standard.

ANSI version: A 0 meansthat this is a SCSI-1 device, a 1 stands for SCSI-1
with CCS, a 2 stands for SCSI-2. No other values are valid.

AEN(asynchronous event notification capability): This bit is defined only for
processor devices. If set this bit indicates that the device supports asynchro-
nous event notification. Such a device will accept a SEND command from
anothertarget.

TIO:If set this bit indicates that the device supports the message TERMINATE
1/0 PROCESS.

Data format: Indicates the response of the following standard INQUIRY data.
Interpreted in the same way as the ANSIversionfield.

@ Additional length: Indicates how many additional bytes of information follow.

Rel: Whenset this bit indicates that the device supports relative addressing.
Relative addressing is only supported with linked commands.

W32: Whensetthis bit indicates support of 32-bit wide SCSI.
W16: Whensetthis bit indicates support of 16-bit wide SCSI.

Sync: Whensetthis bit indicates support of synchronous transfers.

Link: Whensetthis bit indicates support of linked commands.

Que: Whenset this bit indictates support of tagged commands.
SftR: Whensetthis bit indictates soft reset capability. Otherwise the device
performs a hard reset to a RESET condition.
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SCSI Monitor V1.0 rev 024e 18.7.94(£s)
ID Lu St 1N nx

SCSI Command 00: 12 00 00 00 FF 00 00 03 00 00 00 FF

SCSI Data Buffer Nr. 00:

OGO0: 01 80 02 02 26 00 C&HP
0010: 48 50 33 35 34 38 HP35480A

0020: 41 20 20 20 30 30 : A 060/0030: 90 09 00 00 00 00
0040: 90 600 00 00 00 00
0650: 00 60 00 00 90 00
0060: 00 00 00 00 00 00
0070: 00 00 00 00 00 00
0080: 90 00 00 00 00 00
6090: 00 00 00 00 G0 00
o0a0: 00 00 06 00 00 00
OOBO: 00 00 00 00 G0 00
ooco: 090 00 00 GO 00 00
OObO: 00 00 00 00 00 00
OOEO: 00 00 66 00 00 00
OOFO: 00 00 90 00 00 00

Command: G

 
Figure 12.2 Example of INQUIRY command.

@ Manufacturer: Manufacturer’s name in ASCII.

@® Product: Product’s name in ASCII.

e Revision: Product’s version number in ASCII.

As you can see, the INQUIRY command is capable of delivering a wide .
variety of useful information. An example of INQuIry data as the SCSI monitor
program presents it on the screen is shown in Figure 12.2, This particular com-
mand is inquiring about LUN 0 of SCSI ID 3. A total of 255 bytes (OFFh) have
been requested.

In order to simplify interpretation of the Inquiry data, I have placedit in
a frame corresponding to Table 12.12 in Table 12.14. The peripheral qualifieris
000b, meaning that a physical device is addressable under this LUN. The
peripheral device type is 00001b, which according to the list on page 133 speci-
fies a tape device. The RMBbitis set in byte 1 indicating removable medium.
The ANSIfield in byte 2 showsthat the device is SCSI-2 compliant. Thisis also
reflected in the response data formatof byte 3. Byte 4 tells us that 38 (26h) addi-
tional bytes of data follow. The link and sync optionsare set in byte 5, meaning
that the device supports synchronous transfers and linked commands butnot,
however, tagged queues.

TEST UNIT READY The command TEST UNIT READY determines whether the LUN in question will
(00h) allow accessto the medium (Table 12.15). This means, for example, for a remov-

able medium drive that the medium is present and READY for access. Depending
on the device, it can take tens of seconds before the READY condition is reached.

If you are only interested in finding out whether a certain LUN exists then the
INQUIRY command should be used instead.
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Table 12,14 Evaluation of INQuIRY data.

 
100h

of 9|
a

6-31 HP35480A 
TEST UNIT READY is an unusual command because no data phase takes

place. No parameters are sent and no data is returned. When the physical device
is ready this command simply returns a GOODstatus, otherwise CHECK CONDITION
is returned. Then the precise reason for the lack of readiness can be determined
from the sense data using REQUEST SENSE.

REQUEST SENSE The command REQUEST SENSEis always used in response to a CHECK CONDITIONin
(03h) order to read the sense data (Table 12.16). This data gives information concern-

ing the reason why the preceding command ended abnormally. The sense data
is also updated when a command ends with COMMAND TERMINATEDstatus.

It is important to rememberthat sense data alwaysreflects the state of
the previous command.It is the initiator’s responsibility to follow up on a CHECK
CONDITION status immediately with REQUEST SENSE. An intervening command
will cause sense data to be overwritten.

Table 12.15 The TEST UNIT READY command.

A

1|LUN Reserved

Reserved

Control byte

 014
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Table 12.16 The REQUEST SENSE command. 

a

Data length

Control byte

The commanditself looks similar to the INQUIRY command. Here too the

allocation length is in general set to FFh in order to receiveall of the data that
the target has available.

 
Since interpreting sense data can be complicated, to say the least, we divide the
task into four steps:

(1) Determine validity of sense data.
(2} Evaluation of the sense key
(3) Evaluation of sense key specific information
(4) Evaluation of the sense codes

It is often the case that the sense key alone is enough information, making sub-
sequent steps unnecessary.

I explain here only the most important fields, which are shown in bold
in Table 12.17; the meaning of the less importantfields can be found in the stan-
dard:

Table 12.17 Sense data.

|1|Segment nnumber
fra]

_ CommandSpecificinformation — 
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Table 12.18 The mostimportant sense keys.

Sense Description
key

Oh=NO SENSE There is no sense information

Th~—-RECOVERED ERROR=The last command completed successfully but used error cor-
rection in the process

2h NOT READY The addressed LUN is not ready to be accessed
3h MEDIUM ERROR The target detected a data error on the medium
4h HARDWARE ERROR Thetarget detected a hardware error during a command ora

self-test

5h ILLEGAL REQUEST~_—Either the commandorthe parameterlist contains an error
6h UNIT ATTENTION The LUN hasbeenreset, for example through SCSI reset or a

medium change
7h~~DATA PROTECT Access to the data is blocked

8h—BLANK CHECK Reached unexpected written or unwritten region of the medium
9h Vendor specific
Ah COPY ABORTED COPY, COMPARE or COPY AND VERIFY was aborted

Bh ABORTED COMMAND Thetarget aborted the command
Ch=EQUAL Comparison for SEARCH DATA successful
Dh VOLUME OVERFLOW The medium is full

Eh=MISCOMPARE Source data and data on the medium do not agree

@ Error code: An error code of 70h is the normal case. This means that the sense

data refers to the current command. An error code of 71h, on the other hand,
means that the sense data refer to an earlier command. Such a deferred error can

occur, for example, with disk drives using write cache. Here the disk drive will
send a GOOD status immediately after receiving the data of a WRITE command.To
the host the write appears to be complete, but in reality the data merely resides
in the drive’s write cache waiting to be written to the medium. Wefind ourselves
in a critical situation if during the actual write to the medium an unrecoverable
data error occurs. We will discuss caching andits ramifications in more detail in
Chapter 13. Fortunately, such errors occur extremely infrequently.

@ Sense key: The sense key is the principal information concerning the reason
for a CHECK CONDITION. Table 12.18 lists the keys with their corresponding
meanings.

@ Sense code: After deciphering the sense key, we may or may not need to look
for more information concerning the error (Table 12.19). For the sense key NOT
READY, for example, we look to the sense code for further explanation. This
byte tells of possible hardware and medium errors, among others.

ILLEGAL REQUEST is a sense key that occurs often while testing a device with the
SCSI monitor. The sense key specific field contains more detailed information.
Table 12.20 lists the possibilities for this field for the sense key ILLEGAL REQUEST.
Look to the standard for the description of other sense keys. If the SKSV bit is
set, this showsthat the sense key specific data is valid. Afterwards, the C/D bit
should be examined. When set the error lies in the command, otherwise the
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Table 12.19 Sample sense codes.

Sense code Description
13 14

04 00 LUN notready, reason unknown
04 01 LUN has become ready
04 02 LUN notready, waiting forinitialization command
04 03 LUN not ready, operator action necessary
04 04 LUN not ready, medium being formatted
24 00 Error in command block

Table 12.20 The sense key specific information.

ed
5RSV]ee[BA[peion—
7 Error position 
error lies in the parameterlist. The position of the first byte in erroris contained
in the error position field. Thefield for bit position only has meaning for other
sense keys,

It should be apparent that the REQUEST SENSE command provides a great
deal of useful information. The following example, which can easily be dupli-
cated using the SCSI monitor, will bring this point home (Figure 12,3), My first
step was to send an INQUIRY command, 12 00 00 FF 00 00, to which the target
responded with CHECK CONDITION. I then sent a REQUEST SENSE allocating 255

SCSI Monitor V1i.0 rev 024e 7,94 (£3)
ID Lu St 1N nX

SCSI Command 01: 03 00 00 FF 00 00 00 OO 03 600 00 00 Fr

SCSI Data Buffer Nr. 00:

0000: 70 00 05 00 60 00
0010: 00 03 00 06 00 00
0020: 00 00 00 00 00 00
6030: 00 00 00 00 00 00
0040: 00 60 00 00 00 00
0050: 00 G0 00 60 00 00
0060: 00 00 00 OO O0 00
0070: 00 00 90 00 00 00
0080: 00 00 00 06 09 00
0090: 00 00 00 60 00 00
OOA0: 00 00 00 00 00 00
OOBO: 00 00 00 OO 00 00
o0co: 00 G0 00 00 00 00
OoDO: 06 00 O00 00 OO 90
QOOEC: 06 00 OO 00 OO 00
OOFO: 06 00 00 00 00 900

Command: G

 
Figure 12.3 SCSI monitor with REQUEST SENSE command.
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bytes for sense data. In the statusfield for this command is 00h, meaning that the
REQUEST SENSE was successful. If you do not have muchexperiencein interpreting
hexadecimal numbersit helps to write out each byte in binary on a pieceof paper,
then, using Table 12.21, draw in the boundariesof the individualfields. Byte 0 of
the sense datais error code 70h; thatis, this data refers to the previous command.
In byte 2 is the sense key 05h: ILLEGAL REQUEST. The sense code is 24h, meaning
that a field in the previous commandwasinvalid. Looking at the sense key spe-
cific information, byte 15 is COh; the valid bit is set, indicating that there is useful
information here. The C/Dbit is also set, meaning that the error is in the com-
mand itself. Bytes 16 and 17 contain 00h and 03h; in other words, the erroris in
the third byte of the INQuIRY command. A look at the definition shows that byte
3 of an INQUIRY command must be zero. The FFh belonged not in byte 3 but in
byte 4 as the allocation length. The command should have been 12 00 00 00 FF 00.

Table 12.21 Interpretation of the sense data.

 
RESERVE (16h) ‘This pair of commands makesit possible to reserve a LUN fora particularini-

and RELEASE _tiator and then tofree it for use by others. These commands are commonfo ail
(17h) device classes. There are special versions of the commandsfor disk drives.

What happens when a LUN reserved for a certain initiator receives a
commmandfrom anotherinitiator? This LUN will end each such command with

a RESERVATION CONFLICT status and ignore the command. This reservation mech-
anism provides a degree of protection, albeit somewhat unsophisticated, in
multi-initiator environments. Many operating systems do notallow, for exam-
ple, two hosts to access a single disk drive. In such situations, however,it is pos-
sible to use RESERVE and RELEASE to share drives between two hosts. As soon as

one system brings a drive online it reserves that LUN. Should the system go
down for any reason, a simple SCSIresetis all that is needed to make the drive
accessible for the other host.
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Table 12.22 The RESERVE command.

|[7iesftt3]eytfol
a

[2
|3|Reserved

Control byte

The reserve commanditself looks standard (Table 12.22). Only twofields
call for any explanation; these makeit possible for an initiator to reserve a device
for a third party:

 
e@ 3rdPty: Third party reservation. When clear, this bit calls for the reservation

to be madefor the initiator sending the command. Whenset, the reservation
should hold for the initiator whose ID is contained in the third-party device
ID field.

@ 3rdPty ID: When third partyis set this field holds the ID of the device for
which the reservation holds.

It is possible for an initiator to modify its own reservation. It can, for example,
first reserve a device for itself, followed later by a reservation for a third device.
In this way a device always remains protected. One application for third-party
reservation is the copy command.

A reservation can be dissolved in a numberof different ways: by SCSI
reset, a DEVICE RESET from anyinitiator, or by a RELEASE command from theini-
tiator which madethe reservation. The RELEASE command looks almost identical

to the RESERVE command (Table 12.23).

Table 12.23 The RELEASE command.

  

 
3

 RELEASE (17h)9|

Reserved

4|

 
 4

Control byte  
SEND DIAGNOSTIC The SEND DIAGNOSTIC command causesthe target to run certain diagnostic pro-

(1Dh) grams (Table 12.24). In the most simple case, when theSTbit is set, the device
will run a self-test. If the self-test discovers no problems then the status returned
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Table 12.24 The SEND DIAGNOSTIC command.

pe{5]4psf2]2
SEND DIAGNOSTIC (1Dh)|seanaceab

2Reserved2|
(MSB) Transfer length

as

Control byte

is 00h (Goon).If, on the other hand, a problem is detected a CHECK CONDITIONsta-
tus, 02h, is returned. A follow-up REQUEST SENSE will reveal a sense key of 04h
(HARDWARE ERROR). Only this implementation of the commandis mandatory. The
optionalbits of byte 1 are:

 
@ PF (page format): Whenthis bit is set the page format conforms to SCSI-2. In

SCSI-1 the page format was vendorspecific.

@ Dev0O(device offline): When set, this bit allows the target to run diagnostics
that may affect all LUNs and possibly change their state. If clear no such
operations will take place.

@ UniO (unit offline): This bit plays the same role as DevO butfor protecting
individual LUNs.

Optionally, various diagnostics can be run using diagnostic pages sent as para-
meter lists. Diagnostic pages have been defined for each device type. Some
pages may be vendorspecific. For example, a frequently implemented pageis
the TRANSLATE ADDRESS page. This page makesit possible to find out the physical
address of a logical block. The results are collected from the target using the
RECEIVE DIAGNOSTIC RESULTS command. Table 12.25 showsthe basic structure of a

diagnostic page. Several such pages can be sent together in a single parameter
list. The page code and basic structure of the pages are the same for SEND and
RECEIVE DIAGNOSTIC. The actual parameters, however, usually differ somewhat.

Table 12.25 _ Diagnostic page.

mL ets]4]eyata

({MSB) Page length (n-3) |0 (LSB)

Diagnostic

parameter
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CHANGE This commandallowsaninitiator to configure a SCSI-2 target to behavelike an
DEFINITION (40h) earlier SCSI version (Table 12.26). The following values are allowed in the ver-

sion field:

@ 00h: No change

@ Olh: SCSI-1

@ 02h: SCSI-1 with CCS

@ 03h: SCSI-2

The Save bit causes the target to save the change permanently. At the next
power-up cycle the change will be in force. The Transfer length indicates the size
of the parameterlist that the initiator intends to send to the target. Suchlists,
however, are vendor unique and in general are seldom used.

Table 12.26 The CHANGE DEFINITION command,

7Tels[4[*[@]719

|___ReeveJ  ToSea
ee
[Reet[Be
[as]Scaivenn|

Reserved

 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

Transfer length

|9|Control byte

MODESELECT(6) MODE SELECT and MODESENSEare a pair of optional commandsthat use the same
(15h) and MODE_parameterlists. These allow an initiator to configure a device and also to deter-

SENSE() (1Ah) mineits configuration. They are the sameforall devices; however, the parame-
ter lists used can be very device dependent. Relative to a typical SCSI command,
MODE SENSE and MODE SELECT are complex, with many parameters and fields.
Both commandsare essential, implemented for virtually all devices. They are
covered here in greatdetail.

There are 6-byte and 10-byte versions of both MODE SELECT and MODE
SENSE. Oruy the 6-byte version is discussed here. The 10-byte versionis identical
except for the parameterlist length, which is two bytes instead of one.

MODE SELECT(6) allows an initiator to set the internal configuration of a
LUN (Table 12.27). The commanditself is typical. Byte 4 contains the parameter
list length, which can be up to 255 bytes long.If this byte is zero no list is sent.
In byte 1 there are twobits ofinterest:
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Table 12.27 The MODE SELECT command.

PZsy}5]afsf2]8
pfeee
2|tN

_3|
4
5

   

  
  

 

Transfer length

Control byte

pe]sp4steq
MODE SELECT(10) (55h)

 

Reserved

(MSB) Transfer length

 

Control byte

 
@ PF (page format): Whenthisbit is set the parameter pages conform to SCSI-

2; that is, as they are described in this book. Otherwise the parameter pages
are SCSI-1 compliant.

@ SP (save pages): When this bit is clear changes affect only the current para-
meters. If the bit is set then changes will also be written to the saved para-
meters and will be valid at the next power-up cycle.

The MODE SENSE commandis used to read the mode parameterlists from a device
(Table 12.28). Like the MODE SELECT command, there is a 10-byte version for
working with lists longer than 255 bytes:

@ DBD (disable block descriptors): Whenthis bit is set no block descriptors are
sent before the pages.

@ PCF {page controlfield):

— 00b: Current values

— Oib: Changeable values
— 10b: Default values

-— 1b: Saved values
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Table 12.28 The MODE SENSE command.

retest]
powenisessoaan

ve
p<[sete

Control byte

 
 

 

 
 

 
  
  

 

 
  

 

 

 —i7tetsisistetlel
|o MODE SENSE(10) (5.Ah)

eseel
2ee

4 Reserved
5

6

- (MSB) Transfer length

8 , (LSB)

|9|Control byte

@ Page code: The numberof the desired parameter page.

 

 
The parameterlists for MODE SELECT and MODE SENSEare basically the same. This
is useful in that one can read the parameters from the device with MODE SENSE,
edit them in memory, and write them back with MODE SENSE. A parameterlist
consists of three elements: the mode parameter header (Table 12.29), the block
descriptors, and the parameter pages. Each element has a pointer to the begin-
ning of the subsequent one. Figure 12.4 shows a typical mode parameterlist.
This one has a header, two block descriptors, and two parameter pages. The
arrows on the right-hand side represent the pointers within the elements. You
wiil need to refer to this figure as we discuss the individual elements.

Table 12.29 Mode parameter header.

|7ei]si4tsfatt]ol
ee

Device specific

Block descriptor length

  

   
  

 
 

 wy]hy
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Block descriptor 1

Block descriptor 2

Page length (here: O6h)

|"0Disconnect-reconnectpage(02h)si
1 Page length (here: CEh)

[0Peripheraldevicepage(09h)sd
( : 

Figure 12.4 Example of a mode parameter page.

Mode parameter header
The headerof the 6-byte MODE commandsis four bytes long:

@ Mode data length: The length of the entire parameterlist in bytes.

@ Block descriptor length: The total length of the block descriptors. Since a
block descriptor is always eight bytes long thisfield is either zero or a mullti-
ple of eight.
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Table 12.30 Block descriptor.

Po[Wateaay

Block length
 
Block descriptor
Zero or more block descriptors (Table 12.30) may follow a mode parameter
header. The block descriptor defines the logical block length of all or part of the
medium. Theoretically, one could use this feature to divide a drive into several
partitions of differing logical block sizes. However, in the vast majority of cases
a single block descriptor is employed with a block size defined for the entire
medium.

® Write density: This field is dependent on device class. For floppy drives there
are codes for the popular densities. For disk drives this field has no meaning.

@ Numberof blocks: The numberof blocks that this descriptor defines.

@ Block length: The numberof bytes per logical block for the blocks defined by
this descriptor. For tape drives a block length of zero meansthat it is variable
andis determined by the WRITE command. The block descriptor does not con-
tain a pointer to the next element since the descriptor is of a fixed length (8
bytes).

Mode parameter pages
The third, final, and most important elementis the parameter pageitself (Table
12.31). A parameter page begins with the page code in the lowest6 bits of byte
0. If follows that the largest page code is 3Fh. The next byte contains the page
length. Parameter pages vary in length but are at most 255 bytes long.

The PS (parameter savable) bit of byte 0 is only defined for MODE SENSE.
Whensetit indicates that the target is able to save these parameters. There are

Table 12.31 Mode parameter page.

 
  
 

Page length

2. Mode

Parameter  
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Table 12.32 List of parameter pages.

Code

00h
01h

02h

03h

03h

03h
04h

04h

05h

O5h

06h

07h

08h

09h

0Ah

OBh

0Ch

0Dh

0&h

10h

llh

12h
13h

14h

1Dh

1Eh

TFh

3Fh

Nanie

Vendorspecific
Read/write error page
Disconnect—reconnect page
Format page
Parallel interface page
Measurement units page
Rigid disk geometry page
Serial interface page
Flexible disk page
Printer options page
Optical memory page
Verification error page
Caching page
Peripheral device page
Control mode page
Medium type page
Notch partitions page
CD-ROM page
CD-ROM audio page
Device configuration page
Medium partitions page 1
Medium partitions page 2
Medium partitions page 3
Medium partitions page 4
Element address assignment page
Transport geometry page
Device capabilities page
All available pages

Device

DTPCSOM

DTCO

DTPCSOM

ZzezzZzrrAvsvAnng
DTPCSOM

three parameter pages, which are defined forall device types. These are the con-
trol mode page (OAh), the disconnect-reconnect page (02h), and the peripheral
device page (09h).

Most parameter pages are device specific. These pages are defined in the
SCSIliterature included with the device. Table 12.32 gives an overview of para-
meter pages defined in the SCSI standard. Of specialinterest is page code 3Fh,
which allows MODE SENSE to read all of the pages maintained by a device. The
device column indicates the device classes for which a parameter page is
defined. The abbreviations are defined as follows: D, disk drives; T, tape drives;
P, printers; C, CD-ROMs; 8, scanners; O, optical storage; M, medium changers;
and C, communications devices.
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12.4 Mode parameter pagesfor all device classes

The following parameter pages are defined for all device classes.

The disconnect- The parameters of this page (Table 12.33) determine the behaviour of the target
reconnect page with respectto freeing the bus. Whetheror not the targetis allowedto free the bus

(02h) at all is a function of the DiscPxiv bit in the IDENTIFY messageof every I/0 process.
The parameter DTDC (data transfer disconnect) in byte 12 also deter-

mines the general behavior ofthe target. It has the followingeffect:

@ 00b: Disconnection from the busis allowed.

@ O1b: No disconnection should take place once the data transfer has begun
until all data has been sent. The time parameters of this page are ignored in
this case.

@ 10b: Reserved.

@ 11b: No disconnection should take place once the data transfer has begun
until the command is complete. Time parametersare also ignored in this case.

Tabie 12.33 The disconnect-reconnect page.

7TefsT112i

Maximum bus

inactivity time

Minimum

bus free time

Maximum

connection time

Maximum

burst length  
Reserved
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Peripheral
device page

(09h)

The maximal burst length cannot be specified when the DTDC is non-zero. The
following parameters affect the target’s disconnect-reconnect behavior when
DTDCis zero. ,

@ The buffer full ratio determines, for read operations, how full the data buffer
should be before the target attempts a reconnect to the initiator. The valueis
in units of 1/256 times the numberof buffers. The buffer empty ratio works
the same way for write operations. It determines how empty the buffer
should be before attempting to reconnect to the initiator.

@ The businactivity limit specifies the maximum amountof time in 100 ps
increments that a target may occupy the bus without sending or receiving
data.If the limit is exceeded the target mustfree the bus.

@ The disconnect time limit specifies the minimum amountof time in 100 ps
increments that a target must wait after freeing the bus before it attempts a
reselection.

@ The connect time limit specifies in 100 ps increments the maximum amount
of time that a target may occupy the bus.

@ The maximum burstsize specifies the maximum numberof data bytes (in 512
byte increments) that the target may transfer before relinquishing the bus.

a

This parameter page doesnot allow many settings and is more or less vendor
specific (Table 12.34). The interface identifier describes a physical interface. This
is meaningful for bridge controllers; otherwise a zero stands for SCSI. A few val-
ues are defined in the standard:

@ 0000h: SCSI

@ 0001h: SMD

Table 12.34 The peripheral device page.

EAR
oR[es[Fepionidevage)

Page length (n—1)

(MSB) | Interface

|3 (LSB)
Ree
[ened
ee

Vendor specific
Tl
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@ 0002h: ESDI

@ 0003h:IPI-2

@ 0004h: IPI-3

Control mode The control mode page contains parameters for controlling various SCSI-2 char-
page (0Ak) acteristics (Table 12.35). I mention here only a few of the more important ones

and refer the reader to the standard for more details.

The queue algorithm modifier pertains to SIMPLE QUEUE TAG commands,
It takes on two values: a value of 0 specifies that the target must order com-
mandsin such a waythat data integrity is guaranteed across the entire medium
for all initiators. A value of 1 allows the target to re-order commands without
restrictions. A drive can often achieve a substantial increase in throughput by
optimizing the order in which logical blocks are accessed.

The DQuebit allows tagged queuing to be disabled. Whensetall queue
messages are replied to with MESSAGE REJECT. The three bits RAENP, UAAENP
and EAENP allow AENin certain situations. If none of these bits is set AEN is

disabled.

RAENP (ready AEN permission) specifies that the target should use
AEN to notify initiators of an initialization instead of responding with UNIT
ATTENTIONfor the first command. UAAENP (unit attention AEN) allows AEN
instead of UNIT ATTENTION during normal operation, EAENP (error AEN permis-
sion) allows a target to use AEN for deferred errors again instead of relying on
@ UNIT ATTENTION responseto the nextcommand.

Table 12.35 The control mode page.

Queuealgorithms DQu

EECA Reserved|RAENP [UAAENP EAENP
Reserved

(MSB) Ready AEN

Holdoff period (LSB)
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This class includes all devices that allow direct access to any logical block. Disk
drives, magneto-optical drives, diskettes and RAM disks are among the most
popular examples of this class.

WORM drives use an optical medium that can only be written to once
and have their own device class. The sameis true of CD-ROM.

13.1 The model of a SCSI disk drive

The basic physical design of disk drives and the organization of data on the
medium were described in Part I. Refer to Chapter 2 before continuing if any of
the following terms are unclear: read/write head, sector, cylinder, logical block,
ECC, CRC, mapping,interleave, track skew, and zone-bit recording

A SCSI disk drive presents the user with a sequenceof logical blocks for
storing information (Figure 13.1). These blocks can be written to and read any
number of times. They are uniquely identified by their logical block number
(LBN). The first logical block has the number0.

In contrast to tape drives, the logical blocks of a disk drive allow direct
access to any block. The actual fetching of the data is completely transparentto
the host. In general the host has no idea where on the medium a logical block is
located.

Normally, a logical block contains exclusively user information. There
do exist, however, optional commandsthatallow limited access to format infor-
mation like ECC or CRC.

Mapping The mapping of logical blocks to physical sectors is not specified in the SCSI
standard (Table 13.1). However,it should be implemented in such a waythat the
time needed to access adjacent blocks is minimized. Most drives use a linear
mapping, where adjacent logicalblocks come from adjacent physicalsectors.

The following example will help to makethis clear. Assume a drive with
400 cylinders (tracks), 2 heads,‘and 25 sectors. A state-of-the-art disk drive can
switch heads within the timeit takes to rotate from one sector to another. A

158
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ebeye}.de

Replacement sectors
and cylinders

Defect lists

SavedUser << MODE parameters
PList
GList
CList

 
Figure 13.1 Organization of the SCSI medium.

change of tracks typically takes around 2 ms. A linear mapping minimizes
delays by switching heads before calling for a changeof tracks.

The size of a logical block can vary between 1 and 64Kbytes. The most widely
used size is 512 bytes, as is the case for the DOS operating system. In the UNIX —
world there are also blocks of 4 Kbytes. A SCSI drive can accommodate more
than one block size on a single medium. Theoretically, each block may be a dif-
ferent size.

Table 13.1 Mappingof logical blocks.

LBN Cylinder Head Sector

0 0 0 0

1 0 0 1

24 0 0 24

Head switch

25 0 1 0

49 0 1 24
Adjacent track seek and head switch

50 1 Q 0

19999399 1 24
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Extends and A continuous sequence of blocks of the same sizeis called an extend. Extends are
notches defined using the parameter list of a MODE SELECT command (see page 150).

However, this optional feature is seldom employed. For most applications all
blocks of a SCSI drive will have the same block size; that is, they will belong to a
single extend. Be careful not to confuse zone-bit recording with extends. Zone-bit
recording has to do with how the information is stored on the medium. Here the
outer tracks contain more sectors than the innertracks. The resulting regions of the
drive that employ the same numberofsectors per track are called notches. Extends,
on the other hand,are groupings of logical blocks. Adding to this confusionis the
fact that logical block size and sector size may not be the same(see Figure 13.2).

Removable The medium of a SCSI drive may or may not be removable. Diskette drives,
medium drives magneto-optical drives and removablecartridge drives are examples of remov-

able medium drives. The medium is said to be ‘mounted’ whenit is loaded into

the unit and is ready to read or write. A SCSI drive in this state is said to be in
condition ready. Any attempt to access a drive that is not ready leads to a CHECK
CONDITION with the sense key NOT READY.

RAM disks The model of a SCSI disk drive does not specify that information must be stored
in a nonvolatile manner. This allows for the implementation of a ‘disk drive’ out
of RAM (hence RAM disk). The result is lightning fast storage that loses infor-
mation when the poweris removed.

Medium defects A medium defect prevents information from being written and read correctly.
Such a defect renders an entire sector unusable. Defects are an unavoidable out-

come of the plating process of rigid disks but can also result from a fingerprint
on a diskette. Section 7.2 goes into more detail concerning medium defects as
they actually occur.

SCSI makesit possible for a target to present a virtually defect-free medi-
um to the outside world. This is done by replacing defective logical blocks with

MODE

parametereader

Block 'lescriptor 1:
542 bytes! Notch 1
logical block

Block Geometry
descriptor 2: page
1024 bytes!
logical biock : 3 Sectors

per track

pages Extend 4 Extend 2 Notch 2: Notch 1:
/ four sectors three sectors

per track per track

Figure 13.2 SCSI extends and notches.
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replacement blocks set aside solely for this purpose. It does not concern an ini-
tiator whether or not a logical block has been replaced. The defect management
is carried out by the drive alone. Replaceable mediumdriveslike diskettes, how-
ever, cannot accommodate such an approach because here the physical format
of the medium plays an important role. If SCSI defect management were
employed then a diskette written on a SCSI drive could not be read by a stan-
dard PC floppy drive.

There are a number of methods of defect management. A target using
automatic reallocation replaces a block automatically as soon as a defect is
detected. This soundsvery attractive but brings with it certain disadvantages as
well. If the data in logical block can no longer be read successfully the block will
be replaced with a good one. However, the data in this block is obviously not
what was written to the original defective block but rather the format pattern.
Forthis reason the target should inform the host of such an action; it can do this
using the message system. Automatic reallocation during writing, on the other
hand, is not a problem. Hereeither the datais still in the write buffer andthetar-
get can write it to the new blockor the target can respondto the host with a write
error. Because of the inherent differences SCSI allows these features to be

enabled and disabled separately.
In addition to the above method where the drive autonomously man-

ages defects is the more standard approach where the host is in charge. Here
defective blocks are replaced using the command REASSIGN BLOCK. This method
is preferred because the operating system has full control.

Defect lists|There are four different types of defect lists used with SCSI drives. The primary -
defect list (PList) contains the defects discovered by the manufacturer using ana-
log testing equipment. Such equipment can find positions that might not cause
errors until the medium ages. The PList is permanent and never changesafter
the drive leaves the factory. The grown defectlist (GList) contains additional
defects that were discovered during the operation of the drive. These are defec-
tive blocks discovered during formatting or reallocated either automatically or
using REASSIGN BLOCK. Thecertification list (CList) contains defects that were dis-
covered during the certification procedure of formatting. The defects of the
CList belong to the GList as well. Finally, there are the defects that an initiator
sends to the target. Called the DList, this list is sent to the target before format-
ting takes place, at which time it becomes part of the GList. The PList and GList
together contain all medium defects.

Data buffers and Every SCSI disk controller has a built-in memory buffer with at least enough
cache room to store a sector’s worth of data. A physical sector is written or read in

entirety at one time, therefore the data must be processedin real time. Since SCSI
cannot guarantee real-time performance a sector’s worth of datais first collect-
ed in the buffer before writing it to the medium.-
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Pre-fetch©Whenthe data bufferis large enough to accommodate an entire track it is possi-
ble to implement speed enhancing options like read pre-fetch. Here a controller
will assume that whenever a logical block X is to be read, block X+1 will be
requested next. The validity of this assumption depends on the operating sys-
tem of the host. Nevertheless, when the controller reads a sectorit reads the rest
of the track into the buffer as well. This extra work costs practically no time since
it is merely a DMA transfer to the buffer. In the eventthat the subsequent blocks
are called for the transfer can take place immediately. Otherwise, the data can
simply be ignored with no penalty. |

Another method of optimization is possible when a large enough buffer
is available. Assumethat a large numberofcontinuousblocks is requested from
the drive. After the seek to the proper track is complete it is probably the case
that the head is located somewherein the middle of the set of requested blocks.
Normally, the controller would wait until the first block rotates underneath the
headsbefore starting to read. However, whenthe buffer is large enough the con-
troller can begin to read the sectors into memory immediately. Afterwards the
controller simply rearranges the order in which the data is sent to the host. This
method can save many millisecondsof time.

Writing Other methods of optimization are available when writing data to the drive.
optimization Consider the point in time just after the data has been collected into the con-

troller’s write buffer. Normaily, the seek takes place and the datais written to the
medium before COMMAND COMPLETE is sent to the initiator. However, if the con-
troller responds immediately with Goop status and COMMAND COMPLETE the
access time is effectively eliminated. This approach brings with it an elementof
risk. If the actual write to the medium should fail the host must be notified of the

error. In SCSI-2 this is possible using AEN.Here the target informs the host that
the WRITE command that originally terminated with Goon status was, in fact,
unsuccessful. More difficult is the situation where poweris lost. Drives are nor-
mally built so that once writing a sector has begun it can be completed, thus
maintaining the integrity of the medium even when poweris interrupted.
However, implementing a feature whereby the entire data buffer could be saved
would be much too costly.

An operating system assumes that everything written to a drive is
secure. If this is not, in fact, the case the results can be catastrophic. More than
just data is at stake here: if configuration information or other operating system
specific data is lost it may necessitate reinstallation of the entire system.
However, as with any mechanical device, failures do occur no matter whatpre-
cautions are taken. In this case the increase in performance must be weighed
against such risks.

Forthese reasons this write feature is configurable using the cache page
of MODE SELECT. When enabled, writes are extremely fast but data integrity is at
risk; when disabled data integrity is maintained but with a degradation in per-
formance.
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Caching Caching goes one step further with the data buffer than the techniques described
above. Since SCSI-2 provides a mode parameter page especially for configuring
the cache wewill look at caching here in greater detail. Certain aspects of drive
performance as well as the definition of average access time can be found in
Section 2.3.

In general a cache is fast storage which contains copies of certain por-
tions of another slower storage medium, The cache can be accessed usually at
least an order of magnitude faster than the slower storage but is much smaller
in capacity. A cache directory is used to determine whether a specific piece of
data is resident in the cache. When the desired data is in the cache we speak of
a cachehit; otherwiseit is called a cache miss.

Caches were first employed in the main memory of mainframe comput-
ers. Here very expensive, very fast RAM is used to cache the slower, less expen-
sive, but very large main memory of the system. Even though such a cacheis
typically only a fraction of the size of main memory it is not uncommento reach
a hit quota of over 90%. Such success is due largely to the fact that much of com-
puter programs are loops.

The situation for mass storage is completely different. The effectiveness
of a mass storage cache is very dependent on the operating system and applica-
tion. At least in multi-user systems, disk accesses are distributed over the entire
medium. There are, however, areas that are more frequently accessed, for exam-
ple, directories and tables that the operating system manages. This makes
designing an effective disk cache very challenging.

The hit quota of a disk cache usually lies under 50%. Nevertheless, the
increase in performance can be quite high. A cache hit can turn a 17 ms disk
access into a 500 ns cache read.

The effectiveness of a disk cache is strongly influenced by the way in
whichit is configured. The cachefills as read data is copied there. This can hap-
pen in parallel to the data transfer so that no loss in perfomance occurs, When
write data is written first into the cache and then onto thedisk it is referred to as

write-through cache. Here the same potential problems can occuras earlier with
the simple memory buffer. If the device waits until the data is written to the
medium before responding with Goop status there is no speed advantage.If
GOOD status is returned upon receiving data into the cache, data may belost.
These two features - whether write-through cache is used and when status
should be returned - can be controlled using the cache page parameters. A third
option is read pre-fetch. Several parameters are used to set how many more
blocks than requested should be read into the cache.

The next issue relevant to cache managementis determining which
blocks should be overwritten when the cache is full. The most simple and most
commonly used approach displaces the data that has not been accessed for the
longest time. This method can be enhanced by allowing certain areas in the
cache to be exempt from being displaced. Additionally, it can be specified that
pre-fetch data should besacrificedfirst.
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Table 13.2 Hard disk commands.

Opcode Name Type Page

 
00h TEST UNIT READY

03h REQUEST SENSE
04h FORMAT UNIT

07h —REASSIGN BLOCKS

08h  READ(6)
OAh=WRITE(6)
OBh=SEEK(6)
12h INQUIRY

15h MODE SELECT(6)
16h~—sRESERVE UNIT

17h~~‘RELEASE UNIT

18h copy

 
1Ah MODE SENSE(6) nie
1Bh START STOP UNIT oO
Ch ‘RECEIVE DIAGNOSTIC

RESULTS

1Dh SEND DIAGNOSTIC

TER=PREVENT ALLOW
MEDIUM REMOVAL

25h=READ CAPACITY

28h=READ(10)
2Ah WRITE(I0)
2BhssSEEK(10)
2Eh - WRITE AND VERIFY

30h SEARCH DATA HIGH

31h SEARCH DATA EQUAL
32h SEARCH DATA LOW

33hssSET LIMITS

34hSsPRE-FETCH

35h=SYNCHRONIZE CACHE

36h LOCK UNLOCK CACHE

37h=READ DEFECT DATA

39h COMPARE

3Ah COPY AND VERIFY

 

 B 147

 

3Bh WRITE BUFFER

3Ch READ BUFFER

oO

0

O

O

0

oO

Oo

oO
oO

oO

oO

oO

0

Oo

oO

O

oO

oO

oO

O

oO

0

3Eh READ LONG 166

3Fh=WRITE LONG 166

40h CHANGE DEFINITION 149
41h WRITE SAME

4Ch LOG SELECT

4Dh—_LOG SENSE

55h MODE SELECT(10) 149
5Ah MODE SENSE(10) 149

ANSI

7.2.16

F214

8.2.1

8.2.10

8.2.5

8.2.5

8.2.15

7.2.5

7.2.8
8.2.12

8.2.11

7.23

7.2.10

8.2.17

7.2.13

7.2.1

8.2.4

8.2.7

8.2.6

8.2.6

8.2.15

8.2.22

8.2.14

8.2.14

8.2.14

§.2.16

8.2.3

8.2.8

8.2.2

8.2.8

7.22

7.24

7.2.17

7.2.12

8.2.9

8.2.23

7.2.1

8.2.24

7.2.6

727

7.29

7.2.10

Description

Reflects whether or not the LUN is

ready to accept a command
Returns detailed error information
Format the medium

Defective blocks reassigned
Read. Limited addressing
Write. Limited addressing
Seek to a logical block
Returns LUN specific information
Set device parameters
Make LUN accessible only to certain
initiators

Make LUN accessible to otherinitiators

Autonomous copy from/to another
device

Read device specific parameters
Load/unload medium

Readself-test resuits

Initiate self-test

Lock/unlock medium

Read numberof logical blocks
Read logical block
Write logical block
Seek to a logical block
Write logical block, verify success
Search logical blocks for data pattern
Search logical blocks for data pattern
Search logical blocks for data pattern
Define logical block boundaries
Read data intobuffer

Write cache to medium

Hold data in cache
Read list of defective blocks

Compare data
Autonomous copy from/to another
device, verify success
Write the data buffer

Read the data buffer

Read data and ECC

Write data and ECC

Set SCSI version

Write data pattern
Readstatistics

Read statistics

Set device parameters
Read device parameters 
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13.2 Hard disk commands

Table 13.2 showsa list of commandsfor disk drives. The most important of these
are discussed here.

READ(6) (08h) and=The READ command requests a certain numberof logical blocks from a target. The
WRITE) (OAh);—wriTE command provides a target with a numberoflogical blocks to be written

READ(10) (28h) to the medium. Thestructure of these commandsis identical (Table 13.3). Each
and WRITE) contains the start address and the transfer length expressed in logical blocks.

(2Ah) There is a 6-byte as well as a 10-byte version of both the READ and WRITE
commands. The 6-byte version stems from SCSI’s predecesor SASI. It has the
disadvantage that only 21 bits are provided for the logical block address.
Assuming a block length of 512 bytes, this allows a little more than a gigabyte to
be addressed. For many modern drivesthis is simply not adaquate.

It hard to believe but at one time host adapters used 6-byte READ and
WRITE commandsexclusively. At the same time these adapters were capable of
recognizing the full capacity of drives of more than a gigabyte. When a block
above the magical 21-bit boundary was be addressed, the host adapter would

Table 13.3. READ and WRITE commands.

PTéTs*fs[?[i]9]

(MSB) Logical block

  
  
 
 Logical block (LSB)   Transfer length  
 
 

Control byte 

Logical block (LSB)

ee
(MSB) Transfer length

(LSB)

Control byte
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simply ignore the uppermost bits. Of course, this would address and write the
wrong logical block on the drive. You can imagine what happened. An operat-
ing system would graduallyfill a drive starting with the lowermost logical
blocks. The system would operate normally until the 21-bit address was
reached, at which timelogical block 0 would be overwritten. This mistake would
wipe out the boot block, the internal medium tables, and the directories (in this
order). The drive would mysteriously become unusable without even a hard-
ware error having been detected. For this reason it is highly recommended to
avoid the 6-byte READ and wriTE commands, and if you ever find yourself the
victim of unexplainable data corruption be sure to investigate whether or not the
6-byte demonis to blame.

Other than the start address and transfer length, the 6-byte versions have
no parameters. As with all block oriented 6-byte commands,a transfer length of
zero actually means that 256 are requested. In contrast, zero transfer length
meansjust that for the 10-byte commands and nodatais sent. In the 10-byte ver-
sion there are a numberof additional control bits:

@ DPO(disable page output): This bit helps the target to managethe cache.Ifit
is set, it tells the target that the host does not intend to read the data again in
the near future. The target may decide not to keep this data in the cache.

@ FUA(force unit access): When this bit is set the target is forced to read the
data from the medium evenif it resides in the cache.If the cache contains a

newer version of the data then it must first be written to the medium and

then re-read. In the case of a WRITE commandthe target must wait until the
data is on the medium before responding with Goop status. This affects
drives with cache as well as with buffer memory.

@ Rel (relative addressing): This bit, which is valid only in conjunction with
linked commands, causes the start address to be interpreted asan offset to the
start address of the last command.

READ LONG (3Eh) The most important variants to the READ and WRITE commands are READ LONG
and WRITE LONG and WRITE LONG.Both are 10-byte commands, which operate not only on the user

(3Fh) data but also on the ECC. Moreover, these commandsoperate onstrictly one
block at a time (Figure 13.3). The transfer length is interpreted as the number of
bytes to transfer. Byte 1, bit 1 of a READ LONG commandis the Coor control bit.
Only if cooris set will data correction be performed in the eventof a read error.
Otherwise the data will be transferred just as it comes from the medium.

The type of encoding used to write data onto the medium as well as the
ECC polynomial is vendor specific. However, the ECC polynomial must be
known if we wish to write a valid ECC along with the data. Unfortunately, this
makes it neccessary to know device specific information when using READ LONG
Or WRITE LONG, which is at odds with the vendor independent philosophy of SCSI.

A very practical application of these commandsis in the testing of a sys-
ter’s response to a data error. To accomplishthis the drive is first connected to
a PC running the SCSI monitor andalogical block is read using READ LONG.After
modifying a few bytes the data is written back to the drive using WRITE LONG.
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Logical block 512 Bytes data

READ LONG
WRITE LONG 512 Bytes data

Ss

eral 512 Bytes dataCc

Figure 13.3 Physical layout of a logical block.

 
Nowin the system, the first access to this block will result in an ECC error. With
a little practice it is possible to produce correctable as well as uncorrectable data
errors,

Other variants Two additional commands remain to be mentioned: WRITE AND VERIFY writes

of READ and=data to the medium and then reads it back-while comparing ‘it to the original
WRITE data. The data is only transferred once across the SCSI bus. Another way to

insure absolute data integrity from host memory to the medium isto link togeth-
er a standard READ and WRITE command and then compare the data in host mem-
ory. Finally, the command WRITE SAME allows one to write the same block sever-
al times to the medium.

READ CAPACITY Also mandatory for disk drives is the command READ CAPACITY (Table 13.4). It
has the standard structure of 10-byte commandsand returnseightbytesof infor-
mation: four bytes reflect the last LBN of the drive while the remaining four
reflect the block length.

The PMI(partial medium indicator) control bit, byte 8, bit 0, plays an
important role. When clear, the commandreturns the LBN of the last logical
block of the medium as described above. In this case the block numberin the

command block must be zero.

When PMIis set the command returns something completely different.
Now the LBN in the command is interpreted and the target returns the next
LBN,after which a noticeable delay in access will occur. Delays in access occur,
for example, at cylinder boundaries. Using this command the operating system

can determine whether a certain area of frequently accessed storage is ideally
located.
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Table 13.4 The READ CAPACITY command.

 

  
 
 
  

“2 
READ CAPACITY (25h)

Logical

block

Reserved

  PMI

|9 Control byte

FORMAT UNIT ‘The FORMAT UNIT commandinstructs the target to format the medium of a specif-
(04h) ic LUN (Table 13.5). In its simplest form no parametersare sent and the target for-

mats using default settings. The actual formatting procedure has two phases.
First the physical medium is formatted, meaning that each sector is written with
header, data, and ECC information. Afterwards, the mapping from physical
blocks to logical blocks takes place. Finally, during a second pass over the medi-
um defective blocks are reallocated; that is, replaced with reserve blocks. Thetar-
get will also accepta list of additional medium defects to be reallocated in a para-
meter block. Since format parameters are set using the MODE SELECT commandit
is imperativeto first use MODE SELECT then the FORMAT command.Only in this way
will the drive configuration reflect the desired mode parameters (see Figure 13.4)

The following parameters are contained in the commanditself:

@ Fmt(format data): This bit must be set when a parameterlist follows the FOR-
MAT UNIT command.

@ Cmp!l(complete): This bit may only be set when Fmtis set. It indicates that
the defect list in the parameterlist is exhaustive. All defect lists except the
PList are deleted and newly constructed.

Table 13.5 The FORMAT UNIT command.

Peet
|0|FORMATUNIT (04h)

3|(MSB) Interleave

ase
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MODE
SELECT

 
Extends,
sectors,
offsets,
etc. ...

FORMAT UNIT

Interleave, DList

Figure 13.4 Influences on formatting.

@ Defect list format: This field indicates one of three defect list formats: block

format (000b), index format (100b), or sector format (101b). Only one format
type is allowed in a single parameterlist. The formats are described in detail
later in this section under the heading ‘Defect Descriptors’.

@ Interleave: The term ‘interleave’ is explained in Chapter2. This field indicates
the interleave that should be employed. A value of 00h meansthat the target
should useits default values. To assure a one-to-one interleave a value of 01h

must be used.

Parameterlists Figure 13.5 describes by way of example the structure of the FORMAT UNIT para-
meterlist. Bytes 0 to 3 contain the header. Next comes the optionalinitialization
pattern descriptor. This has a variable length, which in this example spans from
byte 4 to byte 8. This is followed by optional defect descriptors. Thus, a para-
meter list is necessary when sending either an initialization pattern or defect
lists with the FORMAT command. Any other pertinent format information is
found in the MODE parameter pages, especially the format page.

In addition to the controlbits in byte 1, the header of the parameterlist
contains the length of the defect lists in bytes 2 and 3. This length may be zero.
The number of defects can be inferred from the list length together with the list
format in byte 1 of the commanditself. A description of the control bits follows:
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eserveeoeed
[1[Fov[per[oer[sre[PSPTimm[vs]

2 (MSB) Length of defect list ihere 0008h (LSB} ——

  
  

  = IP-Mod
{MSB) Pattern length  

 here 0001h (LSB)
Initialization pattern

Defect descriptor 1

 
    
 
 Defect descriptor 2 

 
 Pp?totstatst2t7to

FORMAT UNIT (04h)

|
|oO|

1 LUN Fmt }Cmpi Defectlistjt meeema
Vendorspecific
Interleave (MSB)

(LSB)

Code Defect list format

000b Block format, 4 Bytes long.
100b Index format, & Bytes long.
101b Sector format, & Bytes long.

   
   
  
  

Figure 13.5 Format Unit with parameterlist.

@ FOV (format option valid): Only whenthis bit is set are the bits DPR, DCR,
STP, IP and DSP valid. Otherwise, these bits must be set to zero and thetar-

get will use its default values.

@ DPR (disable primary): Whenthisbit is set a PList will not be transferred to
the target. The PList constructed by the manucturer, however, remainsintact.

@ SIP (stop format): This bit controls what should happen when the target
does, in fact, accept a PList or GList to use in formatting, but the list cannot
be found or read. In both cases the command terminates with CHECK CONDI-

TION status. When STPis set, the target will abort formatting and prepare the
sense key MEDIUM ERROR. Otherwise, the formatting will take place and the
sense key RECOVERED ERROR will be available.

@ IP(initialization pattern): When set this bit indicates that the parameter list
contains a descriptorforthe initialization pattern.
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@ DSP(disable saving parameters): Normally ali mode parameters are saved
during the formatting process. This action is inhibited when DSPisset.

@ Imm (imediate): The setting of this bit causes status to be returned as soon as
the parameterlist has been received. Otherwise the status is sent after com~-
pletion of the task as usual.

@ VS: (vendor specific)

If IP is set then an initialization pattern descriptor follows the parameter list
header. The initialization pattern is a sequence of bytes that are written as data
to each block of the drive. .

@ IP-Mod: These control bits allow the target to modify a portion of theinitial-
ization pattern for each block. 01b meansthatthe first four bytes of every log-
ical block should contain the logical block number. 10b meansthat each phys-
ical block should contain the logical block number. 00b leaves the initializa-
tion pattern unchanged.11b is reserved.

@ Pattern type: Here 00h meansthat the target should useits default pattern. In
this case the pattern length must also be zero or a CHECK CONDITIONwill result.
A value of 01h causes the supplied pattern to be used. The remaining values
are reserved or vendorspecific. |

@ Pattern length: Indicates the length of the initialization pattern.

@ Initialization pattern: This pattern is written to each logical block during the
formatting process. The pattern is repeated until the blockisfilled.

Therest of the parameter block is comprisedof the defect descriptors. The defect
descriptors that are used with FORMAT UNIT as well as other commandsreceive
special attention in their own section.

In conclusion, consider again the example in Figure 13.5. An arrow
points from the IP bit to the beginning of the initialization pattern descriptor
because only whenthis bit is set will the descriptor follow. The pattern length
contains the pointer, which points to the end of the descriptor. The defect list
length together with the pattern length points to the end of the entire parameter
list. In the defectlist format field of the FORMAT UNIT commandis the value 000b,

indicating 4-byte long defect descriptors.

Defect Defect descriptors are used by the commands FORMAT UNIT, READ DEFECT DATA,
descriptors SEND DIAGNOSTIC and RECEIVE DIAGNOSTIC RESULTS. The various formats are select-

ed using a 3-bit code.

Bleck format The four bytes of the descriptor contain the LBN of the block in which the defect
(000b) is located (Table 13.6). When using the block format the list must be constructed

in ascending order. An LBN may correspond to more than onesector.
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Table 13.6 Defect descriptor in block format.

Block number of
defective block 

. Index format The index pulse indicates the beginning of every track on the disk. Thefirst four
(100b) bytes of the index format contain the cylinder and head numberof the defect

(Table 13.7). The remaining four bytes contain the defect position measured in
bytes from the index. If FFFFFFFFh is given here the entire track should be
regarded as defective. For drives that support variable sector lengths, only the
index format may be used for the manufacturer’s defect list (PList).

Note that numbers such as FFFFFFFFh are often refered to as —1, which

correspondsto their signed integer interpretation. Although this is easier to pro-
nounce, the width of the numberis no longer apparent.

Table 13.7 Defect descriptor in index format.

Cylinder number

of defective block

ate
|4 (MSB)

5 Position of defect as

bytes after index
 

Sector format The sector format is in structure exactly like the index format except that bytes
(101b) 4 through 7 contain the sector numberofthe defect. Here too a sector number of

FFFFFFFFhindicates that the entire track is defective (Table 13.8).

Commands for In addition to the commandsthat implicitly modify the cache, there are a num-
cache_ber of SCSI-2 commandsthat configure the cache directly.

management The command LOCK UNLOCK CACHE allowscertain regions in the cache to
be locked. Locked blocks will not be overwritten by other data. The commandis
structured like a READ(10) command. Byte 1, bit 1 is the lock bit. When set, a
region is locked; otherwiseit is freed, Only those regions that are in the cache at
the time of the commandare affected, The command PRE-FETCHis also structured

like READ(10). It instructs the target to read the specified blocks from the medium
into the cache. No transfer across the SCSI bus takesplace.
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Table 13.8 Defect descriptor in sector format.

Cylinder number

of defective block

Defective

sector 
Finally, SYNCHRONIZE CACHE causesthe target to write the specifed region

of the cache to the medium. This makes sense when a target has been allowed to
respond to WRITE commands immediately with Goon status before actually writ-
ing the medium.

13.3 Mode parameter pages for disk drives

The following mode parameter pages are defined for disk drives (Table 13.9):

Table 13.9 Mode parameter pagesfor disk drives.

Page Name Page ANSI
code

Olh Read/write error page 8.3.3.6
02h Disconnect/reconnect page 155 7.3.3.2
03h Format page 173 8.3.3.3
04h Disk drive geometry page 176 8.3.3.7
05h Floppy disk page 8.3.3.2
07h Verify error page 8.3.3.8
08h Cache page 77 8.3.3.1

1 09h Peripheral device page 156 -7,3.3.3
0Ah Control mode page 157) 7.3.3.1
OBh Medium type page 8.3.3.4
0Ch Notch page 178 8.3.3.5

Format page The format page contains the information necessary to format the medium
(03h) (Table 13.10). In particular it contains information concerning replacement sec-

tors and tracks. The terms interleave, track skew and cylinder skew were
already covered in Chapter 2.

A new term is introduced here, however, which has special meaning in
the SCSI world. With respect to SCSI, a zone refers to a group of tracks to which
a certain numberof replacementsectors or tracks are allocated.
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Table 13.10 Format page.
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Outside the world of SCSI the term zone is often used in the context of
zone-bit recording. Zone-bit recording refers to a recording technique whereby
the outer cylinders are written with a higher bit density, and therefore more sec-
tors, than the inner cylinders. In SCSI the regions with a constant numberof sec-
tors are called notches.It is unfortunate that the terminology is inconsistent here.

A look at the format page reveals that many values vary with each notch.
It is possible for a target to define someorall mode parameter pages separately
for each notch. A special notch page contains the numberofactive notches influ-
enced by the MODE commands:
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@ Tracks per zone: The entire medium is divided into zones consisting of this
numberof tracks per zone. The last zone may have fewer tracks. A value of
zero treats the entire medium as a single zone.

@ Replacement sectors per zone: A zero instructs the target to use its default
value. However, a notch page, if implemented, can be used to achieve zero
sectors per zone.

@ Replacementtracks per zone: Alternate tracks makeit possible to replace an
entire track that contains many defects. A value of zero is interpreted as such
in this field.

@ Replacementtracks per LUN: Correspondsto the abovefields with respect to
a LUN.

® Sectors per track: This is the number of physical sectors including alternates
per track.

@ Bytes per sector: This is the numberof data bytes per physical sector. This is
not necessarily equal to the numberof bytes per logical block.

@ Interleave: This field is only valid for MODE SENSE.It reflects the value defined
by FORMATUNIT.

@ Track skew: Specifies the number of physical sectors between thelast logical
block of one track and the next logical block of the next track (see also
Chapter2).

@ Cylinder skew: Specifies the numberof physical sectors betweenthe last log-
ical block of one cylinder and the next logical block of the next cylinder (see
also Chapter2).

@ SSEC (soft sector): Specifies that the drive should use soft sectoring.

@ HESC(hard sector): Specifies that the drive should use hard sectoring,

The target must support either hard or soft sectoring or both.

@ RMB (removable): The target uses removable medium. This mustreflect the
information returned by the INQUIRY command.

@ SURF (surface): When this bit is zero logical blocks are allocated progressive-
ly to the sectors of a cylinder before thoseof the next cylinder. When SURF is
set logical blocks are allocated progressively to the sectors of a surface before
those of the next surface. Most hard disks have this bit clear; most diskette
drives haveit set.

It is obvious that alternate sectors reduce the space available for user data. If too
manyalternate sectors are allocated then storage is sacrificed unnecessarily. On
the other hand, the medium is unusable as soon asall alternate sectors have

been exhausted. The answeris to find a compromise somewhere in between
these two extremes.

In practice this is achieved in the following way: for simplicity, assume a
medium with constant geometry; that is, without notches. A zone is defined as
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Disk drive

geometry page
(04h)

being a single track. For each zone onealternate sectoris allocated. When nec-
essary this alternate can be read with almostno delay. If additional sectors ofthe
track are defective the entiretrack is reallocated. An alternate cylinder should be
set aside for every 200 cylinders. This rule of thumb allocates between 3 and 5%
of the drive capacity to replacementsectors.

Hard disks and diskettes use different geometry pages. In this book, however,
only the hard disk geometry page is discussed. This page pertains to hard
drives with removable medium as well. With the exception of spindle synchro-
nization, the parameters deal strictly with fixed geometry information (Table
13.11). Changeable parameters such as the numberof sectors and sector length

Table 13.11 Mode commands: geometry page.
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belong to the format page. For mostfields, the relevant background terminolo-
gy is explained in Chapter2.

The rotational position locking field is used to synchronize the spindles
of two or more individual diskdrives. Synchronization makesit possible to read
and write blocks from different drives at precisely the same time without laten-
cy delays by ensuring that these blocks rotate underneath the heads of their
respective drives in unison. The drives must not only have the samerotational
speed but must also synchronize the relative positions of the heads with respect
to the medium. This is accomplished by declaring one drive the master and the
remaining drives slaves, which govern their speed relative to the master. Here
additional signals are needed that are not provided by the SCSI bus. Spindle
synchronization is employed in RAID arrays, which achieve very high through-
put by accessing drives in parallel while eliminating latency delays.

@ RPL(rotational postition locking): 00b disables synchronization; 01b instructs
the drive to act as a slave, and 10b as a master.

@ Rotationaloffset: This byte reflects the amount ofrotational offset a slave will
have to its master measured in 1/256th of a rotation. This allows a staggering
of the individual disks.

The cache page ‘Table 13.12 shows the cache parameter page for the MODE commands:
(08h)

@® WCE(write cache enable): Whenset the target replies with a GOOD status as
soon asall of the data has been received into the cache. Otherwise this status

may not be returned until the data has been successfully written to the medi-
um. Be aware that when WCEis set the target decides when to write the data
to the medium. There may be a substantial delay here if a large numberof

Table 13.12 Mode parametercachepeermma Te
oRRelGeciopeeeey
[FaerieeansJ
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I/O processes must be processed. The command SYNCHRONIZE CACHE forces
all cache data yet to be secured to be written to the medium.

@ MEF(multiplication factor): Normally the values for pre-fetch maximum and
minimum reflect a certain number of blocks. However, when MFis set these

values represent scalars which are to be multiplied with the transfer length to
obtain their meaning.

@ RCD(read cache disable): Causes the medium to be read even if the data
resides in the cache.

@ Read retention priority and write retention priority: Specify with whatpriori-
ty the data either read or written into the cache is to be maintained. Thepri-
ority given is with respect to data resulting from pre-fetch operations. 0h
means that all data should be treated equally; 1h gives the data a lower prior-
ity than pre-fetch data; Fh gives the data higher priority than pre-fetch data.

@ Disable pre-fetch transfer length: This field specifies the maximal transfer
length for which a pre-fetch should occur. Zero disables pre-fetch.

@ Pre-fetch minimum:This field specifies the minimum numberof blocks that
should be pre-fetched regardless of whether other commandsare impeded,

@ Pre-fetch maximum:This field specifies the maximum numberof blocks that
should be pre-fetched.

The interpretation of the above twofields is independent of the MFbit. If both
values are equal pre-fetch will occur regardless of other pending commands.If
there is a difference between minimum and maximum,a pre-fetch will be bro-
ken off inside this interval if otherwise another command would be delayed.

@ Absolute pre-fetch maximum:Thisfield only has meaning when MFisset.It
limits the pre-fetch length resulting from the multiplication factor.

Notch page The notch page describes the regions of the disk with a constant numberof sec-
(OCh) tors per track (so-called notches). This optional page does not even have to be

implemented for drives that do, in fact, contain regions of varying numberof
sectors (Table 13.13). If notch pages are implemented then each notch will have
its own page (Figure 13.6).

@ ND (notched drive): Only when this bit is set is the notch page valid.
Otherwise the drive has no notches and therest of the page is empty.

@ LPN(logical or physical notch): Whenset this bit indicates that the bound-
aries of the active notches are expressed as logical blocks. Otherwise they are
expressed as physical addresses, Here the three most significant bytes hold
the cylinder numberand the lowest byte the head number.

@ Active notch: This field contains the numberof the notch to which this page
and other MODE SELECT pagesrefer. This numberis valid until it is changed by
MODESELECT. A zero means that subsequent mode commandspertain to those
parameters that apply acrossall notches.
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Figure 13.6 Mode parameter pages with notches.

 
Table 13.13 Mode commands: notch page.
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@ Modepages with notches: This field is 8 bytes longor a total of 64 bits. Each

bit represents one of the MODE pages from 00h to 3Fh. The mostsignificantbit
corresponds to page 3Fh, the least significant to page 00h. A set bit means
that the corresponding MODE page contains parameters that may be different
for different notches. A zero means that the page appliesto all notches.
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14.1 The model of a SCSI tape drive

SCSI tape drives belong to the sequential access device class of the ANSI stan-
dard. I am not aware of any devices other than tape drives belonging to this class.

The data in a sequential access device is organized on the medium as a
linear sequence of blocks. In order to access the data of a certain block the medi-
um must be moved from the current position throughall intervening positions
to the desired block.It is easy to see that this is precisely the situation described
by a tape drive.

The drive The SCSI model of a tape drive differentiates between the drive itself and the
exchangeable medium. The driveis either in ready condition or not ready. The
drive is in ready condition whenitis able to execute all possible commands. For
example, the drive is not ready when no medium is present or when an online
switch is de-activated.

The drive can also find itself in the write protected state. Although the
write protection mechanism is usually implemented on the removable medium,
manydrives have a write protection switch as well.

The recording The recording medium for sequential devices consists of a tape of various
medium widths and lengths coated with magnetic material. This tape may be wound

onto single reels or packaged in a cartridge or cassette format. When the medi-
um is loaded in the device and data access is possible the medium is said to be

mounted. During loading and unloading the medium is demounted. This ter-
minology correspondsto that of replaceable medium drives.

The usable length of a tape has a beginning and end, which are marked
BOM (beginning of medium) and EOM (end of medium), respectively. These do
not necessarily correspond to the physical ends of the tape. The length beyond
these marks is used to secure the tape to thereels,

Many recording formats include an additional EW (early warning)
marking. This mark is placed at a position prior to the EOM mark.It allows the
target enough time to warn the initiator of the end of the tape and write any data

180
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that may already be in its buffer. The SCSI tape drive commandsarelisted in
Table 14.1.

The range of recording formats for magnetic tape is almost endless (Figure 14.1).
Fortunately, it is of little consequence for the discussion of SCSI tape drives

Table 14.1 SCSI tape drive commands.

 
Opcode Name Type Page ANSI Description

OOh TEST UNITREADY | 141 7.2.16 Reflects whetheror not the LUN is

= ready to accept a command
Qlh REWIND We 8184 9.2.11 Rewinds tape
O3h REQUEST SENSE 142 7.2.14 Returns detailed error information

05h=READ BLOCK LIMITS 188 9.2.5 Returns possible block lengths
08h READ 9.24 Read

OAh WRITE Sig 9.2.14 Write

OFh READ REVERSE 9.2.7 Read backwards
10h=WRITE FILEMARKS 9.2.15 Write filemarks

lth SPACE 9.2.12 Advance tape
12h INQUIRY ie 7.2.5 Returns LUN specific information
13h~—s-VERIFY 9.2.13 Verify data
14h RECOVER BUFFERED O 9.2.8 Recover data from buffer

DATA

M49)=7.2.8 Set device parameters
146 9.2.10 Make LUN accessible only to certain

initiators

146 92.9 Make LUN accessible to other initiators

15h MODE SELECT(6)
16h—-RESERVE UNIT

17h—RELEASE UNIT  
18h cory 7.2.3 Autonomous copy from/to another

device

19h ERASE 187 9.2.1 Erase tape 149 7.2.10 Read device parameters
189 9.2.2 Load/unload medium

7.2.13 Read self-test results

1Ah MODESENSE(6)
1Bh LOAD UNLOAD

1Ch RECEIVE DIAGNOSTIC
RESULTS

1Dh SEND DIAGNOSTIC

1Eh=PREVENT ALLOW
MEDIUM REMOVAL

2Bh LOCATE

34h~—-READ POSITION

39h COMPARE

3Ah COPY AND VERIFY

oo
147 7.2.1 Initiate self-test

8.2.4 Lock/unlock door
 

188 9.2.3 Seek LBN

9.2.6 Read current tape position
7.2.2 Compare data
7.24 Autonomous copy from/to another

device, verify success
7.2.17 Write the data buffer

Read the data buffer

149° (7.2.1 Set SCSI version

7.2.6 Read statistics

7.2.7 Read statistics

7.2.9 Set device parameters
7.2.10 Read device parameters

3Bh WRITE BUFFER

3Ch READ BUFFER

40h CHANGE DEFINITION

4Ch LOG SELECT

4Dh LOG SENSE

55h MODE SELECT(tO0)

5Ah MODE SENSE(10)

00000000000off “aad — he
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Serpentine format

Parallel format

MMMM
Diagonal format

 
Figure 14.1 Various tape recording formats.

which formatis used on the mediumitself. The formatis strictly a matter of con-
cern ‘for the drive, not the SCSI controller. When a drive is compatible with a
numberof different formats, the MODE SELECT commandis used to choose among
them.

Nevertheless, as background information three basic recording formats
are mentioned here. The first of these is parallel storage format. Here multiple
tracks are recorded simultaneously in the samedirection. This is the methodtra-
ditional reel-to-reel devices employ, using nine tracks, eight data and parity, on
% inch wide tape. The parallel recording technique leads to a relatively high
throughput at moderate tape speeds. Common specifications are 6250 bits per
inch (BPI) at 125 inches per second (IPS). These values multiplied together yield
a data throughput of 780 Kbytes per second. The disadvantage of this method is
the necessity of a relatively complex and therefore expensive read/write head.

The second technique uses a simple read/write head and only a single
track. The data are written and read serially. When one endof the tape is reached
the head is movedslightly so that the track can be continued in the opposite
direction. This is repeated until the result is a serpentine track running back and
forth across the tape. This method is used mainly in cassette devices following
the QIC standard.

The helical scan technique originally came from video cassette recording.
Here a rotating head is used to write short diagonal tracks across the width of a
relatively slow moving tape. This method is used by the EXABYTEdrive andis
also similar to the technique used in some 4 mm DATdrives.

Many recording formats use preformatted media. These methods make
possible the use of physical blocks in organizing data. The physical block
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structure, which is largely hidden from the SCSI interface, can be accessed
directly using the LOCATE command.

Partitions A tape can be divided into one or more partitions. Partition 0, which always
exists, is called the default partion. Every partition has its own identification for
beginning, end, and EW, and they are called BOPx, EOPx and EWx, where x
stands for the numberofthe partition. Commandsfor tape devices always per-
tain to the active partition. The active partition can be changed using either the
device configuration page of MODE SELECT or the LOCATE command.

Objects within a Withinapartition data blocks and tape marks are used to segment the medium.
partition These are organized hierachically, with data blocks at the lowest level followed

by filemarks and at the highest level setmarks.
The EOD (end of data} mark is special in that its implementation is

dependent on the type of recording format. In general, this mark is generated
when a certain length of unwritten tape has gonepast the read head.

Data blocks To an initiator a tape, like a disk drive, looks like a sequence of logical blocks,
and as with a disk drive logical blocks may or may not correspond one-to-one
with physical blocks on the tape. The blocks themselves are either fixed or of
variable size up to 16 Mbytes. This is more than adequate. Extremely long blocks
should be avoided since a block must be read and written as a single unit with-
out interruption.

Tape marks A tape drive may. also employ the use of tape marks among the logical blocks
holding user data. Tape marks makeit possible to locate specific places on the
tape without having to read the intervening data. Moreover, tape marks can be
identified on higher tape speeds than are used to read actual data. This further
decreases the access time. There are two types of tape mark:the filemark and the
setmark. Setmarks represent the higher level division of a partition, filemarks
the lowerlevel.

Buffered and ‘Therole of data buffers with respect to disk I/O was coveredearlier in this book.
unbuffered Such a buffer is realized as onboard RAM andits contents are volatile. The

modes buffer is used to store data temporarily before it is written to the medium or
passedon to the initiator, as the case may be.

SCSI tape devices support both buffered and unbuffered modesof oper-
ation. The modesrelate to the way in which write operations are performed; that
is, all commandsthat write either data blocks or tape marks. In addition, some
commandsinclude an Immed (immediate) control bit which overrides the mode
for a given command.

Tape devices without a data buffer always operate in the unbuffered
mode. In this mode any write operation will conclude with a status phase only
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after a write to the medium has occurred. However, when Immedis set, com-
mands that do not write to the medium (like, for instance, REWIND) are allowed
to return GOODstatus immediately after the commandis received.

Tape devices with a data buffer can be configured to operate in either
mode. This configuration is accomplished using the appropriate parameter page
of the MODE SELECT command.

The data buffer of a SCSI tape device may hold tape marks as well as
data. In the buffered mode a tape device is allowed to return GOODstatus as soon
as write data has been received into the buffer. Commands with the Immed bit

set are allowed to respond in the same manner. When Immedis clear this forces
a command to be executed in the unbuffered mode.

14.2 Commandsfor tape devices

Tape device commandsdiffer greatly from those of disk drives in many respects
but this is especially so with regard to READ and WRITE commands and their
derivatives. These commands do not make use of logical block numbers but
only a transfer length. A commandbeginsits reading or writing at the current
position of the tape.

REWIND (01h) The REWIND commandcausesthe target to position the medium to the.beginning
of the active partition (Table 14.2). However, before doing so the target must
write to the medium all data, filemarks, and setmarks that may reside in the
buffer.

The only parameter is the Immed bit in byte 1. Whenset the target will
return status after any buffered data has been written to the medium but before
command execution has begun. Whenclear status will be returned only after the
medium has been fully rewound.

SCSI-1.compatible devices do not neccessarily write buffered data to the
medium before the execution of this command. In order to make SCSI-2 and

SCSI-1 devices compatible one can make use of the WRITE FILEMARKS command
with the Immedbit set before issuing a REWIND command.

Table 14.2 The REWIND command.

 
 

Reserved

Control byte  
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Table 14.3 The READ commandfor tape drives.

4} 3 1{ 0|
READ (08h)

Pe
Transfer length 

READ (08h) The READ command is structured differently to the disk drive version (Table
14.3). There is nofield for the logical block numbersince the tape READ command
always begins with the next logical block. The next block is the first block
reached as the tape moves toward the EOP mark. Lacking the LBN field, the 6-
byte version has ample room forthe transfer length, making a 10- or 12-byte ver-
sion of this command unnecessary.

In addition to the LUN number byte 1 contains two further paramters.
The Fixed bit indicates whether fixed or variable length blocks are expected.
This also defines how thetransfer length is to be interpreted.

The SILI (suppressincorrect length indicator) bit specifies how the target
should react when a logical block is read with an unexpected length. When the
SILI bit is clear the target will abort any command leading to length error with
a CHECK CONDITION status. Otherwise, such length errors will be moreorless tol-
erated.

Bytes 2 to 4 contain the transfer length. When the Fixedbit is set then the
transfer length reflects the numberof blocksof fixed Jength to be read. The fixed
block length can be read using MODE SELECT. If Fixed is clear then a block of vari-
able length will be read and the transfer length indicates how muchspacetheini-
tiator has reserved for the data. The 24-bit transfer length is sufficient for block
lengths up to 16 Mbytes, which should be adequate for years to come. When the
transfer length is zero the tape will not be moved, nor will data be transferred.

If a tape mark is found during the reading of a block a CHECK CONDITION
status will be returned. The precise behavior in such a case can be modified
using the mode parameters.

 

wRiTE (0Ah) The write command is analogous to the READ command and functions analo-
gously as well (Table 14.4), Byte 1 contains the LUN numberand Fixed bit with
the same interpretation they have with the READ command.

The WRITE commandis executed in either the buffered or unbuffered

mode depending on how the MODE SELECT parameters have been set. In the
buffered modethe status phase takes place as soon as the target receivesall data
into its data buffer. The advantage hereis that the I/O process completes more
quickly. On the other hand a nonrecoverable write error may occur after GOOD
status has been returned. SCSI accommodates such a deferred error using the
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Table 14.4 The wriTE commandfor tape drives.

17)ets}shay?ttyeo
WRITE (0Ah)ro

faseed
|

Transfer length

a Control byte
mechanism already described on page144. The data notyet written to the medi-
um can be recovered using the optional command RECOVER BUFFER DATA. In the
unbuffered mode the data must be written to the medium before the status

phase takes place. The latter approach is preferred by many system administra-
tors because it avoids such problems.

If an EW markis found during a wrITE commandthe device will attempt
to finish writing the data and will, in any case, return a CHECK CONDITION status
to the initiator. It can be determined whetherthe data was accommodated in the

partition by examining the sense key.

 

space (11h) The space command is used to advance or rewind the tape a certain numberof
data blocks or tape marks (Table 14.5). The rewind capability is optional.

The parameter Countin bytes 2 through 4 indicates the numberof objects
to be advanced. Negative numbers(in two’s complement) indicate rewinding.

In addition to the LUN number byte 1 contains the Code field which
specifies what is to be counted. The possible codes are given in Table 14.6. Two

,of these, filemarks and setmarks, are worth explaining. When sequentialfile-
marksare to be counted then the tape is advanced until Count consecutive file-
marks are found. This means that for Count n, the tape will be positioned after
the nth filemark when the command completes. Sequential setmarks are han-
dled in the same way.

The hierarchy of objects plays an importantrole in error and event han-
dling for the sPACE command. The details can be found in the ANSIspecification

Table 14.5 The SPACE command,

PTstl
ean

[TNTReevea[Gale
  
 

 
 

 
  Control byte
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Table 14.6 Meaningofthe Codefield.
 

Code Description M/O

000b Blocks M

001b=Filemarks M

010b Sequential filemarks oO
Ollb=End-of-data Oo

100b=Setrnarks 0

101b Sequential setmarks oO 

in Section 9.2.12. However, a generalization can be made:if a higher level object
is encountered during spacing than is being counted, then the command will be
brokenoff at that point with a CHECK CONDITION status. For example,if filemarks
are being counted a setmark will lead to command termination.

In addition, reaching either the beginning or the end of a partition dur-
ing a space command will cause the commandto be terminated with CHECK CON-
DITION status.

WRITE FILEMARKS This commandwrites to the current position the numberof tape marks given in
(10h) the transfer length field (Table 14.7). When the WSmkbit is 1 then setmarksare

written; when 0 filemarks are written. The Immed bit specifies that the target
should reply with Goon status as soon as the commandis recognized. Otherwise
all buffered data and tape marks must be written before the execution of the
command begins. WRITE FILEMARKS with transfer length zero can be used to cause
the data buffer to be written to tape.

if an EW mark is encountered during or before the write filemarks com-
mand the target will attempt to finish writing the requested number of tape
marks. In either case it concludes the command with CHECK CONDITION status.

The sense data reveal whether or not the tape marks were successfully written.

ERASE (19h) This command erases the medium starting at the current position (Table 14.8).
Just howthis is carried out is device dependent. However, afterwards a data pat-

Table 14.7 The wriTE FILEMARKS command.

Transfer length

  
Control byte
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Table 14.8 The ERASE command.

|L7tetsf+e3s]ete]2]
opa

|
|3|Reserved

4|

tern should be in place where previously data blocks and tape marks were
found.

Whenthe Longbit is set, the remainderof the tape starting at the current
position will be erased. Otherwise a gap will be erased on the tape whose length
is specified in the device configuration parameter page as gap length. The
Immedbit has its standard interpretation.

 
 
 

 

 

 te

 

 
ue

 
 

if

 
  

READ BLOCK This command returns the maximum and minimum block size of the device.

uimits (05h) There are no parameters. .
The block size information is returned in a parameter block where bytes

1 through 3 contain the maximum block length, and bytes 4 through 5 the min-
imal block length (Table 14.9).

A maximal block length of zero indicates that there is no block length
limit. When the maximal and minimal lengths are equal the device supports
only a fixed block length. In this case the READ and WRITE commands must
always have the Fixed bit set and the block length must reflect the value
returned by this command.

LOCATE (2Bh) The LOCATE command is optional but is, nonetheless, a very useful command
, (Table 14.10). On the one hand, it makes it possible to search the tape for a spe-

cific logical or physical block. Additionally, the command can be used to change
the active partition.

Table 14.9 Block limits parameter block.

tztetstst]syatt]of
ee 
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Table 14.10 The LOCATE command.

frets]| st?|2|
LOCATE (2Bh)

Reserved|BT|CP

Reserved

  

 
 

  
Block number

 
 
 

 

 
 

2

<a

esos
|9|Control byte

Since in general tape can hold an enormous numberof blocks LOCATEis
a 10-byte command. The block numberis contained in bytes 3 through6, allow-
ing 4 giga-blocks to be addressed. When the BT bit is set the block addressis
interpreted as a device specific physical address, otherwise as SCS] LBN.

Byte 8 contains the number of the Partition to becomeactive before posi-
tioning to the block number. This byte is ignored when the CPbit in byte 2 is not set.

LOAD UNLOAD This commandloads or unloads the medium (Table 14.11). In addition, the tape
(1Bh) can be re-tensioned by spooling the entire tape from onereel to the other.

The command has no parameters but a few control bits in byte 4. When
the Loadbitis set the tape is to be loaded and positioned to the BOT mark.

If the Loadbitis clear the tape will be unloaded. All buffered data and tape
marks are written to the medium prior to unloading. If the EOTbit is set the tape
will be positioned to the EOT mark, otherwise the BOT mark will be sought. In
either case the medium is dismounted and any subsequent commandcalling for
medium access will cause a CHECK CONDITION status with the sense key NOT READY.

Finally, the ReTen controlbit causes the tape to be re-tensioned before the
action described by the Loadbit is performed.

Table 14.11 The LOAD UNLOAD command.

MeRAR
LOAD UNLOAD(1Bh)popememom

2a

o
a

 
 

 

 
  

 

Reserved 
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14.3

Mode parameter
header

Block descriptor

Modeparameters for tape devices

The device specific byte of the mode parameter header (Table 14.12) returned by
the MODE SENSE command contains the following information:

@ The WPbit indicates that the medium is write protected.

@ Buffer mode is defined for three values. These pertain to commands that
write either data or tape marks to the medium, which togetherare referred to
as write operations,

Table 14.12 Device specific parameter byte in header.

TTTs[*[sllile]
WE]alermode[Set

@ 000b is the unbuffered mode. For all write operations the target must wait
until the medium has actually been written before returning status.

@ 001b: The target may return GooDstatus as soon as all data has been received
into the data buffer.

@ 010b: The target may return Goonstatus as soon as all data has been received
into the data buffer and all buffered data from other initiators has been writ-

ten to the medium.

@ In the Speed field a 0 represents the device’s default tape speed. The values
th through Fh reflect speeds from slowest to fastest.

Byte 0 of the block descriptor contains a device specific code for the write den-
sity. The most important of these are given in Table 14.13.

Table 14.13 Write density for tape drives.

Code Width Tracks BPI Format Type

01h ¥% inch 800 NRZI Reel-to-reel

 
 

 

 

9

02h ¥%4 inch 9 1600 PE Reel-to-reel

03h % inch 9 6250 GCR Reel-to-reel

OFh % inch 15 10000 GCR QIC-120 cassette
10h ¥% inch 18 10000 GCR QIC-150 cassette
1ih % inch 26 16000 GCR QIC-320 cassette
13h 1 61000 DDS 4mm DAT

14h 1

00h 
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Mode parameter
pages

The device

configuration
page (10h)

YJable 14.14 Mode pagesfor tape devices.

Page Name Page ANSI
code

01h Read-write error page 9.3.3.4
02h Disconnect-reconnect page 155 7.3.3.2
09h Peripheral device page 156 7.3.3.3
QAh=Conirel mode page 157 7.3.3.1
10h Device configuration page 191 9.3.3.1
Jth Partitions page 1 192, 9.3.3.3
12h Partitions page 2 192 9.3.3.3
13h Partitions page 3 192 9.3.3.3
14h Partitions page 4 192 9.3.3.3

Tape drives 191

The mode parameter pages in Table 14.14 are defined for tape devices.

The device configuration page contains various configuration information for
the tape drive (Table 14.15). Only the more important details will be covered
here. Refer to Section 9.3.3 of the ANSI specification for further information.

Byte 3 contains the active partition. This can be modified using MODE
SELECT when the CAP (changeactive partition) bit of byte 2 is set.

Table 14.15 Device configuration page for tape devices.
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Partition pages
1 through 4 (11h,

12h, 13h, 14h)

Table 14.16 Partition page 1 for tape devices.
 

  

  
“Petey
fe
gees
(2 [Ninnonapons|

Additional partitions (n+1)Pa
4[ror[sor[ior[ow[Reed
= Format recognition

 

  

  
 

 

 |6|Reserved

Partition size descriptors

8+2n|(MSB) Partition

2+]

 
 

  
  Size 

Partition page 1 has an 8-byte headerfollowed by upto 64 partition size descrip-
tors of 2 bytes each. If more partitions are needed pages 2 through 4 can be used,
each of which accommodates 64 partitions. This allows SCSI-2 devices to sup-
port up to 256 partitions. Partition page 1 is shown in Table 14.16. Each descrip-
tor contains the length of its partition. The unit of measure for length is defined
by the PSUM field. Here the value 00h means bytes, 01h Kbytes, and 02h
Mbytes. Unlike page 1, partion pages 2 through 4 consist of only descriptors
(Table 14.17).

Table 14.17 Partition pages 2-4 for tape devices.

a
es

(MSB) Partition

242041 Size (LSB)
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The degree to which the various device classes are defined in SCSI-2 varies
greatly. Up until this point we have seen very detailed specifications for disk and
tape drive devices. This is not the case for printers, as will become apparentin
the description of the device model.

15.1 The model of a SCSI printer

The model of a SCSI printer represents to some extent an exception among SCSI
device models (Figure 15.1). Here the design is of a bridge controller connected to a
printer mechanism.Of course, there is nothing preventing the integration of the con-
troller into the printer itself. We will see that one advantageof this approachis that -
the MODE SELECT command can be used to manipulate the physical printer interface,

The commandset basically treats the printer as a black box that accepts
data. No page description language is defined here, rather the data formatis left
up to the initiator. Nevertheless, this ‘black box’ does allow internal configuration

LUN 0

Printer .
controller|Centronics

Data Products| |
Printer 2

Device specific
interfaces

 
Figure 15.1 Model of a SCSI printer.
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PostScript

Command set PostScript

Figure 15.2 SCSI printer interface.

 
to some degree using SCSI commands.For instance, there is the optional control
of printer fonts and forms. The printer itself may be equipped with a data buffer,
making a buffered mode possible.

The standard does not specify what the printer must do when it receives
a particular character. While a typical dot-matrix printer will simply print any
printable character, a PostScript compatible printer will use the page description
language PostScript to interpret the character. To make things even more compli-
cated there are also a number of printer manufacturers that have developed
unique printer control languages. Some of these have become defacto standards,
which are often emulated by other printers. For example, many printers provide
HP Laserjet emulation as well as Epson or Diablo emulations. Unfortunately, none
of these emulations is defined in the SCSI-2 standard. If this were the case one

could simply buy a SCSI printer and plugit in (Figure 15.2). As a result the soft-
ware must be informedof the printer’s emulation in order to function properly.

In summary, one can say that the SCSI-2 commandset for printers is lim-
ited to data transfer and the control of certain parameters. With reference to the
interface model this leaves the top level not completely defined.

15.2. Printer commands

Table 15.1 lists all of the commandsdefined for SCSI printers. Printers have a rel-
atively large number of commands that are completely vendor unique. These
opcodesare 01h, 02h, 05h, 06h, 07h, 08h, 09h, 0Ch, ODh, OEh, OFh, 11h, 13h, 19h
and COh to FFh. All other opcodes are reserved.

PRINT (0Ah) The PRINT command sends the number of bytes contained in Transfer length to
the printer (Table 15.2). Depending on buffer mode the status phase will occur
either immediately after the data transfer or it will occur after the printing has
actually taken place.
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Table 15.1 SCSI commandsfor printers.
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Opcode Name Type Page ANSI Description

00h TEST UNIT READY 7.2.16 Reflects whether or not the LUNis

ready to accept a command
03h REQUEST SENSE 7.2.14 Returns detailed error information
04h FORMAT 10.2.1 Formats medium

OAh PRINT 10.2.2 Print data

OBh=SLEW AND PRINT 10.2.4

10h SYNCHRONIZE 10.2.6
BUFFER

12h INQUIRY 7.2.5  Retuens LUN specific information
14h RECOVER BUFFERED O 10.2.3 Retrieve data from the data buffer

DATA

15h MODESELECT(6) 7.2.8 Set device parameters
16h RESERVE UNIT 9.2.10 Make LUNaccessible only to certain

initiators

17h—RELEASE UNIT 9.2.9 Make LUNaccessible to other initiators

18h=copy 7.2.3 Autonomous copy from/to another
device

1Ah=MODE SENSE(6) 7.2.10 Read device parameters
1Bh=STOP PRINT Oo 10.2.5

1Ch=RECEIVE DIAGNOSTIC ©} 7.2.13 Read self-test results
RESULTS

1Dh SEND DIAGNOSTIC 7.2.1 Initiate self-test

39h COMPARE 7.2.2 Compare data .
3Ah COPY AND VERIFY oO 7.24 Autonomous copy from/to another

device, verify success
3Bh WRITE BUFFER 0 7.2.17 Write the data buffer
3Ch READ BUFFER Oo 7.2.12 Read the data buffer

40h CHANGEDEFINITON © 149 7.2.1 Set SCSI version

4Ch LOG SELECT Oo 7.2.6 Read statistics

4Dh LOG SENSE Oo 7.2.7 Read statistics

55h=MODE SELECT(10) Oo 7.2.9 Set device parameters
5Ah MODE SENSE(10) Oo 7.2.10 Read device parameters

Table 15.2 The print command.

 

 “PEEP

Transfer length

Control byte
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Table 15.3. The SLEW AND PRINT command.

|7te]sfttst2]2]o|
Po[saneon
ee

(MSB) ‘Transfer length

  
   

  
 

 
 (LSB)

Control byte

SLEW AND PRINT This command works justlike the PRINT command exceptthatit allows a certain
(OBh) numberoflines to be skipped before printing, as well as a choice of forms chan-

nel (Table 15.3). When the Channelbit is set the numberof the forms channelis
given in Slew value. Otherwise, this byte is interpreted as the numberoflines to
be skipped before printing.

 

STOP PRINT (1Bh) This commandhalts printing (Table 15.4). If the Retain bit is clear then the data
remaining in the buffer is discarded. Otherwise,it is held and a subsequent PRINT
command or a SYNCHRONIZE BUFFER will allow printing to continue,

Table 15.4 The STOP PRINT command.

|7tetsf}4]st2t2]el
Po{storm(Bh)

1 |

Reserved

4|

  

  
  
 F 

   
 

:

 
 

FORMAT (04h) This command makesit possible to send form or font data to the printer (Table
15.5). The value 00b in the Typ field chooses form control, the value 01b font con-
trol.

SYNCHRONIZE This command causes the printer to print the contents of the data buffer (Table
BUFFER (10h) 15.6). This is used to make sure that all data has been printed. Page printers

sometimes need a form feed in this case. This command waits until after print-
ing to return status.If for any reason printing cannot take place a CHECK CONDI-
TION is returned.
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Table 15.5 The FORMAT commandfor printers.

|tL7istsi4tsitit]of
FORMAT(04h)poeon

=
Transfer length

Control byte

 
Table 15.6 The syNCHRONIZE BUFFER command,

Ptetsftysyzttyol
Po|axenic0)

LUN

Reserved

Control byte

 
15.3 Mode parameters for printers

Mode parameter The device specific byte in the mode parameter header has the following form
header (Table 15.7):

@ Buffer mode is defined for two values and is relevant for PRINT and SLEW AND

PRINT commands. Ali other values are reserved.

@ 000b is for unbuffered mode. The printer controller will not return status
until the data has actually been printed.

@ 001bis the buffered mode. Here the controller is allowed to return GOOD sta-

tus as soon as all data has been received into the buffer.

Table 15.7 Device specific byte in mode header.

Bt]7{sfsf4]3]2]2]0|
[RsBatermede|Reewed
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Modeparameter
pages

Parallel interface

page (03h)

Serial interface

page (04h)

SCSI Bus and IDE Interface

Table 15.8 Mode parameter pagesfor printers.

Page Name Page ANSI
code.

02h Disconnect-reconnect page 155 7.3.3.2
03h Parallel interface page 198 10.3.3.1
04h Serial interface page 198 10.3.3.3
05h Printer options page 10,3.3.2
09h Peripheral device page 156 7.33.3
OAh Control mode page 157 7.3.3-1

Table 15.8 shows the mode parameter pages defined for printers.

This parameter page controls the characteristics of a parallel printer interface
(Table 15.9). The parameter Parity assumes the values 00b for no parity, 01b for
even parity and 10b for odd parity. The meaning of byte 2 is explained in detail
in section 10.3.3.1 of the ANSI standard.

Table 15.9 Parallel interface page.

 
 
 

—T7té[s[*[sl,719]
popes[Re]rare|

1 Page length (03h)

Reserved

ee
a|PeayPCYRe[veerve]VS
a

 
 
 

  

This parameter page conirols the characteristics of a serial RS-232C interface.
The fields are more or less self explanatory (Table 15.10). Section 2.1 is a good
source of background information on the serial interface (Table 15.11}. The RTS

Table 15.10 Serial interface page.

||tetsytya}2]to
Page code (04h)

Page length (06h)

Stop-bit length

Bits per characteros
Protocol

Baudrate
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Table 15.11 Parameters of the serial interface. 

Code

G00b

001b

010b

011b

100b

Code

0000b

GO01b

0010b

0011b

Parity

No parity
Mark

Space
Odd

Even

Protocel

Noprotocol
XON/XOFF

ETX/ACK
DTR

bit specifies that the printer controller should activate the RTS signal of the inter-
face. If the CTSbit is clear the controller will ignore the RTS signal altogether.
Otherwise output is stopped as long as RTS is inactive.
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16 Scanners

16.1 The model of a SCSI scanner

A scanneris a device capable of converting pictures and text to an electronic rep-
resentation made up of rowsof pixels. Pixels can be black and white, color, or
gray scale. The numberof bits needed to represent a pixel is dependent on which
of these three possibilities is chosen. As a result there are different data formats
for storing scanned images. These formats are not specified in the SCSI standard;
many are vendor unique. Similar to the printer definition, the SCSI standardis
limited to the exchange of data and the control of the scanner.

. A SCSI scanner uses the coordinate system shown in Figure 16.1. The
units of the coordinate system can be specified using the measuring units page
of the MODE SELECT command. The available units are inches, millimeters or

points (1/72 inch) or fractions thereof. The unit of measure chosen does not
affect the resolution of the scanner.

Scan
window Scan

direction

nee [4

: Origin 
Figure 16.1 Coordinate system and scan window.
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Table 16.1 Window descriptor.

|of7s}sfsf3]etttol
Window identifier

Reserved

X-axis resolution
 
 

 
Auto

Y-axis resolution

X-axis upper left

—_-— Qo Y-axis upperleft

Window width

Window length

Brightness

Threshold

 
—T—_ “

  Contrast

Image composition

Bits per pixel

 
   
 
 

 Halftone patternNMnhooO

eoo _

Reserved Padding typehn| wlme bs}

oO8s]
oo&re Bit ordering

Compression type

Compression argument

Reservedi"

Vendorspecificr4
 

A SCSI scanner can be configured such that the scanning surface is bro-
ken up into one or many windows. These windows maydiffer in size and loca-
tion as well as scanning method. Each window is described by a separate win-
dow descriptor, an example of which is shown in Table 16.1.

The window  Inorder to save space, parameters that occupy more than 1 byte are represented
descriptor in a single linein the table. Asis usually the case for SCSI the length of the para-

meter block is contained within the parameter block itself.
Mostfields here are self-explanatory. The Auto bit specifies that the scan-

ner may create subwindows automatically. When reading the window parame-
ter data this bit reflects whether the window was automatically created. The RIF
bit indicates that the image is a negative. The image composition, halftone pat-
tern and compression fields are essentially vendorspecific.
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16.2 Scanner commands

SET WINDOW

(24h)

Table 16.2 lists all of the commandsdefined for SCSI scanners.

Table 16.2 Commands for scanners.

 

 

 

Opcode Name Type Page ANSI

00h TEST UNIT READY 141 (7.2.16

03h REQUEST SENSE 142 7.2.14

12h=INQUIRY 7.2.5
15h MODE SELECT(s) 149 7.2.8
16h RESERVE UNIT 146 9.2.10

17h ‘RELEASE UNIT 146 9.2.9
18h=cory oO 7.2.3

1Ah=MODE SENSE(6) eM8149 «(7.2.10
IBh SCAN O 203 14.2.5

1ChsoRECEIVE DIAGNOSTIC © 7.213
RESULTS

1Dh sEND DbiaGNosTic_ & 147° 7.2.1

24h=SET WINDOW M 202 142.6

25h GET WINDOW Oo . 14.2.2

28h READ M 203 1424

24h SEND Oo 14.2.7

31h=OBJECT POSITION Oo 14.2.3
34h~~GET DATA BUFFER

STATUS Oo 14.2.1

39h COMPARE oO 7.22

3Ah COPY AND VERIFY Oo 7.24

3Bh WRITE BUFFER O 7.217
3Ch ‘READ BUFFER 0 72,12

40h CHANGE DEFINITION O 7.21

4Ch LOG SELECT oO 7.2.6

4Dh LOG SENSE Oo 727

55h MODE SELECT(I0} Oo 7.2.9
5Ah MODE SENSE(10) oO 7.2.10

Description

Reflects whether or not the LUN is |
ready to accept a command
Returns detailed error information

Returns LUNspecific information
Set device parameters
Make LUNaccessible only to certain
initiators

Make LUN accessible to other initiators

Autonomous copy from/to another
device

Read device specific parameters
Scan

Readself-test results

Initiate self-test

Read

Compare data
Autonomous copy from/to another
device, verify success
Write the data buffer

Read the data buffer

Set SCSI version

Read statistics

Readstatistics

Set device parameters
Read device parameters

The SET WINDOW command creates one or more scanning windows(Table 16.3).
Here the data phase contains a windowlist made up of a list header and one or
more window descriptors, as in Table 16.1. The header contains only the total
length of the window descriptors (Table 16.4). Individual descriptors mustall be
the same length.
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Table 16.3 The SET WINDOW command.

ot7tet]sf4]sfzytlol

Reserved

2|

Reserved

Windowdescriptor

 
length

READ (28h) The READ command reads data from the scanner (Table 16.5). Here different
types of data are possible. Data type code 00h stands for image data. The data
type qualifier is a vendor specific parameter, which is required for some data
types. The data length is measured in blocks whosesize has been specified using
the mode parameter block descriptor.

SCAN (Bh) The scan commandinitiates the scanning process (Table 16.6). This commandis
optional becausethis is done manually for many scanners. The data length spec-
ifies the length of the window list supplied in the data phase of the command.
The window list is composed of one or many window numbers previously
defined.
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16.3

MODE parameter
- pages

7|8
ee

i

Reserved

Table 16.5 The READ command for scanners.

Teer

Data type

qualifier (LSB) 
  

 

 

SCAN (1Bh)

P7pe}s]#]sy2}2]el

_ 
 
|4|Transfer length

Control byte

Mode parameters for scanners

Table 16.7 shows the mode parameter pages defined for SCSI scanners.

Table 16.7 Mode parameter pages for scanners.

Page Name Page ANSI
code 

02h Disconnect-reconnect page 155 7.33.2
03h Measurements units page 205 14.3.3.1
09h Peripheral device page 156 7.3.3.3
0Ah Control mode page 157 7.3.3.1 
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Measurement

units page (03h)

Scanners 205

This page is very straightforward (Table 16.8). Byte 2 specifies the basic unit of
measure, where 00h stands for inches, 01h for millimeters, and 02h for points
(1/72 inch). Bytes 4 and 5 contain the numberof units that should make up a
basic measurement unit. This means that when byte 2 contains 01h and byte 5
contains 64h that the measurement unit is 1/100 of a millimeter.

Table 16.8 Measurements units page.

Tittle1
po]rede|
P|Reelenet0)
2|Bessrementon
Pe[Reeve

(MSB) Divisor

|5|(LSB)
|6 Reserved

  

 
  

 
 WSrmpeitre

 
 
 

 
A
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17 Processor devices

Processor devices are a very general device class. Although such devices only
send and receive data across the bus, they are capable of a wide variety of very
useful general tasks. Processors that offload a main processor or a data acquisi-
tion system are two examples of such devices.

17.1 The model of a SCSI processor device

From the SCSI perspective, a processor device simply exchanges data over the
bus with the initiator (Figure 17.1). The kind of data sent is left completely
unspecified. Here SCSI simply acts as a physical interface between devices. The
protocol abovethatis left up to the designers.

A processordevice, like all SCSI targets, can support up to eightlogical
devices. If a LUN is momentarily incapable of receiving or sending data it can

—

“_

Command set SEND/RECEIVE

i det ProtocolDevica model Processor device

Protocol Scsl Physical
interface

Physical
interface SCSI

Figure 17,1 User defined protocol.
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either return a CHECK CONDITION status or it can disconnect and reconnect at a

later time.

Whatfollows are descriptions of two applications for SCSI processor
devices. The first consists of two coupled processors, which together act as a
redundantfile server. Both servers are identical and contain the same data. The

servers use the SCSI bus for communicating with each other and for insuring
that they each contain the samedata. If one system should fail the other system
remains fully functional.

The second application is a PC equipped with an A/D converter, which
together function as a data acquisition system. The PC collects all of the neces-
sary data and is even capable of preprocessing. It plays the role of a SCSI target
and delivers the preprocessed data to a workstation.

There are countless other possible applications for processor devices
(Figure 17.2). SCSI is powerful in this area because it allows customized hard-
ware to be controlled using an industry standard interface.

SCSI host adapters for PCsthat also function as targets are widely avail-
able for this purpose.

User defined
data

RECEIVE

PC (Target)

Workstation

(tnitiator) SEND
User defined

command 
Figure 17.2 Example of a SCSI processor drive.

17.2 Commandsfor processor devices

Table 17.1 lists all of the commands defined for processor devices.

RECEIVE (08h) The RECEIVE command(relative to the initiator) instructs the target to send data
to the initiator (Table 17.2), The direction of the transfer can be confusing.
Remember that the direction is the same as that for READ, with which RECEIVE

shares an opcode.
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SEND (Ah)

AEN data format

Table 17.1 Commandsfor processor devices. 

Opcode Name
 

1Ch

1Dh

39h.
3Ah

3Bh

3Ch

40h

4Ch
4Dh

Table 17,2 The RECEIVE command.

|i7]se}s]| 
 
 
 

TEST UNIT READY

REQUEST SENSE
RECEIVE

SEND

INQUIRY
COPY

RECEIVE DIAGNOSTIC

RESULTS

SEND DIAGNOSTIC

COMPARE

COPry AND VERIFY

WRITE BUFFER
READ BUFFER

CHANGE DEFINITION
LOG SELECT

LOG SENSE

  

Transfer length

Type Page

 
oO
oO

oO

O

oO

oO

oO

141

142

207

208

147

149

ANSI

7.2.16

7.2.14

11.2.1

11.2.2

7.2.0

7.23

7.2.13

7.21

722

7.24

7.2.17

7.2.12

7.2.1

7.2.6

7.2.7

TateTe
Co[ey

7]
Control byte

Description
 

Reflects whether or not the LUN is

ready to accept a command
Returns detailed error information

Like read

Like write

Returns LUN specific information
Autonomous copy from/to another
device

Readself-test results

Initiate self-test

Compare data
Autonomous copy from/to another
device, verify success
Write the data buffer

Read the data buffer

Set SCSI version
Readstatistics

Readstatistics

 
 

 
The SEND commandinstructs the target to receive data from the initiator (Table-
17.3). The transfer length indicates the amountof data to be sent. The AEN bit
indicates that the data packet is in AEN format. This is used to send sense data
to a processor device.

The workings of AEN has already been explained in Chapter 11. Byte 0 of an
AENdata packet contains in the lowest three bits the value LUNTRN. Whenthe
LUNTARbit is set then LUNTRN reflects the target routine to which the data
pertain. Otherwise the data pertain to the LUN specified in this field (Table 17.4).
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Table 17.3. The SEND command.

SEND (OAh)ofea

Transfer length

Control byte

Table 17.4 AEN data.

heteeReserved Reserved LUNTRN|3
pu
|2 Reserved

Sense data, byte 0

Sense data, byte n

 
  

 =  
 

nN
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18 Communications devices

18.1 The model of a SCSI communications device

SCSI communications devices closely resemble processor devices. Here too data
is received and sent across the bus. While processor devices maylocally process
the data, communications devices send it further. An important distinction is
that communications make possible an additional level of addressing. The chan-
nel numberallows the addressing of different logical channels. These might be
connected to various physical communications ports within the device. On the
other hand, these might be used to address different LAN protocols. The chan-
nel number is 16 bits long, making 64 000 logical channels available. As always,
a communications device may have up to eight LUNs, which explodes this num-
ber to half a million.

As with processor devices, the SCSI bus is used strictly as a physical
interface since the SCSI-2 standard does not specify the contents of data packets.

Channel 0
Communications Channel 1

controller Channel 2
Channel 3

Communications
controlter 

Figure 18.1 Examples of SCSI communications devices.
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18.2

GET MESSAGE(6)

(08h) and senp
MESSAGE(6) (OAh)

GET MESSAGE(10)

(28h) and SEND
MESSAGE(10)

(2Ah)

Communications devices 211

For this reason communications devices lack device specific parameter pages.
Examples of SCSI communications devices are shownin Figure 18.1.

Commands for SCSI communications devices

Table 18.1 lists the commands defined for SCSI communications devices. For

SCSI communications devices there are two additional commands defined, each
with a 6-, 10-, and 12-byte version. Since the GET MESSAGE and SEND MESSAGE com-
mandsare identical except for the opcode they are discussed herein pairs.

These versions of the commandsare the only ones that are not mandatory. There
is no support for logical channels (Table 18.2).

The 10-byte version has no support for logical channels but does have a 16-bit
wide transfer length field. The maximal length of a data packet is limited to
64 Kbytes (Table 18.3).

Table 18.1 Commands for SCSI communications devices.

 
Opcode Name Type Page ANSI Description

00h TEST UNIT READY 141 7.2.16 Reflects whether or not the LUN is

ready to accept a command
03h REQUEST SENSE 142 7.2.14 Returns detailed error information
08h GET MESSAGE(6) 211 «(17.2.1 Read

OAh=SEND MESSAGE(6) 211 «17.2.4 Write

12h=INQUIRY 7.25 Returns LUN specific information
15h MODE SELECT(6) O 149 7.28 Set device parameters
1Ah MODE SENSE(6) OQ 149 7.2.10 Read device parameters
1Ch=RECEIVE DIAGNOSTIC _O 7.2.13 Read self-test results

RESULTS

{Dh SEND DIAGNOSTIC

28h GET MESSAGE(10)

2Ah SEND MESSAGE(10)
3Bh WRITE BUFFER

 : 7.2.1 Initiate self-test
O 231 17.2.2 Receive

O 211 1725 Send

0 7.2.17 Write the data buffer

3Ch READ BUFFER oO 7.2.12 Read the data buffer
40h  CHANGEDEFINITION ©O 149 72.1 Set SCSI version

4Ch LOG SELECT Oo 7.2.6 Read statistics

4Dh LOG SENSE oO 7.2.7 Read statistics

55h MODE SELECT(10) 0 7.2.9 Set device parameters
5Ah MODE SENSE(10) 0 7.2.10 Read device parameters
A8h—GET MESSAGE(12) QO 212 17.2.3 Receive
AAh|SEND MESSAGE(i2) QO 212 17.25 -Send
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GET MESSAGE(12)

(A8h) and SEND
MESSAGE(12)

(AAh)

 

 

Table 18.2 The GET MESSAGE(6) and SEND MESSAGE(6) commands.

7]6]5]4)sf24ite
GET MESSAGS(6) (08h) or
SEND MESSAGE(6) (OAh)

Reeved

Transfer length

Control byte

‘Table 18.3. The GET MESSAGE(10) and SEND MESSAGE(10) commands.

|ot7]eo]sf43]efittol

a GET MESSAGE(10) (28h) orSEND MESSAGE(10) (2Ah)

eoa]
(MSB) Channel

|5 number (LSB}
ee

(MSB) Transfer

|8|length (LSB)
pene

Finally, the 12-byte version supports logical channels and a transfer length field
of 32 bits wide (Table 18.4).
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= 18.4 The GET MESSAGE(12) and SEND MESSAGE(12) commands.
GET MESSAGE(12) (A8h) or
SEND MESSAGE(12) (AAh)

Reserved

(MSB) Channel

number (LSB)

  
  

 
 Transfer

length

Control byte

 

  
 

Mode parameter pages for communications
devices

There are no device specific mode parameter pages for communications devices.
Table 18.5 shows the parameter pages relevantto thisclass.

Table 18.5 Mode parameter pages for communications devices.

Page Name Page ANSI
code

02h Disconnect-reconnect page 155 7.3.3.2
09h Peripheral device page 156 7.3.3.3
OAh Control mode page 157 7.3.3.1
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19 Optical storage and WORM
drives

19.1 The SCSI modelof optical storage

The SCSI model of optical storage is very similar to that of regular disk drives.
Wewill use magnetic disk drives as a basis for comparison and discuss thedif-
ferences as they becomerelevant.

Onedifference between the twois that optical storage has the potential
for much greater storage capacity. For this reason 12-byte commands have been
defined for medium access commands. These have a 32-bit logical numberfield,
like the 10-byte version, but also a 32-bit wide transfer length.

The device class for optical storage is very diverse.It includes read--only
media (like CD-ROM), media that can be written only once (WORM drives) and
media that can be rewritten indefinitely. CD-ROM and WORM drives, however,
each have their own device class. Except for the audio dimension of CDs, these
classes represent subclasses of the optical storage class presented here.

Nevertheless, a single drive capable of working with all three types of
medium is also conceivable. For this reason an initiator must use a MODE SENSE

to determine what type of medium is involved when working with a device of
this class. Naturally, this must occur whenever the medium is replaced.

Optical storage has physical characteristics that are foreign to magnetic
disk drives. These differences are accounted for in the command set. For exam-

ple, for WORM drives, there is a commandthat allows the seeking to locations
that have not been written. Many rewritable optical medium drives require that
data be erased before being written again. There is also a command for this pur-
pose.

WORM drives have their own device class, which is a proper subclass of
optical storage. Both of these are covered here. We postpone the discussion of
CD-ROMatthis point since its audio capabilities make it worthy of a separate
chapter.

Generations ofa Many devices with write-once media are capable of emulating the rewriting of
logical block a block. The UPDATE commandwrites the modified logical block to anotherloca-

tion on the medium and makesit available via a pointer to the new location. The
original logical block remains unchanged and represents an earlier generation of

214
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the data. Older generationsare identified with a lower generation number, start-
ing with zero. The older generations of a logical block are accessible using the
READ UPDATED BLOCK command.

The model of a WORM drives are also a subclass of optical storage. Since the medium can only
SCSI WORM bewritten once some commandsare dispensable. For example, the ERASE com-

drive mand has no meaning here. Also missing is the FORMAT command because a
‘WORM medium is already formatted.

19.2 Commandsfor optical storage and WORM drives

Table 19.1 lists the commands defined for optical storage and WORM drives.
You will notice that all mandatory commandsare either disk drive commands
or commandsfor all SCSI classes. This allows us to concentrate on only those
commands that are unique to optical storage devices.

At this point I would also like to skip the 12-byte versions of the READ
and WRITE commands. Here the parameters and control bits are identical to the
6- and 10-byte versions. ,

Table 19.1 Commandsfor optical storage devices. 

Opcode Name Opt WORM Page ANSI Description

141 7.2.16 Reflects whether or not the LUN is

ready to accept a command

00h=‘TEST UNIT READY 
 

Olh=REZERO UNIT oO oO 8.2.13 Seek track 0

03h REQUEST SENSE 7.2.14 Returns detailed error information
04h FORMAT UNIT O oO 8.2.1 Formats medium

O7h REASSIGN BLOCKS O oO 8.2.10 Defective blocks reassigned
08h=READ(6) oO O 165 8.2.5 Read. Limited addressing
OAh  WRITE(@) O QO 165 82.5 Write. Limited addressing
OBh —SEEK(6) O Oo 8.2.15 Seek to a logical block
12h INQUIRY 7.2.9 Returns LUN specific information

O O15h MODE SELECT(6)
16h RESERVE UNIT

7.2.8 Set device parameters
8,2,12 Make LUN accessible only to cer-

tain initiators

17h RELEASE UNIT 8.2.11 Make LUN accessible to other int- 
tiators

18h=cory oO oO 7.2.3 Autonomous copy from/to another
device

1Ah MODE SENSE(6) oO QO 149 72,10 Read device parameters
1Bh=START STOP UNIT Oo Oo 8.2.17 Load/urload medium
1Ch=RECEIVE DIAGNOSTIC O Oo 7.2.13 Readself-test results

RESULTS

1Dh SEND DIAGNOSTIC

1Eh PREVENT ALLOW
MEDIUM REMOVAL

147 7.2.1 Initiate self-test

8.2.4 Lock/unlock medium 
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Table 19.1 continued

Opcode
  

 25h

28h

29h

2Ah

2Bh

2Ch

2Dh

2Eh

2Fh

30h

31h

32h

33h

B3h

* MEDIUM SCAN

Name OptWORM Page ANSI

READ CAPACITY

READ(10)
READ GENERATION ©

WRITE(10)
SEEK(10)
ERASE

READ UPDATED
BLOCK

WRITE AND VERIFY

VERIFY

SEARCH DATA

HIGH(10)
SEARCH DATA

EQUAL(10)
SEARCH DATA

LOW(10)

SET LIMIES(10)
PRE-FETCH

SYNCHRONIZE CACHE O

LOCK-UNLOCK CACHE ©

READ DEFECT DATA(10) O

oo0900000906
COMPARE

COPY AND VERIFY

WRITE BUFFER
READ BUFFER

UPDATE BLOCK

READ LONG

WRITE LONG

CHANGE DEFINITION

LOG SELECT

LOG SENSE

MODE SELECT(10)
MODE SENSE(10)
READ(12)

WRITE(12)

ERASE(12)
WRITE AND VERIFY

VERIFY(12)
SEARCH DATA

HIGH(12)
SEARCH DATA

FQUAL(12)

SEARCH DATA LOW(12)

SET LIMITS(12)
READ DEFECT

DATA(i2)

Ooo00e00000C0000000000009

 Ma

oo90909000000000000900000000000000600900
2 165

217

165

219

218

218

217

166

166
149

8.2.7

8.2.6

15.2.6

8.2.6

8.2.15

15.2,

15.2.7

15.2.15

15.2.11

8.2.14

8.2.14

8.2.14

8.2.16

8.2.3

8.2.8
8.2.2

8.2.8

15.2.3

7.2.2

724A

7.217

7.2.12

15.2.10

8.2.9
8.2.23

7.21

7.2.6

727

7.2.9

7.2.10

15.24

15.2.4

15.2.2

15.2.16

15,2.12

15.2.8

15.2.8

15.2.8

15.2.9

15.2.5

Description

Read numberof logical blocks
Readlogical biock
Read maximum generation address
of LBN

Write logical block
Seek to a logical biock

 

Read specific version of changed
block

Write logical block, verify success
Verify data on medium
Search logical blocks for data
pattern
Search logical blocks for data
pattern
Search logical blocks for data
pattern
Define logical block boundaries
Read data into buffer.

Write cache to medium

Hold data in cache

Readlist of defective blocks

Search for free area

Compare daia
Autonomouscopy from/to another
device, verify success
Write the data buffer

Read the data buffer

Read data and ECC

Write data and ECC

Set SCSI version

Readstatistics

Readstatistics

Set device parameters
Read device parameters

Write logical block, verify success
Verify data on medium
Search logical blocks for data
pattern
Search logical blocks for data
pattern
Search logical blocks for data
pattern
Set logical block boundaries
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UPDATE BLOCK

(3Dh)

READ GENERATION

(29h)

Optical storage and WORM drives 217

Table 19.2 The UPDATE BLOCK command.

TTT,iTe|
[aarnea5J
[aNReeves

Logica]

 
 
 

 

 

 

  
 

 
 

block number Reserved

|0|

||

|6|

Ce
Sana

This command is used to update the data in a logical block (Table 19.2). The new
data is written to a new location on the medium, leaving the old data intact. In
fact, the older version can still beaccessed using READ UPDATED BLOCK. READ will,
of course, always read the current version of the logical block. This command
always operates on onelogical block at a time, thus there is no transfer length.

The READ GENERATION commandreturns the current generation numberofa log-
ical block (Table 19.3). The reply is containedin thefirst 2 bytes of a 4-byte long
parameter block (Table 19.4).

Table 19.3 The READ GENERATION command.

Till
CooSaco
afReeve
Es
ra
cn
Cs]

teem|
|8|Transfer length (04h)
|8 Control byte

 

 
 
 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 

 

  
 

w Logical

 
 

block number
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Table 19.4 READ GENERATION results,

 
  
 

Maximum

generation address (LSB)

READ UPDATED This command is very muchlike a normal READ command, Even the controlbits
BLOCK(10) (2Dh) in byte 1 have the same meaning. However, there is no transfer length because

the command reads exactly one block (Table 19.5).
. Bytes 6 and 7 hold the generation of the block to be read. When the Latest

bit is set then the most recent generation is numbered zero and the numbers
incremented for older generations. Otherwise it is the oldest version that is num-
bered zero and the numbers incremented for newer generations. If the request-
ed generation does not exist the command will return a CHECK CONDITIONstatus.

 
 

  

MEDIUM SCAN This command searches for a continuous region of written or unwritten medi-
(38h) um after the start address. The commanduses a parameter block containing the

length of the region and the length of area to be searched (Table 19.6).
A numberof parameterbits are used (Table 19.7). When the WBS (writ-

ten block search)bit is set then the target will search for a written region; when
clear, an unwritten region. The PRA (partial results acceptable) bit indicates that
the largest of those regions found should be returned in lieu of a qualifying
region. The ASA bit specifies that the written or unwritten region should be

Table 19.5 The READ UPDATED BLOCK command.

  
 

Prelit
Triminesnocan|

(MSB)

|6|Latest

Pe]Reserved
Po]Controtbyte

 
 
 

Block address (LBN) 
 
 
 

 
 

(LSB)
  

  
 

(MSB) Generation

(LSB)
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Table 19.6 The MEDIUM SCAN command.

errr

asRT

Start

2|
1

address

8|

|8|Parameter list length (08h)
|9|Control byte

continuous. The RSD bit instructs the target to search from the end of the
medium backwards. The result of the search process is a status. CONDITION MET
indicates that a region meeting the specifications was found. Then REQUEST SENSE
will return the sense key EQUAL or NO SENSE with the LBN of the region in the
information bytes. If no qualifying region is found then Goop status is returned
with the sense key set to NO SENSE.

 
ERASE(10) (2Ch) The ERASE command instructs the target to erase a number of logical blocks

beginning with a start address (Table 19.8), This command is importantfor re-
writable optical drives which require erasure before writing. Although erasure
is already implemented within write commands, for performance reasons it is
more effective to erase large regions with a single ERASE command.

Whenthe ERA bit is set the Numberfield must contain a zero, and all of
the medium after the start address will be erased. Otherwise Number holds the

number of blocks to be erased.

Table 19.7 MEDIUM SCAN parameterlist.

Number of

blocks requested

Number of

blocks to scan
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19.3

Mode parameter
header

Modeparameter
pages

Table 19.8 The ERASE command for optical storage.

i7tetsists]ataye 

 
  

 
 Start

address (LBN)

 
  
 

 
 

Reserved

(MSB) Number  
 
 Control byte

|o
a

ps
5

6

8
oo

Modeparameters for optical storage

The medium type (byte 1) and the device specific parameter (byte 2) have the
interpretations shownin Table 19.9.

For a MODE SENSE command WPindicates that the medium is write pro-
tected. A set Cache bit indicates that the target has a cache and that cache con-
trol is possible using the DPO and FUAbits of the wRITE command.

The EBC (enable blank check) bit causes sectors to be verified as unwrit-
ten before a write is executed. When the checking is enabled an attempt to write
an already written sector will result in a CHECK CONDITION.

The mode parameter pages are defined in Table 19.10.

Table 19.9 Mode parameter header byte 1 and byte2.

Code Medium type

00h—-Default
01h Read-only medium (R/O)
02h WORM medium (W-O}
03h Rewritable medium (R/W)
04h R/O or W-O

05h R/O or R/W

06h W-O or R/W

Be]7{e{5]¢]3]2}aol [reReseed[efReseed|e
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Table 19.10 Mode parameter pagesfor optical storage.

Page Name Page ANSI
code

olh Read/write error page 8.3.3.6
02h Disconnect-reconnect page 155 7.3.3.2
06h Optical device page 221 15.3,3,1
07h Verification error page 8.3.3.8
08h Caching page 177 8.3.3.1
09h Peripheral device page 156 7.3.3.3
0Ah Control mode page 157 7.3.3.1
OBh Medium type page 8.3.3.4

The optical The optical device page (Table 19.11) contains precisely one parameter: the
device page RUBR (report updated block read) bit. When set this bit causes the target to

(06h) reply with CHECK CONDITION to a read of a block updated with an UPDATE com-
mand, In this way the host will know that the block being accessed does not rep-
resent the most recent version of the data.

Table 19.11 The optical device page.

epee
oe
7]

 

 
 

 
 

1 Page length —
Reserved [RUBR
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CD-ROMis a wide and varied topic, worthy of an entire book. A number of
books have, in fact, been written on the subject. For the purposesof this discus-
sion, however, we will concentrate on those aspects of CD-ROM thatarerele-
vant to the SCSI bus. Because of this I will only be able to touch on topicslike
the recording format and the organization of the medium.

20.1 The model of a SCSI CD-ROM drive

SCSI CD-ROMdrives can read data that conforms to the standards laid down in

the yellow book and the red book (IEC 908). These CDs may hold audio infor-
mation in addition to other formsof digital data. One major aspect of CD-ROM
is that data can only be written with a device dedicated to the function; typical
CD-ROM drives do not write (Figure 20.1).

The recording format demands that the data be written at a constantlin-
ear velocity (CLV). This meansthat the transfer rate is the same over the entire

Audia commands 
SCSI bus

Figure 20.1 Model of a CD-ROM drive.

222
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medium; in other words, there is no zone-bit recording. Nevertheless, the bit
density is kept constant by rotating the disk more quickly for outer tracks and
more slowly for inner tracks.

Normally the read head of a CD-ROM drive is parked as long as no data
access is taking place. However, a CD-ROM drive can assume a HOLDstate, in
which the head remainsin the area ofthe last read. A timeoutis defined among
the mode parameters, which specifies how long after an access the head should
be kept in the HOLDstate.

With respect to data access a CD-ROM drive does not differ significant-
ly from other types of drives. Of course, as mentioned, no write commands have
been implemented. On the other hand, in addition to logical blocks CD-ROM
drives also employ other forms of data addressing.

Many SCSI CD-ROM drives can also read the audio format. This is
accomplished using a separate channelthat is not defined within the SCSI stan-
dard. However, audio commands and mode parameters are included. Therefore
a SCSI CD-ROM drive with audio capabilities can be used as a CD player and
be controlled across the SCSI bus.

The CD-ROM In termsof the organization of the medium CD-ROM is fundamentally different
medium to the other types of disks discussed thus far. While the smallest addressable

unit is still a physical sector, this sector is 1/75 of a second long. It can contain
audio information or computer data. In the latter case sector lengths of 2048,
2336, or 2340 bytes are possible. For computer applications a length of 2048 bytes
is usually employed. This provides enough room for adequate error correction
information andis divisible by 512.

The addressof a sectoris specified in terms of minutes, seconds, and sec-
tors (or large frames) in the form MM:SS:FF, This is referred to as the MSFfor-
mat. When an MSF address is used in a SCSI command it is given as shown in
Table 20.1. The individual fields are encoded as a binary encoded decimal.

As a whole the mediumis divided in up into 99 tracks, A CD-ROM track
is a continuous sequence of sectors of the same type. A transition area mustlie
between tracks of differing types but these too must be formatted. CD-ROM
tracks can contain up to 99 indexes.

The mapping from physical sectors to logical blocks is donelinearly. This
also takes into account the transition areas in between tracks. This results in the

situation where not all logical blocks are accessible by all commands. For
instance, the logical blocks containing audio information can only be read with
the audio commands, not with the regular read commands. The logical blocks
that map to transition areas cannotbe readatall.

JTable 20.1 CD-ROM address in MSF format.

0 Reserved

1 M-field
2 S-field

3 F-field
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20.2 Commands for CD-ROM
For the most part the mandatory CD-ROM commandshave already been intro-
duced in previous chapters. An exception is READ CD-ROM CAPACITY which is a
variation of the disk drive version. The commands unique to CD-ROMareall
optional (Table 20.2). Examples would include the command to read the disk
table of contents and the audio commands. Ofthelatter, if any are implemented
they must all be implemented.

Tabie 20.2 CD-ROM commands.

Opcode Name Opt Page ANSI Description
 

OOh=TEST UNIT READY 141 7.2.16 Reflects whether or not the LUN is ready
to accept a command

8.2.13 Seek track 0

7.2.14 Returns detailed error information

Olh  REZERO UNIT

03h REQUEST SENSE

08h=READ6) 8.2.5 Read. Limited addressing
OAh—WRITE(6) 8.2.5 Write. Limited addressing
OBh—SEEK(6) 8.2.15 Seek to LBN

12h INQUIRY 7.2.5 Returns LUN specific information
15h MODE SELECT(6)
16h RESERVE UNIT

7.2.8 Set device parameters
8.2.12 Make LUN accessible only to certain ini-

tiators

17h—RELEASE UNIT 8.2.11 Make LUN accessibleto other initiators

18h =copy oO 7.2.3 Autonomous copy from/to another device
JAh—MODESENSE(6) O 149 7.2.10 Read device parameters

Oo

oO

 
JBhssSTART STOP UNIT 8.2.17 Load/unload medium
1Ch—RECEIVE DIAGNOSTIC 7.2.13 Read self-test resulis

RESULTS _
1Dh=SEND DIAGNOSTIC

TEh=PREVENT ALLOW
MEDIUM REMOVAL

25h READ CD-ROM
CAPACITY

28h  READ(10)

1 147 7.2.1 Initiate self-test

8.2.4 Lock/unlock door 
225 13.2.8 Read numberoflogical blocks 3 165 826 Read

2Bh —sSEEK(10) Oo 8.2.15 Seek LBN

2Fh—VERIFY(10) Oo 15.2.]1 Verify
30h SEARCH DATA O 8.2.14

HIGH(10}

31h SEARCH DATA Oo 8.2.14

EQUAL(10)
32h SEARCH DATA Oo 8.2.14

LOW(10}

33h SET LIMITS(10) Oo 8.2.16 Define logical block boundaries
34h~~PRE-FETCH Oo 8.2.3. Read data into buffer

35h SYNCHRONIZE CACHE QO 8.2.8  Re-read data into cache

36h=LOCK-UNLOCK CACHE O 8.2.2: Lock/unlock data in cache

39h COMPARE 0 7.2.2 Compare data
3Ah COPY AND VERIFY O 7.2.4 Autonomous copy from/to another

device, verify success
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Table 20.2 contiitited

Opcode Nate Opt Page ANSI Description

3Bh WRITE BUFFER oO 7.217 Write data buffer

3Ch READ BUFFER Oo 7.2.12 Read data buffer

3Eh READ LONG QO 166 8.2.9 Read data and ECC
40h CHANGE DEFINITION O 149 7.2.1 Set SCSI version

45h PLAY AUDIO(IN) O* 227 13.2.2
47h=PLAY AUDIO MSF O* 227 13.2.4

48h PLAY AUDIO O* 227 13.2.5 ©

TRACK/ INDEX
49h~~PLAY TRACK

RELATIVE(10) oO 13.2.6
4Ch LOG SELECT Oo 7.2.6 Read statistics

4Dh LOG SENSE oO 7.2.7 Read statistics

55h MODE SELECT(10) Oo 7.29 Set device parameters
5Ah MODE SENSE(10) oO 7.2.10 Read device parameters
AS5h PLAY AUDIO(2} O* 227 13.2.3
A8h=READ(12) O 15.2.4 Read
A9h PLAY TRACK oF 13.2.7

RELATIVE(12)

AFh  VERIFY(12) oO 15.2.12 Verify data
BOh SEARCH DATA Oo 15.2.8

HIGH(12}
Blh=SEARCH DATA oO 15.2.8

EQUAL(12) .

B2h SEARCH DATA LOW(12) O 15.2.8
B3h ‘SET LIMITS(12) Oo 15.2.9
B7h READ DEFECT O 15.2.5

DATA(12)

READ CD-ROM This command works just like the corresponding command for disk drives
capacity (25h) (Table 20.3). When the PMI bitis clear the logical block number mustbe zero. In

this case the logical block address and the length of the last valid block will be
returned.If, on the other hand, the PMIbit is set then the command will return
the address and the length of the logical block, after which a substantial delay in
access time occurs relative to the block provided in the command. In simpler
words (though perhapsnot exactly correct), the commandreturns the address of
the last logical blockof the track containing the logical block provided in the
command.

The command returns an 8-byte long parameter block. Thefirst 4 bytes
contain the logical block number,the last 4 bytes the block length.

READ Toc (43h) This commandreadsthe table of contents of the medium (Table 20.4). Track zero
is where the table of contents begins. The MSFbit indicates that the CD-ROM
address should be returned in MSF format, otherwise a logical block numberis
returned. The command returns a data block containing the table of contents
with the structure shown in Table 20.5.
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Table 20.3 The READ CD-ROM CAPACITY command.

Prfo]sj}atsfztiyo

Logical

block number

Reserved

Control byte

Table 20.4 The READ Toc command.

V4 5 4 3 2 1

READ TOC (43h)

i vase] fal

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

(MSB) Transfer length

(LSB)

OU
to

|4 Reserved

8

8|
2|Control byte
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PAUSE/RESUME

(4Bh)

PLAY AUDIO(0)

(45h) and play
AUDIO(12) (A5h)

PLAY AUDIO MSF

(47h)

PLAY AUDIO

TRACK/INDEX

(48h)

CD-ROM 227

Table 20.5 Data format for READ TOC.

 
Audio commands for CD-ROM

The audio commands makeit possible to control a CD-ROM drive remotely
across the SCSI bus.

This 10-byte command simulates the pause button of a CD player. No parame-
ters are involved except the Resumebit (byte 8, bit 0). When this bit is clear, play-
ing should stop; otherwise it should continue.

The PLAY AUDIO commands cause the playing of audio data. The data to be
played is specified by the Start address and Transfer length fields. In addition,
the SOTC bit of the CD-ROM audio page has influence on these commands.

The 10-byte version of the command is shownin Table 20.6. The 12-byte
version uses no additional parameters and follows the usual format.

If the start address is not found or the data specified is not audio infor-
mation, or if the data type changes during playing, the command will abort with
a CHECK CONDITIONstatus.

This commandalso initiates playback of audio data but uses the MSF address-
ing format (Table 20.7). The data to be played is specified using the starting and
ending address.

This variant of PLAY AUDIO uses tracks and indexes to specify the data to be
played (Table 20.8). Both of these parameters assume values between 0 and 99.
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Table 20.6 The PLAY AUDIO command.

PLAY AUDIO(IO) (45h)

Start address

{logical black)

(MSB) Transfer length

|8|(LSB)
[eye

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

2

fo

|6 
7|6|

PLAY AUDIO MSF (47h)

Reserved

Start address, M-field

7]eo]5]4]sfeyrte

LUN

 

Start address, 5-field

Start address, F-field

End address, M-field

End address, 5-field

End address, F-field

Control byte
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Modeparameter
header

Mode parameter
block descriptor

Modeparameter
pages

CD-ROM 229

Table 20.8 The PLAY AUDIO TRACK/INDEX command.

|ztetsfets]ette
|0|PLAY AUDIO TRACK/INDEX (48h)

3  
  

1 LUN Reserved

|2|Reserved

|4|Start address, track
|5|Start address, index
|6|Reserved

7 End address, track

Ny

on

ou

 aa

‘End address, index

Control byte

8
|2|

Mode parameters for CD-ROMs

 

The mode parameter head contains two parameters for CD-ROM.Thefield with
the Medium type assumes the values shownin Table 20,9.

The device specific byte contains only a single parameter. Bit 4 is the
Cache bit and is only defined for MODE SENSE. Whensetit indicates that the tar-
get is equipped with a cache and that the DPO and FUAbits of the wriTE com-
mand are supported.

The write density parameter in the mode parameter block descriptor takes on
the values shown in Table 20.10.

The mode parameter pages in Table 20.11 have been defined for CD-ROM.

Table 20.9 CD-ROM medium types.

Code Medium type

00h Default

Oth 120 mm CD-ROM, data only
02h 120 mm CD-ROM,audio only
03h 120 mm CD-ROM,audio and data
04h Reserved

05h 80 mm CD-ROM,data only
06h 80 mm CD-ROM,audio only
07h 80 mm CD-ROM,audio and data
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The CD-ROM

page (0ODh)

The CD-ROM

audio page (OEh)

Table 20.10 CD-ROM write density. 

Code Medium type

00h Default

01h 2048 bytes/sector
02h 2336 bytes/sector
03h 2340 bytes/sector
04h Audio information

Table 20.11 Mode parameter pages for CD-ROM devices.

Page Name Page ANSI
code

01h Read/write error page 13.3.3.3
02h Disconnect/reconnect page 155 7.3.3.2
09h Peripheral device page 156 7.3.3.3
0Ah Control mode page 157 Foie]
OBh Medium type page 83.3.4
0Dh CD-ROM page 230 13.3.3.2
OEh CD-ROM page 230 13.3.3.1

The CD-ROM pageis valid for all medium types (Table 20.12). The inactivity
timeout specifies how long the head should remain in the HOLD state before
being parked. A key to timeout values is shown in Table 20.13.

The parameter MSF seconds per MSF minute is self-explanatory. The
default value here is 60; the default value for MSF frames per MSF minuteis 75.

Table 20.12 The CD-ROM page.

|7]etste]3]att]el

(MSB)- Numberof

MSFseconds per MSF minute (LSB)

(MSB) Numberof

MSFframes per MSF second

  
  
  

  
 

 
 (LSB) 

The Imunedbit has the usual meaning. When set Goonstatus is return immedi-
ately. When the SOTC (stop on track boundaries) bit is set the target will stop the
playback at a track boundary. Otherwise playback will continue until the trans-
fer length has been exhausted (Table 20.14).
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Table 20.13 Timeout values.

Code

00h

olh

02h

03h
04h

05h

06h

07h

08h

09h

OAh

OBh

oCh

0Dh

0Eh

OFh

Timeout

Vendorspecific
125 ms

250 ms

500 ms

1 second

2 seconds

4 seconds

8 seconds

16 seconds

32 seconds

1 minute

2 minutes

4 minutes

8 minutes

16 minutes
32 minutes

CD-ROM 231

A set APRV (audio playback rate valid) bit indicates that the LBA factor
and the number of LBAspersecond is valid.

The Number of LBAsper secondfield specifies the rate at which datais
to be played back. The LBA factor is a multiplier that allows greater resolution
for the setting of the LBAs per second. A 0h in this field causes Number of LBAs_-
per second to be multiplied by 1 and a value of 8h multiplies by 1/256.

The end of the parameter page consists of settings for the four output
channels. The Output port n select enables channels to port n. For instance,
0000b will mute the port, 0001b will connect channel 1, 0010b will connect chan-
nel 2, and so on. The value for Port n volume can range from 00h for very quiet
to FFh for very loud.
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Table 20.14 CD-ROM audio page.

|ot7i)ets]eis]zitye
[oes[Res|CosnOMnope
2

  

  
 
 

 
(MSB) Numberof

LBAsper second . (LSB)  
  
 

Port 0 volume

Port 1 volume

Port 2 volume

Port 3 volume

 

  
  
  

Se_=
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21 Medium-changer devices

21.1 The model of aSCSI medium-changer device

A SCSI medium-changer deviceis like a juke-box, allowing many individual media
to be loaded, unloaded, and accessed just like single media drives (Figure 21.1).
There are four basic components or elements of this juke-box: the medium transport
element (MTE)}, the storage element(SE), the import/export element (IOE), and the
data transfer element (DTE). A device may, however, contain more than one of any
of these elements. Each element is capable of being empty or holding a single medi-
um. All elements are identified using a 16-bit address. The addresses of the various
elements are consecutive and do not overlap. Since only element addressing is
employed,ali media mustbe of the same type. This means that the SCSI model does
not allow a device that supports both cassette tape and optical disks.

Elements of the The medium transport element
medium-changer The MTE is the mechanism that moves media from one location to another.

device Whenadouble-sided mediumis being used the elementcontains the machinery

Drive Import/export
| Element 53 aes

Element 54

Element 52

Elements 1-50

sport

mech Storage
Controller ame (50 Elements) 

Figure 21.1 Model of a SCS] medium-changer device.
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necessary to turn the unit over. Large devices contain more than one MTE.

The storage element
Media is held in the SE until it is needed for access. From here individual media

are moved by the MT elementto other elements of the device.

The import/export element
The IOE allows an operator to load media into and remove media from the
device. Therefore, when a medium unit is to be removed from the device the

MITE movesit from its current position into the JOE. The IOE does not neces-
sarily have to be implemented since many devices allow direct hand access to
storage. Large medium-changers, on the other hand, may have several JOEs.

The data transfer element
Obviously, media can be accommodated within the DTE, the place where data
is ultimately accessed. For this reason it also is addressed in the element address
space, Large medium-changers may employ a numberof these DTEs.

From the SCSI perspective the DTE and the medium-changer are com-
pletely separate entities. No data transfer commandsare contained in the medi-
um-changer command set. In fact, the DTE may not even be SCSI compatible.
One possibility is that the DTE is connected to the host using an interface other
than SCSI. Another possibility is for it to be connected to the very same SCSI bus
but at a different SCSI ID; in other words, the DTE is a separate target. The lat-
ter is the standard case. (Figure 21.2). Finally, the two might be implemented as
individual LUNsof the same SCSI target. This configuration is the least likely
since the LUNs belong to different device classes.

Volume tags Volumetags are used to identify a particular piece of medium. These tags, which
are optional, are written on the medium itself and remain with it from element

°

a

6oO
a

SCSI ID 7

SCSI bus

Figure 21.2 SCSI medium-changer configuration.
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Table 21.1 Format of a medium volumetag.

Volume identification field

Volume sequence number
 Te

=

(LSB)

to element. Double-sided media have a primary volumetag for the default side
and on alternate volume tag for the reverse side.

Tags are assigned using either a bar code reader or with the aid of a spe-
cial command. Table 21.1 shows the format of a volumetag just as it is used by
the commands READ ELEMENT STATUS and SEND VOLUME TAG.

The volumeidentification field contains ASCII characters. In order to be

compatible with most operating systems you should use only numbers, capital
letters and the underscore charactér. In particular, question marks andasterisks,
which are wildcards in many systems, should be avoided.

The volume sequence number is 16-bits long and is used, for example, to
keep track of the individual pieces of medium that belong to a single volume.

Commands for medium-changers

Table 21.2 lists the commands defined for medium-changers.

Table 21.2 Commands for medium-changerdevices.

Opcode Namie Opt Page ANSI Description
 

00h TEST UNIT READY 141 7.2.16 Reflects whether or not the LUN is

ready to accept a command
Olh=REZERO UNIT 8.2.13 Seek track 0

03h REQUEST SENSE 142 7.2.14 Returns detailed error information
O7h INITIALIZE ELEMENT © 16.2.2 Initialize element

STATUS

12h=INQUIRY

15h=MODESELECT(6}
16h RESERVE

 

7.2.9 Returns LUN specific information
149° «47.2.8 Set device parameters

16.2.8 Make LUN accessible only to certain initiators

17h RELEASE 146 16.2.6 Make LUN accessible to other initiators

1Ah MODE SENSE(6) OQ 149 7.2.10 Read device parameters
1Ch=RECEIVE DIAGNOSTIC _O 7.2.13 Read self-test results

RESULTS
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Table 21.2 continued

Opcode Name Opt Page ANSI Deseription
 

1Dh

1Eh

2Bh

3Bh

. 3Ch

40h
4Ch

4Dh

55h
5Ah

ASh

A6éh

B5h

B6h

B&8h

SEND DIAGNOSTIC
PREVENT ALLOW

MEDIUM REMOVAL

POSITION TO

ELEMENT

WRITE BUFFER

READ BUFFER

CHANGE DEFINITION

LOG SELECT

LOG SENSE

MODE SELECT(10)
MODE SENSE(10)
MOVE MEDIUM

EXCHANGE MEDIUM

REQUEST VOLUME
ELEMENT ADDRESS

SEND VOLUME TAG

READ ELEMENT

STATUS

O900028000000000
147

149

236
237

7.2.1

8.2.4

16.2.4

7.217

7.2.12

7.21

7.2.6

727

7.2.9

7.2.10

16.2.3

16.2.1

16.2.7

16.2.9

16.2.5

Initiate self-test

Lock/unlock door

Write data buffer

Read data buffer

Set SCSI version

Readstatistics

Read statistics

Set device parameters
Read device parameters

Assign volume name

MOVE MEDIUM This is the only mandatory commandthatis device specific. It causes the target
to move a piece of medium from one element to another (Table 21.3). The ele-
ment addresses of the MTE,the source, and the destination are parametersof the
command. The Invert bit indicates that the medium should beflipped.

(A5h)

Table 21.3

 
 

=

=
=

transport device

(MSB) Source address

Reserved

Control byte

The MOVE MEDIUM command.

||7toe}sftets]ati}oe

Element address of

Reserved

(MSB) ' Destination address

 

 

 
 (LSB)  

    
(LSB)

(LSB)
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If the source element is empty or the destination elementis full the com-
mand will abort with a CHECK CONDITION status. This is also the case when an

MTEiscalled for that is not supported in the mode parameter pages.

EXCHANGE This command goes one step further than the MOVE MEDIUM command. The
MEDIUM (A6h) medium in the source element is moved to the destination 1 element and the

medium previously in the destination 1 element is moved to the destination 2
element. The source element and the destination 2 element may or may not be
the same. When they are the two media are exchanged (Table 21.4).

Table 21.4 The EXCHANGE MEDIUM command.

Ptztetsteystete
|0|EXCHANGE MEDIUM (A6h)

(MSB) Element address of

medium transport element (LSB)

|4|(MSB) Source address
(LSB)

(MSB) Final destination address

a0

|8 (MSB) Second destination address
pf te

  

     

  
  
 

 

 
  

21.3 Mode parameter pages for medium-changers

No device independent mode parameter pages are defined for medium-chang-
ers. Not even the disconnect—reconnect page exists. There are, however, three
device specific pages, listed in Table 21.5.

Table 21.5 Mode parameter pages for medium-changer devices.

Page Name Page ANSI
code

1Dh Element address page 239 16.3.3.2
1Eh Drive group page 238 16.3.3.3
1Fh Device capabilities page 238 16.3.3.1
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The device

capabilities page
(1Fh)

The drive group
page (1Eh)

Bits 0 through 3 in byte 2 specify whether the corresponding element is capable of
independently storing a piece of medium. Bytes 4-7 contain a matrix of a possi-
ble sources and destinations for the MOVE MEDIUM command (Table 21.6). A 1 indi-
cates that a transfer between source and destination is supported. Often a direct
transfer is not possible between the import/export element and the transferele-
ment. This transfer is accomplished by first moving through the storage element.
Bytes 12-15 contain a similar matrix for the command EXCHANGE MEDIUM.

Table 21.6 The device capabilities page.

PpottfePe|ettePept
oe[es[piepeerageim
 
 

 
 

 
Page length (12h)

ora om

 
 

 

 iReserved

5Reserved Mi<>DT| MT<>I/E| MT<>ST| MT<>

aul:  
  

eleaf|
Often a number of DTEs are grouped together in order to take advantageof a sin-
gle MTE.If there are several MTEs each oneis assigned a single DTE. The drive
group (transport geometry) page contains information about the assignment of

Table 21.7 The drive group.
7{efs]+]sfte|ol

Drive group descriptors

1 Number in group
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address page
(1Dh)

Medium-changer devices 239

DTEs to MTEs and whetherthe latter has the capability to flip a medium (Table
21.7).

The element address assignment page contains the mapping of the various func-
tional elements to their respective element addresses (Table 21.8).

Table 21.8 The element address page.

tzpetsy4}3}aytyoy
CoPPRepPeta

Medium transport

element address

Number of medium

transport elements

First storage

element address

Numberof storage

elements

First import export

element address

Numberof import/

export elements

First data transfer

element address

(LSB)

(LSB)

(LSB)

(LSB)

(LSB)

(LSB)

(LSB) 
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Accompanying this book is a diskette containing a SCSI monitor program. This
program allows you to send arbitrary SCSI commandsto a SCSI device, includ-
ing the sending and receiving of data. For users without the necessary SCSI host
adapter the program includesa target simulatorso that a bit of experimentation
is still possible.

The program runs on an IBM PC compatible computer with at least 512
Kbytes of memory running DOS 3.3 or later. A hard disk is not required. Also
necessary is a SCSI host adapter and ASPI (developed by Adaptec) manager
software supporting the host adapter. It is also possible to integrate the driver
software into the program itself. The hooks for this are included in the source
code,

A list of tested host adapters is contained in the README.DOC file of
the diskette. Please take note that Adaptec host adapters can be configured to
send a REQUEST SENSE automatically upon a CHECK CONDITION status. This is not
desirable for use with a monitor program since here the user wantsto be in full
control of the sequence of commands. This feature can be disabled by a switch
or jumper on the host adapter board.

Warning This program gives no warning or feedback concerning the outcome of SCSI
commandson a target. It allows you to give any and all SCSI commands regard-
less of their effect. Be extremely careful when sending commandsto a disk drive
containing important information. A seemingly innocent write command could
destroy valuable data.

The program is useful for familiarizing yourself with the many details of
SCSI protocol and commands.In order to avoid undesired results reserve the
test target using the RESERVE UNIT command.

Anda bit of advice: if you aren’t exactly sure what something will do,
don’t do it!

Program design The SCSI monitor program is written in Borland Pascal 7.0. You should also be
able to compile it after minimal changes using Turbo Pascal6.0 or 7.0. There may
be problems with versions 4,0 and earlier. In order to make the program easier
to port to other systems it is written in standard Pascal. I have not made use of

240
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any special features unique to Turbo Pascal. However, a minimal amount of
machine specific assembler code has been incorporated.

The user interface is simple but at first perhaps a little cryptic. After
some practice, however, it is quick and easy to work with. Be careful not to con-
fuse commandsfor the monitor program with SCSI commands.

The monitor program makes use of 10 command buffers and 10 data
buffers for holding SCSI commands and SCSI data. Each data buffer is 4 Kbytes
long. A command buffer has room for 12 command bytes as well as a statusbyte,
a byte for the SCSI ID, a byte for the LUN,a byte for the command length, and
finally a byte indicating the next command buffer to be used. Both the command
and data buffers are numbered, respectively, from 0 to 9.

The current command and data buffer are displayed on the screen. The
command buffer and data buffer are completely independentof each other. For
example, command buffer 3 can be used with the data in data buffer 0.

The display Figure 22.1 showsthe display of the SCSI monitor. All values are in hexadecimal.
At the top of the display you see the current command buffer along with ID,
LUN,and status. Below this the current data buffer is shown in hexadecimal. To

the right are the corresponding ASCII characters, which is useful for interpret-
ing the data from commandssuch as INQuIRY. A value of 40h is added to control
characters below 20h and displayed in inverse video.

SCSI Monitor V1.0 rev 024e 18.7.94 (fs)
Td Lu St 1N nx

SCSI Command 00: 00 06 00 00 00 00 00 90 00 00 00 00 00 00 7? GO FF

SCSI Data Buffer Nr. 00:

0000: 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 O00 00 00 00 00 00 40 00 Oa0010; 00 00 00 00 05 00 00 50 00 00 O00 00 00 00 00 60
0020: 068 06 00 00 06 00 00 OO 00 00 OO O00 OO 00 00 60
0030: 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 OD 00 00 00 O8 00 00 00 60
0040: 00 00 600 00 00 00 O06 GO 00 00 00 00 00 60 00 00
0050: 00 00 GO 00 00 00 GG 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00
0060: 00 GO 00 00 00 O00 00 OO O00 00 00 OG CO 00 00 00
0070: 00 00 00 60 00 O00 00 00 O0 00 00 00 00 60 00 00
0080; 00 00 00 00 00 OO GO O00 OO 00 00 OO 00 00 O00 00
6090: 00 00 00 00 00 06 00 00 O00 00 50 G0 O00 GO 00 00
O0A0: 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 06 00 00 O6 GO O0 00 00 00
O0BO: 00 00 00 00 GO 06 00 00 00 00 GO 00 00 00 00 00
o0co: 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 G0
oop0: OO 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 006 00 00 00
OOEO: 00 09 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 O00 00 G0 00
OOFO: 60 06 00 06 06 00 00 00 00 00 GO O08 O00 00 00 00

Command: H
Commands: Command, Data, dRriver, Go, Help, Id, Lun, leNgth, neXt, Quit

 
Figure 22.1 SCSI monitor with help information.
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The command

buffer

Monitor

commands

® Command nn: The current command buffer.

@ Id (SCSI ID): The ID of the device to receive the command.

@ St: SCSI status of the last executed command. This value remains unchanged
until another commandis executed. Even if the command buffer, the LUN, or

the SCSI ID is edited the status remains unchanged.

Three special symbols are displayed in this field:

?? No commandhas been executed from this buffer.

** SCSI command is now being executed.
-~ The target does notreply.

@ Lu: LUN to which the commandpertains.

@ JN: Length of the command. If this value is zero then the default command
length defined for SCSI-2 command groupsis used. Otherwise no commandis
sent. The behavior depends on the hardware employed (see README.DOC).

@ nX: Next command buffer to be used when this command has completed.

C (Command)
Syntax: C<Number>,<Offset>,<Count> <Bytel> <Byte2> ...

@ Number: Number of the command buffer. The current command buffer

changes to display this buffer. Default: the current buffer.

@ Offset: Byte position in the buffer where the command should be placed.
Default: 00h.

@ Count: When this parameter is included then only one command byte can be
given. This single command byteis then copied into the buffer ‘Count’ times.
Default: 00h.

@ Bytel ... ByteN: The commandbytes.

Examples

Cl 12 00 00 00 FF

This example writes “12 00 00 00 FF’ starting at byte 0 into command buffer 1 and
makes this the current command buffer.

C3

This command makes command buffer 3 the current command buffer.

C,3 AA

This command writes AAh into byte 3 of the current command buffer.

C,,A 0

This commandfills the current command buffer with zeros.
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I (ID)
Syntax: 1 <ID>

@ ID: The ID for the current command buffer is changed to this value.

L (LUN)

Syntax: L <LUN>

@ LUN: The LUN for the current commandbuffer is changedto this value.

N (leNgth)
Syntax: N <Value>

@ Value: The command length for the current command buffer is changed to
this value.

X (neXt)

Syntax: X <CommandBuffer>

@ CommandBuffer: The number of the command buffer, which should be exe-

cuted automatically after the execution of the current command. The value
FFh means that no commandis to executed afterwards. Looping on the cur-
rent command buffer is allowed.

D (Data)
Syntax: D<Number>,<Offset>,<Count> <Bytel> <Byte2> ...

This command, along with its arguments, works completely analogous-
ly to the ‘C’ command.It allows modification of the data buffer.

G (Go)

Syntax: G
This command starts the execution of the SCSI commandin the current

command buffer. When necessary the current data buffer is employed. During
the execution time of the commandthestatus will display ‘**’. The execution of
a string of commands linked using the nX field can be aborted by hitting any
key.

Hor ? (Help)
Syntax: H

This causes a short command overview to be displayed.

R (dRiver)

Syntax: D <Driver>

@ R: A for the ASPI driver or S for the target simulator. The target simulator
emulates a target at ID 0, LUN 0. The target simulator is capable of executing
TEST UNIT READY, INQUIRY and REQUEST SENSE.
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Q (Quit)
Syntax: QO

Quit the program.

Getting started Insure that the SCSI monitor is working by sending an INQUIRY command.
INQUIRY will return a GOOD status even if an invalid LUN is addressed orif the

target is in UNIT ATTENTION.
I assume here that a host adapter has been installed and that the ASPI

manager has been successfully loaded. Connect a SCSI target device with ID 0
to the bus. You can easily determine whether your device is recognizable to the
host adapter using the program SCSANSCSLEXE, which is also on the diskette.

Afterwards run the SCSI monitor and enter the following command:

Command: C 12 00 0 FF

You should now see this commandin the current command. buffer. The ID and

LUNshould both be zero, the default settings, which need not be modified. The
status ‘??’ indicates that a command hasyet to be executed.

Now enter:

Command: G

Now a 00h should be seen in the status field. Furthermore, data returned from

the target should now occupy the current data buffer. You should see the prod-
uct name written to the right of the buffer in ASCTI.

If status is ‘- -’ then SCSI ID 0 did not reply. In general this means that
the device was not properly installed.

SCSI Monitor Vi.0 rey 024e .7.94 {fs}
ID Tu St 1N nx

SCSI Command O06: 00 00 00 00 00 00 OO 00 03 00 02 00 FF

SCSI Data Buffer Nr. 00:

0000: 00 00 60 00 OO 00 00 00 90 00 06

0020: 00 00 00 00 O60 00 00 00 00 00 000020; 00 G0 O00 00 40 06 00 00 00 G0 00
0030: 00 00 00 GO 00 06 00 00 00 CO 00
0040: 00 00 GG 00 00 00 00 00 06 00 00
0050: 00 60 OO O00 O00 00 00 00 00 00 00
0060: 00 00 00 00 00 00 0G 06 00 00 00
6070; 00 06 00 GO 90 00 00 00 90 00 00
0080: 00 00 00 00 00 00 06 00 00 oO 00
0090: 00 00 00 00 00 G0 00 00 00 00 00
OOAO: 00 00 00 00 00 00 60 00 00 00 OG
OOBO: 00 60 90 00 00 00 GO 06 90 00 00
g0cO: 00 00 00 00 OO OO G0 00 00 GO 40
Qo0D0: OG 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 0G 00 64
OOEO; O06 60 00 06 00 00 00 00 00 00 00
OOFO: 00 60 00 00 00 O00 00 00 00 00 OG

command: G

 
Figure 22.2 SCSI monitor after TEST UNIT READY.
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SCSI Monitor V1.0 rey 024e 7.94 {fs)
Id Lu st 1N nx

SCSI Command 00: 03 00 00 FF 00 06 00 03 00 02 00 FF

SCSI Data Butfer Nr. 00:

6000: 00 00 00 00 00 00
6010: 00 0G 09 O68 00 00
0020: 60 06 00 06 00 40
0030: 00 00 00 00 00 00
0040: 00 00 00 00 00 60
6050: 00 00 00 00 00 oO
0060: 00 00 00 00 00 00
0070: 00 00 00 00 00 00
0080: 00 00 00 00 00 00
0090: 00 00 00 00 00 00
O0A0: 00 00 00 00 00 00
OOBO: 00 00 00 00 00 00
ooce: oO 00 00 00 00 00
oopo: 00 00 00 00 00 00
COEO: 00 00 66 60 O06 O00
OOFO: 00 00 90 00 00 00

Command: K 300 0 FF

 
Figure 22.3 How REQUEST SENSE is set up.

Examples When working with the SCSI monitor bear in mind thatit is possible to send any
arbitrary SCSI command, whethervalid or not. Therefore, always checkthesta-
tus field after sending a commandto see whether it has been successfully exe-
cuted.

The first example in Figure 22.2 shows a CHECK CONDITION status (02h)
after a TEST UNIT READY command. Why wasthis status returned? To answerthis
question, the command REQUEST SENSE is set up in the commandbuffer. This is
shown in Figure 22.3.

Finally, the example in Figure 22.4 showsthe results of the REQUEST SENSE
command.Theerror codeis 70h, indicating that the error pertainsto the last exe-
cuted command. The sense key is 02h (NOT READY). The sense code 29h means
POWER-ON OR RESET. This is just what is expected from a LUN receivingits first
command after power-up.

In order to observe this with my configuration I had to turn the SCSItar-
get off and on after the system had already booted.In this way I prevented the
host adapter from clearing the UNIT ATTENTION whenit scans the bus at boottime.
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SCSI Monitor V1.0 rev 024e

SCSI Command 00: 03

SCSI Data Buffer Nr.

0000;
0010:
0020:
0030:
0040:
0050:
0060;
O070:
ooBo:
oog0:
OOAO:
OOBO:
goco:
oopo:
0080:
GOFO:

70
00
O00
00
00
00
00
GO
00
Go
60
60
00
o0
00
00

Command:

Qo
00
00
00
00
oo
00
o0
a0
60
00
00
00
90
00
00

G

a2
00
00
00
00
00
ao
oo
00
00
00
00
ag
oo
00
00

00
00
00
00
oa
00
00
00
00
oo
60
00
60
00
00
00

oo
oo
00
00
00
00
00
oo
00
oo
00
00
00
00
00
00

00 00

00:

00
00
oo
Oo
O0
o0
00
oo
Oo
00
00
0G
oo
00
90
a0

is.

o0

7.94 (fs)

FF 00 00 00

 
TD Lu St IN nx
G3 00 00 00 FF

Figure 22.4 Results of the REQUEST SENSE command,
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It is fortunate that SCSI-2 defines devices so precisely on the target side. The
result is that a SCSI-2 host adapter works well with all SCSI-2 targets. However,
what about the relationship between the host and the host adapter? Here the
operating system must understand which SCSI commandsto send to the target.

For host adapters that emulate a standard disk drive controller this is no
problem. The host adapter receives drive commandslike any PC disk drive con-
troller and then translates the actions to appropriate SCSI commands. However,
this hardly takes advantage of the full functionality of the SCSI bus. Here the
controller is dedicated to the disk and cannot, for example, control a scanner or
printer on the same bus.

There is much more involved in supporting a so-called transparent host
adapter, one capable of sending arbitrary commandsto any SCSI target device.
There is a large number of such host adapters and each of them is designed dif-
ferently; each must be supported differently by the operating system.

Telp comesin the form of an additional software layer betweenthe host
adapter and the operating system or application. This softwareis delivered with
hardware (since it is hardware specific) and provides a standardized software
interface to the operating system. The result is that from the operating system’s
point of view all host adapters using this software interface look the same.

Here there are a number of examples of such an approachin the indus-
try. The VMS operating system for DEC VAX machines uses the conceptof class
and port drivers. These are already integrated into the system so that the inter-
play of subsystemsis clearly defined. In the PC domain two important software
interfaces have emerged specifically for SCSI: the ANSI CAM (Common Access
Method) specification and the ASPI interface from Adaptec,Inc.

At the moment ASPI drivers are easier to come by than CAM drivers. In
fact, the SCSI monitor program (with source code) included with this booksits
on top of ASPI. This application represents a good example of an ASPI imple-
mentation and it makes sense to give an overview of ASPI at this time. We will
go into just enough detail to understand how ASPIis used in the SCSI monitor.
The complete documentation for ASPI under DOS, Windows, OS/2, Novell and
UNIX is available from Adaptec.

247
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23.1

23.2

ASPI function

calls

 
SCS! Bus and IDE interface

Operating system. Backup

scsl

Tape monitor
driver

CD-ROM
driver

Disk
driver

ASPI level 

ASP] manager
for

adapter A adapter B adapter C

Figure 23.1 ASPI functional overview.

The concept of ASPI

ASPI stands for Advanced SCSI Programming Interface. Figure 23.1 depicts the
functional layers of the interface. Different host adapters use different ASPI
managers, and multiple managers can be installed simultaneously. The host
software, whether device drivers or applications, talks to the SCSI bus through
the ASPIinterface. In this way the host software is isolated from the specific
hardware details of a given host adapter.

In a DOS environment the ASPI manager is loaded at boot time by the
system. Therefore, in order to use ASPI one mustfirst obtain the entry point
from DOS. Whenacall is made to ASPI using the entry point the address of a
SCSI request block is put onto the stack. All the information necessary to carry
out the SCSI procedure is contained in the request block. In the following section
I show howthis is done by way of short examples in Turbo Pascal.

SCSI request blocks

ASPI has a set of seven function calls, which are listed in Table 23.1. It is worth

pointing out that no hard SCSI reset is included amongthese. Thisis certainly
due to the fact that ASPI is capable of multi-tasking and allows many active SCSI
processes to be active simultaneously. A SCSI reset would abort all of these
processes in one fell swoop. On the other hand,a little experience with the SCSI
monitor will show that an illegal command causes some host adapters to crash,
and only a SCSI reset or system boot will correct this. The ASPI status bytes are
shownin Table 23.2.
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Table 23.1 ASPI function codes.

Code Meaning

Oh HOST ADAPTER INQUIRY
01h GET DEVICE TYPE

02h EXECUTE SCSI COMMAND

‘03h ABORTSCSI COMMAND

04h RESET SCSI DEVICE

05h SET HOST ADAPTER PARAMETERS

06h GET DISK DRIVE INFORMATION

Table 23.2. ASPI status bytes.

Status Description

00h In progress
Olh OK

02h SRB cancelled by host
04h Error

80h Invalid SRB

8h Invalid host adapter
82h SCSI target not found

SCSI request block (SRB) fields contain either parameters to be set or
they deliver information back and can only be read. In the SRBs depicted here
the fields that contain information returned from ASPI have a gray background.

An SRB always includes an 8-byte long header. Following the SRB comea cer-
tain number of parameter bytes, depending on the function. The SRB header is
shown in Table 23.3:

Table 23.3. Format of an SRB header.

|[7tets]4}sfaptsol
aSSSSSSSES oom

|4
Reserved
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@ Function: One of the function codes given in Table 23.1.

@ Status: This byte takes on the values given in Table 23.2.

® Host adapter: The ASPI numberofthe host adapter. This numberis assigned
by the ASPI manager. Thefirst adapter is assigned zero,

@ Flags: These flags are independentofthe function.

HOST ADAPTER This function call returns information on the installed host adapter (Table 23.4).
inquiry (00h) ~The host adapter number must be provided to thecall. .

The Host adapter ID field contains the SCSI ID of the host adapter. The
Host adapter name and SCSI manager namefields are ASCII.

The function call GET DEVICE TYPE returns information on the SCSI device

class. This can be accomplished using the INQUIRY command, so weskip it here.

EXECUTE Scst__ Thiscail is used to send an arbitrary SCSI command (Table 23.5). After the call
COMMAND (02h) the SRB status must be polled until a value other than zero appears. The

Adaptec documentation describes an alternative to polling which uses a so-
called post routine. This is not recommended for application programs but is
preferable for device drivers.

In byte 3 we are only concerned with the Direction bits. A value of 0 here
meansthat the direction of the data transfer is determined by the SCSI command.

@ Target ID: The SCSIID ofthe target to receive the command.
@ LUN: The LUN numbersent in the IDENTIFY message.

Table 23.4 HOST ADAPTER INQUIRY.
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Table 23.5 EXECUTE SCSI COMMAND.
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 Reserved Direction Res Post

 

 

a|SRB link pointer (offset)
2

22 SRB link pointer (segment)

SCSI command length (m)  

 SRB routine (segment) 
 

 

 

 Reserved

SCSI command
Ree See ee 

@ Data buffer length: The numberof data bytes to be transferred.

@ Sense data length: The number of bytes reserved for sense data at the end of
this SRB. For the SCSI monitorthis is set to 0 and the automatic requesting of
sense data should be turned off at the host adapter.

@ Data buffer: Segment and offset of the data buffer.
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ABORT SCSI

COMMAND (03h)

e@ SRB link pointer: Pointer to the next SRB in set of linked commands(its use
should be avoided).

e@ SCSI command length: Length of SCSI command.

@ Host adapter status: Here five status codes are defined.

- 00h: OK

- 11h: Target does not respond

- 12h; Data overrun

~ 13h: Unexpected BUS FREE

- 14h: Target bus phase error

@ Targetstatus: This is the byte returned during the SCSI status phase.

e@ SCSI command: The bytes of the SCSI command.

@ Sense data: Reserved for sense data when the host adapteris set to automat-
ically request sense.

This function call attempts to abort a SCSI command(Table 23.6). The call itself
always returns with a GoopD status. Whether or not the command wasactually
aborted can be determined only by examining thestatus of the original SRB.

Table 23.6 ABORT SCSI COMMAND.

 i7fefs[4fs|?[2fe
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ASPIinitialization and function calls

In orderto call ASPI the entry point must be known,This is achieved using DOS
interrupt 21h, as shown in the following program sample. First ASPI is opened
and the entry point is determined; afterwards ASPIis closed.

function FiteOpen(FileName:string):integer;

const DOS_OPEN_FILE = $30;

var register: registers;

begin
FileName:=FileNametcnr(0);

with register
do

begin
ax := DOS_OPEN_FILE shi 8;
bx:=0;
cx:=0;

ds := seg(FileName);
dx := ofs(FileName)+1; { because Pascal strings

carry their length in byte
0 }

end;

MSDOS(register);
if (register.flags and FCarry) 0
then FileOpen:=-1
else FileQpen:=register.ax;

end;

procedure GetASPlEntry(FileHandle:integer; var
AspiEntry:MemAdress);

const ASPI_ENTRY_LENGTH = 4;
DOS_IOCTL.READ = $4402:

var register: registers:

begin
with register
do

begin
ax := DOS_IOCTL_READ:
bx := FileHandle;

I
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ex := ASPIL_ENTRY_LENGTH;
ds := seg(AspiEntry); -
dx-:= ofs(AspiEntry);

end;
MSDOSC(register):

end;

ASPI close function FileClose(FileHandle:integer):integer;

const DOS_CLOSE_FILE = $36;

var register: registers;

begin
with register
do

begin
ax := DOS_CLOSE_FILE shl 8;
bx:=FileHandle;

end;
MSDOS(register);
if (register.flags and FCarry) = 0
then FileClose:=0

else FileClose:=register.ax;
end:

Andall function InitializeASPI (var AspiEntrypoint:MemAdress):boolean;
together...

const ASPI_NAME = ‘SCSIMGR$’;

var result: integer;
AspiFileHandle: integer; begin

AspiFileHand]e:=FileOpen(ASPI_NAME);
if AspiFileHandle-1l
then

begin
GetASPlEntry(AspiFileHandle,AspiEntryPoint);
FileClose(AspiFileHandle);
InitializeASPI:=true:

end
else InitializeASPI:=false;

end;
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The following function calls ASPI to execute an SRB. The variable
AspiEntryPointis a global variable of the main program:

procedure SRBexecute(var SRB: SRBarray);
var SRBsegment, SRBoffset: integer;

begin
SRBsegment:=seg(SRB);
SRBoffset:=ofs(SRB);

asm

mov ax, SRBsegment
push ax
mov ax, SRBoffset

push @x
LEA BX, AspiEntryPoint
call OQWORD PTR [bx]

add sp,4
end;

end;

Afterwards the SRB status mustbe polled until it changes from 0 to another
value

Procedure HostInquire;

const

SRB_STATUS = $01;
HA_SCSI_ID = $09;
ENTRY_LENGTH = $10;
MANAGER_NAME = $0A;
HA_NAME = $1A;

var kK: integer;
Status: byte;
SRB: SRBarray;
DataBuffer : DataBufferType;

begin
for k:=0 to hignCSRB) do SRBCLk3: 0;

{What is the result of this ASPI call?
Right! HOST ADAPTER INQUIRY Host adapter number 0}

SRBexecute(SRB);

repeat until SRBESRB_STATUS]0;
if SRBLSRB_STATUS] = 1
then
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begin

writein(’Host Adapter.SCSI ID:
*, SRBCHA_SCSI_IB));

write (’Name of Host Adapter: ‘);
for k:=0 to ENTRY_LENGTH-1 do
write(char(SRBDTHA_NAME+k]));
writeln;

end

else writeln(’SRB Execution Error!’);
end;

In Appendix E and on the accompanying diskette you will find the source code
to SCANSCSIPAS. The program is relatively easy to follow and provides a good
example using an ASPIinterface call to execute a SCSI command.
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Two components are needed in orderto test SCSI targets practically: a SCSI emu-
lator capable of sending arbitrary SCSI commands, and a logic analyzer with which
one can monitor the happenings on the SCSI bus.Fortesting initiators the sameset-
up is needed except that the emulator must be capable of emulating a target.

24.1 SCSI analyzers

A SCSI analyzer permits the logging of SCSI busactivity and displayingit ina
variety of formats. The most basic form of representation is the timing diagram.
Such diagrams have been presented throughout this book in schematic form.
Here we will see diagrams generated from an actual piece of measurement —
equipment (Figure 24.1). -

Timing Timing diagramsof the SCSI buscan,in principle, be made using any logic ana-
diagrams —lyzer. However, the device should have a time resolution of at least 10 ns (that

is, 100 MHz). For Fast SCSI this resolution is almost too low. The Fast hold time,
the minimal time between the activation of REQ or ACK and the changing of the
data lines, is defined to be 10 ns, If I were trying to track down Fast synchronous
data transfer problems I would prefer the successor model with a resolution
downto 1 ns.

If there are problems with phase sequencing on the SCSI busthere is no
way to avoid the need for a timing analysis. Fortunately such problems have
become very rare now that bus timing is controlled by protocol chips.
Nevertheless, the potential for bus timing problems will always exist, no matter
how reliable the protocol chipsare.

Another application of a timing diagram is to gain an overview of longer
time intervals. For example, how long does a target need from arbitration to the
MESSAGE OUT phase? Here, there may be a world of difference in the behavior of
different SCSI devices. Alternatively, how long are the gaps between burstsforfast
synchronoustransfers? Does a device disconnect from the bus and how long does
it take to do so? All of these questions can be answered using the timing diagram.

257
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SCSI TINIG| — Timing Maveforms

Markers

Accumulate arf

Time/Div[10.00 us Delay Sample period = 10 ng 
Figure 24.1 SCSI timing diagram.

Bus phase list Another important representation of bus activity is in the form ofalist of bus
phases. Here the individual bus phases are listed one after another, usually
stamped with a time mark. This representation is especially helpful for software
development. Did the host adapterreally send the commandit was supposed to
send? Why was nothing returned? Did the target answer? Was the correct LUN
addressed in the MESSAGE OUT phase?

A number of logic analyzers equipped with a SCSI disassembler are
capable of delivering a list of bus phases. However, most of these have very
small buffers, holding 1 Kbyte or less. Here it becomes extremely important to
trigger on an event close enoughto the activity of interest, otherwiseit will pass
through and outof the shallow buffer.

Better still are a number of dedicated SCSI analyzers offered by various
manufacturers. Although they may lack timing diagram capabilities, they pos-
sess buffers for the bus phaselists of 32 Kbytes andlarger.

24.2 SCSI emulators

The SCSI The SCSI monitor included with this book is an easy to use program (without
monitor rival as far as price is concerned) which allows arbitrary SCSI commandsto be
program sent to anytarget on the SCSI bus. Althoughit is really intended as a educational

device for the SCSI bus it can also be used for simple evaluation testing of SCSI
peripherals.

With a little practice you can modify the MODE parameters and format a
disk drive. Such tasks are a little cumbersome without the ability to execute a
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series of preprogrammed commands. The source code of the monitor is includ-
ed on the diskette, so it is easy to modify and extend the original program (but
note that this is not allowed for commercial purposes).

Commercial Commercial SCSI emulators have more flexibility. For example, these are often
solutions capable of generating SCSI bus errors and otherconflicts that are extremely use-

ful for evaluating SCSI devices. Moreover, they allow lengthy test sequences to
be programmed and run, and often come delivered with tests designed for var-
ious devices. Target emulation is also possible with some equipment. This
makes it possible to put initiators through tests that might be impossible using
actual target devices. How do you get a normaltarget to return more data than
was requested? A target emulator is designed to do justthat.

24.3 Examples from industry

The intent here is not to give a comprehensive overview of products but rather
a feeling for the variety of devices by way of a few examples.

Logic analyzers Among the classic logic analyzers are the HP 1630 and HP 1650 machines. A
SCSI bus adapter, the HP 10343B, is available for both of these. The adapter
makes connecting to both single-ended and differential buses very simple. Wide
SCSI support, however, is lacking. The adapter comes with SCSI disassembler
software, which enables the analyzer to display output in the form of a bus
phase list. The analyzer is capable of resolution down to 10 ns which is more
than adequate for most situations. The only weak pointis the very small event
buffer of 512 bytes. The timing diagrams and bus phaselists in this book were
generated using the HP 1650B together with the HP 10343B.

The successor to this product is the HP 16500 logic analyzer family. This
device is capable of measuring down to 1 ns. The event buffer size has been
increased to 16 Kbytes. There is also an HP E2423A SCSI preprocessoravailable.
This adapter, like the HP 10343B, allows access to single-ended and differential
SCSI buses. In addition, Wide SCSI is supported.

SCSl analyzers Adaptec builds an entire family of SCSI analyzers (see Figure 24.2). These are all
implemented as PC boards with associated software. The SDS-310 is designed
for transfer rates up to 5 Mbytes per second (50 ns resolution) and 8-bit SCSI.
The SDS-310F supports fast synchronoustransfers (20 ns resolution) and 16-bit
SCSI as well. Both devices have a 32 Kbyte buffer. A special adapter is required
for differential buses.

I-Tech is a company that specializes in SCSI test systems. It makes the
IPC-6500, an analyzer with 20 ns resolution for Fast and Wide SCSI. This device
comes with a 64 Kbyte buffer and is capable of timing diagram as well as phase
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Figure 24.2 Bus phaselist of Adaptec analyzer.

list output. I-Tech also makes SCSI emulators and pocket testers. The latter use
LEDsandare useful for diagnosing bus problems, such as a differential device
connected to a single-ended bus.

SCSI emulators Ancot is another important namein the area of SCSI test systems. The INI-350is
a SCSIinitiator capable ofgenerating controlled errors. The deviceis able to test
SCSI targets by putting them through strange phase sequences. It is important
for a target to be able to recover from improper sequences and, aboveall, not to
lock up the bus. For these reasons the INI-350 is valuable in the design verifica-
tion process. Of course, it is also fully capable of normal operation and serves
well as a SCSI compliantinitiator. Ancot also offers the usual assortmentoftest
equipment, with an emphasis on standalone devices.

SCSI The SDS-3F family of test equipmentis ideal for testing the entire range of SCSI
development options including fast synchronous and 16-bit wide transfers. These products

systems represent an integrated development system complete with SCSI analyzer and
emulator. The analyzer component has a configurable event buffer of up to
256 Kbytes.Its time resolution, however, is only good down to 20 ns. Various
configurations of the emulator are capable of playing both initiator and target
roles,

Adaptec has also announced the SDS-5 series of equipment. Among the
improvements are an event buffer of 2 Mbytes and resolution downto 10 ns.

Summary If you are mainly interested in occasionally testing SCSI targets for overall func-
tionality then the SCSI monitor should be more than adequate for you.

If, on the other hand, you really need to know whatis happening on the
SCSI bus then there is no way to avoid investing in either a logic analyzer or a
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dedicated SCSI analyzer. In general, logic analyzers have better time resolution
than dedicated SCSI analyzers, but the latter are less expensive and have larger
event buffers.

In most circumstances the combination of a powerful SCSI emulator
together with a SCSI analyzer should suffice for the testing and evaluation of
SCSItargets.

For professional design work an extensive SCSI development system is
an invaluable tool, especially for work on initiators. What is more, targets sup-
porting tagged queues are almost impossible to test without the aid of such a
system.
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The development of SCSI followed closely the developmentof the SCSI proto-
col chips. Without an inexpensive,fast implementation of the bus interface SCSI
would have never captured the market in the wayit has. In this chapterI intro-
duce three VLSI protocol chips which have helped to makethis possible. In gen-
eral, each of them is suited to a different application.

Chip When choosing a protocol chip a numberof criteria must be taken into consid-
characteristics eration.

Initiator or target?
Most protocol chips are capable of playing either the initiator or the targetrole.
Nevertheless, some chips are better suited to one application or the other. In par-
ticular, there are chips for host adapters that require no additionallogic for use
with the ISA bus. In addition, these chips have a lot of SCSI overhead built in.

SCSIfeatures
By SCSIfeatures J mean, aboveall, the supportof (fast) synchronoustransfers as
well as Wide SCSI. Here the maximum REQ/ACK offset is of interest. For Wide

SCSI, if the second 8-bit data path is not implemented on the chip then there
should at least be provision for the REQB/ACKS signals of the B cable.

SCSI bus drivers

Whether or not SCSI line drivers are integrated into the chip represents an
important cost consideration. Chips with integrated single-ended drivers are the
norm, but they shouldalso provide the controlsignals for additional differential
circuitry.

CPU interface
The CPUinterface is key to smooth integration of the SCSI chip into the device
design. A SCSI chip designed for an Intel 286 microprocessor will not only
require extra ‘glue’ logic to make it work with a Motorola 68000, butit will also
workless efficiently. Since this information is sometimes lacking in the chip’s
data sheets, you should ask the manufacturer.

262
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Architecture

The architecture of a chip includes various aspects of the hardware, including
the data path width, and the numberand kindsof registers. Another important
point is to what extent the firmware of the SCSI device must intervene in the
SCSI bus protocol. Ideally, the firmware should be responsible for setting up
transfers, and the rest should be handled by the chip. With respect to this area,
there are chips that cover the entire spectrum, beginning with those that need to
be led by the firmware through every single bus phase.

Another important architecture issue is the presence of a buffer for SCSI
transfers. The larger the buffer is on the chip, the more time the firmware has to
react without slowing overall performance.

The NCR 5385

The NCR 5385 wasthe original single chip SCSI controller. Over the years it was
succeeded by the 5385E and then the 5386. All three versions have fundamen-
tally the same design. You wouldbe hard pressed to find a 5385 in a newly
developed product. NCR has since come out with a number of more advanced
chips. Nevertheless, here we take a quick look at the very first chip, in order to
gain a perspective for the later generations.

The 5385 is equally suited to target andinitiator applications. It supports
exclusively asynchronous transfers with a maximum transfer rate of approxi-
mately 2 Mbytes per second. The 5385 even needs external SCSI line drivers.
Additionallogic is necessary for differential drivers as well.

The 14 registers of the 5385 (Table 25.1) are selected using four address
lines. It is up to the hardware designer whether to map the registers to the mem-
ory or I/O spaceof the processor.

The 5385 is not capable of linking together complex SCSI phase
sequences. What is more, every phase change must be controlled by the

Table 25.1 NCR 5385 registers.

Address Type Register

Oh R/W Data register
ih R/W Commandregister
2h R/W Control register
3h R/W Target ID
4h R Extra status

5h R ID register
6h R Interruptregister
7h R Source [ID

9h R Diagnostic status
Ch R/W (MSB)
Dh R/W Transfer counter

Eh R/W (LSB)
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firmware. Here the chip occupies three states: DISCONNECTED,INITIATOR, and TAR-
GET. In each state only certain commandsare possible. This keeps the firmware
from initiating invalid bus phases. For example, the command R&SELECT is only
possible in the DISCONNECTstate.

25.2 Target applications: EMULEX ESP200

EMULEX ESP SCSI chips are widely used in a variety of target applications
(Figure 25,1). Various ESP chips are also sold by NCR undera different name.
The ESP family has many membersincluding chips that support Fast and Wide
SCSI. As a group the chips are very similar, so that modifying firmware written
for one chip for use with anotheris very straightforward. As a typical example
of these chips consider the ESP200.

Characteristics The ESP200 functions as an initiator as well as a target but is optimalin the tar-
get role. It is capable of synchronous and asynchronoustransfers but lacks in
Fast and Wide support. Nevertheless, it can reach rates as high as 3 Mbytes per
second for asynchronous and even 5 Mbytes per second for synchronoustrans-
fers. The maximal REQ/ ACK offset for synchronous transfers is 15. The ESP200
has built-in single-ended SCSI drivers and the control signals for external dif-
ferential drivers.

The ESP200 uses an 8-bit architecture; thatis, all data paths and registers
are 8 bits wide. The microprocessorinterfaceis ideal for microcontrollers like the

ESP200
Scsl
controller

Buffer Control
controller

Microprocessor

Figure 25,1. Typical target application using ESP200.
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Intel 8051, for which minimal additional circuitry is necessary. Moreover, the
chip includes DMA circuitry, speeding the transfer of data between memory and
the SCSI bus. The chip also contains a 16-byte FIFO, which supports, among
other things, the synchronousoffset offered by the chip.

An important feature of the chip is that it is capable of handling
sequences of SCSI phases without intervention of the microprocessor. The chip
can, for example, go through the arbitration, selection, and command phases
autonomously. As a target it can allow itself to be selected and receive the com-
mand before generating an interrupt to the microprocessor.

Register model The ESP200 is controlled using a bank of 8-bit registers (Table 25.2). Table 25.3
and commands gives an overview ofthe chip’s capabilities, along with the chip commands.It is

worth mentioning that the transfer counter is only 16 bits wide, limiting trans-
fers to 64 Kbytes.

In Table 25.3 the abbreviations Ini, Tar and Dis stand for the initiator, tar-

get, and disconnected states. The commands labeled such are only executable
whenthe chip is in that state.

The ESP family also includes the ESP2x6 chips capable of 16-bit DMA
and Wide SCSI, as well as FAS2x6 chips which in addition support Fast SCSI.

Table 25.2 ESP200 registers.

(LSB) Transfer

counter (MSB)

|?|

Command

|5

 Write access 
 

 
  

 
Select/reselect SCSI ID

5 Select/reselect timeout

|6)|Sequencer Synchronous transfer period
Synchronousoffset

Gagan
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Table 25.3  ESP200 commands.

Iniffar Command : InifTar Command

NOP Tar Send status

Clear FIFO Tar Send data |
Chip reset Tar Reconnect sequence |
SCSI reset Tar Terminate sequence |

Ini Data transfer Tar Command complete sequence |
Ini=Command sequence Tar Disconnect
Ini Acknowledge message Tar Receive message
Ini ‘Transfer Tar Receive command
Ini Set ATN Tar Receive data

Dis Reconnect Tar Command sequence
Dis Select w/o ATN
Dis Select with ATN

Dis Select with ATN and ha

Dis Enable reselection
Dis Disable reselection

 
25.3 PC host adapters: FUTURE DOMAIN TMC-950

The TMC-950 is an example ofa single chip SCSI host adapter (Figure 25.2). No
additional components are necessary to build an ISA to SCSI adapter; only if you
wish to integrate a BIOS will an EPROM anddecodecircuitry be required. This
solution is seen on a numberof low cost host adapters from the Far East. Because
of its popularity we take a closer look now at the workings of the TMC-950. The
chip on the Seagate STO1 and ST02 host adapters has a different name butis
identical.

ISA bus

27064 
Figure 25.2 Three-chip PC host adaptor using TMC-950.
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The chip comes in a JEDEC 68-pin PLCC package.It incorporates both
single-ended SCSI drivers and an ISA businterface. It supports only the initia-
tor role and carmot be used for target applications. Only asynchronous SCSI
transfers are possible, and this at a maximum rate of 2 Mbytes per second.
Although such features put the chip at the lower end of the performance spec-
trum, its low cost and simplicity makeit very attractive in many applications.It
lends itself well to a system where access to a CD-ROM and perhaps a SCSI tape
drive is necessary but speedis not crucial. If, on the other hand, access to a num-
ber of fast disk drives is called for, the TMC-950 is not recommended.

Programming the chip is very simple. For example, to cause the chip to
arbitrate involves the sending of a single command. Afterwards one merely
waits until the chip respondsthat it has succeeded.

The model of the TMC-950 is unusual and differs from those chips designed pri-
marily for target applications (Figure 25.3). From the host’s perspective the chip
is an 8 Kbyte window in memory above the 640 Kbyte boundary. Four base
addresses can be selected, the default of which is CAQ00h. The lower 6 Kbytes
address the external ROM. The ROM holds disk BIOS routines. Above this at

base+1800h comes 256 bytes of internal RAM.This is used to store BIOS vari-
ables and flags. The area from base+-1C00h to base+1DEFFhis the control/status
register, regardless of which of the 512 bytes is addressed. The sameis true for
the area from base+1E00H to base+1FFFH, which addresses the SCSI data regis-
ter. For the Seagate STO1 and ST02 the control/status register lies in memory
between base+1A00h and base+1BFFh, and the SCSI data register lies between
base+1C00h and base+1FFFh.

Whenread, the control/status register returns status information; when
written, control bits are set or cleared.

PC address space TMC-950 address space

Base + 1Eo0|S05! data
Base + 1DFF

Basa + 1C00 Control/status

Base + 18FF
Base + 1800: RAM {internal}
Basa + 17FF

512 Bytes

612 Bytes

256 Bytes

{external}

640 KbyteMain memory

Figure 25.3 Address space of TMC-950.
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The control The bits RST, SEL, BSY and ATNactivate the corfespondingsignals on the SCSI
register bus.It is the responsibility of the software to assure a proper sequence ofbus

phases. This allows for the-generation of invalid phases in order to test the
response of a target.

@ Arb (start arbitration): When this bit is set the chip will begin arbitration.

e@ Par (SCSI parity enable): Turns on the generation of the SCSI parity bit.

@ ISel: Whenthis bit is set the chip will generate an interrupt when the SELsig-
nal goesactive.

e Dri (SCSI bus drivers enable): The SCSI line drivers of the TMC-950 are only
enabled during arbitration or when this bit is set along with an active I/O signal.

The status The bits BSY, MSG, I/O, C/D and SELreflect the state of the correspondingsig-
register nals of the SCSI bus (Table 25.4).

@ RnA (request and not acknowledge): This bit is set as long as REQ but not ACK is
active. This is the precise moment whenthe data register must be written or read.

@ Par: This bit is set when a SCSI parity error occurs.

@ ArbCc:This bit is set when the chip winsarbitration.

The SCSI data The SCSI data register is used to exchange data with the SCSI bus. By program
register control the signals 1/o and REQ are monitored through the statusregister. As

SOON a$ REQ is active the value of 1/0 determines whether a read or a write is

performed. Afterwards the chip activates the ACK signal.

Summary The TMC-950 is a chip designed exclusively for use in PC host adapters, No
additional components are necessary for integration in an ISA system.’On the
SCSI side the chip supports only asynchronoustransfers. Single-ended SCSI dri-
vers are incorporated in the chip. To a certain extent SCSI bus phases are han-
dled by the chip autonomously. The lack of a data buffer for SCSI data transfers
results in a slowertransfer rate.

Table 25.4 The control and status registers of the TMC-950.

Control register

P76]sja4]3}2}ajo
baerRe] a|ANBY]S|s

Status register
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SCSI commands(by opcode)

Key:
M Mandatory
QO Optional
V ‘Vendor unique

D Disk drives T Tape drives
P Printers E Processor drives

W WORM drives ‘C CD-ROM

S Scanners O Optical storage
M  Medium-changers U Communication devices
 

Uo Command

 
 

= M TEST UNIT READY
REWIND

REZERO UNIT

REQUEST SENSE
FORMAT

FORMAT UNIT

READ BLOCK LIMITS

 

O

| M

a O i :
| M

O

INITIALIZE ELEMENT STATUS
REASSIGN BLOCKS

GET MESSAGE(06}

READ(06)
RECEIVE

PRINT

SEND MESSAGE(06)

SEND(06)

WRITE(06)

SEEK(06)
SLEW AND PRINT

269
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Command

READ REVERSE

SYNCHRONIZE BUFFER

WRITE FILEMARKS

SPACE

INQUIRY

VERIFY(06)
RECOVER BUFFERED DATA

MODE SELECT(06)
RESERVE

RESERVE UNIT

RELEASE

RELEASE UNIT

COPY

ERASE

MODE SENSE(06)
LOAD UNLOAD

SCAN

STOP PRINT

STOP START UNIT

RECEIVE DIAGNOSTIC RESULTS

SEND DIAGNOSTIC

PREVENT ALLOW MEDIUM

REMOVAL

ddsdeed O<0EFZO<<4E<<<<<
Vv

Vv

VV

oO

M |

M

M

O

0 |

M

M

M

oO

M

M

O

<<<<OZ00ddd<<OZO0O0
SET WINDOW

GET WINDOW

READ CAPACITY

READ CD-ROM CAPACITY

.

GET MESSAGE(10)

READ(10)
READ GENERATION

SEND MESSAGE(10)

SEND(10)

WRITE(10)
LOCATE

POSITION TO ELEMENT

SEEK(10)

<Z<<Z 
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Opcode U Command

2C O ERASE(10)
2D Oo READ UPPATED BLOCK

2E Oo WRITE AND VERIFY(10)

2F 0 O VERIFY(10)
30 oO Oo SEARCH DATA HIGH(L0)

31 OBJECT POSITION

31 Oo Oo SEARCH DATA EQUAL(10)

32 Oo oO SEARCH DATA LOW(10)

33 oO Oo SET LIMITS(10)

34 GET DATA BUFFER STATUS

34 oO Oo PRE-FETCH

34 READ POSITION

35 O O SYNCHRONIZE CACHE

36 oO Oo LOCK UNLOCK CACHE
37 | O READ DEFECT DATA(10)
38 O MEDIUM SCAN

39 Oo O COMPARE

3A O O COPY AND VERIFY
3B O O WRITE BUFFER

3C oO O READ BUFFER
3D O UPDATE BLOCK

3E oO Oo READ LONG

3F Oo WRITE LONG

40 Oo O CHANGE DEFINITION
4) WRITE SAME

42 Oo READ SUB-CHANNEL

43 oO READ TOC

44 oO READ HEADER

45 Oo PLAY AUDIO(10)
47 oO PLAY AUDIO MSF

48 O PLAY AUDIO TRACK INDEX

49 Oo PLAY TRACK RELATIVE

4B O PAUSE RESUME

4c O LOG SELECT

4D Oo LOG SENSE

55 oO MODE SELECT(10)

5A O MODE SENSE(10)

AS MOVE MEDIUM

AS5 oO PLAY AUDIO(12)
AG EXCHANGE MEDIUM

A8 GET MESSAGE(12)

As Oo READ(12)
AQ Oo PLAY TRACK RELATIVE(12)
AA SEND MESSAGE(12)

AA WRITE(12)
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Uo Command

 
BRASE(12)

WRITE AND VERIFY(12)

VERIFY(12)

SEARCH DATA HIGH(12)

SEARCH DATA EQUAL(12)

SEARCH DATA LOW(12)

SET LIMITS(12)

REQUEST VOLUME ELEMENT
ADDRESS

SEND VOLUME TAG

READ DEFECT DATA(12)
READ ELEMENT STATUS

oOo000000
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SCSI commands

(alphabetically)

Command

CHANGE DEFINITION

COMPARE

COPY

COPY AND VERIFY

ERASE

ERASE(i0)

ERASE(12)
EXCHANGE MEDIUM

FORMAT

FORMAT UNIT
GET DATA BUFFER STATUS

GET MESSAGE(06)

GET MESSAGE(i0)

GET MESSAGE(12)
GET WINDOW

INITIALIZE ELEMENT STATUS

INQUIRY
LOAD UNLOAD

LOCATE

LOCK UNLOCK CACHE

LOG SELECT

LOG SENSE

MEDIUM SCAN

MODE SELECT(06)

MODE SELECT(10)

MODE SENSE(06)

MODE SENSE(10)
MOVE MEDIUM

OBJECT POSITION
PAUSE RESUME

PLAY AUDIO MSF

PLAY AUDIO TRACK INDEX

 oo90000 
°

 
  
 

M M

oO

O

O

O , O oO

O O O

O

M O O

O O O

M oO O

Oo O O
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Command Opcod

PLAY AUDIO(10) 45
PLAY AUDIO(12) AS
PLAY TRACK RELATIVE(10) 49
PLAY TRACK RELATIVE(12) AY
POSITION TO ELEMENT 2B

PRE-FETCH 34

PREVENT ALLOW MEDIUM 1E O
REMOVAL

PRINT 0A

READ BLOCK LIMITS 05 M

READ BUFFER 3C O

READ CAPACITY 25

READ CD-ROM CAPACITY 25

READ DEFECT DATA(10) 37
READ DEFECT DATA(12) B?7
READ ELEMENT STATUS B8

READ GENERATION 29 V

READ HEADER 44. oO

READ LONG 3E O

READ POSITION 34. Oo

READ REVERSE OF Oo V

READ SUB-CHANNEL . 42 O

READ TOC 43 O

READ UPDATED BLOCK 2D oO

READ(06) 08 M oO Oo
READ(10) 28 M M
READ(12) A8 oO O
REASSIGN BLOCKS 07 Vv O

RECEIVE 08

RECEIVE DIAGNOSTIC RESULTS=1C oO Oo Oo
RECOVER BUFFERED DATA 14 pO V

RELEASE 17 M M

RELEASE UNIT 17 M

REQUEST SENSE 03 M M M
REQUEST VOLUME ELEMENT B5

ADDRESS
RESERVE 16 M M

RESERVE UNIT 16 M

REWIND 01 M

REZERO UNIT 01

SCAN 1B

SEARCH DATA EQUAL(10) 31
SEARCH DATA EQUAL(12) Bl
SEARCH DATA HIGH(10) 30

SEARCH DATA HIGH(12) BO
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SEARCH DATA LOW(10)

SEARCH DATA LOW(12)

SEEK(06)

SEEK(10)
SEND DIAGNOSTIC

SEND MESSAGE(06)

SEND MESSAGE(10)

SEND MESSAGE(12)
SEND VOLUME TAG

SEND(06)

SEND(10)

SBT LIMITS(10)

SET LIMITS(12)
SET WINDOW

SLEW AND PRINT

SPACE

STOP PRINT

STOP START UNIT

SYCHRONIZE BUFFER

SYNCHRONIZE CACHE

TEST UNIT READY

UPDATE BLOCK

VERIFY(06)

VERIFY(10)

VERIFY(12)

WRITE AND VERIFY(10)

WRITE AND VERIFY(12)
WRITE BUFFER

WRITE FILEMARKS

WRITE LONG

WRITE SAME

WRITE(06}

WRITE(i0}

WRITE(12}
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SCSI sense codes

 
Sense Meaning
code

_ 00 NO ADDITIONAL SENSE INFORMATION
00 FILEMARK DETECTED

00 END-OF-PARTITION/MEDIUM DETECTED
00 SETMARK DETECTED

00 BEGINNING-OF-PARTITION/MEDIUM DETECTED
00 END-OF-DATA DETECTED

00 1/O PROCESS TERMINATED
00 AUDIO PLAY OPERATION IN PROGRESS

00 AUDIO PLAY OPERATION PAUSED

00 AUDIO PLAY OPERATION SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED

00 AUDIO PLAY OPERATION STOPPED DUE TO ERROR

00 NC CURRENT AUDIO STATUS TO RETURN

01 INDEX/SECTOR SIGNAL
02 SEEK COMPLETE
03 PERIPHERAL DEVICE WRITE FAULT

03 NO WRITE CURRENT

03 EXCESSIVE WRITE ERRORS

04 LOGICAL UNIT NOT READY

04 LOGICAL UNIT IS IN PROCESS OF BECOMING READY

04 LOGICAL UNIT NOT READY

04. LOGICAL UNIT NOT READY .

04 LOGICAL UNIT NOT READY

05 LOGICAL UNIT DOES NOT RESPOND TO SELECTION

06 REFERENCE POSITION FOUND

07 MULTIPLE PERIPHERAL DEVICES SELECTED

08 LOGICAL UNIT COMMUNICATION FAILURE

08 LOGICAL UNIT COMMUNICATION TIME-OUT

08 LOGICAL UNIT COMMUNICATION PARITY ERROR

09 TRACK FOLLOWING ERROR

09 TRACKING SERVO FAILURE

09 FOCUS SERVO FAILURE
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Serse

code

09

0A

OC

0C

0c

10

11

11

il

11

i

11

li

11

11

11

11

11

11

12

13

14

i4

14

14

14

15

15

15

16

17

17

17

17

17

17

17

17

18

18

18

18

18
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Meaning

SPINDLE SERVO FAILURE

ERROR LOG OVERFLOW

WRITE ERROR

WRITE ERROR RECOVERED WITH AUTO REALLOCATION

WRITE ERROR — AUTO REALLOCATION FAILED

CRC OR ECC ERROR

UNRECOVERED READ ERROR

READ RETRIES EXHAUSTED

ERROR TOO LONG TO CORRECT

MULTIPLE READ ERRORS

UNRECOVERED READ ERROR — AUTO REALLOCATE FAILED

L-EC UNCORRECTABLE ERROR

CIRC UNRECOVERED ERROR

DATA RESYNCHRONIZATION ERROR

INCOMPLETE BLOCK READ

NO GAP FOUND

MISCORRECTED ERROR

UNRECOVERED READ ERROR — RECOMMEND REASSIGNMENT
UNRECOVERED READ ERROR — RECOMMEND REWRITE THE DATA

ADDRESS MARK NOT FOUND FOR ID FIELD

ADDRESS MARK NOT FOUND FOR DATA FIELD

RECORDED ENTITY NOT FOUND

RECORD NOT FOUND

FILEMARK OR SETMARK NOT FOUND

END-OF-DATA NOT FOUND

BLOCK SEQUENCE ERROR
RANDOM POSITIONING ERROR

MECHANICAL POSITIONING ERROR

POSITIONING ERROR DETECTED BY READ OF MEDIUM

DATA SYNCHRONIZATION MARK ERROR

RECOVERED DATA WITH NO ERROR CORRECTION APPLIED

RECOVERED DATA WITH RETRIES

RECOVERED DATA WITH POSITIVE HEAD OFFSET

RECOVERED DATA WITH NEGATIVE HEAD OFFSET

RECOVERED DATA WITH RETRIES AND/OR CIRC APPLIED
RECOVERED DATA USING PREVIOUS SECTOR ID

RECOVERED DATA WITHOUT ECC —- DATA AUTO-REALLOCATED

RECOVERED DATA WITHOUT ECC — RECOMMEND REASSIGNMENT

RECOVERED DATA WITH ERROR CORRECTION APPLIED

RECOVERED DATA WITH ERROR CORRECTION AND RETRIES

APPLIED

RECOVERED DATA — DATA AUTO-REALLOCATED

RECOVERED DATA WITH CIRC

RECOVERED DATA WITH LEC
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Sense

code

18

19

19

19

19

1A

1B

1C

ic

1C

1D

1E

20

21

21

22

24

29

26

26

26

26

27

28

28

29

2A

2A

2A

2B

2C

2C

2C

2D

2F

30

30

30

30

31

31

32

32

 

Meaning

  

 
RECOVERED DATA — RECOMMEND REASSIGNMENT

DEFECT LIST ERROR

DEFECT LIST NOT AVAILABLE

DEFECT LIST ERROR IN PRIMARYLIST

DEFECT LIST ERROR IN GROWNLIST

PARAMETERLIST LENGTH ERROR

SYNCHRONOUS DATA TRANSFER ERROR

DEFECT LIST NOT FOUND

PRIMARY DEFECT LIST NOT FOUND
GROWNDEFECT LIST NOT FOUND

MISCOMPARE DURING VERIFY OPERATION

RECOVERED ID WITH ECC CORRECTION

INVALID COMMAND OPERATION MODE

LOGICAL BLOCK ADDRESS OUT OF RANGE
INVALID ELEMENT ADDRESS

ILLEGAL PUNCTION (SHOULD USE 20 00)
INVALID FIELD IN CDB

LOGICAL UNIT NOT SUPPORTERD

INVALID FIELD IN PARAMETERLIST

PARAMETER NOT SUPPORTED

PARAMETER VALUE INVALID

THRESHOLD PARAMETERS NOT SUPPORTED

WRITE PROTECTED

NOT READY TO READY TRANSITION (MEDIUM MAY HAVE
CHANGED)
IMPORT OR EXPORT ELEMENT ACCESSED

POWER ON

PARAMETERS CHANGED

MODE PARAMETERS CHANGED

LOG PARAMETERS CHANGED

COPY CANNOT EXECUTE SINCE HOST CANNOTDISCONNECT

COMMAND SEQUENCE ERROR

TOO MANY WINDOWSSPECIFIED

INVALID COMBINATION OF WINDOWSSPECIFIED

OVERWRITE ERROR ON UPDATE IN PLACE

COMMANDS CLEARED BY ANOTHER INITIATOR
INCOMPATIBLE MEDIUM INSTALLED

CANNOT READ MEDIUM — UNKNOWN FORMAT

CANNOT READ MEDIUM — INCOMPATIBLE FORMAT

CLEANING CARTRIDGE INSTALLED

MEDIUM FORMAT CORRUPTED

FORMAT COMMANDFAILED

NO DEFECT SPARE LOCATION AVAILABLE

DEFECT LIST UPDATE FAILURE
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Sense Meaning
code

33 TAPE LENGTH ERROR

36 RIBBON

37 ROUNDED PARAMETER

39 f SAVING PARAMETERS NOT SUPPORTED

3A MEDIUM NOT PRESENT

3B SEQUENTIAL POSITIONING ERROR
3B m2 TAPE POSITION ERROR AT BEGINNING-OF-MEDIUM

3B Meg TAPE POSITION ERROR AT END-OF-MEDIUM

3B TAPE OR ELECTRONIC VERTICAL FORMS UNIT NOT READY

3B SLEW FAILURE

3B a PAPER JAM
3B ™ FAILED TO SENSE TOP-OF-FORM
3B H FAILED TO SENSE BOTTOM-OF-FORM

3B f REPOSITION ERROR

3B READ PAST END OF MEDIUM

3B READ PAST BEGINNING OF MEDIUM

3B POSITION PAST END OF MEDIUM

3B E POSITION PAST BEGINNING OF MEDIUM

3B MEDIUM DESTINATION ELEMENT FULL

3B MEDIUM SOURCE ELEMENT EMPTY

3D INVALID BITS IN IDENTIFY MESSAGE

3E LOGICAL UNIT HAS NOT SELF-CONFIGURED YET

3F TARGET OPERATING CONDITIONS HAVE CHANGED

3F MICROCODE HAS BEEN CHANGED

3F CHANGED OPERATING DEFINITION

3F INQUIRY DATA HAS CHANGED

40 RAM FAILURE (SHOULD USE 40 NN)
40 DIAGNOSTIC FAILURE ON COMPONENT NN (80H—FFH)
41 DATA PATH FAILURE (SHOULD USE 40 NN)
42 POWER-ON OR SELF-TEST FAILURE (SHOULD USE 40 NN)
43 MESSAGE ERROR

44 INTERNAL TARGET FAILURE

45 SELECT OR RESELECT FAILURE

46 UNSUCCESSFUL SOFT RESET

47 SCSI PARITY ERROR

48 INITIATOR DETECTED ERROR MESSAGE RECEIVED

49 INVALID MESSAGE ERROR

4A COMMAND PHASE ERROR

4B DATA PHASE ERROR

4C LOGICAL UNIT PAILED SELF-CONFIGURATION

4E OVERLAPPED COMMANDS ATTEMPTED

50 WRITE APPEND ERROR

50 WRITE APPEND POSITION ERROR

50 POSITION ERROR RELATED TO TIMING
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Sense Meaning
code a

51 ERASE FAILURE

52 me =CARTRIDGE FAULT

53 | MEDIA LOAD OR EJECT FAILED

53 me UNLOADTAPE FAILURE —
53 a MEDIUM REMOVAL PREVENTED

54 SCSI TO HOST SYSTEM INTERFACE FAILURE

55 SYSTEM RESOURCE FAILURE

57 ® UNABLE TO RECOVER TABLE-OF-CONTENTS
58 B GENERATION DOES NOT EXIST

59 UPDATED BLOCK READ

5A OPERATOR REQUEST OR STATE CHANGE INPUT (SPECIFIED)
5A OPERATOR MEDIUM REMOVAL REQUEST
5A OPERATOR SELECTED WRITE PROTECT

5A OPERATOR SELECTED WRITE PERMIT

5B LOG EXCEPTION

5B THRESHOLD CONDITION MET

5B LOG COUNTER AT MAXIMUM

5B LOG LIST CODES EXHAUSTED

5c RPL STATUS CHANGE

5C SPINDLES SYNCHRONIZED
5C SPINDLES NOT SYNCHRONIZED

60 LAMP FAILURE

61 VIDEO ACQUISITION ERROR
61 B UNABLE TO ACQUIRE VIDEO

61 @ OUT OF FOCUS .
62 # SCAN HEAD POSITIONING ERROR
63 | END OF USER AREA ENCOUNTERED ON THIS TRACK

64 | ILLEGAL MODE FOR THIS TRACK
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The SCSI bulletin board

The ANSI SCSI specification can also be acquired in an electronic format from
the SCSI bulletin board (SCSI BBS) in the US. The telephone number {as of
February 1993)is:

(719) 574-0424

If you are calling for the first time, you will need to register for a user account.
In general it takes a few days to set up the account and the permissions that
allow you to access data on the BBS. The SCSI BBS offers access to the various
X3T9 documents, among other important documentation and information. You
can follow, for example, ongoing discussions concerning the SCSI-3 standard.It
is also possible to access information on other X3T domains such as IPI, ATA, or
HIPPI.

WILDCAT! Copyright (c) 87,92 Mustang Software, Ine. All
Rights Reserved.
Registration Number: 92-3725. Version: 3.55M (MULTI-LINE).
Node:1.

Connected at 2400 bps. ANSI detected.

The SCSI Bulletin Board System
Provided by the NCR Corporation
Using the WildCat! BBS Package Version 3.55M

New User Call limit....60 minutes/call....90 minutes/day
(temporary settings)
Registered Users....... 60 minutes/call....90 minutes/day
Modem... . ccc eee eee eee USR Courier HST(tm) Dual
Standard(tm)

Baud rates......ssaeeee 3000-14400 (+HST 16800)

What is your first name? friedhelm
What is your last name? schmidt
Looking up “FRIEDHELM SCHMIDT”, Please wait...
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Your name “FRIEDHELM SCHMIDT” was not found in the user
data base. a,

Helio! You are a new user to the system and we want
to welcome you. ve Lo

There are many features to discover, so please read
the HELP files and experiment with new choices.

Check the Bulletin menu and Newsletter file for additional
information.

Welcome to The SCSI BBS.

For our BBS records we would like to get some additional
information. Please answer as correctly as possible to
enable us to provide the best service and support possi-
ble.

etc., etc.

REKKEKEKRKEKKEKEKKKEKRERKERKE Draft Standard Kok kkkkkkkk kkekee

While this BBS 7s called The SCSI BBS, there are other

I/O interfaces covered here as well. I have separated the
files for these projects into different file areas in a
rather ad hoc fashion. Here is the map:

SCSI-1 File Area 7

SCSI-2 File Area 8

SCSI-3 File Area 20

ATA File Area 15

CAM File Area i3

ESDI File Area 21

HIPPI File Area 16

IPI File Area 14

Fibre Channel File Area 17

Please remember that these ftles are provided for review
and comment purposes only. The final ANSI-approved ver-
sions will not be posted here — if you want an ANSI-
approved standard, you must purchase the paper copy from
ANSI

(or Global Engineering Documents). Ordering information is
contained in another bulletin.
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Source code for
SCANSCSI.PAS

SCANSCSIis a short utility program that also serves as a good example of an
ASPI application. It checks all LUNsof all SCSI IDs to see whether a device is
present. It does not rely on the ASPI internal table of devices but rather sends an
INQUIRY command to each LUN.In this way devices that have been added to the
busafter the loading of the ASPI managerare also discovered.

program scanscsi(input,output);

{*** Copyright Notice: This source code belongs to the
book

“The SCSI Bus and IDE Interface” from Addison-Wesley.

It may be ported and modified for non-commercial
purposes when this copyright notice is included.
Authorization of the publisher is necessary for
commercial purposes.

}

uses CRT, DOS;

const

PNAM : string='SCSI-Scanner V1.0 rev 003 25.2.93
(fs}’;

{ASPI Specific Constants}

ASPI_SRB_LENGTH = $7F;

SRB_COMMAND_CODE = $00;
SRB_STATUS = $01;
SRB_TARGET_ID = $08;
SRB_LUN = $09;
SRB_DATA_LENGTH = $0A;
SRB_BUFFER_OFS = $0F;
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SRB_BUFFER_SEG = $11;

SRB_SCSI_LEN $17;
SRB_HA_STATUS = $18;

SRB_TARGET_STATUS= $19;
SRB_SCST_CMD = $40;

SRB_X_SCSICMD =. $02;

{SCSI Specific Constants}

SCST_CMD_LENGTH =-l1l;

{Program specific constants}

DATA_LENGTH = $FF;

{Messages}

ASPI_CONNECTED ="ASPI loaded’;

ASPT_OPEN_ERROR ="’Error opening ASPI’;

type

{Generic Types}
MemAdress = record

Offset: integer;
Segment: integer;

end;

{ASPI-Types }

SRBsize= 0..ASPI_SRB_LENGTH;
SRBarray = array[SRBsize] of byte;

{SCS1]-Types]

SCSICmdSize = 0..SCSI_CMD_LENGTH;
5CSICmd = record

Command: array[SCSICmdSize] of byte;
Status: byte;
ID: byte;
LUN: byte;
Len: byte;

TimeOut: integer;
end;

BufferLength = 0..DATA_LENGTH;
DataBufferType = array(BufferLength] of byte;
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var

CommandBuffer : SCSICmd;

DataBuffer : DataBufferType;
1D, LUN : byte;
AspiEntryPoint: MemAdress;
SRB: SRBarray;
SCSIConnected: string;

{**** Low Level Functions}

function FileOpen(FileName:string):integer;

const BDOS_OPEN_FILE = $30;

var register: registers;

begin
FileName:=FileName+chr(0);

with register
do

begin
ax := DOS_OPEN_FILE shi 8;
bx:=0;

- cx:=0;
ds := seg(FileName);
dx := ofs(FileName)+i; { because Pascal strings carry

their length in byte 0 }
end;

MSDOS(register);
if (register.flags and FCarry) > 0
then FileOpen:=-1
else FileOpen:=register.ax;

end;

function FileClose(FfileHandteé:integer):integer;

const DOS_CLOSE_FILE = $3E;

var register: registers;

begin
with register
do

begin
ax := DOS_CLOSE_FILE shl 8;
bx:=FileHandle:

end:

MSDOS(register);
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if (register.flags and FCarry} = 0
then FileClose:0 ,

else FileClose:=register.ax;
end;

{**** Miscellanous Generic Functions}

{**** SCSI generic functions}

function SCSICmdLen(Opcode: byte):byte;
begin

SCSICmdLen:=0;

if Opcode and $£0
if Opcode and $£0
if Opcode and $E0
if Opcode and $£0

end;

$00 then SCSICmdLen:=6;
$20 then SCSiCmdten:=10;
$40 then SCSICmdLen:=10;
$A0 then SCSICmdLen:=1l2:

{**** ASPI-specific functions}

procedure GetASPlEntry(FileHandle:integer;: var
AspiEntry:MemAdress);

const ASPILENTRY_LENGTH, = 4;
DOS_IOCTL_READ = $4402;

var register: registers;

begin
with register
do

begin
ax := BDOS_IOCTL_READ;
DxX:=FileHandte;
cx:=ASPI_ENTRY_LENGTE;

ds := seg(AspiEntry);
dx := ofs(AspiEntry);

end;

MSDOS(register);
end;

procedure SCSI2SRB(var SRB: SRBarray; Command: SCSICmd;
var DataBuffer: DataBufferType);

var k:integer;
begin
for k:=0 to High{SRB) do SRB[k]:=0;
SRBCSRB_COMMAND_CODE]:=SRB_X_SCSICMD;
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with Command do

begin
SRBCSRB_TARGET_IDJ:=I10D;
SRBCSRB_LUN]:=LUN; .
SRBCSRB_SCSI_LEN]:=SCSICmdLen(Command[1]);
for k:=0 to SRB[SRB_SCSI_LEN]-1 do

SRBLSRB_SCSI_CMD+k] :=Commandfk];
end:

SRBESRB_DATA_LENGTH]:=lo(DATA_LENGTH);:
SRBESRB_DATA_LENGTH+1 }:=hi (DATA_LENGTH) ;
SRBCSRB_BUFFER_SEG]:=lo(seg(DataBuffer));
SRB{SRB_BUFFER_SEG+1]:=hi(seg(DataBuffer));
SRBLSRB_BUFFER_OFS]:=lo(ofs(DataBuffer) );
SRB[SRB_BUFFER_OFS+1]:=hi(ofs(DataBuffer));

end:

procedure SRBexecute({var SRB: SRBarray);
var SRBsegment, SRBoffset: integer;

begin

SRBsegment :=seg(SRB);
SRBoffset:=ofS(SRB):;

asm

mov ax, SRBSegment

push ax
mov ax, SRBoffset

push ax
LEA BX, AspitntryPoint
call DWORD PTR [bx]

add sp,4
end;

end;

function InitializeASPI (var AspiEntrypoint:MemAdress):
boolean; .

const ASPI_LNAME = ‘SCSIMGR#’:

var result: integer;
AspiFileHandle: integer;

begin
AspiFileHandle:=FileOpen(ASPI_NAME};
if AspiFileHandle>-1
then

1
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begin

GetASPIEntry(AspiFileHandte, AspientryPoint);
FileClose(AspiFileHandle);
InitializeASPI:=true;

end

else InitializeASPI:=false;
end:

procedure initialize;

var ByteNbr : integer;

begin
with CommandBuffer do

begin
for ByteNbr:=0 to SCSI_CMD_LENGTH do

Command£ByteNbr}:=0;
ID:=0;

LUN:=0;
Status:=$FF;

end;

Tor ByteNbr:=0 to DATA_LENGTH do Databuffer[BytenbrI: =0;
end;

Procedure Inquire(ID,LUN:byte);
const INQUIRY : array [SCSICmdSize] of byte =
($12,$0,$0,$0,$ff,$0,$0,50,$0,$0,$0,$0);

var k: integer;
Status: byte;

begin
for k:=0 to SCSI_CMDB_LENGTH do

CommandBuffer.command£k]:=INQUIRYCk];:
CommandBuffer.ID:=ID;

CommandBuffer.LUN:=LUN;
if LUN=0 then writeln(‘SCSI-ID ‘,I1D,’: ‘);

SCSIZ2SRB(SR8,CommandBuffer,BataBuffer);

SRBexecute(SRB);

repeat until SRBCSRB_STATUS]<>0;
if SRBCSRB_STATUS] = 1 then
if SRBESRB_HASTATUSJ= 0 then

begin
Status:=DataBuffer[0j and $£0;
if Status=0 then

begin
write(’ LUN ‘,LUN,’: ‘);
for k:=8 to 35 do write(chr(DataBufferlk]));

writeln:
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end:
end

else if LUN=0 then writeln;

end;

begin
writeln(PNAM);
initialize;

if InitializeASPI(AspiEntryPoint)
then

begin
writeln(ASPI_CONNECTED) ;
for ID:=0 to 7 do

for LUN:=0 to 7 do Inguire(I0,LUN);
end

else writeln(ASPI_OPEN_ERROR);

end,
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Active high An electrical signal is active high whenit is interpreted as true for
high voltage levels. See also Active low.

Active lowAsignal that is interpreted as true in the low voltage state. Often
such signals have a bar over the name, such as DasP.

SCSI Since all SCSI signals are active low they are not marked in any special way in
the SCSI chapters.

IDE Lowactive signals are marked with a bar in the IDE chapters.

AT bus_ Refers to either the system bus of IBM AT compatible computers, the
ISA bus, or the IDE interface. The term AT busis not used in this book but
instead ISA bus and IDEinterface are used.

ATA standard The ANSI version of the IDE interface is called ATA. The name

comes from AT Attachment. In this book ATA is used whenever the ANSI

standard is meant.

Bandwidth see Throughput.
Cache A small storage capable of very fast access. For disk drives such a cache

is implemented as RAM,usually at least 1 Mbyte in size. All data read from
the medium is stored here. Data that is already in the cache can be read up
to 20 times faster, When the cacheis full the oldest data is overwritten.

SCSI Contingent allegiance condition This is created for an I_T_x nexusafter a
CHECK CONDITION or COMMAND TERMINATEDstatus.In this condition a LUN

holds sense data pertaining to the I_T_x nexus. If a LUNis only capable of
holding data for a single I_T_x nexus then attempts by all other initiators
to access the LUN will be met with Busy status. In the event that a TAGGED

QUEUE is implemented for this LUN other commandswill not be affected
(see Extended contingentallegiance condition). The contingent allegiance
condition ends when a new commandis received from the sameinitiator

or by an ABORT or BUS DEVICE RESET message.
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Controller In this book a controller is a system component that controls a
peripheral device. A controller may reside on the peripheral itself or be
integrated into the host system. The term is often used in reference to a
subsystem that is actually a combination of a controller and host adapter.
As an example, a disk drive controller allows for the attachment of disk
drives to the host system.

SCSI A5SCSI controller allows the connecting of one or more peripheral devices to the
SCSI bus. The device that connects the SCSI bus to the host system is
called a host adapter.

CRC (cyclic redundancy check) A checksum that is written in addition to the
data to a sector. With the aid of CRC data errors can be detected with high-
er confidence than with asimple parity bit.

Data rate see Throughput.
DMA(direct memory access) Refers to the ability of a host adapter to write

and read host system memory without host intervention. This not only
makes possible very fast data transfers but also frees the host processor to
do other tasks. This is especially advantageous in multi-tasking systems
where multiple tasks are the norm. Programmed I/O (PIO), on the other
hand, is performed entirely by the host processor.

ECC (error correction code} Additional bits written with the data that allow,

to a certain degree, the recognition and correction of data errors. Disk
drives always employerror correction codes. :

SCSI Extended contingent allegiance condition This extends the normal contin-
gent allegiance condition in that the execution of all commandsin the
tagged queue of this LUN is also suspended. This condition exists for an
I_T_L nexus andis entered by the target in certain error situations. The
target sends an INITIATE RECOVERY message after a CHECK CONDITIONstatus.
Afterwardsthe initiator should take appropriate measures to recover from
the error. The extended contingent allegiance condition is ended when the
initiator sends a RELEASE RECOVERY message.

Formatted capacity As opposed to unformatted capacity, this is the amountof
space available to store information on a disk drive. The replacementsec-
tors are not included, The formatted capacity of a drive is usually between
10 and 30%less than the unformatted capacity.

Formatting A hard disk or replaceable medium disk needs to be formatted
before data can be stored onit. Here sectors for data storage are written to
the medium, Since the sectors take up more room than just whatis need-
ed for data storagethere arises a difference between formatted and unfor-
matted drive capacity.
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Geometry The geometry of a disk drive describes the format of the drive in
terms of cylinders, heads, and sectors. For example, two drives with dif-
ferent geometries differ-in the numberof cylinders.

Hard sector A type of disk drive formatting where the beginning of each sec-
tor is marked by a pulse generated by the head disk assembly. In compar-
ison, the pulse from a soft sector format is generated from the read/write
electronics and requires space on the medium. _

Host adapter A host adapter allows a controller to be connected to the I/O bus
of the host. The host adapter may be integrated on the motherboardof the
system or it may be implemented as a separate board.

VO bus A computer busfor the attachment of peripheral devices.

SCSI WOprocess Any logical connection between two SCSI devicesis referred to as
an I/O process. It begins with the selection of a target by an initiator. It
exists during the entire command execution or command chain including
all BUS FREE periods. Normally, the process ends after the message COM-
MAND COMPLETE with a BUS FREE phase.

IDE interface A disk drive interface used primarily in the PC domain. The
name comes from integrated disk electronics. Also known as ATA inter-
face. |

Index A pulseindicating the beginning of a track on a rotating disk.

SCSI Initiator One of two possible devices types that occupy the SCSI bus. The ini-
tiator is the device that initiates the I/O process. As soon as the target
device is selected it controls the I/O process as well as the SCSI protocol.

ISA bus The original system bus of the IBM AT. The bus has since become a
standard and is used by all AT compatible systems. The name comes from
industry standard architecture.

SCSI IT_x Nexus Either an I_T_L nexus or an I_T_L_Q nexus.

SCSI LUN (logical unit) Each SCSI target contains at least one and up to eight
LUNs. A LUNis the actual physical device. For example a SCSI controller
connected to three disk drives controls three LUNs.

Mapping For disk drives, the correspondence between physical sectors and
logical block numbers is accomplished through a mapping. A linear map-
ping refers to the approach where first sectors of a track, then tracks of a
cylinder, and finally cylinders are exhausted for increasing LBN numbers.
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This approach insures that the access time for continuous logical blocks is
minimal.

Master When two devices or systems are in such a relationship that one of
them has control over the other, the controlling device is the master and
the other device the slave.

IDE Masterdrive For IDE, drive 0 is the master drive. The term derives from the

fact that when spindle synchronization is used this drive supplies the
clock for the second drive. Otherwise the drives are independent.

Mirrored drives Twodisk drives that are maintained to hold exactly the same
information are said to be mirrored. Mirroringis the responsibility of a con-
troller or special software and is transparent to the user. Mirrored drives
are used for redundancy purposesin the event of a hardware failure.

Parity bit Simple error detection for a data byte. A parity bit transferred with
the data byte allows the receiver to detect 1-bit errors. Multiple bit errors
may not be detected.

PIO (programmed WO) The exchangeof data via a register or port by program
control. In contrast to direct memory access (DMA), the processor moves
each individual piece of data to memory, which is very time consuming.

Redundancy Insurance against data loss or downtime through the use of
duplicate components. In order to guarantee zero downtime some sys-
temsallow for replacements ‘on-the-fly’, or hot swaps. -

Rotational position sensing (RPS) A controller connected to multiple disk .
drives which monitors therelative rotational position of each drive is said
to employ RPS. This is accomplished by monitoring the index pulses of
the drives. When processing multiple I/O requests this allows the con-
troller to choose the drive that can be accessed with minimalaccess time.

Slave see Master.

IDE Slave drive see Master drive.

Soft sectoring A method of formatting for a disk drive. Here the pulse mark-
ing the beginning of a sector is written to the medium during formatting
and read from the medium during access to the sector, in contrast to hard
sectoring, which uses slightly less space on the disk.

Spindle synchronization Two or more disk drives that are synchronized for
spindle speed and rotational position are said to employ spindle synchro-
nization. This allows, for example, simultaneous writing of mirrored drives.

SCSI Status A byte sent from the target to the initiator at the end of a command
sequence. This byte reflects the success or failure of the command execu-
tion. Afterwards the message COMMAND COMPLETE normally follows.
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SCSI Status phase The SCSI bus phase where a status byte is transferred from the
target to the initiator.

SCSI Target One of two possible SCSI device types that occupy the SCSI bus. The
target is the device that executes commands for the initiator. After the
selection phase the target takes control of bus protocol.

IDE Task file Another namefor the commandregister block of an IDE controller.

Throughput (bandwidth, data rate) Given in Mbytes per second, throughput
relates how much data can be transferred over the bus in a given time.
Throughputis the product of the transfer rate in MHz times the bus width
in bytes. For example, a 32-bit wide SCSI bus with a transfer rate of 10
MHzresults in a throughput of 40 Mbytes per second. Asa further differ-
entiation, there is also the peak transfer rate and sustained transferrate.
For example, a disk drive typicaily has a sustained transfer rate of 3
Mbytes per second. This is how fast the data can be read from the medi-
um. However, a controller using Fast SCSI might be able to reach a peak
data rate of 10 Mbytes per second.

Transfer rate The speed at which a data transfer occurs measured in MHz.In
the case of 8-bit transfers this is identical to throughput in Mbytes per sec-
ond.It is often used to express serial rates like that of the data from the
head of a drive. Here a transfer rate of 24 MHz correspondsto a through-
put of 3 Mbytes per second.

Unformatted capacity The capacity of a disk drive or medium before format-
ting. Only the formatted capacity is important to the user. Unformatted
capacity lies approximately 10 to 30% higher than this. Manufacturerscite
unformatted capacity since formatted capacity is a function of the exact
method of formatting.

SCSE Unit attention condition This condition exists ina LUN relative to certain ini-

tiators when a status change has occurred in the LUN thatthe initiators
did not cause. Examples of such status changesarethe insertion of a medi-
um in a replaceable medium drive, the setting of MODE parameters from a
third-party initiator or a SCSI reset. As long as a unit attention condition
exists the LUN will reply to all commands with a CHECK CONDITION status
and status key UNIT ATTENTION, with the exception of INQUIRY and REQUEST
SENSE, which will be executed normally. After this the LUN enters into a
contingent allegiance condition. The unit attention condition ends for an
initiator as soon as it receives the CHECK CONDITION status. Unit attention

can also hold for all LUNs andall initiators. This occurs, for example, at
power-up or after a SCSI reset.
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12 byte command 136
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A

Acable 19, 23,92
ABORT 128, 252
abort command 56

ABORT TAG 128

access time 18
ACKNOWLEDGE MEDIA CHANGE 70

ACTIVE (status} 65
address register 52,55
addressing

logical 60
physical 60
relative 23,140

AEN 129, 140, 157, 162, 208

alternate status register 53
ANSI 37, 40
ANSI version 38, 40, 140

asynchronous 8, 12, 25, 81, 109, 111,
114, 117, 124, 140, 208, 263, 267

asynchronous event 140, 208
AT bus 33, 37, 40, 45, 47, 50, 106,

122, 125, 128, 133, 268
AT task file 50

ATAinterface 37, 40, 44, 47, 50, 52,
60

audio 214, 222,227

B

Beable 19, 23, 92

backplane 31
block descriptor 133, 150, 171, 190,

201, 203, 229
block format 180, 182
BOM 180

BPI 182

bridge controller 40, 79, 90, 132, 156,
193

buffer 161

double ported 63
single ported 63, 259

buffermemory 16
bus 29

1/O 31

memory 32
universal 32, 38
VME 31,33

BUS DEVICE RESET 128

BUS FREE phase 105
bytes after index format 15, 27, 223

Cc

cache 39, 52, 70, 72, 129, 144, 162,
166, 172, 177, 220, 229

CAM 37, 247

capacity
formatted 15,17
unformatted. 17

CCS=78, 84, 140, 149
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CD-ROM 4, 14, 86, 91, 154, 158, 214,
222, 227, 229, 267

cpCc 13

Centronics 9, 12

Centronics protocol 12
CHANGE DEFINITION 149

channel 210

CHECK POWER MCDE 70

CHS mode_53, 60
CLEAR QUEUE 128
Clist 161

CLV 222

command

conirol byte 135
opcode 134
status 137

types 136
command chain 121, 135
command classes

class 1: 55

class 2: 56

class 3: 57

class 4: 57

class 5: 58

COMMAND COMPLETE 121

command descriptor block 133, 150,
152, 171, 190, 203, 229

command phase (IDE) 57
command phase (SCSI) 110
COMMAND phase 110, 252
command register 54
commands

10 byte 136
12 byte 136
6byte 134

commands, optional 70
communications devices 129, 210,

213

Compaq 37
connector 96

Conner Peripherals 59
control byte 135
control mode page 157
controller 18, 79
CRC 15, 158

cylinder 14, 60
cylinder numberregister 53
cylinder skew 16, 17, 158, 173

D

DAT 182

DATA phase 111, 122, 124
data rate 30

data registers 50
data separator 15, 18, 23
data width 30, 32

defect descriptor 171
defect list 23, 26, 66, 78, 84, 160, 168,

171

defect management 62, 78, 161
defects, grown 161
deferred error 157,185
device classes 132

list of 133

device control register 54
diagnostic pages 132, 148
diagnostics 51, 66, 148
differential 20,77, 81, 92, 96, 100,

259, 262

direct memory access 47, 163
DISCONNECT 123

disconnect-reconnect page 123, 156,
237

disconnect privilege 121, 123
Dlist 161

DMA 40, 46, 57, 64, 70, 73, 162, 265
DOOR LocK 70
DOOR UNLOCK 70

draft proposal 77
drive /head register 53

E

ECBbus 31,33
ECC 15, 52, 69, 74, 83, 158, 166
ECC error 52, 69, 74, 166
EIA 7

EISA bus 39

element 233

embedded controller 38, 79, 132

emulation 194, 259
EOD 183

EOM 180

ERASE 10, 187, 219
error code 66

error register 51
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ESDI commands 27

EXABYTE 182

EXCHANGE MEDIUM 237

EXECUTE DRIVE DIAGNOSTICS 66

Extends 160

F

fast SCSI 113

feature register 52
file mark 183, 186

flag bit 121, 135, 250, 267
format 14

FORMAT 68, 168, 196

format chip 15
FORMAT TRACK 68

FORMAT UNIT 168

G

generation 217
geometry 14, 60, 68, 70,175, 238
GET MESSAGE(10) 211
GET MESSAGE(12} 211
GET MESSAGE(6) 211
Glist 161

glitch 107

H

handshake 12, 25, 58, 81, 109
hard disk 14

hard disk geometry 14, 175
hard sectoring 15, 23, 175
hardware reset 58, 72, 248
HDA 18

head 60
HEAD OF QUEUE TAG 127
header 15

host adapter 18, 78, 89

I

I/O process 118, 131
IT_Lnexus 120, 126, 128
ID 79

IDE adapter 38

index

IDE command 66

IDE command classes 55

IDE controller 50

IDE signals 44-7
IWENTIFY 70, 120
IDENTIFY DRIVE 70

IDLE (command) 70
IDLE (state) 65, 70
IDLE IMMEDIATE 70

IGNORE WIDE RESIDUE 126

index 14

index format 172

initialization pattern 171
INITIALIZE DRIVE PARAMETERS 68

initiator 79, 89
INITIATOR DETECTED ERROR 122

INQUIRY 138, 250, 255
interface

ESDI 13

IDE 37

‘peripheral 4, 19, 29, 31, 79, 84
physical 5, 7,10, 12
printer 5,10
serial 7

SMD 13, 28
ST412 13

ST506 13,18
interleave 16, 64, 68, 158, 169, 173

interrupt request 32, 46, 52
IPS 182

L

large frame 223
LBA mode 53, 61
LBN 135, 158, 167, 171, 185, 189, 219

linear mapping 60, 158, 223
link bit 10,32, 121, 135, 140, 166
LINKED COMMAND COMPLETE 121

LOAD UNLOAD 189

LOCATE 188

logic analyzer 58, 107, 257
logical block 135, 159, 214
logical block (tape) 183
logical unit 131
LUN 120, 131, 135
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M

mandatory commands 66, 136
mapping 55, 60, 70, 158, 168, 223,

239

mapping, linear 60, 158, 223
mass storage 3,31, 84, 163
master drive 38, 46, 53, 55, 58, 66,

72,90, 177
measurement units 205

medium changer 233, 237
medium defect 27, 62,78, 160, 168,

172, 175
MEDIUM SCAN 218

message
format 117

phase 109
system 116

message codeslist 119
MESSAGE PARITY ERROR 129

MESSAGE REJECT 129

message, extended 109, 118, 124,
127

MFM format 19, 22
mode

buffered 183, 190, 194, 197
unbuffered 183, 190, 197

mode parameter pages
all device classes 154
CD-ROM 229

communications devices 213

disk drives 173

medium changers 237
printers 197
scanners 204

tape devices 191
mode parameters 132
MODE SELECT 149

MODE SENSE - 149

modei

disk drive 14

IDE drive 60

peripheral device 5
peripheral interface 5

MODIFY DATA POINTER 122

mount 160, 180
MOVE MEDIUM 236

multi-initiator 146

N %

nexus 119, 126, 128
NO OPERATION 122

notch 174,176

O

offset 114

opcode 26, 55, 66, 103, 123, 134, 194,
207, 211

open collector 19, 81
optical storage 4, 14, 160, 214, 221,

233

ORDERED QUEUE TAG 127

‘

P

parameterlist 133, 148
parity error 8, 25, 95, 117, 122, 129,

268

partition 153, 183, 186, 191
PAUSE/RESUME 227

PC host adapter 19, 50, 79, 89, 96,
207, 240, 266, 268

PCMIA 41

peripheral device page 156
peripheral device type 140
peripheralinterfaces 5
peripheral qualifier 141
phases 102
pin assignments

differential 82

single ended 81
PIO 47, 50, 55, 64
PLAY AUDIO(10) 227

PLAY AUDIO(12) 227
PLAY AUDIO MSF 227

PLAY AUDIO TRACK/INDEX 227
Plist 161

PostScript 5
power condition 64, 133, 160, 207,

245

power-up cycle 46, 149
pre-fetch 162,172,178
PRINT 194, 196

printers 4, 9,79, 132, 193, 196, 247
priority 31, 89, 178
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processor device 129, 140, 206, 210,
259, 262

programmed I/O 47, 64, 123
protocol XON/XOFF 9

Q

Q-22 bus 30, 33
QIiC 182
queue 23, 106, 120, 126, 141, 157,

261

R

RAID array 79,177
READ 185, 203

READ(i0) 165
READ(6é) 165
READ BLOCK LiMiTS 188

READ BUFFER 70

READ CD-ROM CAPACITY 225

READ DMA 70

READ DRIVE STATE 71

READ GENERATION 217

READ LONG 69, 166
READ MULTIPLE 71

READ SECTORS 68

READ TOC 225

READ UPDATED BLOCK 218

READ VERIFY SECTORS 69

read/write head 14

ready condition 180
real time 30

reallocation 62, 161
RECALIBRATE 68

RECEIVE 207

reconnection 123

recording format 4, 158, 160, 174,
180, 222

red book 222

register block 50
register model 50
RELEASE 146

REQ/ ACK offset 114, 264

REQ/ACK sequence 109
request/acknowledge handshake

12, 25, 81, 109

Index 299

RESELECTION phase 108
reselection, unexpected 121
RESERVATION CONFLICT 146

reservation, third-party 147
RESERVE 146

reset, hard 38, 58, 72, 140, 248

REST (command) 72
REST (state) 65
RESTORE DRIVE STATE 62

RESTORE POINTERS 122

REWIND 184

RLL format 19,22

rotational latency 18, 23, 177
rotational position locking 177
rotational position sensing 23
RPS 23

RS-232 7,198

S

SASI 77,91, 165
SAVE DATA POINTER 122

SCAN 203, 218, 256
scan window 201

scanner 4, 132, 200, 203, 247
SCSI

analyzer 104, 107, 125, 257
bulletin board 85

bus timing 104
chips 262
configurations 89,91
controller 89

device 79

differential 100

emulator 257, 259
fast 113

history 41
messages 117
pointers 122
priority 31, 89
signals 92
single-ended 96
standard 85

synchronous 113
throughput 82
wide 78, 80, 82, 92, 125
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SCSI Bus phases
ARBITRATION 106

BUS FREE 105

DATA 111

MESSAGE 109

RESELECTION 108

SELECTION 106

sTaTus 112

SCSI pointers 122
SCSI-1 83

SCSI-2 difference to SCSI-1 104,
106, 113, 131, 148, 184

SCSI-3 5, 78, 84

Seagate 13
sector 14, 60
sector buffer 16, 55, 63, 68, 72, 161
sector count register 52
sector format 15

sector numberregister 53
sector skew 16, 158, 173
seek time 18

SELECTION 106

SEND 208

SEND DIAGNOSTIC 147

SEND MESSAGE(10) 211
SEND MESSAGE(12) 211
SEND MESSAGE(6) 211
sense code 144

sense data 143

sense key 144
sequential access 4, 61
serial transfer 7

SET FEATURES 72

set mark 183

SET MULTIPLE MODE 72

SET WINDOW 202

setmark 183

signal level 5, 9%, 46, 97, 117
SIMPLE QUEUE TAG 127

single ended 81
slave drive 38, 46, 55, 58
SLEEP (command) 72
SLEEP (state) 65
SLEW AND PRINT 196

soft sectoring 15, 21,23, 175
software interface 7, 52, 78, 83, 194,

247

SPACE 186

spindle synchronization 176
spiral offset 16
SRB ° 248, 255

STANDBY (command) 73
STANDBY(state} 65, 70
STANDBY IMMEDIATE 73

status 137

CHECK CONDITION 137

list of 137

RESERVATION CONFLICT 146

status byte 137
STATUS phase 112
status register 53
STOP PRINT 196

Storage medium 4
surface 14

SYNCHRONIZE BUFFER 196

SYNCHRONOUS DATA TRANSFER REQUEST

124

synchronous SCSI 113
synchronous transfer period 114
synchronous transfers 8

T

tagged queue 120
tape device 180
tape marks 180, 183, 186
target 79, 90, 131
targetemulator 259
target routine 120, 128, 131, 135,

208, 250, 267
TERMINATE 1/0 PROCESS 128

termination resistors 19, 97
termination, incorrect 99,127
terminator 19,81, 94, 100
TEST UNIT READY 141

throughput
peak 17
sustained 17

timing diagrams 257
track (CD-ROM) 223
track 14

track skew 16, 158, 173
transfer period 114, 116, 124
transfer rate 17

transfer rate, peak 8, 18
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unexpected bus free 121
UNIT ATTENTION condition 133, 157
UPDATE BLOCK 217

V

volume tag 235

WwW

Western Digital 37
WIDE DATA TRANSFER REQUEST 125

WORM drive 14, 158, 214
WRITE 185

WRITE(i0) 165
WRITE(6) 165
WRITE BUFFER 73

write current 16, 21,23

index 301

WRITE DMA 73

WRITE FILEMARKS 187

WRITE LONG 69, 166
WRITE MULTIPLE 73

write precompensation 52
write protection 180
WRITE SAME 73

WRITE SECTORS 69

write splice 16
write-through cache 163
WRITE VERIFY 74

Y

yellow book 222

Z

zone 173

‘zone bit recording 61, 158, 160
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